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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military - developed curriculum materials in this course

paCkage were selected by the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissem-
ination tc the six regional,Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional material. agencies. The pea-pose of

disseminating tnese courses was to make curriculum materials
developed by the Military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in,the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the military
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appro-
val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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The National Center
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T..: ;ational Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:
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Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating informatior 3y stems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs
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Military
Curriculum Materials
Dissemination Is ..

an activity to increase the accessibility of
militarydeveloped curriculum materials to
vocational and technical eduzators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Al guy, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum material is
provideJ through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of

f Education and the Department of Defense.

The acqued materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected `Jr dissemination.

The Nationil Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and :onduct the project
activities.

Project Staff:

v\lesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director .

What Materials tow Can These
Are A4ailable? Materials Be Obtained?

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and deScriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for -dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and tezhnital
manuals.

The 120 tourses represent the following
sixteen voc Aional subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Di at ling
Electronics
Engiii Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating Pa Air

Conditioning
Machi.ie Shop
Management &

Supervision
Meteorology &

Navigation
Photography
Public ice

The number of courses and the subject areas
reptesentedwill expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
technical education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for infornatiOn on obtaining

d.
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

t;llhFilCULLIM C00111_:INA I lOil CLN FE fiS

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass

Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
2 '7/782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK ;4704
405/377 2000

NCRTHEApT
Joseph F.telly,11h.D.
Directoil
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292.6562

NORTHWEST
Vllilliam Daniels
Director
Builcjing 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi Sate University

Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762
6131/325.2510

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.

director
1776 University Ave.
Hnnolulu, HI 96822
808/948.7834
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Course Description.

The instructional design for this course is self-paced and/or small group paced. This

cpur-Se trains personnel to per:orm duties as an Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic.

It includes organizational and field maintenance of aircraft pressurization, air condiftoning,

rnd air starter systems, and life raft inflation equipment.

Block I - Fundamentals contains 24 lessons requiring 115 hours of instruction.

These are: safety; aircraft familiarization;,physics; electron thepry;
Magnetism; DC generation and basic circuit 4Mbolb and terms; wiring
diagram fundamentals;( control and protective devices; multimeter; Circhoff's

current law; Kirchoff's voltage law; Ohm's law; series circuits; parallel

circuits; series-parallel circuits; switching circuits; DC motors and
control circuit; temperature control circuits; alternating current;
capacitance; inductance; AC motors and control circuits; solid state
dbvices; magnetic amplifters; and.trainii aircraft air conditioning system.

BlocK II - Air Conditioning Systems Aniists of r8 Nessons convering1124 hours of

instruction. These are: fighter caifin air conditioning system; rain

remrval system; equipment air conditioning,system;Temperature control
'system tester;,bomber air conditioning system; decade resistor funccions and

windshield amplifier bench check; cargo-bleed air and anti-icing system;

and cargo air conditithaing system.
4

Block III Aircraft Environmental Systems units contains 13 lessons coveting 102

hours of instruction. These are the following: tools, haAlware, safetying 1

devices, and wire Tepair; maintenance Of moisture separators; maintenance
of blekl air distrihution ductiag; air Lurbine motor maintenance; turbine

refrigeration devices; advanceg fighteriboMber air source control system;

advanced fighter/bomber air conditioning system; advanced fighter/bomber
windshield clearing system;'maintenance of, ?ir control units; anti-G

suit system; canopy seal system; pressurization Systems; and cabin pressure .

lisakage check.

Block IV Utility Systems and Flight Line' Maintenance consists of 9 lessons requiring

1.14.5 hours A instruction. These lessons are entitled: gaseous 02 systems;

liquid 02 systems; liquid refrigeration systems and components; inspection

maintenance of 02 systems (liquid); cryotainer systems maintenance; liferaft

inflation equipment, fii=e\exxinguisher system maintenance; flight line'

maintenance.- inspections; and flight line maintenance; removal and

replacetent of system components.

This course contains both teacher and student materials. Printed instructor materials

include plans of instruction detailing training equipment needed, training methods,

.multiple instructor requirements and instructional guidance. The student material

includes workbook, and programmed texts with review exercises. A bibliography and

'glossary of tetras have been provided to aid both the instructor and the student.

In Blocks I and III, lessons on Orientation, Security, Progression in Career Field,

Maintenance Management, and the Technical Order Publicatiolis SysNms have been,

deleted because of military specific materials.
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FOREWORI

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42331

instructional system. The materials contained herein have been
validated using students enrolled in the 3ABR42331 course. Ninety

percent of tae students taking this text surpassed the criteria

called for in the lesson objective. The average student required

3.5 hours to complete the text.

OBJECTIVES

1. Associate each bleed 'oir System component with its

operation with a minimum of 807 accuracy.

2. Select safety precautions tnat are applicable to the

maintenance of bleed air systems without error.

INSTRUCTIONS

This text presents infamation in small steps called "frames."
After each fraud you are. asked to respond by completing a statement.

Raad each frame carefully before responding. The answers t, the .

statements for each frame are located on the top of the next frame.

If you'select the correct answers, continue to the next frame.. If

you are'incorract, read the material again and correct your answers

before continuig.

0

Lupd sedes 3AfR42231-PT-201, 13 February 1973.

' OFR: 3370 TTG

DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TTGTC - 300; TTVSR - 1

S.
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Frame 1

In previous lessons you learned the trainer type aircraft air
conditioning system.' Yau should recall that the air used for air
couditicning came'from the jet engine.

Do you.remember iihat to 'call the air that was tapped from tbe,
jet engines? Yes, it's ce.ded "engine bleed air,"

You should keep in mind that engine bleed air is an extremely
hot, high 'preosure air. The actual temperature and pressure will
depend on the engine throttle setting and ambient air temperature.

The temperature can range from close to 500 F to 900 F and the
pressure from close to 100 to 250 psi. 1,

Engine bleed air as a rule is taken from the last stage-of engine
compression. Keep in mind, the number of stages of compression will
vary with the different jet engines.

On the fighter aircraft that is used as an example in this lesson,
the bleed air is tapped from the 17th stag of compression. This Ks
the last stage of compreszign on this engi,d.

Lill in the blanks to complete the 'eollowing statements.

1." The air tapped fro!, the jet engine is called
air.

2. The pressure and temperature of the engine bleed air depepds
on the engine

12
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Answers to vrame 1: 1. engine bleed 2. throttle settk,q,

Frame 2

Engine bleed air 13 used for several purposes on the aircraft.
It is used to air condition the cockpit, cool the electronic equipment,
keep the windshield clear of rain, and aid in aircraft control through

4- the boundary layer control system.

When the engines are running, bleed air is suppliel to the cabin
air conditioning system, equipment air conditioning system, and to the
boundary layer control (BLC) system. vscfi of *hese systems has a
shutoff valve to control-the bleed At. You will learn how the bleed
air is used in each of these systets in future lessons.

Figute 1 shows the bleed air system. The air is tapped from the
17th stage of compression on eachof the two engines and is directed
into one duct. From there it is distributed to each of the systems.

Follow the path of airflow in fi re 1 from the engines.

Fill in the blanks complete the following statements.

1. The air used for air conditioning is tapped from the
stage of engine compression.

2. The boundary layer control system receives air froM the
system.

3. Engine bleed air is used for removing rain from the

14
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.
111 COMPONENT OF BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL SYSTEM.

t

D COMPONENT OF ENGINE BLEED AIR SYSTEM
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Figure 2. Bleed Air'-System Schematic.
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. 17th 2. enRine bleed air 3. windshield

Frame 3

On this aircraft, bleed air is supplied by two engines. Chesy,_
valves are used to privent loss of bleed air if one of the engines is
inoperative. Remember, check valves allow airflow in of* direction
only, or we can say, they prevent a reverse flow of air.

Notice the check valves in figure 2. In this system there is
one check 'valve for each engine. These are flapper, type check valves,
similar to those used in the trainer aircraft air conditioning system.

Air flowing in one direction will open the flappers, but airflow
in the opposite direction will force the flappers to close. Check
valves normally have an arrow stamped on the body of the valve to
indicate the direction of airflow.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Loss of air through an Inoperative engine prevented by a

2. The check valves are opened by

1
7



Answers to Frame 3: 1. check valve 2. air pressure

Frame 4

Read each statement below then mark each one T (true) or F (false).

1. Engine bleed air is tapped off the 17th stage of compression
on both the lefc and right engines.

4

2. Check valves allow bleed air to flow out of the eng!.i,e
compressor, and 016o prevent a reverse flow of air into an

inoperative engine.

7
3. The arrows on the check valves indicate thk.direttion of

airflow.

4. The check valves are opened by spring tension.

5. The engine bleed air systim supplies hot, high pressure air
to the boundary layer control system, equipment refrigeration
un , and the cabin refrigeration unit.

ti

8

ta
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Answers to Frame 41 T 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. T 5.

Frame 5

From' the engines; the bleed air is routed' through ducting to the 4
different systems. The ducting is made up bf ShOrt sections connected

. together with duct couplingd.

Short sections of ducting are used to make it.possible to remove
and reinstall the dutts for maintenance.

Figure 3 shows Art of the bleed air ducting. The small arrows
point to same of the many couplings used to hold the sections :f
ducting together.

The duct sections are made of a t!tainless steel alloy 'which can
withstand extremely high temperatures.

The walls of the duct sections can be msde very thin, thereby
saving weight. For this raasot they have to be handled with care. A
dent or 'scratch will weaken the duct and can cause it to crack. This
will result in a hot air leak, or rupture of the ducting.'

Hot air leaks are very dangerous on aircraft as the hot air can
burn the electrical wiring which can cause system failure, ignite
flammable taterials, or soften or burn through structural members.
In some cases, total engine failure-and lobs of flight control has
occurred.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Duct sections are held together by

2. Engine bleed air ducting is made of. alloy.

3. To make it possible to remove and reinstall engine bleed air
ducting with sake, the ducting is made in

4. Ohit precaution to observe when maintaining the bleed air
system is to handle the with care.

22
11



Makers to Frame 5: 1. ducCcouplings 2. stainless steel

3. s;,ort sections 4. ducting

Frame 6

Most of the staff ss steel duct. sections are rigid. For this

reason a means is net Which will allow for variations in duct
length and for movement of the ducts.

Theduct length will change with temperature changes. Increases

in temperature will cause the duct to expand. This is called thermal
expansion.

Thermal compensators are used to
k
allow for duct movement causec,

by thermal. expansion and contraction.

A-thermal compensator is shown below: This part is made up of
...a flexible belluWs that allows for linear (lengthwise) movement and
ja ball sad swivel joint that allows for angular (sideways) movement.

The inner tube (2) is connected to'the,outer chamber (1) by the
bellows (3). The duct is connected to'the inner tube. If the duct

moves due to expansionA the flexible bellows will allaw'the inner
tube toemova inside the compensator.

1

On the opposite end of the cpmpensator, the duct is connected
to the swivel joint. 4The swivel joint(4), allows the ducting to move
angular (sideways) approktmately15 degrap.

(I)

riiigi7crirrn:rtirrIsterrieronthaillOttiJir
1. OMR CHAMK
2. INNER TURF
3. 110.14)WS ASY
4. SWIVEL JOINT THERMAL COMPENSATOR

Figure 4. Thermal Compensators.

12
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Frame 6 (Continued)

Fill in the. blanks to complete the following statements.

1. An increase in temperature will cause the ducting to

2. Movement of the bleed air ducting due to thermal expansion
or contraction is compensated for by the

6

3. The swivel joint allows for of the
ducting.

O

243
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Answers to Frame 6: 1. _expand 2. thermal comoessator

3. angular movement

Frame 7

When a duct section is remo4ed.duxing maintenance and a new
section is installed, it's possible the ducting will not fit together
the same AS the old section did. Duct length may vary slightly..,

Ambient (surrounding) temperature changes may cause variations
in the aircraft structure atd the bleed air ducting due to the dif-
ference in expansion rates of different metals. This can make it
difficult to align the ducting and to insure a leak proof connection.

Tolerance compensators are installed in the system to compensate
for variations in duct length.

TEe tolerance compensator is shown below. This unit consists of
a bellows section for flexib4lity and a thfeaded section that allows
the maintenance man to adjust the duct length. This is done by
screwing the threaded section in too shorten the tolerance compensator,
or out to make it longer.

THREADS
TOLERANCE COMPENSATOR

Figure 5. Tolerance Compensator.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. If the duct sections do not align properly, the maintenance
technician should adjlist the

2. The purpose of the tolerance compensator is to a116w for
in duct length.

14 25



Answers to Frame 7: 1. tolerance ,.1mpensator 2. variations c

Frame 8

/117

. There are several types of clamps and couplings used to join
duct sections together and to attach the units such as compensators
and control valves.

Four different couplings used in the bleed air system are shown
below. They are the Harman V band, Merman' Conoseal, Harman Jllt and
Janitrol couplings.

Notice that the Merman couplings use gaskets to make an air tight..
seal between the ducts, while the janitrol coupling, does not.

The Janitrol coupling is designed !.o make the joint air eight by
pulling the duct flanges together to form a metal to metal seal.

Care must be taken to insure the flanges on this .coupling are not
bent or 4cked during maintenance, as a 'damaged flange will cause an
air leak.

PLEXITALLIC GASKJET

MARMAN V SAND COUPLING

GASKET CLAMP
?AMMAN JII JOINT COUPLINGS

GASKET

?AMMAN CONOSEAL COUPLINGS

CLAMP

JANITROL COUPLINGS

Figure 6. Duct Section Couplings.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Duct sections are held together by

2. An air tight seal is formed in the Merman coupling by the

3. An air tight seal is formed in the Janitrol coupling by the
flanges forminea seal.

4. A.leak at a janitrol coupling could be caused by a damaged

15
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Answers to frame 8: 1. duct couplings 2. gaskets
3. petal-co-matel 4. flange.

Frame 9

Each of the couplings shown in figure 6 will be referred to as a
"V" (Vim) band coupling or clamp. This will be the general fllght line

terminology that you will encounter. They are called V-band couplings

because of their V shape.

_ The sketch shown (figure i) identifies some of the parts of a

V-band coupling. Notice the "T" bolt and quick coupler latch. This

permits disconnecting the coupling without complete removal of the nut.

Quick
Coupler
Latch

T-Bdlt

Trunnion

Figure 7. Components of a V-band Coupling.

. The V-band couplings are normally used where the pressure and
temperature Ara -1,10, such as in the bleed air manifold ducting and
the ducting leading to the air conditioning package.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Couplings having a V shaped groove that fits over the duct
flanges are normally called

IgifflM=11.1111.0110

2. Couplings used on the ducting carrying the bleed air to the
equir_Int refrigeration unit would be of the

type.

16
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Answers to Frame 9: 1. V band couplings 2. V band

Frame 10 .

The gaskets used with the Merman V-band couplings are made of a
metal wire molded into an asbestos material. These gaskets are called
flexitallic gaskets.

The gaskets used with the Marmite Conoseal couplings are cone
shaped stainless_steel gaskets.

The gaskets used with the Merman 111 are made of a copper alloy
and are formed to fit machined grooves in the duct flanges.

Each of the gaskets are designed to fit a specific type of the
duct can not be interchanged.

When a duct connection is loosened, or removed and rerlaced, new
gaskets must be installed.

To prevent damage to the gaskets they must be handled with care.
Hot air leaks can take place at the couplings if the gasket is damaged
or if the asskt is not put in properly.

Proper installation means having the duct flanges a1 gned so the
flanges mate properly, insuring the coupling is on the connection
strsight, and torquing the coupling to the torque value specified by
the applicable technical order.

Fill in the blanks to couplets the fmllowilg statements.

1. The material used in the gaskets for Merman V band couplings
is metal and

2. Whenever a duct connection is disconnected, a now
should be installid.

3. A leak at a Merman V-band coupling could be caused by a
defective

/26,
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Answers to Frame 10: 1. asbestos 2. gasket 3. gasket

Frame 11

'The sketch below shows two additional types of couplings. These

are the Merman Channel Band and Rubber Teck couplings. Couplings of

this me are not used 4n the hot bleed air system. They are useein

the air Conditioning system where the pressure and temperature have

been reduced.

To form an air tight seal, the rubber teck'couplings uses a

synthetic rubber seal. The Merman Channel Band coupling uses a Fiber-

glas reinforced rubber sleeve. When installing these couplings the

maintenance man must insure their proper alignment.

ZSLEEVE

MANAUS CHANNEL SAND COUPLING..

COUPLING

RUBBER TECK COUPLINGS

Figure 8. Air Conditioning System Couplings.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The Merman Channel Band coupling is normally used where the

pressure and have been reduced.

I

2. An air tight seal is formed in the Rubber Teck coupling by a

rubber and in the Merman Channel Band by a rubber

18
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Anewera to Frame 11: 1. temperature 2. seal sleeve

Frame 12

Some maintenance on the bleed air system requires you to take off
and put on the duct sections of some parts. This means you will remove
and install duct couplings.

When a duct coupling is put on it must be tightened to a specific
value. Haw can you tell when it's tight enough? This is one place you
must use a torque wrench.

The exact torque value to use will change with the ',:ype and size
of the clamp or coupling. When torquing couplings, you must refer to
the chart of torque values in the technical order for the aircraft on
which you're workiug.

For example;_la the F-4C aircraft, the torque value for a 4 inch
Harman V band coupling is 35 to 40 inch pounds. A 4 inch Merman
Cow seal coupling is torqued to 120 to 140 inch pounds.

To stop complete separation of the connection in case of a "T"
bolt failure, the couplings are safety wired. The sketch shows a duct
coupling with the safety wire installed.

Mote: This is a double strandcd, twisted safety wire.

When installing couplings, you will have to check the applicable
technical order to determine specific procedures for safey wiring
couplings.

I

Figure 9. Coupling Safety Wired.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. When duct couplings are replaced, they must be tightened
to a specific value.

2. To determine the proper torque value, you should refer to
the in the technical order.

3. To determine if a coupling should be safety-wired you
should check the applicable aircraft

19
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Answers to Frame 12: 1. torque 1. torque chart

3. technical order

Frame 13

The following information gives some general guidelines that

must be followed when working with ducting and couplings.

1. Preinstallation checks:

a. Exercise particular care during handling and installing

ducts to ensure that flange faces are not scratched, distorted, or

deformed.

b. Use protective flange caps-on the ends of all ducts

until the installation progresses to the point where removal 'f

,thA cap is essential to the installation.

c. Clean the flange faces and inspect them every time a

clamp is removed. Clean the flange faces by wiping with a clean

cloth. Do not use a wire brush to remove dirt.

2. Installation:

a. Check the part number to ensure the proper_coupling is

being installed.

b. When reinstalling a used coupling, visually check it

for spreading of the V section, broken spot welds, worn T-bolt threads,

bent i -bolt, and freedom of movement of the latch and trunion.

c. When gaskets are used, use care 'to avoid nicks or burrs

on the gasket surfaces. Whenever a joint is disassembled, a new gasket

should be used when ra.,ssembling. Ensure the gasket is properly

seated.

Determing the correct torque for the T-bolt by referring

to the applicable technical order.

e. Tighten the nut to about 2/3 of the specified nrque,

then tap the coupling lightly with a-plastic mallet. Continue

alternately torquing and tapping until the torque'wrench stabilizes

at the specified value.

f. Safety wire the T-bolt as directed by the applicable

technical manual.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

20
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Frame 14

Read each stateLent below, than mark each one T (true) or.F (false).

1. Angular movement and linear growth due to thermal expansion
is compensated for by the thermal compensator.

2. The ball joint on the thermal compensator allows for angular
movement.

3. The thermal compensator is used.to adjust for variations in
duct length during maintenance.

4. To align the ducts when installing a new section of ducting,
the_maintenanceilan_saa_adjuat.the_tolerarice_compensator.

5. The gaskets used with the Martian couplings must be replaced
each time the connection is loosened.

6. A (imaged gasket could cause an air leak in a Janitrol
coupling.

7. Couplings are used to join duct sections and control units
to the duct.

8. The'Marman Channel Band couplings use a sleeve to form an
air tight seal.

9. Merman Charnel Band couplings are used in the hot, high-
pressure bleed air system to attach units to the ducts.

10. When installing duct coup gs, the maintenance man must
tighten them with a torque wrench.

11. To determine the proper torque value 2or a duct coupling,
you should refer to the technical order.

12. An air leak at the duct coupling could be the result of a
damaged gasket, or an improperly torqued.coupting.

32
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Answers to rrame 14: T 1. T 2. F 3. T 4. T 5.

F 6. T 7. T 8. F 9. T 10.

T 11. T 12.

Frame 15

Since the air passing throush the bleed air ducting is extremely
hot, the heat from the duct can o41;,age nearby equipment. If touched,,

the hot ducting can cause Lijury to maintenance personnel.

To stop damage *o equipment and to protect the maintenance
personnel the engine bleed air ducting is insulated.

Four different types of insulation are used; they are: fiberglas

blanket/4 metal foil,. flberglas tape, and preiormasi liberglas.

Figure 10. Bleed-A4t Duct Insulation.

The fiberglas blanket insulation is made up of fiberglas covered
Ndth a fabric material and sewn a-together with a fiberglas thread.

The blankets are made to fit specifl; sections of ducting or valves.
The ands are clamped to the duct wit k a metal band clamp.

The metal foil insulition is made up of fiberglas with a thin

metal foil covering on each side. Each piece of thi insulation it

made to cover specific sections of ducting or certai units. There

is also a piece of this metal foi insulation covering *he refrigera-

tion unit hett excLanger. This ins tion is held-in place with

safety wire laced around small metal s ds along joining edges.

The fiberglas tape is a material that approximately 2 inches
wide and is simply wrapped on the duct and he d in place with a
special thermosetting tape. , This insulation is used on some of the

smaller sections of ducting.;`

22
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Frame 15 (Continued)

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. To prevent heat dotage to adjacent equipment and tujury to
personnel, the bleed air ducting is

2. The four types of insulation used on hot air duct, are
flimsies , natal P,
fiberglas , and flimsies.

,

3. Metal foil insulation is held in place with

34
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Answers to Frame 15: 1. insulated 2. blankets,

foil, tat, preformed

3. safety wire

Frame 16

The illustration

of ducting.
Number 1

(our fourth type) and

below shows insulation
installed on a section

points to the preformed fiberglas insulation

number 2 points to metal foil insulation.

Figure 11. Duct Insulation.

The preformed fiberglas
insulation (1) shown above,

is a solid

piece that is formed to fit specific installations
such as around

a duct or compensator.
This insulation is usually made in two pieces

(halves) and ig held together on the duct by insulation
clamps and

thermosettingtape.

The metal foil insulation
(2) above, is the as= material as

the

metal foil explained in the previous frame. This sketch
shows the.

insulation:on a
section of ducting.

Notice how the safety wire is

laced to hold the insulation in place.

The metal foil insulation is

strap to cover-duct couplings.

below. The insulation
straps are

in the sketch that the insulation

for the coupling bolt
(T bolt) t

lao used in the form of an insulation

e metal foil insulation
strap is shown

held in place with safety wire. Notice

strap is designed with a slotted area

fit through.

NSUi,AT1ON STIPAI

Figure 12.
Insulation Strap.

4
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Frame 16. (Continued)

In areas where the ducting or a coupling is not covered with
insulation, the maintenance man must use caution to avoid getting
burned, An-exposed duct coupling can become extremely hot during
operative of the system.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following st. 4ments.

1.* The insulation used on bleed air ducting consists of
and foil materials. 0101

2. Metal foil insulation straps are used to insulate duct
.

3. One precaution to observe when working on or near the bleed
air ducting is to avoid touching an exposed section of

or an exposed duct

36
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Answers to Frame 16: 1. fiberglas and metal . 2. couplings

3. duct couplings

Frame 17

A leak check must be made after completion of repairs or whenever
leaks are thought to exist in the bleed.air system. %

A leak check on the bleed air system requires the use of special
duct plugs, adapter, and a ground air compressor. 4

The plugs are put in at several points in the system to Isolate
the bleed air system from the refrigeration units, boundary layer
control syitem, and the engines.

The adapter is put in at one Aof tRe ehgine tapoffs. Air from
the tilt' compressor is put through the adapter to pressurite the ducting.

_2404

Ekcessive leakage is found ti pressuriting the system to a speci-
fied pressure, then monitoring the pressure drop over a set period.
of time.

As au example, the F-4 is pressurized`- to- 0 poi, then the system
is closed off. The pressure drop is timed and should not drop below
225 psi in five minutes. If the drop is greater,'then the leakage is
excessive. The point of leakage can be located by sound and by feel.

After this part of the auk cheerio performed, the duct plugs
and adapters are removed, and the couplings reinstalled. These couplings
museNslso be checked for leakage. This is done by running the engines
and feeling each connection for leakage.

re Actual performance of toe leak test requires that you follow
detailed procedures outlined in the technical order.

When performing the leak test you must avoid standing near or in
line with any of the duct plugs while the system is pressurized. Severe
injury.may reiult if a plug is blown out.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. After you install a new section of ducting you must perform
a

2-, When performing a leak test of the bleed air system you
Should follow the procedures outlined in the

3. When parforMing a leak test, th bleed air system is
isolated by Using-

26
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4. Duct plugs are used to isolate the

,4 system for the leak testing.

5. Leakage in bleed sir system can be determined by timing

the

la71
Pram 17 (Continued)

6. One precaution to observe when performing a leak test is to
avoid standingin line with 'a
while the system is pressurized.

I

1
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Answers to Frame 17: 1. leak teat 2. technical order

3. duct plugs 4. bleed air
5. pressure drop 6. duct, plugs

Frame 18

There are sevoral safety precautions that you muse follow while
working on the bleed air system. These preclutions are to protect
the equipment, to protect you and other maintenance personnel, and
to insure the aircraft is safe to fly. Some of these precautions
are listed below.

1. Extreme care should be used to avoid denting or scratching
the ducts when these ducts are removed or installed. A dent or
scratch could weaken the duct and cause the duct to rupture.

2. Use care when installing ducting with janitrol couplings to
avoid damaging the flanges. A damaged flange will cause an air leak.

3. All coupling gaskets and seals should be handled with care.
Damage to the gaskets or soals can result in a severe air leak which
could damage the aircraft or adjacent equipment.

4. Always install a new gasket whenever a duct connection is
loosened.

5. Torque each coupling to the value specified by the technical
order.

6. Avoid touching or otherwise coming in contact with the exposed
ducts and duct joints.

7. Do not stand near or in line ,-7ith bleed air duct plugs
when performing a bleed air systentleak est.
plug blows out while under pressure. '

you could get hurt if a 1/

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. To determine the torque values for duct_ couplings, you should
refer to the

2. When installing a new Merman coupling, you should install a new

3. An air leak at a duct coupling could be caused by a'damaged
or an improperly coupling.ak

4. Ducting should be handled with care to avoid or

5. Precautions to observe when maintaining the bleed air system
require that you avoid the hot air ducts and
standing in line with

28
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Answers to Frame 18: 1. technical order 2. gasket

3. gasket torqued 4. denting or scratching
5. touching duct-plugs

4
Frame 19

Read the following statements, then -mark them T (true) or F (false).

1. The coupling shown in figure 13 is Used to join sections of
ducting in the bleed air system.

Figure 13.

2. The coupling shown in figure 14 is used to attach units to
the ducts'! .n the hot bleed air s-etem.

Figure 14.

3. To prevent possible air leaks, the gaskets used with the
duct couplings should be replaced each time the coupling
is loosened.

4. To prevent possible injury, maintenance personnel could
avoid coming in contact with hot, exposed duct couplings.

5. All duct coupling seals and gaskets should be handled with
care to prevent possible damage.

6. To prevent stripping the nut and bolt on the couplings, the
nut is tightened only hand tight.

.0.1IMINIONMOI An air leak at the coupling could be caused by a gasket
damaged during handling or an improperly installed gasket.

8. Couplings using a rubber seal or sleeve are designed for use
on ducts carrying hot, high-pressure air.

9. All clamps must be tightened to technical order specification
with a torque wrench.

10. Asbestos material is used to insulate all bleed air ducts.

29



trims 19 (Continued)

14. DuLc couplings are intmlat, ,with a metal foil strap.

12. The bleed air ducting is insulated to prevent heat damage

to adjacent equipmmnt.

13. Metal foil and preformed f4berglas aro two types of 1uct

insulation.

Place the letter of the unit shown below in the blank space
opposite the statement that identifies the purpose of the unit.

14. Permits linear growth of a duct caused by thermal expansion
and allove,angular movement of the ducting.

15. Permits the necessary adjustments during maintenance of the

bleed air system.

II

L THREADS
TOLERANCE COMPENSATOR

.
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a

THERMAL COMPUISATOR

Figure 15.

Answers to Frame 19: 1. T 2. F 3. T 4. T 5. T 6. F 7. T 8. F 9. T 10. F

11. T 12. T 13. T 14. B 15. A
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Identify cebin air conditioning system component operation with a
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Frame 1

In your job AA an EnviiOnmental System Mechanic, it is vital that
you know how various types of aircraft air conditioning systems work.
In one of your past lessons you learned about trainer type aircraft
air conditioning system. In this lesson, you will learn how a typical
fighter aircraft uir conditioning system works.

The fighter air conditioning system serves quite a few purposes.
It will furnish conditioned air for crew comfort, windshield and canopy
asfrostiug, and for cooling the electronic equipment found in the
cockpit.

'The fighter air conditioning system is similar to the trainer aircraft
air conditioning system. That is, the fighter system will also gat hot,
high pressure bleed air from the engines and cool it through the use of
a refrigeration ur't. Look for and learn the differences in the parts
used to control t. Airflow and temperature in this system. Banmmber,
to do maintenance on an air conditioning system, you must first know
how the system works.

Fill it aft blanks to complete the following statements about
the fights Air conditioning system.

1. It provides conditioned air for and
4efrosting.

2. It provia.s it for cooling the
in the cockpit.

equipment located

3. Itc provider, conditioned air to the cockpit for comfort.

4. It receives high-pressure bleed air from the

3
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Frame 2

In the fighter air conditioning system, the air conditioning
components are grouped into an assembly called the "refrigeration

unit." The two dratense on the opposite page are the front and back
views -f the refrigeration unit. The refrigeration unit consists of

the following components, which are identified by correspocdIng numbers

in the illustration.

1. Bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve.

2. Heat exchanger.
./)

3. Ground cooling ejector shutoff valve.

4. Turbine overspeed pressure switch.

5. Flow limiting venturi.

6. Cabin dual temperature mixing valve.

7. Turbine assembly.

8. Water separator.

9. Anti-ice valve.

10. Anti -ice controller.

11. Lag chamber.

12. Engine bleed air duct.

13. Conditioned air outlet.

14. Ram air inlet.

15. Rae air outlet.

In the frames that follow, each of these components will be described.

As each component is described, you should refer back to the illustrations

of the refrigeration unit. This will help you see how each component

slakes up a part of this system.

The bleed air that enters inlet number 12 is from the bleed air

manifold. Remember, this is hot, high-pressure air from the engine

compressor.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / /

4
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107

1. BLEED AIR PRESSURE REGULATOR AND SHUTOFF VALVE

2. HEAT EXCHANGER 11. LAG CHAMBER

3. GROUND COOLING EJECTOR SHUTOFF VALVE 12. ENGINE BLEED AIR INLET

4. TURBINE OVERSPIED PRESSURE SWITCH 13. CABIN AIR OUTLET DUCT

5. FLOW LIMITING VENTURI 14.- RAM AIR INLET DUCT

6. CABIN DUAL TEMPERATURE MIXING VALVE 15. RAM AIR OUTLET DUCT

7. COOLING TURBINE

S. W4TER SEPARATOR
V

9. .'I-IC f VALVE

10. ANTI-ICE CONTROLLER

46
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Frame 3

In a few of the following frames, small diagrams will be used tc

show you how the air flows through this system. These diagrams are

simplified and will start by showing only part of the system. As you

move on through this text, other parts will be added until the system_

is complete.

For example, thi diagram below shows only the flow of air frow the
bleed'air system to the turbine assembly. By following the airflow on

these diagrams, it should make it easier for you to see how each part

fits into this system.

From your studies of the trainer system, you should recall that the

first part in the system was a shutoff valve. The fighter is similar;

that is, it also has a valve to control the starting and stopping of

airflow through the system.

.The valve that does this task on the fighter system is the bleed

air-pressure- retulator-and shutoff valve.

Actually, as the nem implies, this valve serves two purposes. It

serves as a shutoff valve for the cockpit air conditioning system and it

also serves to regulate the air pressure going through the air conditioning

wring normal operation of the air conditioning system, this valve

will regulate pressure at 62 psi. NOTE the location of this valve (number

1) in the schematic below.

PAW* MID
All SYSTEM

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The unit used to shutoff the air conditioning system is the bleed

air pressure regulator and

2. The air going through the air conditioning system is regulated at

62 psi by the bleed air and shutoff

valve.

6
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Frame 4

The bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve is an air actuated,

solenoid controlled valve. It is made up of a pneumatic actuator, butter-

fly valve, and two solenoids.

Engine bleed air that is used to operate the valve is taken upstream
of the butterfly valve and led through the solenoid 4marked "A" in the
illustration) to the pneumatic actuator.

When this solenoid is de-energized, the air pressure is directed to

close the valve. When the solenoid is energized, the air pressure is
directed to open the valve.' This will let airflow through the valve and
to the air conditioning system.

The pressure of this airflow is regulated at 62 psi by the regulating

portion of the valve.

The pressure in the duct is sensed by a sensing line before it enters
the turbine visibly. When the pressure in the duct reaches 62 psi, the
sensing line will allow this pressure tole applied to the regulating

portion of the valve. This will ca the valve to adjust tc -1sition

(partially closed) that will mainta -62 psi in the system.

The second solenoid (marked IS" in the illustration) is used to
reduce air conditioning system pressure-to 40 psi when the rain removal

system is operated. The rain removal system will be explained in a

separate text.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

l. The bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve is controlled

by a

2. The bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve is actuated by

3. The,bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve requires both
and power for operation.

4>1411ii unit that controls air preSsure for the air conditioning system

is the bleed air and

1
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Frame 5

After the regulated bleed air flows through tIte pressure regulator

and shutoff valve, it flogs through-the heat exchanger (number 2 in the

illustration shown) and to the hot side of the temperature control valve

(number 6 in the illustration).

On the illustration shown, note the path of airflow from the pressure

regulator and shutoff valve to the heat exchanger and the path to the

temperstare control valve.

The heat exchanger is an air-to-air type and works on the same

principle as the heat exchanger in the trainer aircraft air conditioning

system. That is, it cools the engine bleed air by transferring heat from

the bleed air to the ram air.

'As shown in the illustration, this heat exchanger is divided into two

sections; the primary, or hot bleed air section, and the secondary, or the

compressor discharge section.

The hot engine bleed air is directed through the pr/marq section for

initial cooling. From there it flows through the turbine assembly and is

then directed to the secondary section for additional cooling.

0

TURIIIKE ASSIMILY

RAM AIR INLET

SECONDARY
SECTION

fROZ177.1170...
AIR SYSTEM

a

PRIMARY
SECTION

1/4

....1.0

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The heat exchanger
consists of the

section and the

section.

2. Initial
cooling of the bleed air is

accomplished by the

section of the heat exchanger.

8
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Preps 6

The IllustratiodIslow shows the but exchanger for the cockpit air

conditioning and identifiesthe various connections. The engine bleed

air from the pressure regulator and shutoff valve enters the primary

air inlet (5), passes through the primary section of the heat exchanger

aid then to the compressor section of the turbine' assembly (1). Air is

also taken from the pri-iry'section of the heat exchanger for the rain

removal Osten (4).

The air from the compt;ssor.section of'the turbine assembly enters
the secondary inlet (2), peeves throughthe secondary section, and out to

fhe expansion turbine through the secondary outlet (3).

1. OUTLET TO COMPRESSOR
2. OUTLET FROM COMPRESSOR
3. OUTLET TO TURBINE
4. RAIN REMOVAL OUTLET
5. BLEED MR INLET

Fill in the blanks tc complete the following statementsi

1. The primary section cools the air for the" air

conditioning system, and the removal system.

2. As the bleed aii passes through the heat exchanger, the heat is

transferred to the air.

3. The air from the turbine assembly flows through the

section of the heat exchanger.

9
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Trams 7
(-

In flight the-forward movement of the aircraft gives plenty of ram

air for the heat exchanger operation. But for ground operation, another,

means mast be used to draw ram air across the heat exchanger.

A. sisal cooli.nta elector_ assembly is used to boost the cooling

efficiency of the heat exchanger while the aircraft is on the ground.

This assembly is made up of a ground c.,:olinx !lector shutoff

mat (number 3 in the illustration) and the elector nozzle (number 15).

rind these two parts on the illustration shown.

Note that bleed .4r 4s tapped frost the hot air duct before it goes

in the primary section of the heat exchanger and is directed to the

ground cooling ejector shutoff valve.

When this valve is open, engine bleed air is directed to the ejector

nozzles. The ejector nozzles are found in the heit exchanger ram air 4s

outlet.
A

As the engine bleed air passer through the ejector nozzles it causes

a low pressure area directly behind the nozzles. This low-pressure area

helps to draw ram air *croft the heat exchanger. This will cause cooling

(ram) air to flow over the heat exchanger, thereby increasing the cooling

efficiency during ground operation.

FROM SUED
AIR SUPPtYt

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. During ground operation, ram airflow across the heat exchanger is

caused by opening the ground cooling

2. The ground cooling ejector assembly consists of a ground cooling

ejector
and an ejector

k
10



Frame 8

The ground cooling ejector shutoff valve, shown.below, is a motor
operated, butterfly, type of valve.

This valve controls the bleed air going to the ejector nozzles.

This valve is controlled by a switch on'the landing gear handlt..
When the handle is in the As down position, 28V DC power is directed,
to the landing gear auxiliary relay. This energizes the relay whia
will route power to the open side of the valve and move the valve to

the open position. When the valve is open,'bleed air flo0s through

the ejector nozzles.

When the landing gear handle is in the gear up position, the landing
gear auxiliary relay deenergizes and routes the power to the closed side

of the valve. This will move the valve to the closed position and stop

the air going to the ejector nozzles. In this way, the ejector assembly
only operates when the landing gear handle is down, which is mainly

during ground operation.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The unit that controls the airflow to the ground cooling ejector

nozzles is the'ground cooling

2. The ground cooling ejector shutoff valve is controlled by the switch

on the

3. For the ground cooling ejection system to operate, the landing gear

handle must be (up/down).

1



Frame 9

The principle of operation of the ejector nozzle is similar to a fan.

_A fan accelerates the movement of air by the design of the fan blades.

Ae',the fan moves the air it causes a low pressure area behind the fan.

This causes. more air to move toward the fan which
results in a continuous

movement of air behind the fan as well as in frant of the fan.

The ejector nozzle assembly consists of several small air outlets

(ejecto iozzles). As the high-pressure
air,fram the bleed air system

is forced out through each of the ejector nozzles, it moves rapidly due

to the high -pressure.
This rapid-movement

of the air surrounds each of

the nozzles.

The air movement
causes a low pressure area behind the nozzles

(similar to the operation of a fan). This causes the cooler outside air

to move from the ram air inlet, across the heat exchanger, and be dis-

charged at the ram air outlet.

Note the flow of air through the ejector and the heat exchanger in

the illustration.

12
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tFrama 9 (Cont'd)

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Ram air is dram across the heat exchanger by ejecting
air through the ejector nozzles.

2. When bleatLair is ejected through the ejector nozzles, it causes a
area behind the nozzles.

13
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Hatch the units listed is Column "B" with the statements given in

Column "A."

gatalueLA

1. Directs engine bleed air to the A.

ejeztor nozzles.

2. Serves as a shutoff valve for the B.

cabin *Ix conditioning system.
C.

3. Causes a low- pressure area in the

4.

beat exchsngcr rat air outlet.
D.

Opened only when the landing gear
handle is in the gear dawn position.

5. Regulates system air pressure et

62 psi.

6. Transfers beat from the bleed air

to the rem air.

7. Actuated by air pressure and
controlled by a molczoid.

Complete the following statements.

8. When the solenoid of the bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve

is energized, the valve will (oper/clote).

9. The solenoid controls the pressure regulator and shutoff valve 1-

controlling air pressure to the

Column B

Pressure Regulator and
Shutoff Valve.

Haat Exchanger.

Ground Cooling Ejector
Shutoff Valve.

Ground Cooling Ejector

Nozzles.

10. The pressure regulator and shutoff valve controls air
in the air conditioning system, and also serves as a

valve.

14
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Frame 11

After the stir is initially cooled by t-he primary section of the heat
exchanger, it fly's', to the turbine assembly. The pressure of this air -

mill be sensed by two safety devices which protect the system from damage
caused by excessive pressure.

These two devites are the turbine overspeed pressure switch (number
4 in the illustration below) and the rtoture disc (number 16). Notice
the location of these two components in the illustration below.

TO TUTS NI

PRO,* St 210 -A
MA SUP LT --%=,

The purpose of the rbine overspeed pressure switch is to alert the
pilot of an excessive pressure condition by turning on a warning light in
the cockpit. Should the pressure continue to build up, the rupture disc
will blow out (rupture) and relieve the excessive pressure overboard.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following sta ements.

1. The two safety devices that are used to protect the system from damage
caused by excessive pressure are the turbine overspeed

and the

2. Should the pressure of thi, air going to the turbine become excessive,
the turbine will turn
on a warning light.

15
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Frame 1.2

You should recall from frames 3 and 4 that the pressure regulator and
shutoff valve is designed to keep pressure going to the turbine assembly
at 62 psi. But, if this unit,fails, the pressure could exceed 62 psi.

If the pressure gets too high it could cause the turbine to overspeed
and cause damage to the heat exchanger or ducting. However, this pressure

increase would be sensed by the turbine overspeed pressure switch.

The turbine overspee pressure switch, shown below, is a sealed unit

lin.with electrical and air ctions.

When the pressure r rhea 100 psi, the pressure switch will complete
an electrical circuit turning on the. TtitBINE OVERSPEED warning light in

the cockpit. This will tall the pilot that the system pressure is too high.

ELECTRICAL ---4
CONNECTION

AIR PRESSURE
PROM SYSTEM

The cause for the system pressure being too high could be a fault in
the pressure regulating part of the pressure regulator and shutoff valve.

would not be regulating system pressure at 62 psi, but letting system
pressure (scold 100 pri causing the switch to make contact, and thus,

turning the warning light ON.

To prevent damage to the system, the pilot must do one of two things.
He can reduce the engine throttle setting which will reduce the system

pressure, or he can turn the air conditioning system off.

Remember, that the turbine overspeed pressure switch does not prevent
the turbine from overspeeding, but it is used to alert the pilot of an

overspeed condition.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statenonts.

1. When air pressure going to the turbine assembly reaches 100 psi, a

warning light is turned ON by the

2. If the turbine overspeed warning light comes ON, damage to the system

is prevented by the reducing the throttle setting.

3. The turbine overspeed warning light coming ON indicstes a malfunctioning

1011111.
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Frame 13

The rupture disc, illustrated below, is designed to rupture at 100
psi. During an-overspeed condition if the Bytes pressure is not reduced
soon enoush, or if it cannot be reduced for some reason, and pressure
continues to build up, the rupture disc, will rwture at 100 psi and
allow tritest pressure to bleed overboard thru the hest exchanger.

AUPTUal DISC

The pressure buildup would be caused by a malfunction in the resulatifig
portion of the pressure regulator and shutoff valve.

This would require that you, 4.= - ;..alntenance man, to remove and

replace the pressure regulator and shutoff valve and the rupture clad.

Note in the illustration in frame 11, that when the disc (16)
ruptures, the system air will flow thru a duct and out thru the heat
exchanger ram air outlet.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. If the pretsure of the air
psi, the

2. If the rupture disc should
through the heat exchanger

going to the turbine should exceed 100
will rupture.

rupture, the bleed-air is discharged

17
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Frame 14

The air that flaws from the heat exchanger to the turbine assembly
passes through a flow limiting venturi (number 5 in the illustration shown).

The flow limiting venturi serves two roles in the system. First,

the venturi 'naps surges from getting to the turbine assembly by smoothing
out the airflow as it passes through the venturi. Second, it stops a
complete loss of air pressure if the rupture disc should fail. This

will insure some air pressure for operation of the auxiliary air systems.

The flow limiting venturi is shown below. It is similar to a section
of ducting except that part of this unit is smaller (note the section
where arrow "A" is pointing). This is called the throat of the venturi.

Because the throat is smaller, the venturi will curb (restrict) the

amount of air that can pass through it. ,Bly limiting the airflow through

it, it will smooth out any pressure surges.

Fill in the blauks to complete the following statements.

1. Pressure surges are prevented from reaching the turbine assembly by

the flow

2. When the rupture disc ruptures, a complete loss of upstream pressure

is prevented by the

18
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Frame 15

The partially coolea air from the primary section of the heat exchanger
flows through the flow limiting venturi, then up to the 044 lug
temperature elxina valve, (number 6 fn the illustration'below).

PIMA IMO
Alt SUPPLY

The cabin dual temperature mixing valve controls the amount of hot
and cold air going to the cockpit. Locate this valve in the illustration
below.

Notice that this valve is a dual port valve; that is, it has two
ports for air to flow through. Notice on the illustration that air can
flow from the beat exchanger thrOugh one of the ports to the turbine
assembly. This port is called the cold air port.

Also notice that airflow from a tapoff (marked A) on the hot sir
duct can flow,throusb the opposite port. This port is called the hot
air port.

When the cold air port ii closed and the hot air port is open, all of
the airflow to the cockpit will bypass the heat exchanger and turbine
assembly. This provides maximum hot air to the cockpit.

When the cold sir port is open and the hot air port is closed, all
of the airflow to the cockpit aows through the heat exchanger and turbine
assembly. This provides maximum cold air to the cockpit.

When both ports are partially open a mixture of hot and cold air is
delivered to the cockpit.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The unit that mixes the At and cold air to control cockpit temperature
is the cabin

2. To obtain maximum hot air for the cockpit, the cold air port is
k.aosed/open), and the hot air port is

closed open).

19
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trams 14

The siku meprpture gmagyAno
illustrated

below, is a

dual butterfly, um operated, valve.

Note that both butterflies are
actuated by the sane wltor.

The butterflies are connected
together by a iechanical linkage.

When the cold
air7butterfly moves

toward closed,
the hot air

butterfly moves
toward open.

When the cold air butterfly moves
toward open,

the hot air butterfly

saves toward closed.

This *valve can be controlled
manually by the temperature

control

switch or automatically
by the temperature controller.

Actual control

of this valve will be explained
later in this text.

Till in the blanks to complete the following staitemairts.

1. When both ports of-the cabin dual temperature mixing
valve are

*partially open,
a mixture of

'and
air will be

delivered to the cockpit.

2. Th. cabin dual temperature
mixing valve is actuated by an electric

3. The butterflies
o; the cabin dual temperature

mixing valve are

connected by a

20
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Frame 17

From the facts you gained on the trainer aircraft air conditioning
system,you have no doubt guessed that the turbine assembly (number 7 in
the illabtration shown) is much the same as the turbine fan assembly.

IC01.01

1110M ILIID
MS MTV*

TO

tCOCKPIT
PIOT)

11.

This is half true. That is, it does cool air by rapid expansion
and by converting but energy to mechanical energy. But, instead-of
having a fan and a turbine, this assembly has two turbines. It has an
expansion turbine (number 17) and a compressor turbine (number 18).

Let's use the illustration 'town to trace the airflow through the
turbine assembly so that we can break down this unit's operation.

The air from the primary section of the heat exchanger flaws through
the compressor turbine Where its pressure is increased. From the compressor
turbine, the air flows' to the secondary section of the heat exchanger, and
from there to the expansion turbine.

As the air flows through the expansion turbine, the pressure of the
air will cause this turbine to rotate (turn). Since the expansion turbine
and the compressor turbine ate on a common shaft, the compressor turbine
also rotates.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The turbine assembly consists of a turbine and an
turbine.

2. The air flowing through the compressor turbine is from the
section of the hest exchanger.

3. The air flowing through the expansion turbine is from the
section of the heat exchanger.

21
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Frame la

It's important to note at this point that even though the air flows
thru thi compressor turbine first, this does not cause the turbines to

turn. 'The air that flows through the expansion turbine will cause the

turbines to turn, or we can say the expansion turbine drives the compressor

turbine.

For the expansion turbine to drive the compressor turbine, it must

use energy. This energy is in the form of heat energy from'the partially

cooled bleed air.

In the course of driving the turbines, the heat energy is changed

to mechanical energy.

By using the heat energy, the temperature of the air that flows
through the expansion turbine is cut down.

In addition to using heat energy, the prefigure of the air is rapidly

dec,:eased (expanded) which also helps to decrease the temperature.

Through this process of converting heat energy to mechanical energy,

and rapidly expanding the air, the turbine assembly is able to deliver

extremely cold air to the cockpit if it is needed.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The compressor turbine is driven by the

2. The turbine assembly cools the partially cooled bleed air by rapid

and by converting energy to-

energy.

22
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Frame 19

Tha compressor turbine actually Carves several purposes. It

emen. the partially cooled air from the primary section of the

heat excLanger. In doing so it puts a workload on the expansion turbine.
The workload sgm tja nun from the bleed air and helps to lam the
tIsifdan las averneedina.

The turbine assembly is illustrated below. This will help to

become familiar with the external appearanceof this unit.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The compressor turbine serve' three purposes, they are;

a. Helps to keep the turbine from

b. Uses energy from the bleed air by putting a
on the expansion turbine.

c. Serves to the partially cooled air.

23
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Frame 20

You may be wondering why the compressor turbine is used to compress
the air that was partially cooled by the primary section of the heat
exchanger. Note un Lhe illustration shown, that air from the primary
section of the heat exchanger IA also used for the rain removal system.

When the rain reM6Val system is at work, it causes the pressure going
ct the turbifie assembly to be cut down. Also, this aircraft is designed for
operating P.c extremely high altitudes where tile outside pressure is very low.

When the outside pressure is low, the air that comes from the bleed
air system will also be lr and could be less than the normal 62 psi.

For an expansion turbine to work efficiently, it needs air with enough
pressure to turn it at very high RPMe. If tht 2ressure should become to
low, this would not be possible. This is where the compressor turbine comes

in. It increases the pressure so that the expansion turbine will operate
of

Of course when the pressure is incrpased, the temperature is also
increased. Notice that the air from thelcompressor turbine is routed to the
secondary section of the heat exchangerAWhere its partially cc led again.

From the secondary section of the heat exchanger it goes to the
expansion turbine for final cooling.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The bleed air from the bleed air system is first cooled by the
section of the heat exchanger.

2. After the bleed air is cooled by the primary section of the heat
exchanger it Is compressed by the

3. The air from le compressor turbine is partially cooled by the
section of the heat exchanger, and then further

cooled by the

24
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Frame 20 (Cont'd)

4. The reason for compresising the air with the compressor turbine
is to iner4ase the pressure so the turbine will
operate more

Frame 21

The temperature of air depends on the position of the cabin dual
temperature mixing valve. Let's follow the airflow for the various
temperature conditions on the illustration sllown.

COLD

PROM ILEEDI
AIR SYSTEM'

HOT

f

11

TO
COCKPIT

When maximum c:ld air is needed, the cold air port opens and the
hot air port closes.. This will cause all of the air to flow through
the heat exchanger and turbine assembly before it goes to the cockpit.
Note the path of air flow through the heat exchanger and turbine assembly
on the illustration shown.

When maximum hot air is received, the cold air port is closed and
the hot air port is open. This will cause all of the air to bypass the
heat exchanger and turbine assembly. Note the path of airflow from the
hot air duct, and through the hot air port of the dual temperature
mixing valve.

When an intermediate temperature selection izr need d, only part of
the air will flow through the heat exchanger and turbine assembly. Part
of the air bypasses these units. The hot and cold air then mixes at
point "X," and flows from there to the cockpit. The arrows on the
illustration below shows the air being mixed.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

25
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Frame 22

Hatch the units in Column "B" with the statements given in Column

"A," by placing the letter from Column "B" in the blanks provided.

Column A
Column B

1. Consists of an expansion turbine A. Turbine overspeed

and a compressor turbine.
pressure switch.

2. Motor operated dual butterfly B. Rupture disc.

valve.
C. Turbine assembly.

3. Smoothes out pressure surges.
D. Flow limiting venturi.

4. Asal3ty device to relieve

excessive pressu:e.
E. Cabin dual temperature

mixing valve.

5. Senses an overpressure condition

and turns on a warning light.

Circle the numbar of the true statements.

6. The turbine assembly cools air by rapid expansion and by converting

heat energy to mechanical energy.

7. The compressor turbine dray -tie expansion, turbine.

8. When the cold air port of the "abin dual temperature mixing valve

is open, the hot air port is closed.

9. To receive maximum hot air in the cockpit, both the hot air port

and the cold air port of the cabin dual temperature mixing valve

will be open.

10. Before the air enters the expansion turbine, it must first pass

through the primary
section of the heat exchanger, the compressor

turbine, and the secondary section of the heat exchanger.

11. The cabin dual temperature mixing valve is actuated by an electric

motor.
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Frame 23

The cold air flows from the expansion turbine to a water separator
(number. 8 in theillustration). The water separator removes any excess

moisture.

You may be wondering, why is it necessary to remove the excess

moisture. Cold air will not hold as much moisture as hot air. As a
fesult, when air is cooladi the moisture will teni to condense.

Thiscondensed mointuro will appear as a mist Or fog, or even is
snow if the air is cooled closeto the freezing point., Fog coming from
the air conditioning outlets in an aircraft can he dangerous as it may
be mistaken for smoke and it also would make it difficult for the pilot
to ice.

(COLO)

llOM IMMO
All SYSTIM

A

TO

RAIN

ItiMOVAL

lC

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Excess moisture is removed by the

2. The only air that passes through the water separator is the
air from the

27
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fres* 2.:

The water separator is shown below. It contains a condensor assembly

and a bypass valve. This is shown in the schematic in figure B, of Cue

BYPASS
VALVE

CONDENSOR
ASSEMBLY

COLD AIR
FROM EXPANSION

TURBINE

The condensor
assembly will cause the excess moisture to condense

into water droplets within the water separator. The water is then drained

overboard through the water separator drain.

The bypass valve will allow the air to bypass the condensor assembly

in case the condensor become
obstructed due to dirt or ice. The air that

will pass
through the water separator is cold, and can be below tll freezing

Joint of water. The water condenses on the condensor assembly, and if the

air temperature is below freezing, ice=will
form on the condensor. Should

this happen, the pressure on the inlet side will go up, overcoming the

spring t2 1116i00 that's holding the bypass valve closed.
This will open the

by, ass valve, permitting
the air to bypass the condensor. This will insure

a flow of conditioned
air when the condensor becomes obstructed.

Till is the blanks to comrste tha following statements.

1. Thy water separator contains a
assembly and a

valve.

2. The water separator bypass valve is held closed by

3. The water separator bypass valve is opened by

28
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Frame 25

Under normal conditions, the bypass valve would stay closed as the
water separator system incorporates an anti-icing system to prevent ice
from clogging the ccudansor &usably.

The water separator anti-ice system is shown in the illustration
below. This system includes an anti-ice valve (number 9), an antivi.A
controller (number 10), and a lag chamber (number 11).

VENT

COCKPIT
TO

TO \
COCKPIT

(COLD)

PROM MIDI
All SY$Tem

The anti-ice valve opens NI allow some warm air to enter the water
separator wheuevar ice starts to form on the water separator condenaor.
Notize the path of airflo% through the anti-ice valve.

The anti-ice controller senses the icing condition and controls the
opening and closing of the anti-ice valve.

The lag chamber aids in smoother operation of the anti-ice valve
by absorbing sapid fillztuations in pressure.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The water separator anti-ice system consists of an anti-ice
, and anti -ic3 , and a lag chamber.

29
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Frame 25 (Coned)

2. The anti-ice system prevents clogging of the water separator

by allowing air to enter the water separator.

3. The partially cooled (warm) air used for water separator anti-

icing is taken from the section of the heat

exchanger.

30



Frame 26

The illustration below shows the water separator and the anti -ice

system. Note that this system is operated pneumatically. Now let's trace

the airflow through the system to see how the anti-ice valve will be

opened and closed.

ANTI-ICI
CONTROLLER

LAC.
CMAMRIR

VINT

DIAPHRAGM

CONTROL
VALVE.

OPINING
DIAPHRAGM

ANTI-ICE
VALVE

MN,

The an -ion valve actuator has two diaphragm, an cpening diaphragm
(top) and a closing diaphragm (bottom).
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Frame 26 (Cont'd)

The opening
diaphragm has a larger diameter than the closing

diaphragm.
This means it has a larger area.

Air pressure
from the primary section of the hist

exchanger goes in

the actuator
below the closing

diaphragm and on the top of the opening

diaphragm.
This will place an equal pressure

on both diaphragms.
But,

the opening
diaphragm has a larger area, so the force that tries to open

the valve will be greater than the force that tries to close the valve.

Iris will cause the
valve to open.

The opening and closing
of-the anti-ice

valve is alone by controlling

the !measure
on the opening diaphragm.

This is done by the anti-ice

controiiar.

Note the line from the anti-ice
valve to the controller.

If the

control
valve, to the controller is closed as shown, the pressure sill

buildup on the opening
diaphragm of the anti-ice valve.

This opens the

valve.

If the control
valve is open, the pressure

going to the opening

diaphragm
will flow around the control

valve and out the vent line to

the cockpit.
Under this condition,

there will be no pressure buildup

on the opening diaphragm
and the anti-ice valve will stay closed.

Till in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The water separator anti-ice
valve is operated

(pneumatically
/electrically).

2. The water separator anti-ice
valve is controlled by the

3. If the control
valve in the anti-ice

controller is open, the anti-

ice valve will be
(open/closed).
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Frame 27

Now let's see how the controller will sense ice to direct the opening

and closing of the anti-ice valve. Note the points marked 0 and I on the

water separator Illustration shwa. These are sensing lines.

ANT1KE
7.0141101.1.Elt

VlNT

OlAP14RAG*

CONTROL
VALVE

TO
COCKPIT

ANTI. CE
VALVE

The line marked I will sense inlet pressure and the line marked 0

will sense cutlet pressure. If there is no restriction (no ice), the
pressure in these two sensing lines will be the same.

Now look at the aiaphragm inside the contrc-Lier. The diaphragm

controls the position of the control valve which, in turn, controls
the pressure on the opening diaphragm of the anti-ice valve.

With the 0=4 pressure in the two sensing lines, the pressure that
comes in the controller will also be the same on each side of the diaphragm.

Now note that the inlet pressure also goes to the lag chamber.

The lag chamber has a small bleed port (vent) where the inlet pressure

can vent overboard. This will result in a lower pressure on the top of the

33
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frame 27 (Coned)

controller diaphragm. The outlet pressure vill force the diaphragm up

holding the control valve open. This vents the pressure from the opening

diaphragm, keeping the anti-ice valve closed.

Fill in the blanks to complete the Zuilowing statements.

1. The anti-ice controller senses icing of the water separator by

sensing a difference of in the vete: separator.

2. If the water separator inlet and outlet pressures are equal, the

control valve in the anti-ice controller will be (open/

closed) and the anti-ice valve will be ---(7WiTraosed).

34
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Frame 28

When ice forms on the condensor, the flow of air through the water
separator will be restricted. This will cause the inlet pressure to
become greater than the outlet pressure.

The higher inlet pressure will force the controller diaphragm down
which will mbwi the control valve down. This stops the venting of air

from the anti-ice valve opening diaphragm.

The pressure buildup on the opening diaphragm will opel the anti-ice

valve. The valve will stay open until the ice is removed and the pressure
in the water separator equalizes.

The illustration below shows the anti-ice controller and anti-ice
valve as it would be with ice on the water separator condensor.

ANTIICE
CONTROLLER

LAG
CMAmiER

vENT
DiAPNRAlm

CONTROL
VALVE

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. If the water separator inlet pressure is greater than the outlet
pressure, it will cause the anti-ice valve to (open/close).

2. During operation of the air conditioning system, when full cold is
demanded, excessive moisture (fog and snow) comes from the air outlets.
This indicates a defective anti-ice or anti-ice

3. If the water separator anti-ice system fails to operate and allow ice
to accumulate on the condensor, the valve will open to

allow airflow to the cockpit.
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Frame 29

The cold air from the water separator will mix with hot air from the

dual temperature mixing valve and then flow to the cockpit. The air that

flows to the cockpit flows through a Cabin Air Inlet Valve (number 19 in

the illustration shown) and a Foot Heat and Defog Valve (number 20).

APT COCKPIT $WD COCKPIT

PROM COLD PORT --OP"
EXPANSION TURBINE
AND WATER SEPARATOR FROM HOT PORT DUAL

TEMP MIXING VALVE

1

These cwo valves are controlled by the Foot Heat and Defog Lever

(number 24 ,in the illustration).

The cabin air inlet valve controls the amount of air going to the

aft cockpit diffuser (number 21).

The foot heat and defog valve controls the air going either to the

foot heat outlets (number 22) in the forward cockpit or to the windshield

defogging tubes (number 23).

Find these parts in the illustration shown and note the path of

airflow.

When windshield defogging is required, the cabin air inlet valve

restricts the airflow going to the aft cockpit. The foot heat and defog

valve directs the air to the windshield and, at the same time, reduces

the airflow to the foot heat outlets.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The unit that controls the amount of air going to the aft cockpit

aiffuser is the valve.

2. The unit that directs the air to either the foot heat outlets or the

defoggi_g tubes is the and

valve.
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Frame 30

The cabin air inlet valve and the foot heat and defog valve are
connected to ons manual control lever by mechanical linkage. This

lever is called the Foot Herat and D. Lever.

The foot heat and defog lever has two positions; they are the FOOT
HEAT position and the DEFOG position.

The illustration below shows the valves, lever, and mechanical

linkage.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The positions of the foot heat and defog control lever are
and

2. The foot heat and defog valve and the cabin air inlet valve are
connected to the same control by linkage.

3. The foot heat and defog control lever controls the foot heat and
defog valve and the valve.
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Frame 31

If the air conditioning system fails to work while the aircraft is

in flight, the pilot must have a means of receiving ventilating air.

It should be brought to mind that on the trainer aircraft air

conditioning system a ram air valve was used for this purpose.

A ram air valve (number 25 in the illustration below) is also used

on the fighter aircraft for this purpose.

Note in the illustration that air is tapped from the heat exchanger

ram air inlet and ducted to the ram air valve in the cockpit.

38



Frame 31 (Coned)

When the ram air valve is open, tho cabin air conditioning system

is turned off. When the ram air valve is closed, the cabin air conditioning
'system is on.

The emergency mst hpa, (number 26) controls the ram air valve and
Also the on and off action of the cabin air conditioning system.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. When emergency ventilation of the cockpit is desired, the
valve c.an be opened.

2. The ram air valve is controlled by the

39
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Frame 32

Illustration "e shows the lam air valve. This valve 1, actuated
mechanically by a cable connecter, to the emergency vent knob.

PRESSURE REGULATO,'
AND SHUTOFF VALVE
CONTROL SWtTCH

When the emergency vent knob is pulled out, it opens the rte. air valve
and also actuaresa switch which shuts off the cabin air conditioning system.

Illustration,"B" shows the switch as it is installed on the valve.
When the emergency vent knob is pushed in, the ram air valve cicses. This
also completaa a circuit through the switch to operate the air conditioning
system.
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Frame 32 (Coned)

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The ram air valve is controlled by the

2. The switch on the raisair valve controls the
system.

3. When the emergency vent knob is pulled out, the air conditioning
system will be (on/off).

41.
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Frame 33

The emergency vent knob serves as the master control for the air

conditioning and ventilation systems.

Recall from frame 4 tUat the pressure regulator and shutoff valve

is controlled by a solenoid.

When the emergency vent knob is pushed it, the switch on the ram

air valve directs 28-volts DC to energira this solenoid.

When the emergency Vent knob is pulled out, the switch disconnects

the electrical per from the solenoid.

Notice this control circuit in the illustration below.

RAM AIR VALVE
BUTTERFLY SHAFT

PRESSURE REGULATOR/
AND SHUTOFF VALVE
CONTROL SWITCH

PRESSURE REGUL %TOR
AND SHUTOFF VALVE
CONTROL SOLENOID

Bleed Air Pressure Regulator

and Shutotf Valve

42
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Frame 33 (Cont'd)

Remember, when the solenoid is energized the pressure regulator and
shutoff valve is open, and when the solenoid is de-energized, the valve
closes.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The switch on the ram air valve,controls the air conditioning
cyst= by controlling the on the oressure regulator

Ind shutoff valve.

2. Wl'h air pressure in the bleed air system and the emergency vent
control knob pushed in, the bleed air pressure regulator and
shutoff will be . (open/closed).

3. The solenoid on the bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff
valve is controlled by a switch activated by the. .10111=
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Match the units listed in Column "B" with the statements given in

Column "A" by placing the letter from Column "B" in the blanks provided.

1.

Column A

Controls the ram air valve and A.

the pressure regulator and shut-

off valve. B.

2. Allows ram air to enter the cock- C.

pit for emergency ventilal!_on.

3. Senses an icing condition in :he

water separator.

4. Opens to direct warm air to the
water separator for ice removal.

5. Removes excess moisture from the

conditioned air.

6. Directs the conditioned air to
either the foot heat outlets or
the defog tubes.

7. Directs conditioned air to the

aft cockpit outlets when the
control lever is in the foot

heat position.

44

D.

E.

F.

G.

6,3

Column B

Cabin air inlet valve

Foot heet and defog valve

Water separator

Anti-ice valve

Anti-ice controller

Emergency vent knob

Ram air valve
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Frame 35

The units described in the preceding frame were either used to
condition the bleed air or to c,'ntrol the bleed airflow for some specific
purpose. The cabin dual temperature mixing valve controls the mixing
of hot and cold air. But, bow does the pilct actually control this valve?

Under normal conditions the pilot only has to select the tempe-ature
he desires and the control system will automatically control the valve.
However, t re are provisions for the pilot to manually control the
temperature ouldgls automatic system fall..

Fill in the Llanks to complete the following statements.

_. The temperature control valves control temperature by mixing
and air.

4. The two methods of controlling the temperature of the air en, ring
the cockrit are or

45
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Frame 36

The illustration below shows a schematic diagram of the temperature
control system. This system consists of the following components. The
numbers correspond to the aumbers on the diagram.

1. Temperature Control Panel

2. Temperature Selector (rheostat)

3. Temperature Control Switch

4. Cabin Temperature Sensor

5. Cabin Manual Temperature Limiter

6. Cabin Dual Temperature Mixing Valve

MAMUAL
COLD hOT

NO RE:1301/SE REQUIRED

46
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The temperature control panel is the main controllinz '1,,4t in this
system. It controls the temperature of the air entering the cockpit.
The temperature control panel cor.':alns the temperature control

switch, temperature selector switch, and a magnetic amplifier tout
matat controller. (The magnetic amplifier circuit is the same

one you studied in the lesson on magnetic amplifiers.)

%

AUTO
T C

E 0 COLD
May
P T

OFF
HOT

MANUAL
COLD HOTO

TEMPERATURE SELECTOR
SWITCH

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
SWITCH

The temperature control switch 4s used to select the mode of operation.
The modes of operation are AUTO and MANUAL. The switch has four posIti.:4,s;

AUTO, MANUAL HOT, MANUAL COLD, and OFF. The temperature selector snitch
is used to select the desired temperature durillg automatic operation.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The temperature controller, temperature selector switch, and
temperature control switch are each part of the

2. The temperature control panel controls the temperature for the

3. When the temperature control switch is in AUTO mode, the desired
temperature can be selected by using the
switch.

47
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Frame 38

The temperature selector switch is used to select the temperature

for the cockpit. Remember temperature selectors are actually variable

resistors, and are frequently called "temperature control rheostats."
This unit is illustrated below.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The temperature selector switch consists of a

2. The temperature selector switch is used to select the temperature

for the

89
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Frame 39

To control cockpit temperature automatically, requires a means of

sensing the air temperature. This is the purpose of the cabin

temverature sensor.

The sensor is located in the cabin air inlet valve (refer to frame 30).

It senses the temperature of the air entering the cockpit.

The cabin temperature sensor and the cabin rheostat each form a part

of the cabin temperature control bridge circuit.

The cabin sensor has a negative coefficient of resistance. An

increase in air temperature causes a decrease in sensor resistance.

This, in turn, sets up a signal on the bridge circuit that will
cause the temperature control panel to position-the cabin dual temperature

mixing valve for more cold air.

An increase in m:::Oliresistance will call for hot air. The cabin

sensor is shown in the illustration below.

Cabin Temperature Sensor

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. A decrease in air temperature at the cabin air inlet valve will

cause the cabin temperature sensor resistance to

2. When the temperature of tht. aft eutoring the cockpit changes, the

cabin sends a signal to the

temperature control panel.

3. The cabin sensor has a ---------- cGefficient of resistance.----

49
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Frame 40

While in normal operation the cockpit temperature is controlled

automatically. However, if the automatic system fails, the pilot can

control the system manually.

In manual operation if more cold air is needed, the pilot holds
the temperature control switch to manual cold. This will cause the
cabin dual telperature mixing valve to move toward closed.

If more hot air is needed, the pilot holds the temperature control
switch in manual hot which will cause the cabin dual temperature mixing
valve to move toward open.

When =nail hot is used it is possible to cause an excessive amount
of hot air to flow through the system. This in turn could cause damage

within the system due to overheating.

A aafety device is used to prevent this. This unit is the cabin

manual temperature limiter. It is a normally closed thermoswitch.

This part is shown below.

4-241111
Cabin Manual Temperature Limiter

The switch contacts are closed under all normal conditions. But,

should the temperature of the air flowing through the air conditioning

ducting exceed a preset temperature (220°F), then the switch contacts

will open. This opera the electrical circuit going to the hot side of

the cabin dual temperature mixing valve. This will stop the valve from

going any further toward hot. The valve will only run toward the cold

position.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. During manual operation, if more cold air is desired, the pilot

must hold the switch to MANUAL

COLD.

2. Thu unit that prevents the system from becoming too hot during

manual operation is the cabin

50
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Frame 41

Match the units listed in Column "B" with the statements given
in Column "A." Place the letter that corresponds to the unit in the
blanks provided in Column "A."

1.

Colt= A

Used to select either AUTO or
MANUAL modes for controlling
temperature.

2. Used to (elect the desired
temperature during AUTO mode.

3. Contains a magnetic amplifier
type temperature controller.

4.
1 II .1, I

Senses cockpit temperature
during automatic operation.

5. Prevents the cabin air condi-

tioning system from becoming
too hot during manual operation.

6. Controls the mixing of hot and
cold air for cockpit temperature
control.

92
51

Column B

A. Temperature Control Panel

B. Temperature Selector

Switch

C. Temperature Control
Switch

D. Cabin Temperature Sensor

E. Cabin Manual Temperature
Limiter

F. Cabin Dual Temperature
Mixing Valve
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Frame 42

The preceding frames on temperature control have described the

temperature control components and given their purpose. The electrical

circuits for concrol of this system will be given in the next text.

As you work with the temperature control system you should be aware

of the difference between the manual temperature control system and the

automatic temperature control aystem.

What is this difference? The automatic temperature control system

consists of the following components: Temperature control panel (tempera-

ture controller and rheostat), and the temperature sensor. These

components control the cabin dual temperature mixing valve only during

automatic operation.

When using manual mode, the temperature mixing valve is controlled

directly by the temperature control switch. The cabin dual temperature

mixing valve is the only common component to both the AUTO and MANUAL

systems.

In other words, the automatic and manual systems work independently

and problems in ane system do not necessarily affect the other. This will

be an important point to remember when you start performing system

trou "leshooting in your next lessons.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED
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Frame 43

Before continuing with this lesson, inform your instructor that
you are going to the lab to look at the trainer. Now, report to the

lab. Inform the iab instructor that you would like to look at trainer
3305, V-4C Environmental Systems. Using this trainer, perform the steps

listed buoy.

1. Locate the following items.

a. Bleed Air Pressure Regulator and Shutoff Valve.

b. Ground Cooling Ejector Shutoff Valve.

c. Turbine nverspeed Pressure Switch.

d. Cabin Dual Temperature Mixing Valve.

e. Foot Heat and Defog Valve.

f. Eiergency Vent Knob.

g. Ram Air Valve (Emergency Vent Air Inlet Valve).

h. Temperature Controller.

(1) Temperature Control Switch.

(2) Temperature Selector Switch.

i. Cabin Temperature Sensor.

j. Cabin Manual Temperature Limiter.

k. Foot Beat and Defog Lever.

Note: Were you able to loc te each item? If not, ash the lab

instructor for assistance.

2. Trace the airflow for cabin air conditioning.

a. Start in the lower left corner and trace from the air source
to the bleed air pressure regulator amd shutoff valve. From
the shutoff valve, trace the airflow to the ground cooling
ejector shutoff valve and to the main heat exchanger.

b. From the heat exchanger f llow the orange line going to the
pressure switch, through the flow limiting venturi, through
the cabin dual temperas e nixing valve and to the cooling
turbine assembly. This r is entering the compressor turbine.

c. From the compressor turbine follow the red line to the heat
exchanger and the orange line back to the expansion turbine.
This path provides cold air.

53
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JTrak* 43 (Cont'd)

d. Go back to the pressure regulator and shutoff valve. Trace
the dark red line going to the cabin dual temperature mixing
valve hot air port. Trace airflow from the mixing valve to
the point whore the air from the hot air port and the air
from the expansion turbine join imix) The air flowing from
this point, through the blue line, goes to the cabin.' This
is temperature controlled, conditioned air.

e. Trace the blue line to the cabin air inlet valve. From here
the air can flow to the aft cockpit diffuser and to the forward
cockpit foot haat outlets. If the foot heat and defog lever
is positioned to the DEFOG position (right) the air will flow
through the windshield and, canopy defog ducts only.

4. Before answering the questions below, report back to your classroom.

Place a T (True) in the blanks to indicate which statements are True,
and an F (False) to indicate a false statement.

a. The ram air valve is actuated by the emergency vent knob.

b. The switch located on the ram air valve controls the bleed air
pressure regulator and shutoff valve solenoid.

c. The foot heat and defog lever actuates the butterflies in the
cabin air inlet valve only.

d. The pressure regulator and shutoff valve is actuated by a
pneumatic actuator.

54 95
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Frame 44

Part I

Using the illustration on foldout number 1, (attached to the back of
this text), match the names of the components listed below with the
components shown on the illustration. Place the letter that identifies

the component in the blank space provided opposite the name.

1.-- Ground Cooling Ejector Nozzle

2. Turbine Overspeed Pressure Switch

J. Cabin Dual Temperature Mixing Valve

4. Pressure Regulator and Shutoff- Valve

5. around Cooling Ejector Valve

6. Rupture Disc (location)

7. Water Separator

8. Foot Heat and Defog Valve

9.

10.

Anti-ice Controller

Anti-ice Valve

11. Compressor Turbine

12. Expaniion Turbine

13. Ram Air Valve

14. Lag Chamber

15. Flow Limiting Venturi

16. Heat ExC Eger (primary section)

17. Heat Exchanger (secondary section)

18. Cabir Air Inlet Valve

55
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Frame 44 (Con;.' d)

,$0

Part II

Using,foldout.number 1, match the component with it's operation as

given below. Place the letter that identifies the component is the blank

apace opposite the statements.

1. Through the use of solenoids, diaphragms, and air pressure, it
regulates air flow going to the air conditioning system at

62 poi.

2. It IAA one motor that positions two butterflies in response to
temperature changes thereby controlling the mixing of hot and

cold air for cockpit use.

3. .
A butterfly valve that ismoved by mechanical linkage to the

./ . open position when emergency ventilating air is needed.

4. Made up of several small outlets that will cause engine bleed
air to Create a low pressure area in the heat exchanger ram
air exhaust and increase the ram air flow across the heat

exchanger.

5. "\ Uses the principle of decreasing air pressure and increasing
air velocity across it's throat to stop air surges going into
the'turbine and prevent a complete loss of air flow if the

rupture disc cracked open.

6. A butterfly valve controlled by diaphiagms and operated by air

pressure to the open position to prevent freezing of the water

zeperator.

7. A motor operated butterfly valve that will he opened when the 1

landing gear are down to alloy bleed air to flow through the

ground ejector nozzles.

8. Mk. A butterfly valve that is opened by mechanical linkage to let

air into the aft cockpit diffuser.

9.?
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Conditioning System.
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Correct Respons:s to the Frames

Frame 1

1. windshield, canopy
2. -electronic
3. crew
4.' engines

FrAme 3
1. shutoff valve
2. pressure regulator

Frame 4
1. solenoid
2. air pressurs4

3- air pressure, electrical
4. pressure regulator

shutoff valve

Frame 5
1. primary, secondary
2. primaty

NFrame 6
1. cockpit* rain
2. ram

3. secnndary

Frame 7
1. ejector valVe

shutoff valve, nozzle

Frame 8
1. ejector shutoff valve
2. landing gear handle
3. down

Frame 9
1. bleed
2. low pressure

Frame 10
1. C 6. B

2. A 7. A
3. D 8. open
4. C ~ 9.. pneumatic actuator

5. A 10. pressure, shutoff

Frame 11
1. pressure switch; rup ure

disk
2., overspeed pressure switch

Frame 12
1. turbine overspeed pressure

switch A

2. pilot

3. bleed air pressure regulator
and shutoff valve

ft *e 13 6
1. rupture diac
2. ram air oiler

Frame 14
\-

1. limiting venturi
2. fliow limiting venturi

Frame 15
1. dual temperature mixing valve
2.,closed, open

Frame 16
1. hot, cold
2. motor
3. mechanical linkage

Frame 17
1., compressor, expansion
2. primary
3. secondary

Frame 18
1. exp sion turbine
2. e nsion, heat, mechcinicil

19

1. a. overspeeding
b: workload
c. compress

Frame 2)
1. primary
2. compressor turbine
3. secondary, expansion turbine
4. expansion, efficiently

Frame 22
1. C 6. T 11. T

2. E 7. F

3. D 8. T

4. 3 9. F

5. A 10. T

Frame 23
1. water separator
2. cold, expansion turbine

Frame 24
1. condensor, bypass
2. spring tension
34 air pressure,

47rame 25

1. controller, valve
2. warm
3. prim.ry

58
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Frame 26 1°, J c

-1. pneumatically
2. anti-tree controller

3. closed'

Frame 39

1. increase
2. temperature sensor

r

Or) 3. negative .\,

13411

Frame 27 Frame 40

1. pressure .1. tampe- _tura control

2. open,-4 closed 2. manual temperature limiter

Frame 28
1. open
2.' valve, controller

. 3. bypass

Frame
1. cabin air inlet
2. ,foot heat, defog

Frame 30 -

1. fbot teat, defog

2. -lever,... mechanical

3; cabin air inlet,

Frathe 31

1. ram air
2. emergency vent knob v
Frame 32
1. emergency vent knob,

2.. air conditioning C.

3. ofg

Frame 33'

1. solenoid
2. open
3. Emergency vent knob

Frame 34
1. F 5. C

2. G 6. 1

3. E 7. A
4. ,D

Frame 35
It hot, /cold
2. automatically, menuelly

Frame 41
.1..

2,

_3.

C
13

A

4.

5.

6.

D
E

F

Frame 43
1. T
2. T.

3. F
4. T

Frame 44
Part I.

1. 0 -10. M
2. D 11 R

F 12. Q

4.' A 13. B
5. C 14.

6. P 15. E

7. R 16. K
8. N 17, L

9. J 18. G

Part II /

I 1. A / 5,

F' 6. M
C

0 8. G

Frame 37
1. temperature'control panel

2. cockpit
3. - temperature elector

Frame 38
1. rheostat

2. cockpit

59
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IN)
Environmental Pneudraulics Branch 3ABR42331-WB-201

Chanute AFB, Illinois-

.
/

FIGHTER CABIliAIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM WIRING DIAGRAM

OBJECTI ES'

1. Identify cabin air conditioning system component operation
with a minimum of 80% aceuracx.

2. -Using a wiring diagram identify causes of eight of ten given

N', air conditioning 'System troubles.

)aidiPMENT4
.4.-' Basis of Issue

Tape and Tape Player 1/student
Workbbok 3ABR42331-WB-201 . 1/student

PROCEDURE
415

Information on the purpose and operation of,the fighter air
conditioning System components and the procedures for you to follow
when using th±3 workbook are given by tape recorded instructions.
As you listen to the recording you will' be given information on the
air.conditioning system operation and directions to follow fat
tracing the electrical circuits. Listen to the recording until the
speaker tells you to turn it off. The speaker will tell you when
yOu- are to trace acircuit orto answer questions given in the
workbook. Your instructor will show you how to install.the tape
and how to operate the tape player. Pay olose attention tb all
directions that you tire given on the tape. When tracing circuits
or answering questions in this workbook, if your responses are
iicorrecttt restudy the information or. reverse the tape and listen
to the instructions again. After completing thin lesson you will
be required to solve ten problems which are given at the Sack of

. the text. If you are ready to begin. and the instructor has
already briefed you, turn on the tape player.

J

Supersedes 3ABR42231-WB-201, 24 October .1972.,
O }R: 3370TTG

DISTRIBUTION: X
3370TTGTC - 600; TTVSR - 1
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Fill in1the blanke'to complete the following statements.

or<

1. The bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve is controlled by the

. 2. Whbn the emergency vent knob is pushed in, the bleed air pressure reguiatortis
(energized/deenergized).

3. The bleed air pressure regulator controls airflow to the

system.

4. The ground cooling ejector shutoff valve is actuated open when the lantling gear handleis placed in All,

positiont
-a

t

.5: The ground cooliig ejector shutoff valve requir
to'operate.

. 6. The ground cooling ejector shutoff valve is actuated.closed when the landing gear handle is placed IL

the position.

Turn on the tape recorder.

i. The ftweratureoiontrol system hag an 'and mode of
operation.

%.

8.' The magnetic amplifiers, transistors, temperature control switch, and temperoture selector switch :Iry

/ located in the
105 4k
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9. If the resistanceof the sensor goes down, the automatic temperature control circuit will call for

air.

10. ,The cabin.temperature sensor is used only when in the mode of
temperature control.

a
11. The cabin temperature sensor makes up part of the circuit.

12. The cabin manual temperature limiter will affect operaLion o the

rt 13. The cabin manura temperature limier is a normally

I

Turn the tape recorder ON.

166

1.

(open/closed) switch.

107
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LANDING GEAR I
CONTROL SWITCH I

COCKPIT MEAT COCKPIT MEAT I
AND VENTy AND VENT I

GEAR
EMER - 'Y VENT I

u I CONTROL KNOB I

GEAR DOWN ;
/41134

A2ON

OFF

1111

28VDCl
H20E2U

-119A20

1171120

ILEED AIR PRESSUILE
REGULATOR CONTROL SWITCH;

TO RAIN REMOVAL;
SYSTEM I

BLEED AIR PCESSUNE
RIGULATOCND
IHUTOff VALVE 7

GROUND COOLING
SHUTOFF EJECTOR VALVE t 4NDING GEAR

JRILIARY RELAY

1162120

1164A2ON

1163820

1120A20

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER

108
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1. AC power 'is nee ed only when using mode of temperature control.

2. The ground noofini, ctor shutoff valve opens when Chit landing gear handle is in the

1 3.

r

position. ,

power is supplied to the temperature control switch.

4. If wire number H20A20 ware open, it would cause the
to be inoperative.

5. If wire number H20B20 were open, it would affect the

6. If wire number H9A20 were open, it would affect the mode of operation.

7. The entire system is inoperative, the most probable cause will be an open in wire number

8. If wire number H61C20 were open, the val'4 that would be affected is the

and it would run

9. If wire number H71B20 were'open, the bleed fair pressure regulator and shutoff valve w uld 1 1.1

(open/close).

`After tracing the circuits on figure 5, turn the tape recorder ON.

110
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1. When the temperature control switch.is placed in manual ho'or cold,- volts DC

r 4

is supplied to the cabin dual temperature mixing valve.

2. ,If wire number H25D20'were open, the cabin dual temperature mixing valye could only be run to the

. ' .If wire n -her H2420 were open, only manual- could be selected.

.or

or positipn.

4. The cabin temperature limiter is a normally switch.

5. The cabin dial temperature mixing valve failed to open or close, ole projbable cause would be

wire number or

Arter tracing the circuits on figure 5, turn the tape recorder ON.

1 4
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1. In automatic, the cabin temperature mixing valve receives,power when the
transistors are conducting.

2. 'The cabin transistors receive DC power when the temperature control switch is placed in

position.-
.

3. In order for the system-to operate iu automatic, 115 volts must be applied to the

4. If/the abin manual temperature limiter were open, the valve that wLuld be affected would be the

5. If wire number H2fC20 were open, the cabin temperature could only go to the
position.

6. If the wirevere open at junCtion point X, temperature control would be
inoperative.

4

7. The signal that determines if the hot or cold transistors will conduct in the automaticA6de comas

from the circuit.

After tracing the circuits on figure 5, turn the tape recorder ON.

117
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4
1. The pilot can automatically chanae the temperature in the cabin by changing the p ition of the

2. The cabin temperature sensor senses the temperature of the air (entering/
leaving) the cabin area. ----44k.

J

3. An open in the sensor circuit will cause the system to call for . air.

4. A short in the tempeiature selector circuit will cause the system to call for
air.

Turn the tape recarder ON.

(.)

12Ur)

-tea
4%.
71.3
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1351
Listed below are fiflteen (15) qUestions pertaining to the wiring

diagram you have just cqmPleted. Follow the directions 'for eachpar.t..

When you have completed, turn the tape recorder on. .

Place a T fgr True or an F for False in tha blank provided for each statement.

1. The automatic add manual temperature control switch is used to
select -the desired temperature in automatic.

2. AC and DC power is required to operate'the cabin temperature
control system in the automatic mode.

3. Only DC polder is required to operate the temperature control

system in manual mode. a

4.. The cabin manual temperature limiter has a positive, coefficient

of resistance.

5. The ground cooling ejector valve helps draw ram air to flow
across the heat exchanger when the aircraft is on the ground.

For questions 6 through 10 below, fill in the blanks.

6. A sensing element in which the resistance goes dowil when the
temperature goes up is said to have a
coefficient of resistance.

7. The cabin transistors will conduct when using the

mode.

8. The cabin temperature sensor has a

coefficient of resistance.

Q. 14 short in a negative coefficient element would cause a

resistance in the element. This would cause

a demand for air.
4

10. and point is

needed for automatic Operation of the cabin system.

121
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Select the description from column b and place in the blank besjde

component it

A

11. Temperature control switch a.

12. Landing gear control'switch

13. Temperature controller b.

14. Cabin temperature sensor
c.

15. Cabin ma mal temp limiter

d.

e.

f.

122

13

B

Contains the selectors and switches
for operation of the cabin temperi-
ture control system.

Controls the maximum temperature
in the sys.

Supplies power to the cabin dual
temp mixing valves.

Controls the operation of the
ground cooling ejector shutoff
valve.

Controls the operation of the bleed
air pressure regulator and shutoff
valve.

Has a negative coefficient of
resistance.
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k

Match the following malfunctions with the numbered troubles on

the diagram (figure 4).

0 OM

x

CHIFICTIVE
COMPONINT

A. Ground cooling_ ejector shutoff valve will not open.

B. No autwatic aperat.. n of the cabin temperature control

systems. Manual control works OK.

C. Cabin temperature goes full hot when the control switch

is placed in AUTO.

D. No bleed air available to the air conditioning system.

E. No operation of the cabin temperature control valve

in automatic or manual.

F. Full c)ld air to the cabin it automatic even when selecting

hot.

G. Ground cooling ejector shutoff valve will not close in flight.-

H. Unable to get not air in either-AUTO or MANUAL modes.

I. The cabin dual temperature mixing valve will not operate when

the temp control switch is placee in 7...anual Cold. Automatic

works OK.

This completes your study of the Fighter 1,1 :! g Diagram. Turn

on the tape recorder for the correct answers. 'Make any corrections

necessary before continuing with the next text.

c
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WARNING LIGHT LANDING SEAR

14/26 VAC
SA

211VOC
SA

SL.

COCKPIT NEAT COCKPIT NEAT
AND VENT AND VENT

115 VAC 000"N is vac
400 Hi SA SA

NSA 20

II

NOT

COLO

TELAE1Y1T URI

NTR
SWITCOH

L11
CASIN

MAG.
AMP.

-111%/v
OFT

114
P

TURBINE
OVER

SPEED
LIGHT

14611120

I420120

11111A20

11A20

:4 10A 20

H245
HI2A20

COLD

COLD
CAM*
TRINS0
4110013

NOT

L--.

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER

2

TURBINE OVER SPEED LANDING GEAR
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Environmental Pnefdraulics Branch

Chmmute.APB,,'"Illinoin

OBJE VE

3ABR423314B-201A

FItglER CABIN AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM TROUBLESHOOTING

a multimeter and wiring diagram, perform an operational check

and troubleshoot the bleed air and cabin air conditioning system trainer,

locating 7 out of .9 troubles correctly.,

EQUIPMENT
-Basis of Issue

Trainer 3305,. Tighter Air Conditioning 1 /student'

Multimeter AN/PSM-6 1/student

*

PROCEDURE

1. Remove all of your jewelry. Report to the lab instructor and

inform him of the lesson on which you are working. The instructor will

a assign you to a trainer and pioy,ide the nece ary materials.

2. This workbook is presented in two t one. Sction 1 is

to familiarize you, with the components of abtn air conditrdning

system and to prepare you for performing the o erational check and

troubleshooting. Section 2 contains the steps for operationally

checking the system and the malfunctions that you are to troubleshoot.

Perform each step as directed on the following pages.

r
ti

Supersedes 3ABR42231 -WB -204, 31 August 1972.

OPR: 3370 TTG
DISTRIBUTION: X
3370 TTG/TTM - 250; TTVSR - 1
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SECTION 1. CABIN AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM COMPONENTS

1. Location and identification of system components.

a. Using the trainer and the illustration In figure 1,
locate each of the numbered items. Write the name of each of these

erect itemi in the blank space. As you locate each component,
ice the chWck point near the component that is used for checking
electrical circuitry.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

.(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

c9)

(10)

COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS TO THOSE 'ON PAGE 5.

3
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C)

Anawer!jto location and identification step la.

(14) Bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve.

(2) Cabin dual temperature mixing valve.

(3).01 Ground cooling ejector shutoff valve.

(4) Cabin temperature sensor.

(5) Cabin manual tsmperaturelimiter.

(6) Turbinioverspeed pressure switch.

(7) Emer air inlet valve.

(8) Water separater.

(9) Ahti-ice valve.

(10) Anti-ice controller.

b. Using the trainer and figure 2, locate each of the
numbered items. Write the nsmes.of each itemzin the blark space*: As
you locate the items notice the check points for checking the electrical
circuit.

(1)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(A)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS TC, THOSE ON PAGE 7.

5
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Answers to location and ident,- a == 1 step lb.

(1) Cockp t heat ana vent rcuit breakar; 115 VAC.

(2) Cockpit heat and vent circuit breaker; 28 VDC.

(3) Warning light circuit breaker.

(4) Landing gear circuit breaker.

(5) Emergency vent knob.

(6) Temperature control panel.

(7) Landing vier handle.

(8) Teat point for tt.e landing gear control twitch.

(9) Footheat and defog lever.

(10) Defog switch.

(11) Cabin turbine overspeed warning light.

(124/4Landing gear auxiliary relay.

2. Trainer preparation.

136Y

a. Place all trouble switches to e. .T position. These
switches are located at the left andecof the trainer.

b. Push in the following circuit breakers:

(1) Cockpit heat laud vent; VAC.

(2) Cockpit heat and vent; 28 VDC.

(3) Warning lights.

(4t Landing gear.

c. Insure the remaining circuit breakers are pulled out.

d. Place the switches to the NORMAL positions as listed
below.

(1) Emergency vent knob ---------- Pushed in.

(2) Landing gear lever Dawn.

(3) Defog lever !ootheat.

(4) Temi.arature control switch Auto.

(5) Temperature selector Cold.

7
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e, Place the power switches to the ON position. These

switches are located on the left side of the trainer.

3. Trainer Operation.

a. D- ins the folloring steps you will operate each com

ponent of the catin air conditioning system. When a switch or lever

is actuated be'sure to notice which of the valves operate and the

vai.ve position. Actuate each switc13 .. directed. From your observa
tion of the trainer operatiot, comp rite each of the 1..atements by

circling the correct word.

STEP 1. Bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve, and emer

vent air inlet valve operation.

(1) Pull out the emergency vent knob.

(a) The bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff

valve (opens/closes).

(b) The emer air inlet Valve (opens/closes).

(2) Push in the emergency vent knob.

(a) The bleed air ptessure regulator and shutoff

valve ( opens /closes).

(b) The emer ail inlet valve (opens/closes).

(3) If the bleed air pressure regulate,_ and shutofr

valve fails to operate, it indicates a defective yalve or an open

electrical circuit.

STEP 2. Ground cooling ejector shutoff valve operation.

(1) Place the landing gear handle in the GEAR UP

position. The groend cooling ejector shutoff (opens/closes).

(2) Move the landing gear handle to the GEAR DOWN

position. The ground cooling ejector shutoff valve (opens/closes).

STEP 3. Cabin temperature control system; manual operation.

(1) Plc.* the temperature control. switch to MANUAL

HOT. The cabin dual temperature ..e.ng valve (opens/closes).

Note: This can be determined by observing the valve position

indicator located on the valve body.

(2) Place the temperature control switch Co MANUAL

%D.

(3) If the temperature control valve fails to operate

it indicates that the valve is defective or there is an .pen in

the 28 VDC electrical circuit.
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STEP 4. Cabin temperature control system; automatic operation.

(1) Place the temperature control switch to AUTO,
then rotate the temperature selector to HOT. The cabin dual temperature
mixing valve moves toward (open/close).

(2Y Rotate the temperature selector to COLD. The
cabin dual temperature mixing valve moves toward (open/close).

(3) If the automatic temperature control system
fails to operate, it indicaates an open in the 115-volt AC power
circuit to the controller.

(4) If the temperature sensor or wiring to the
sensor is SHORTED, the tamperature mixing valve will go full (open/close).

.(5) If the temperature sensor or wiring to the
sensor is OPEN, the-temperature mixing valve will go full (open/close).

STEP 5. Return all switches to the NORMAL position as irdicated
in paragraph 2d and place trainer power switches to OFF.

COMPARE THE ANSWERS THAT YOU HAVE SELECTED TO THOSE GIVEN BELOV.

STEP 1. (1) (a) closes

(2) (a) opens

STEP 2. (1) closes

(1) (b) opens

(2) (b) closes

(2) ripens

STEP 3. (1) cl ,es (2) opens

STEP 4. (1) close (2) open (4) open (5) close

If your answers do not agree, check with the instructor. If your
answers agree, then the trainer is operating correctly.

4. Sensor Resistance.

a. Prior to maintaining a temperature control system
you should determine the normal resistance values of the sensors.
This can be done by referring to the technical order or by measuring
a known good sensor.

b. , Measure thezesistance of the cabin temperature sensor.
To meausre resistance, the aircuit must be isolated. To isolate
the sensor on the trainer, disconnect the AN connector attached
OD the temperature control panel. With this disconnected you can
measure the sensor resistance from the cabin temperature sensor
check point. The resistance of the cabin sensor is

c. Ask the instructor for the ambient temperature of
the lab area

193
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d. The graph illustmte
sensor resistance. This is the same

on the flight line. Determine the r

sensor. Is the measured resistance o
given on the graph? (yes/no). If you

instructor for assistance.

is figure 3 shows the normal
type of graph you will use
istance range for the cabin
the sensor within the range
answer was no, ask the

I

4114.:A

1,4!11,111.

,c2amtp.,_- e; ati al mina,

'1 N M M wo

mown Meellee Nene

ANY *PIM 101101,41IAL Melee! mun FALL wmor4
94.400 MI'.

2. ORAN A. tie oc% 0140 MOM AND MOMS WHIN
NOTAitia WI AlICIA/T.

;. Wee O. 1st ON.Y emu 11N501 011 wont IS elmOvto
MON no Wier ee is PLACID IN A CONlieu.10 Mee-
*Tull 21401KINA4e I. 101AllOf loot IN wain ISM 11
rioNeAnili CONINOLLfel.

Figure 3. Temperature Sensor
Resistance Graph.

Instructions for using the temperature sensor resistance graph.

4
On graph A, locate the vertical line for aMbient temperature.

Follow this line up to the shade4 area, then follow the h.,rizontat

lines to the left t' c)termine the range of the reeiszarce in "K"

ohms. "1" 1,000 ohms.

Exapple: If the temperature is 63.1, then the resistance

range should be between 2200 ohms and 4500 ohms.

10 1 3 ,9
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SECTION 2. CABIN AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
OPERATIONAL CHECK AND TROUBLESHOOTING

OPERATIONAL CHECK

1. The tips that you performed in paragraph 3a of Section
1 involved operating leech component in the cabin air conditioning
systaa. They determined if each component was operating properly
and are .called operational checks.

2. The chart below formalises the procedure for performing
operational checks in an outline form. To insure that you are familiar
with this procedure, turn the trainer power switches ON and perform
each of the steps. After you are sure you understand the operational
check` procedure, then continue to the troubleshooting part of this
lesson.

.

Positioning the Control Devices Operating Valve Valve Position

.--.

Pull out the emergency vent
snob

.

Bleed air pressure regulator
and shutoff valve

Eager Air inlet valve

CLOSED

OPEN

Push in the emergency vent
knob

Bleed air pressure regulator
and shutoff valve

Emer Air inlet valve

OPEN

CLOSED

bye the landing gear handle
to the GEAR UP position

4

Ground ejector valve CLOSED

Move the landing gear handle
to the GEAR DOWN position

Ground ejector. val, e OPEN

.

Place the temperature
control switch to MANUAL HOT

Cal& dual temperature
toiling valve

CLOSED

"lace the temperature
control switch to MANUAL

PLO

Cabin dual temperature
mixing valve

OPEN

Place the temperature
control switch to AUTO,
Rotate the temperature
selector to HOT.

Cabin dual temperature
mixing valve

Travels toward
CLOSED

Rotate the temperature
selector to COLD

Cabin dual temperature
mixing valve

Travels toward
OPEN

Operational Check Procedure Chart



-1:BLESHOOTING

1. !or each trouble, perform as operational
malfunctioning component; place a statement in the

of the troubleshooting response sheet.

2. *Using a wax pencil, 1racs the electrical

or Controls the malfunctionineEomponant.

check to determine the
"discrepancy" block

circuit that operates

3. Use a multimater to locate the cause of the trouble.

Notes Wh..n measuring voltage, is sure the meter is sat to the

correct voltage range. Make sure that you have the negative (black)

lead to. ground. Ground on the trainer is any connection with a

ground (.4f ) symbol. When checking the manual temperature control

system, be sure to hold the temperature control switch to either

hot or cold. When measuring resistance, be sure the trainer power

switch is off, and the_meter is set at OHMS. use the ONM portion

of the multimeter only to check sensors and their circuits.

4. Becord the cause of the trouble in the "cause" block of the

troubleshooting response sheet.

5. The trouble switch that you are to use for each problem is

listed on the side of the discrepancy block. There are 12 problems

for you to troubleshoot. We will go through trouble number 1 to show

you how to arrive at the correct answer.

Trouble Switch

1. Place trouble switch #1 to the IN position.

2. Perform an operational check. Use the operational check

chart, on page 11, if needed.

3. As you went through the operational check you found the cabin

aiming valve would not operate in automatic. Make the following state-

ment in the discrepancy block of the troubleshooting response sheet

for trouble #1.

"Cabin mixing valve will not operate in automatic."

4. Since the cabin mixing valve :diktat operate in automatic

hot or cold, what part of the circuit would affect automatic operation

of the system? The DC and AC power supplies are necessary for both auto

and manual.

5. If the problem were in the DC power supply, then the valve

would not op.:rats in manual. This leaves the AC power supply.

6. Trace the AC power supply from the 115V AC cockpit heat and

vent circuit breaker to the temperature control panel.

Note: 28kvoli : supply is required to operate the valve. The

115V AC supply is required for operation of the cabin magnetic

amplifiers.
12
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7. Check the AC power supply with the aultimeter. Make sure

your ester is set at the correct voltage. Check for voltage at pin "E"
of the temperature control panel. You did not get a voltage indication,
did you?

8. Now, check for voltage at the 11.1V AC cockpit heat and vent

circuit breaker. There is voltage at this point. This means there

must be an open in wire R9A20.

9. Record your findings in the "cause" block of trouble switch
#1, on the troubleshooting respons4 sheet.

"Opan in wire R9A20."

10. You have complited trouble #1 so place that trouble switch
to the OUT position and continue with troubles number 2 through 10.
Be sure to record the malfunction in the "discrepancy" block and Whe
cause of the malfunction in the "cause" block of the troubleshooting

response sheet.

11. After you have completed trouble number 10, return this work-
book to your lab instructor to have hie grads it. If you did not locate
the required amount of troubles correctly, your instructor will tell you
where you sade your error(s) and have you redo those troubles. If you

accomplished his objective correctly, your instructor will sign the
objective as completed and assign you the next project.

INSTRUCTOR

Please check off the student's accomplishment of the following
items. These items are part of the objective(s) of this lesson.

ITRM

Practices general housekeiping consistent
with safety and fire prevention.

Practices sale work habits and procedures.

Follows precautions while working
'around danger areas.

Use of test meter.

13
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TROUBLESHOOTING RESPDNSE SHEET

TROUBLE
SWITCH
NUMBER

DISCREPANCY CAUSE

2

3

1

6

7

.

10

,

WHEN COMPLETED, REPORT TO THE INSTRUCTOR,

Instructor's signature shoving satisfactory completion of this objective:

" 143
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FOREWORD

,rogrammed text wasvprepared for 7;ae In the 3ABR42331 Aircraft

Environmental Systems MMchanictourse, The materials contained herein

were validated with students from the sukject course. At least 90%

orthe students taking this text achieved or surpassed the criteria
established in the lesson objectives. The average time for completion

of this. textfas 5 hours 40 minutes.

OBJECTIVE

Relate each rain removal system component to its operation with
a mi6IAUmof 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONS
a

This programmed text is preseited in two parts.

PART I Is the actual compone operation. The text presents

this material in small steps call frames. After each frame you

are asked to respond to questions in some manner. Read the material

carefully and accomplish what ea frame directs you to do. The

correct answers are givka at thr top nf.the next frame or as speci-

fied. If you have answered each response correctly, continue on

to the next frame. If you are incorrect, read the material again
and correct your answers before continuing.

PART II of the text is the electrical wiring diagram for the
rain removal system. You will be required to trace each circuit.
After you have traced the circuits, you will be required to analyze
the wiring diagram by"selecting the trouble number found on the wiring
diagram and placiig it along side the trouble. After completing

the troubles, have your instructor check your answers. It is important

that you understand the wiring diagram in order to understand the
operation of the system so you can correctly troubleshoot the trainer
when you go to the lab. It you have any questions, ask your instructor

for assistance.

4

S edes 3ABR42231 -PT-202, '30 July 191k.

OPR: 3370 TTG
DXSTRIBUTION:

3370 TTGTC - 400; TTVSR - 1
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PAM I

Freese 1

The purpose of the rain removal system is similar to the purpose
of the windshield wipers on an automobile. The system keeps the

windshield clear of rain. This is done by blowing a mixture of hot
air and partially-cooled air over the windshield. The air will break

up the rein particles and turn them away from the windshield.

During this lesson vnu will be studying the system used on a
fighter type aircraxt. In this aystem the air for the rain removal
is discharged through a nozzle (outlet. The nozzle is put at the

base of the center windshield. Notice tae rain removal nozzle location

below.

RAIN REMOVAL
NOZZLE

-AV 4

p

Complete the4following statements.

1. The purpose of the rain removal system is to keep the
clear of rain.

2. The rain removal system allows to blow over

the windshield.

3. The rain removal nozzle directs air over the
windshield.

3
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Awnsers to Frame 1: 1. windshield 2/ air 3. center

A

Frame 2

'The rain removal system gets air from the cabin refrigeration

unit. This air is a mixture of hot bleed air and partially cooled

bleed air.

The partially cooled air is drawn from the primary section of

the refrigeration unit heat exchanger. The hot bleed air is drawn

from the unit's hot bleed air duct.

The dark lines in'the sketch dhow the rain removal system. Note

the large duct that carries the partially cooled, air from the heat.

exchanger. The smaller duct takes the hot air from the refrigeration

unit hot bleed air. duct.

BLEED AIR PRESSURE
REGULATOR AND SHUTOFF

VALVE

;14

Y. f
/ PARTIALLY

-S

COOLED AIR
s.

f

4,1

' RAIN REMOVAL
f401-ZLE

RAIN REMOVAL
\SHUTOFF VALVE

HOT BLEED
AIR LINE

HFAT
EXCHANGER , DRAIN VALVE

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The rain removal system receives partially cooled air from the

2. The air discharged from the rain removal ie is a

mixture of partially
air and hot

3. The rain removal system, receives hot bleed al..r from the

. ir.
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. heat exchanger 2. cooled bleed
3. refrigerit.on unit hot bleed air duct

Frame 3

Remember the fighter cabin air conditioning system? Air flow

through the cabin refrigeration unit is regulated by the bleed air
pressure regulator and ohutoff valve.

it used for the rain removal system is,taken from the refrig-

eration unit. The pressure of this air is regulated by the bleed
air pressure regulator' and shutoff valve.

Trace the airflow on the sketch below. Start at the point marked

FROM BLEED All SYSTEM. Follow the arrow, through the bleed air pressure ,

regulator and shutoff valve.

Note the first tapoff going to the rain removal system. This

is the hot bleed air tapoff.

Then, follow the arrows through the primary part of the heat
exchanger and note the second tapoff going to the rain removal system.
This is the partially cooled air tapoff.

PROM StEEOt.
All SYSTEM

014E0 All PRESSURE
REGULATOR AND
SMUTOPP VALVE

TO '
RAIN TO

REMOVAL RAIN
REMOVAL

Fill 'it blanks to cohip:mCe the following statements.

1. To operate the rain removal system, the bleed air pressure
regulator and shutoff valve must be

(open/closed).

2. The bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve is

part of the cabin unit.

3. The partially cooled lir used for rain removal is cooled

by the section the cabin

refrigeration unit heat exchanger.

5
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Answers to Frame 3: 1. open 2. refrigeration 3. primary

*

Frame 4

Before going into the operation of the rain removal aystem,
let's raiew some information about the bleed air pressure regulator
and shutoff valve.

Do you recall the fighter cabin aiecOnditioning system? This

system has a solenoid-controlled, pneumatically (air) actuated valve.
The solenoid that will open and close the valve is coatiolled by
the emergency vent knob:

When the knob is pushed IN, the solenoid is energized allowing
the valve to open. iihan pho knob, is pulled OUT, the solenoid will
deenergize, and the valve will close.

The air.fcr the rain removal is tapped off downstream of the
pressure regulator and shutoff valve. This valve then must be open
when using the rain removal system.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Opening and closing of the pressure regulator and shutoff
valve is controlled by a

2. The bleed sir pressure regulator and shutoff valve is
actuated open by pressure.

3. The main solenoid on the bleed air pressure regulator
and shutoff valve is controlled by the

knob.

6
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Answers to Frame 4: 1. solenoid 2. al: 3. emerger-y vent

Frame 5

The bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve has two solenoids:
The main control solenoid (A) and elm pressure solenoid (3).

for nor,sal air conditioning, only the main control solenoid
is energized. In this condition, the bleed air is turned on and
its pressure is regulated to 62 psi.

When rain removal is required; the low pressure solenoid must
also be energized. This redtces the pressure of the bleed air (for
both air coaditionirg and rain removal) to 40 psi.

Fill in the blaaks to complete the following atatements.

1. Opening and closing of the pressure regulator and shutoff
valve is controlled by the (main

solenoid/low pressure solenoid).

2. When the rain removal system is ON, the low pressure solenoid
is (energized/deenergized).

3. When the rain removal system is ON, pressure to the air
conditioning system is (redLcei/
increased).
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Answers to Frame 5: 1. main solenoid 2. energized 3. reduced

Frame 6

The sketch on this page is a simplified schematic of the rain

removal system. The bleed air preeaureregulator and shutoff valve
and the heat exchanger are actuely part of the cabin refrigeration

unit. These are put in -.hat system sketch. They are also related
tht :tin removal system as explAined in the previou. frames.

The rem removal system consists of the following four components.

1. Rain removal shutoff valve.

2. Rain removal bypass valve.

3. Rain removal drain valve.

4. Rain'removal nozzle.

Notice each of these c omponents in 1..h system illustration below.

RA04 REMOVAL
NOZZLE

PRIMARY
HEAT

EXCHANGER

RAIN REMOVAL
BYPASS VALVE

Fill is the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The rain removal by-lss valve controls the flow of

(hot/partly cooled /cold) air.

2. The rain removal shutoff valve controls the flrw of

(hot /partly cooled/cold) air.

8
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Answers to Frame 6: 1. hot 2. partly cooled

Frame 7

the rain removal shutoff valve, shown, controls the flow of
partially cooled bleed air from the heat exchanger to the rain removal
nozzle. this is a butterfly type valve.

The valve ip actuated by a 28 volt DC motor. The opening and
closing of this calve is controlled by the rain removal witch, Which
is located in the cockpit. 4,

When the rain re val switch is ON, 28 volt DC power is directed
to the motor. The valve then moves to the open position. This allows
the partially cooled bleed air to flow through the valve and then
to the nozzle.

RAIN REMOVAL
III)? NOZZLE

RAIN REMOVAL
Smur Of, VALVE

---1
BLEED AIR PRESSURE

REGULATOR AND
SHUTOFF VALVE

1111.

IPRIMARY
MEAT

lExCHANGER
---

RAIN REMOVAL
BYPASS VALVE

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The rain removal shutoff valve is actuated by a 28 volt DC

2. The rain removal shutoff valve controls the flow of

3. The rain removal shutoff valve is controlled by the
switch.

9
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Answers to ?rem* 7: 1. motor 2. partly cooled bled! air.
3. rain removal

The rain removal bypass valve, shown below, controls the hot
ed air going to the rain removal nozzle from the hot air duct.

is also a bUtterfly type valve.

The valve is actuated by a 28 volt DC motor. The opening and
closing of this valve is also controlled by the rain removal switch.

When the rain removal switch is ON, the valve will open. The
valve then allows hot bleed air to flow to the mixing point. At

this point, hot bleed air is mixed with the partially cooled air.

The air flOwing to the nozzle is a mixture of the partially
cooled air and the hor bleed air. The bypass valve increases the
volume and temperature of the rain removal air.

Notice the airflow of partially cooled and hot bleed air in
the illustration.

RAIN REMOVAL
NOME

RAIN Al
SNUTO', VALVE

OEYRIGICAT,04 UNIT

Not AIN th/CT

RIMARY'
NEAT

EECNANOEI
11E10 Ala PRIMO!

REGULATOR ANC
SNUtOill VALVE

it 11l NO

NT

PAIN REMOVAL
EYASE VALVE

10
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Frame 8 (Continued)

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The hot bleed air going to the rain removal nozzle is
controlled by the

2. The/air flowing to the rain removal nozzle is a mixture
of/ air and

air.

3. The rain removal bypass valve is actuated by a

11
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Anemias to Frame 81 1. bypass valve 2. partly cooled hot bleed

3. 28 volt DC motor

Frame 9

WW2 the system is not operating, the drain valve is held ma

by a spring. When the rain removal system is turned ON, air pressure

in the duct will overcome the spring and force the drain valve CLOSED.

This allows the water to drain out when the system is turned

OFF. It also closes the drain opening to prevent a loss of air when

the system is ON.

WATER

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The rain removal drain valve is opened by a

2. The rain removal drain valve is closed by

12
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Answers to Frame 9: 1. spring 2. air pressure

Frame 10

The illustration below, shows the complete system with the rain
removal switch in the ON position. A schematic of the electrical
circuitry is also shoes.

Trace the path for electrical current flow when this system
is turned ON. Current flows from the circuit breaker, through the
rain removal switch.

trim the witch, current then flows to the low pressure solenoid
on the bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve. This cuts
down the air pressure going to the air conditioning system.

Current is also directed to the OPEN windings of the rain removal
.shutoff valve motor. This operates the rain removal shutoff valve
to the OPEN position.

When the valve reaches the full open position, it moves a limit
switch. The limit switch is inside the valve motor. The switch
stops current flow to the rain removal shutoff valve.

This limit switch them directs the current flow to the rat.
removal bypass valve motor.' Current then flows through the OPEN
windings of the rain removal bypass valve motor, cpening the valve.

211v04.

RAIN REMOVAL
SWITCH

RAIN REMOVAL
NOZZLE

MOISTURE
DRAIN VALVE

RAIN REMOVAL
SHUTOFF VALVE

RUED AIR PRESSURE
REGULATOR AND
SHUTOFF VALVE

OPEN

CLOSE

MEAT
1EXCHANGERI

RAIN REMOVAL
IlYPASS VALVE

Notice the operating sequence. The sequence will be important
when troubleshooti g the system. When the rain removal switch is
turned to ON the rain removal shutoff valve will open first.

13
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frame 10 (Continued)

The rain removal bypass valve will then OPEN. The rain removal

Shutoff valve4Oust be fully open before the bypass valve will start

to open.

The rain removal valves are Nequenced this way to prevent a rapid

temperature increase of the windshield. A rapid incriise of temperature

could distort or damage the windshield.

Pill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. When the rain removal switch is turned on, the law pressure

so:%enoid will be

2. When the rain removal switch is turned on, .the valve that

opens first is the rain removal

3. The rain removal bypass valve will open only after the

rain removal shutoff valve is fully

4. When the rain removal switch is turned on, the air pressure

going to the air conditioning system is



/1,86
Answers to Frame 10: 1. energized 2. shutoff valve 3. open

4, reduced

Frame 11

The sketch shows the aystea with the rain removal switch in
the OFF position. Again there is a sequence of operation of the
valves.

Moving the switch to OFF will open the circuit going to the
low pressure solenoid on the bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff
valve. This dsenergizes the solenoid. The regulator is then allowed
to control pressure at the highor setting for normal air conditioning.

With the switch OPT, currant flows from the circuit breaker,
through the OFF contact of the switch. From the switch, Current
flows to the close windings of the rain removal bypass valve motor.
This Operates the bypass valve t the closed position.

When the bypass valve reaches fully closed, a limit switch stops
the current flow to the bypass valve motor. Current flow is than
directed to the CLOSE windings of the rain removal shutoff valve
motor. This operates the rain removal shutoff valve to the closed
position.

28v0C

RAIN REMOVAL
SWITCH

.1

PAIN REMOVAL

MOISTURE
DRAIN VALVE

RAIN REMOVAL
SHUTOFF VALVE

OPEN

BLEED AIR PRESSURE
REGULATOR AND
SHUTOFF VALVE

CLOSE

1 PRIMARY 1

HEAT
'EXCHANGER'

RAIN REMOVAL
BYPASS VALVE

Did you notice the sequence of valve operation? When the switch
is turned to OFF, the bypass valve closes first, then the shutoff
valve closes. This is opposite from tIa sequence when the switch
was turned ON.

15
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. Frame 11 (Continued)

All in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. When the rain removal switch is placed to OFF, the low

pressure solenoid is

2. Placing the rain removal switch to OFF, directs electrical
power to close the rain rival

first.

3. The rain removal shutoff valve closes only after the rain

removal bypass is fully

16
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Answers to Frame 11: 1. detnergized 2. bypass valve 3. closed

Answer the following statements true (T) or False (F).

Frame 12

1. The purpose of the rain removal system is to keep the canopy
clear of rain.

2. The rain imoval shutoff valve controls the flow of partially
cooled air.

3. The partially cooled air for rain removal is tapped from
the secondary section of the heat exchanger.

4. For the bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve
to open, the emergency vent knob must be pushed in.

5. The volume and temperature of ,the rain remova air is
increased When the rain removal bypass valve is opened.

6. The rain removal shutoff and bypass valves are both pctuated
by a 28 volt DC motor.

7. The rain remova.i. 'rain valve is held open by a spring and
cliised by air :measure.

8. For the rain removal bypass valve to open, the rain removal
shutoff valve must be fully open.

9. The rain removal bypass valve closes after the shutoff
ralvg has closed.

10. The rain removal shutoff valve and the rain removal bypass
valve are controlled by the rain removal switch.

1 60 17
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Answers to Frame 12: 1. F . 2. T 3. F 4. T 5. T 6. T

7. T 8. T 9. F 10. T

Frame 13.
f.

The rain removal system does, not have a meant of controlling

the air temperature autvmatically. There is a system to warn the_
pilot when the windshield temperature is raised to a point where
it could cause damage to the windshield panel. This is the wind-
shield temperature overheat warning system. When an overheat condition
exists, the pilot reduces the temperature by turning the rain removal
system OFF.

The windshield temperature overheat warning system, consists
of the fallowing components.' Locate these components in the illustration
shown below.

.

Windshield Temperature Sensing Amplifier

Windshield Temperature Sensing Element

Windshield Temperature High Warning Light

1IFFriNeLD TOAP MI

TO CAUTION
. tlfT I.

II La UNIT

$8ID
TINRIA TUN
UNTINO AAVIMttt

SA
AC 114.4

WARNING
LINA

allin

nsvAC

mwiNosiono
TV*. SWUNG

tAl

wiNOSNIID.0 UNSING
HAWN'

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Excessively hot air would probably the

windshield.

2. The temperature of the rain removal air
(is/is not) controlled automatically.

3. A tells
the pilot that his windshield is getting too hot for

safety.

18
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1390
Answers to Frame 13: 1. damage 2. is not

3. warning light or warning system

Frame 14

The windshield temptature sensing element (sensor), shown
below, is ?mounted on the lower part of the windshield. The element
will sense the temperature of the windshield.

This sensing element has a positive coefficient of resistance.
As the temperature increases, the resistance of the sensing element
.also increases.

When the windshield temperature reaches 260°F, the increase
in sensor circuit resistance sends a signal to the windshield temperature
sensing amplifier.

The sketch shows the windshield temperature sensing element.
Also shown is the relationship of the sensor to the other units in
the windshield temperature sensing circuit.

0 I. {wootalmtgLo tE NI 1!)

TO CAUTION

LT-TEST
RELAY UNIT

WINDSHIELD
TEMPERATURE
SENSING
AMPLIFIER

14/tav SA
At SUS

WARNING
a-PWR

ESS

115v At
0A SUS

WINDSHIELD
TEMP SENSING

Ii
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/PI
Frame 14 (Continued)

Complete the following statements.

1. The windshield temperature sensing element
senses the

temperature of the

2. The windshiela.temperature
sensing element has a

coefficient of resistance.

1. When the windahield temperature decreases, the resistance

of the sensing element

163
20
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tamers to Trams 14: 1. windshield 2. positive 3. decreases

Frame 15

The windshield temperature sensing amplifier, shown below holds
a magnetic amplifier, and a relay. The magnetic amplifier requires
115V AC power to operate and onergize the relay.

During normal windshield temperatures, the magnetic amplifier
allows cqrrent to flow through the relay energizing the relay.
This keeps the relay contacts open.

When the windshield temperature reaches 260.1% the signal from
the sensor stops the magnetic amplifier from conducting. Current
flow to the relay coil is stopped. Tha relay then &a, lergizes and
allows the contacts to close.

When the relay contacts close, current flows from the warning
light power cirit breaker dirough the relay contacts. Current
then floc. tc the windshield temperature HI warning light.

.1C w sostto tzw No

Stell14/111Y
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1393
frame 15 (Continued)

Fill in the blrnks to complete the following statements.

1. The windshield temperature sensing ampltfier contains a
amplifier.

L. The 115 volt AC power is required to operate the
ampltfier.

3. The signal for operation of the magnetic amplifier is
from the windshield temperature

4. The magnetic amplifier controls the operation of a

5. When the windshield temperature reaches 260°F, the windshield
temperature sensing amplifier will turn on the war'-ing

c-
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Answers to Frame 15: 1. magnetic 2. magnetic 3. sensing element

4. relay 5. light

Frame 16

When the windshield temperature reaches 260°F the WINDSHIELD
TEMP H1 warning light, shown below, lights to warn the pilot.

When this happens, the pilot must turn the rain removal system
OFF. After the windehield temperature drops, the warning light will
go OPT. The pilot can turn the rain removal system back ON.

There is no means for automatically controlling rain removal
temperature. The pilot must control the temperature manually. The

windshield temperature warning ',Weft tells the pilot if the wind-
shield temperature is too hot.

The sketch below shows the circuit with the warning light on
(temperature above 260°F). Notice the path for current flow from
the warning light power circuit breaker to the light. When the

temperature again drops below 260°F, tl.e magnetic amplifier will

conduct. The amplifier energizes the relay and opens the contacts.
This will stop current flow to the light.
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Frame 16 (continued)

Pill in the blanks to complete thu following statements.

1. The rain removal temperature is controlled by the

2. The purpose of the windshield temperature overheat warning
system is to warn the pilot when the

is above 260°F.

3. When the WINDSHIELD TEMNII warning light comes on, the
pilot must turn off the



1394
Answers to Frame 16: 1. pilot 2. windshield temperature

3. rain removal system

Frame 17

A warning light system is of-no value urless wu are sure it
will work properly. The pilot can test the warning light system
before osch flight. He uses a warning light test switch.

The sketch shows the warning light test circuit is used to test
the WINDSHIELD TEMP HI warning light.

When the warning light test switch is closed (test position),
current flows from the warning light control circuit breaker to the
warning light contiO1 unit. This energizes a relay in the ccatrol
unit. With the relay energised, current flows from the warning light
power circuit breaker, through the relay contacts and to the light.

Place the warning lief: test switch in the test position. If

the warning light comes ON, the pilot knows the circuit and the
light bulb are working properly. If the light does not come on,
it indicates a defect in the circuit or a burned out light bulb.

The warning light test switch illustrated, shows testing of
only one light. On the actual aircraft, this switch will test several
warning light systems.
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Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The warning light control unit is used for
the warning light system.

2. When checking the rain removal system, you can determine
if the warning light circuit is operating properly by
using the

switch.
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Answers to Frame 17: 1. testing 2. warning light test

Frame 18

Match the units
listed in column "B" with the statements given

in column "A" by placing the letter from column "B" in the blanks

provided.

Column A

Column B

1. Allows the water to drain out

when the system is off.

2. Senses the temperature of the

center windshield.

3. Controls the flow of partially

cooled air from the heat

exchanger.

4. Coutains a magnetic amplifier

and controls a relay which

turns on the warning light.

5. Controls the hot bleed air

going to the rain removal

nozzle.

6. Reduces the pressure of the

bleed air for both air cond-

itioning and rain removal to

40 psi.

7. Warns the pilot that the wind-

shield temperature
is too high.

26

A. Rain removal bypass

valve

B. Low pressure solenoi(

C. Windshield temperatu:
sensing amplifier

D. Rain removal drain

valve

E. Windshield temperatu
sensing element

F. Rain removal shutoff

valve

G. Windshield temp hi

warning light
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Answers to Frame 18: 1. D 2. E 3. F 4. C 5. A 6. B

7. G

Frame 19

Open foldout 1 at the back of this text. This is the wiring
diagram you will use for analyzing the electrical circuits of the
rain removal system. It is also used for troubleshooting the system
on the trainer.

The wiring diagram includes the rain removal valve control
circuits, the windshield temperature sensing circuits, and the warning
light test circuit. To help you understand the system operation,
we will trace each of these circuits.

RAIN REMOVAL VALVE CO::TROL CIRCUIT

Use a gm pencil. Using your RED pencil, trace the circuit
from the 28 volt DC rain removal circuit breaker to pin E of the
circuit breaker panel (J/P315B).

From pin E on J/P315B, trace to pin D of the rain removal switch
over wire 0 N6A20. Then trace into the center contact of the switch.
This circuit provides power for valve operation.

Use a BLUE pencil. Using your BLUE pencil, draw the rain removal
switch to ON. Trace the circuit from the ON contact to Pin E of
the &ditch (J/P204).

Now, trace from pin E of the switch, following wire 0 M8D20
tz, pin A of the pressure regulator and shutoff valve. Then trace
through the low pressure aplenol4 to pin B and from pin B, trace
over wire 0 M4A2ON to ground.

This circuit energizes the low pressure solenoid which reduces
the air conditioning system pressure'.

Go back to the point where wire 0 M8C20 taps off of wire 0 M8D20.
Trace down to pin A of the rain removal shutoff valve.

Then trace through the limit switch and the valve motor to pin
E (J/P105). Then trace from pin E (+val. ;Are 0 M9A2ON to ground.
This circuit operates the rain removal valve to the open position.

As the shutoff valve reached full open, the open limit switch
moves to the opposit& position. This opens the circuit to the motor
and also completes the circuit between pins A and C. Both on J/P105.

Also, as the shutoff valve reaches the full open position,
the CLOSE limit switch moves to the opposite position.

Trace the open limit switch so the circuit is complete from
pins A to C of the shutoff valve. Draw the close limit switch to
the opposite position, to complete the circuit from pin B to the
ells(' side of the shutoff Valve. DO NOT trace any farther than the
closed side of the motor at this tire.

1,41
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Frame 19 (Continued)

Trace the circuit from pin C of the shutoff valve over wire
I M16A20 to pin A of the bypass valve (J/P104).

From pin A of the bypass valve, trace through the OPEN limit
switch and the valve motor to pin C (J/P104), and then trace over
wire # 1.118A2ON to ground.

Current flow through this circuit, operates the bypass valve

to the open position.

When the bypass valve is full open, both, the OPEN and CLOSE
limit switches Change to the opposite positiou which stops the motor
from running (Ay farther.

Notice that when you place the rain removal switch ON, the
shutoff valve opened first, then the bypass valve opened. Also than

the low pressure solenoid energized.

The circuits you have traced so far, reduce air pressure from
the pressure regulator and shutoff valve and opens the rain removal

shutoff and bypass valves. This allows airflow to the rain removal

nozzle.

Use a GREEN pencil. Using your green pencil, draw the rain

removal switch to the OFF position. Notice that this opens the circuit
to the low pressure solenoid on the bleed air pressure regulator
and shutoff valve.

This action, deenergizes the ldw pressure solenoid and the
bleed air pressure regulator can now regulate air pressure at the

'-ighor setting.

Now, trace from the OFF contact to pin F (J/P204) on the rain

removal switch. Then trace from pin F over wire # 113A20 to pin B

on the bypass valve.

You should remember that when the bypass valve reached the
full open position both the OPEN and CLOSED limit switches moved

to the opposite position.

Trace from pin B of the bypass /alve, through the CLOSE limit
switch and then through the valve motor to Pin C. Then trace from

pin C over wire # M18A2ON to ground.

This will operate the bypass valve to the closed-position. As

the valve reaches the full closed position, both the open and close
limit switches move back to the original positions.

This means that the bypass valve will stop operating, and current

will flow from pin B to pin D (J/P104).

28
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Still using your GREEN pencil, draw the open limit switch to
NOID

the motor contacts and the close limit switch to the opposite position.

Trace the circuit from pin B to pin D. Then trace from pin
D (J/P104) over wire # 17A20 to pin B of the shutoff valve (J/P105).

The closed limit switch has already been moved to the closed
position, so current can flow from pin B through the limit switch
and the valve motor to pin E.

Prom pin E, trace current flow over wire # M9A2ON to ground.
This will operate the shutoff valve to the closed position.

Notice that when.the system is turned OFF, the. low pressure
solenoid deenergizes, the bypass valve closed first, then the shutoff
valve closed. This is just the opposite of the way the valves opened.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

179
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Frame 20

There are five statements listed below that refer to the circuit
you have just traced. Read each statement, then inalyse the circuit
to determine if the statement is true (T) or false (F) .

1. An open in sore number M6A20 would cause the
system to be inoperative.

2. With an open in wire number 1416A20, the rain
valve would fail to open.

rain removal

removal bypass

3. With an open in wire number M7A20, the rain removal bypass
valve will not open.

4. Tiith an open in wire number M17A20, the rain removal shutoff
valve cannot be closed.

5. An open in the low pressure solenoid (wire number M4A201'1)

would cause the bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff
valve to stay closed.
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Answers to Frame 20: 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. T 5. F

Frame 21

Use an ORANGE pencil. Trace the windshield temperature overheat

warning circuits on foldout 1. Start at the 115 volt AC windshield

temperature sensing circuit breaker.

Trace from the circuit breaker to pin H on the circuit breaker

panel (J/P3158).

Then trace from pin H over wire # H56A20 to pin G on terminal

strip (J/P387).

Trace from pin G on J/P387 over wire # 1156820 to junction point
FC5 and then continue over wire # H56C20 to pin C of the windshield
temperature sensing amplifier (J/P201).

Nov trace from pin C into the amp and then back out of the amp
to pin D of the Sensing Amplifier (J/P201).

Trace from pin D (J /-'01) over wire # H55A20N to ground.

This circuit provides 115 -colts AC power for the operation of
the windshield temperature sensing amplifier. If the windshield
temperature is below 260°F, the relay will be energized.

Now we're going to trace the windshield temperature sensor circuit.

Using your ?ranee pencil, start by tracing from pin E (J/P201)
of thi windshiela temperature sensing amplifier over wire # H58A20

to zhe windshield sensor.

Then trace through the sensor and back to pin F (J/P201) of
the windshield temperature sensing amplifier over wire # H57A20.

When the temperature increases to 260 °F, the resistance of the
sensor will have increased to the point at which the magnetic amplifier

stops conducting. This will deenergize the relay. Draw the relay

to the deenergized position.

Use a YELLOW pencil. Trace the circuit from the 14/28 volt
AC warning light circuit breaker to pin A on the circuit breaker
panel (J /P3158).

Then trace from pin A on the circuit breaker panel over wire
# H188A20 to junction AC19.

Now trace from junction AC19 over wire # H188B20 to pin E of
J/P387. Continue from pin E over wire # H188C2P to pin B of the

windshield temperature sensing amplifier (J/P201).

The relay i2 deens.rgized, so current will flow through the

contact to pin A on J/P201.

From pin A trace over wire # H60820 to pin F on J/P387.
31
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Frame 21 (Continued)

Then trace from pin F over wire # R60C20 to the junction point. From

here current will flow o'er wire # H60D20 to pin C of the yarning light

(J/'265).

Continue on into the light to it's ground. This circuit turns on the

warning light.

The relay inside the windshield temperature sensing amplifier is

controlled by the magnetic amplifier. The amplifier receives its signal

from the windshield sensor.

When the windshield temperature reaches an overheat condition (abnve

260'F), the resistance of the sensor increases. This increase in

resistance cams-s the amplifier to deenergize the relay. This relay

then allows per to flow to the warning light, which in turn lights

the warning light.

No response required, continue with the next frame.

32
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Frame 22

WARNING LIGHT TEST CIRCUIT

Use a BROWN pencil. The remaining circuit to trace on foldout
1 is the warning light test circuit. This circuit enables the pilot
to tut the warning light circuit for proper operation.

To trace this circuit, start at the 28 volt DC warning light
control circuit breaker. Trace from the circuit breaker to pin D
of the circuit breaker panel (J/P315B).

Then trace from pin 1 over wire # L4CL10 to pin N of the warning
light test switch.

Draw the switch to the test position. Trace from pin N through
the switch to pin P.

Trace from pin P over wire # L50A20 to junction FC1.

Trace from junction FC1 over wire # L50B20 to pin B on the
,ruing light control unit (J /P207B).

Trace through the relay to pin A. Then trace from pin A over
wire # L82A2ON to ground.

This will energize the relay in the warning light control unit,
pulling the contact to the right. Draw the relay to the energized
position.

Trace currant from junction point AC19 over wire # L188B20 to
pin r -- the warning light control unit (J /P207B).

Because the relay is energized, current will flow from pin
P through the-contacts to pin R on J/P207B. Trace this circuit.

Now trace from pin R over wire # H60A20 to the first junction
point.. At the junction point, wire # H60A20 turns into wire # H60D20.

Continue tracing from the junction point over wire # H60D20
to.p4n C an the warning light (J/1") and then to ground.

The warning light test circuit you have just traced will test
the wiring to the light and also the light bulb i:self. The circuit
will not test the windshield temperature sensing amplifier.

Complete the following statement.

1. The warning light test circuit
(will/will not) tell you if the windshield temperature
sensor and sensing amplifier are indicating accurately.

33
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Answers to Frame 22: 1. will not

Frame 23

The statements listed below refer to the circuits that you have
just traced. Read the statement, then analyze the circuit to determine.
if the statement is either true or false.

1. If the 115V AC circuit breaker were pulled (open), the
warning light would remain on.

2. If the 14/28V AC circuit breaker were pulled (open), the
warning light would not operate.

3. An open in wire number 1158A20 would cause the warning light
to come on.

4. An open in wire number H60D20 would cause the warning light
to remain on.

5. A short between wires H60A20 and L188820 would cause the
warning light to remain on.

6. An open in wire number H56820 would cause the warning
light to remain on.
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Answers to Frame 23: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4, F 5. T 6. T

Frame 24

Open foldout 2 located at he back of this text. The circled
numbers on this diagram indicates an open in the circuit Read each
of the problems given below and se'.ecr the circled number or numbers
that could cauae the trouble. Flace,the number or numbers that you
select in the blank spaces provided opposite each prnblem.

1. The WINDSHIELD TEMP HI warning light remains on with

2.

ne rain removal switch off (temperature below 260°F).

When the rain removal switch is placed tc the ON
position, the air conditioning system pressure does
not change and there is no airflow Ltom the rain
removal nozzle.

3. The rain removal shutoff valve opens normally, but
the rain removal bypass valve fails to open.

4.

6.

The wINDSHITID TEMP TEMP HI warning light is inoperative.

The rain removal bypass valve closes normally, but
the rain removal shutoff valve will not close.

The rain removal. valves opened normally, but whea
the rain removal switch is placed to OFF, both
valves remain open.

Your instructor will check your answers for correctness. Rework
those problems that you have not solved correctly.
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Environmental Pnetufraulics Branch

Chanute AFB, Illinois

OBJECTIVE

3ABR42331-41B-202

RAIN REMOVAL SYSTEM AND TROUBLESHOOTING

Using a multimeter and wiring iagram, rform an operational

check anti troubleshoot the rain removal system trainer, locating

the cause of six out of eight troubles correctly.

EQUIPME=
Basis of Issue

Trainer 3336, Rain Removal System 1/student
Multimeter AN/PSM-6 1/student

PROCEDURE

1. Remove all of your.jeweln'. Report to the lak 4nstructor and
inform him of the lesson on which you are working. The structor will

assign you to a trainer and provide the uecessary equipment.

2. This workbook is presented in tiro sections. Section l is to
fartharize you with the components of the rain removal system trainer.
Section 2 contains the steps for operationally checking the systems and
the malfunctions that you are to troubleshoot. Perform each step as

directed on the following pages. If you do not understand any part be

sure to ask the instruct° for assistance.

SECTION 1. RAIN REMOVAL SYSTEM ThAINER COMPONENTS

1. Locate each of the following items on the trainer. The named

of the items are listed near each component.

a. Bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve.

Note 1: This is the pressure regulator and shutoff,vElve that

controls air for cabia air conditioning. The controls that energize

the main solenoid Ere not on this trainer. Since we are only con-
cerned with the ten removal system, the only part of this regulator
that will operate is the low pressure solenoid.

b. Rain removal shutoff valve.

c. Rain removal bypass valve.

Supersedes 3ABA42231 -WB -202, 9 February 1973.

OPR: 3370TTC
DISTRIBUTION: X

337OTTGTC - 600; TTVSR 1
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d. Windshield temperature sensor.

e. Windshield temperibrW sensing amplifier.

f. Warning It cont 28V DC circuit breaker.

g. Warning It pwr 14/28V AC circuit breaker.

h. Rain removal 28V DC circuit breaker.

i. Windshield temp sensing 115V A circuit breaker.

j. Rain removal switch.

k. Warning light test switch.

1. Overheat simulator switch.

Note 2: This switch is used to simulate a temperature rise above 260°F.

When the switch is placed in the simulated overheat position it in-
creases the resistance in the sensor circuit causing the windshield
temperature sensing amplifier to turn, on the warning light.

2. Trainer preparation.

a. Place all trouble switches to the OUT position. These

switches are located on the right end of the trainer.

b. Push in all circuit breakers.

c. Place the rain removal switch to the OFF position.

d. Place the trainer power switches to the ON position.
These switches are located on the left end of the trainer.

s. Trainer operation.

During each of the following steps you will operate each component
of the rain removal and windshield temperature warning systems. When a

switch is actuated be sure to notice which of the valves operate and
the valve position. Actuate each switch as directed. From your observation

of the trainer operation, complete each of the following statements by
circling the correct word.

STEP 1. Rain removal system operation.

(1) Place the rain removal switch to ON.
The rain removal valve (opens/closes).
The rain removal bypass valve (opens/closes).
The pressure regulator and shutoff valve low
pressure solenoid (energizes/deenergizes).

3 185



Note 3: Since we do not have airflow through the system you cannot
observe the decrease in flow to determine whether or noc the low
pressure solenoid is operating. However, you can check to determine

if the solenoid is energizing as follows: Remove the AN electrical

connector by unscrewing it from the solenoid valve. As you remove

the connector you should hear an audible click as the solenoid

deenermizes. Then replace the electrical connector, listening closely

as you do so. You should hear the click as the solenoid is energized.

Try this several times to be sure you recognize the audible sound of
the solenoid energizing and deenergizing.

operation.

(2) Place the rain removal switch to OFF.
The rain removal bypass valve (opens/closes).
The rain removal shutoff valve (opens/closes).

STEP 2. Windshield temperature overheat warning system

(1) Hold the windshield temperature sensor simu-
lated overheat switch to simulated overheat

position.

The WINDSHIEp TEMP HI warning light is (on/lff).

(2) Release the simulated overheat switch.

The WINDSHIELD TEMP HI warning light 4s (on/off).

STEP 3. WINDSHIELD TEMP HI warning light test circuit operation.

(1) Hold the warning light test switch to TEST.

The WINDSHIELD TEMP HI warning light is ton/cff).

(2) Release the warning light best switch.

The WINDSHIELD TEMP HI warning light is (on/off).

STEP 4. -Place the trainer power switches to OFF__

COMPARE THE ANSWERS THAT YOU HAVE SELECTED TO THOSE GIVEN BELOW.

Answers to trainer operation statements.

STEP 1. (1) opens.
opens.

energizes.

(2) closes.
closes.

STEP 2. (1) on. STEP 3. (1) on

(2) off. (2) off.

If your answer do not agree, check with the instructor. If your

answers agree, then the trainer is operating correctly.

I\4. Sensor r sistance.

X86



a. Knowing the normal resistance value of the sensor will be

helpful when troubleshooting the system.

b. To measure the resistance of the sensor, the circuit must

be isolated. To isolate the sensor circuit, disconnect the AN connector
from the windshield temperature sensing amplifier. With this disconnected

you can measure the sensor resistance from the check point, pins E and F

at the temperature sensing amplifier. Using the mmltimeter, measure the

resistance of the sensor.

area.

The sensor resistance is

c. Ask the instructor for the ambient temperature in the lab

Temperature is

d. The graph, illustrated in figure 1 below, shows the normal

sensor resistance. Using the graph, determine the resistance range for the

sensor at the present ambient temperature in the lab. Is the measured

resistance of the sensor within the range given on the graph? (yes/no).
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Figure 1. Windshield Temperature Sensor Resistance Graph.

Lnstructions for using the temperature sensor resistance graph,

Locate the vertical line for the ambient temperatur-. Follow this

'ine up to the shaded area, then follow the horizontal Imes to the laft
to determine the resistance range in ohms. The measured resistance should

be within thls range.

Example: If the temperature is 120°F, then the resistance should

be between 112 and 142 ohms.



SECTION 2. OPERATION AND TROUBLESHOOTING

OPERATIONAL CHECK

1. The steps that you performed in paragraph 3a of Section 1 involved
operating each component in the rain removal and windshield temperature
overheat warning systems. They determine if each component was operating
properly and are called operational checks.

2. The chart below formalizes the operational check procedures in
an outline form. With troubleshooting, you will be required to perform an
operational check for each trouble. To insure that you are familiar with
the procedure, turn on the trainer power switches and perform an
operational check using the outline below. After you have completed the
operational checks, continue with the troubleshooting part of this lesson.

Switch Positioning Operating Valve or Light Valve Position and
Light Indication

Place the rain removal
switch to ON.

Rain removal shutoff valve
Rain removal bypass valve
Low pressure solenoid
WINDSHIELD TEMP HI Light

OPEN
OPEN
Energized*
OFF

Place the rain removal
switch to OFF.

Rain removal bypass valve
Rain removal shutoff valv-
Low pressure solenoid
WINDSHIEa TEMP HI light

CLOSED
CLOSED
Deenergizei*
OFF

Place the windshield
temperature sensor
simulating switch to
simulated overheat. Hold

in position.

WINDSHIELD TEMP HI light ON

Release the sensor
simulating switch.

WINDSHIELD TEMP HI light OFF

Place the warning light
test switch to TEST.
Hold in position.

WINDSHIELD Trmi. HI Light ON

Release the warning light
test switch.

WINDSHIELD TEMP HI light OFF

*See Note 3

6
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TROUBLESHOOTING

1. Perform an operational check for each trouble to determine the
malfunctioning component or i,!,m9onents.

2. Using a waxed pencil,'trace the electrical circuits that operate

or control the malfunctioning component.

3. Use the multimater co locate the cause of the trouble.

Note 4: When measuring voltage, be sure the meter is set to the
correct voltage range. Make sure you have the negative (black) lead

to ground. This trainer does not have a common ground pointy use
any one of thi ::Ives for ground. Be sure the trainer power switches
are OFF and the meter is eet at OHMS when checking resistance.

4. Some of the troubles in this system are located inside of the

component. For these troubles you should determine exactly which part of
the internal circuit is causing the trouble. On the rain removal shutoff
valve, rain removal bypass valve, and the low pressure solenoid there is

a "J" section and a "P" section on the AN connector. he "P" section is
for checking circuits coming to the component. The "J" section is used
for checking the internal condition of the valve.

5. Use the trouble switches indicated on the troubleshooting answer
eheet provided on the last page of this worksheet. The troubleshooting

answer sheet has three columns. The first column contains the trouble

switch nuabers. The second column, marked discrepancy, is for you to

record the malfunction. In this column state the name of the component

and the condition, such as: "bypass valve won't open." In the third column,
marked cause, state if it is an open or short in the circuit and the location
(wire number or between two certain pins), sucn as: "open between pins B

and E of the bypass valve."

6. We will go through trouble number 3 Lo show you how to arrive

at the correct answer.

a.- Place trouble switch number to the IN position.

b. Perform an operational check. Use the operational check

proced chart, figure 2.

c. ring the operational check you found the rain removal

shutoff valve wo d not open and also the rain removal bypass valve would

not open. Make the following statement in the discrepancy column for

trouble switch number 3.

"train removal system inoperative, valves will not open."

a. When you performed the operational check you should have
also noticed the low pressure solenoid on the bleed air pressure regulator
and shutoff_valve is energizing when the rain removal switch is ON. Knowing
this is very helpful in our trouble analysis process.
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e. Since there is power to the solenoid, this tells us that

we do have 28-volts DC through the rain removal switch to the solenoid.

Out problem must be in the circuit after the Junction of wires M8A20 and

M8C20. Trace the circuit from the junction to pin A of the rain removal
shutoff valve (wire member M8C20), through the open side of the motor, to

pin E, and through wire number M9A2ON to ground.

f. Since the rain removal shutoff valve will not open, the

trouble must be in the circuit traced. But why doesn't the rain removal

bypass valve open? ....Remember the rain removal shutoff valve has to

open all the way before the bypass valve will open.

g. Use the multimeter and check for 28-volts DC at pin 'A of

the rain removal shutoff valve. You should read voltage at this point.

Since we do.have power to the valve, the trouble must be in the ground

circuit or inte4nally in the valve. Use the ohmmeter to verify this

conclusion.

h. Turn the power switches OFF, and disconnect the AN con-

nector from the rain removal shutoff valve. Check for continuity from pin

E to ground. You should read continuity (zero resistance). Since this

circuit is good, the trouble must be in the valve.

i. Check for continuity between pins A and E of the valve

motor. Be sure to check the circuit going through the valve motor. This

is done by using check point J103. If this circuit is good you should

read continuity, but it will be something greater than zero because of

the resistance of the motor windings. If the circuit is open the meter will

read infinity.- that indication did you receive? You should have an infinity

reading. There is an opeft in this circuit. Make the following statement

in the cause column of the answer sheet.

"Open between pins A and E of the rain removal valve."

J. You have complete trouble number 3. Replace the AN

connector to the rain removal shut ff valve, and place trouble switch 3

to the OUT position. Place trouble switch number 1 to the IN position,

perform an operational check and continue with the troubleshooting. Be

sure to record your findings for each problem.
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TROUBLESHOOTING ANSWER SHEET

TROUBLE
SWITCH
NUMBER DISCREPANCY CAUSE

1.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 .

10
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Please check off the students adcomplishment of the following
items: These items are part of the objective(s) of this lesson. \

ITEM

Practices General Housekeeping consistent
with safety and fire prevention.

.4'

Practices safe work habits and nr.Jcedures.

Follows precautions while working around
danger areas.

U.Se df Test Meter
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42331
instructional system. ,Thciaterials contained herein have been vali-
dated using-students enrolled in the 3ABR42331 course. Ninety percent
of the students taking this text either achieved or surpassed the
criteria called for in the lesson objective. The average student
required 5 hours to complete the

OBJECTIVE

After completion of this programmed.text, you will associate each
equipment air conditioning component to its operation with a minimum
of 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text presents information in small steps called
"frames." After each frame you are asked to respond tq the information
in some way. Read the material and make your response. Compare your
answers with the correct answers given on ihe top of the next frame.
If you find you are incorrect, reread the frame to get,the correct
information. If you are right, and you understand the information
prisented in that frame, proceed on to the next frame. DO NOT slap
ahead unless the text directs you to do.so:

Remember, you are not graded on how fast you go. You will, however
be required to take an appraisal on tee material to determine what you
have learned.

ti

Supersedes ST 3ABR42?31 -PT -203, 14 July 1978; 3ABR42331-PT-20?, 16 August
1977.

OPR: 3370 TCHTU----
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370TCHTG/TTGU-P -,400; TTVSA - 1
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Frame 1

In this textlre will cover the operation of tue third air COM--

timing system, The first one was the syetem on the trainer aircraft.

It was the basic air conditioning'system. The second one was the

cabin system on the.more complex fighter aircraft.

The third system is also on the fighter aircraft. It is known as

the equipmen air conditioning system. As its name implies, it is an

air conditioning system for the equipment.

Now you're asking yourself, "What equipment?" Well, certain

electronic equipment on the aircraft will get hot during co.tinuous

operation. This can be compared to a radio 9r TV set. you leave

the set on for awhile, you can feel.the heat coming from the back of

the set. You can imagine how much damage this heat lould do if it

was allowed to increase. You can see that if a small air circulating
,fan were mounted inside your TV, the TV tubes would last longer. This

will give you an idea as to why it would be beneficial to have a
complete air conditioning system just for-cooling the electronic

equipment ,in an.aircraft.

Here are three, good reasons for having an equipment'coolirig system.
1

1. Extends component life (Fakes them last longer).
x.

2. Prevents critical resistors from 0a4ingtheir value.

3. Prevents heat damage to equipment located in the same arel,

-such as electrical wiring, fuel lines, etc.

Fill in the blanks to complete the fidlowing statements.

1. Keeping electronic components cool will make the components

2. The equipment cooling system is used to co.

equipment.

3. The main purpoei of the equipment air conditioning system is

to remove the generated by certain electronic

eqUipment.
4'

1.95
3'
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Answers to Frame 1: ,l. last longer -2. electronic 3. heat

;tame 2
.

The air conditioning componentk for the equipment air conditioning

system are grOuped into an asse.ibly called the "EQUIPMENT REFRIGERATION -

UNIT." This unit is often referred to as the air conditioning package:
t.

The illustration on the opposite. page shows the equipment refri-

geration unit. The numbered arrows point to the majsr components and

to the air inlet and outlets: These items, with corresponding numbers

are listed below.

1. Engine bleed air inlet duct 8. Turbine bypass valve

2: Heat exchanger 9. Equipment air outlet duct

3. Ram air inlet duct 10. Radar rompartment air outlet}

4.. Ram air outlet duct 11. Temperature sensor

5. _Ground cooling ejector - 12. Temperature limiter

-shutoff valve
13. Ram air shutoff. valve

6. Pressure regulator ands
Shutoff valve 14. Ram air check valve

7. Turbine assembly

In the framis thatIfollow, each of these components will be .

described. As each component is described, you should refer back

to the illustration of the refrigeration unit. This will help you

gee how each component makes up part of this system: 4

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

196
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1. Engine bleed.air inlet.
2. Heat exchdnger.

3. Ram air inlet duct.
4. Ram air exit duct.

5. Ground cooling ejector shutoff valve.

6. Pressure regulator-And shutoff valve.
7. Turbine assehbly.
8. Turbine bypass valve.
9. Equipment air outlet duct.

10. Radar -compartment air outlet duct.

11. Tempetature sensor*
'12. Temperature limiter.
13. Ram air shutor valve.
14. Ram air check-valve.

5
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Frame 3

In several of the following frames, small schematic diagrami will
be used to show you how the air flows through this system. These
diagrams are simplified and will show only a part of the system. As

you ptograls through the text, components will be added until the 1

gusts* is complete.

For exrmple, the diagram on page 6 shoals only the flow of air

from the bleed air system to the heat exchanger. By follOwing the
airflow on these diagrams, itshould make it easier for you to, see

A how.each component fits into this system.

p

4

1

- From your studies of the trainer and fighter type aircraft cabin
air conditioning systems, you shou14,recall.that the source.41 air for
the air conditioning systems is from the engine bleed air system.
Remember, this is hot high pressure air.

In the previens systems twit you studied, the first unit in the
system was the shutoff valve. Well, the aqUipment system is different.
The first unit in this system is the heat exchan er. A system shutoff
valve is used, but in this system, it's local after the'hea exchanger.

-Follow the arrows int the .diagram and notice that the bleed air
flora to the heat exchanger. This'is an air -to -air type heat exchanger,

similar to the cabin system heat exchanger. The bleed air-flam through
the tubes of the heat exchanger. Ram air flows in the rain air in.lAt,

over the tubes and out the ram air outlet.

The heat 'from the.bleed air is transferred to the ram air and
carried overboard through,the ram air outlet. The heat exchanger is
the first stage of cooling for this system. The bleed air leaving the
heat exchanger is referred to as "partially cooled air."

*a_taismber., the ram air flaosaicross the heat exchanger fon cooling.'

It does not mix with the bleed air.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The unit that partially cools the bleed air is the

2. The heat exchanger is the stage of cooling.

The source of air fof the equiRpent air conditioning system
is the system.

4. As she bleed air passes-through the heat exchanger, the heat
is removed by the

5. The engine bleed air _aving the heat exchalge.is called
air. ,s
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Answers to Frame 3: 1. heat exchange 2. first 3. bleed air

4 rem air 5. partially cooled

Frame 4
.

During flight, the forward movement'of the aircraft provides
sufficient ram airflow for heat exchanger operation; Howelver, ,when.

the aircraft airspeed is low or the aircraft is on the ground,am
airflow stops. ,Naturally, if/there is no cooling farm airflow; heat

exhanger effitiency is lost.

Remember, on the cabin systam,'a ground cooling ejector assembly
was used to pull rah' air across the heat exchanger. The equipment

system also has a ground coaling ejector assembly that serves the same

purpose and dperates the same may. The ejector assembly consists of

a ground cooling ejector shutoff valve and an ejector nozzle.

In the'illusLration on page It, notice that bleed air is tapped

from the lint air duct -beforelit enterwthe heat exchanger. This air

is directed to the ground cooling ejector shutoff will*

When the landing gear bandle is placed to the gear down position,

a microswitch on the gear handle, directs electrical power to the open

,..side of the valve. The ground cooling ejector shutoff valve then moves

to the open position. This allows the bleed air to spray out of the

ejector nozzle.

This action, you should recall, causes air to be pulled in the

ram air inlet, thereby creating a "ram" air action across the heat

exchanger. This action lets the heat exchanger operate as if it were
actually getting cooling air by ram action.

4

Fill in.the blanks to complete the following statements.

d

1. The ground cooling ejector assembly consists of a ground

codling ejector and al ejector

2;, The ground cooling ejector shutoff valve is controlled by a

switch on the_

3. Directing bleed air through the ejector nozzle causes
air to flow over the heat exchanger.tubes.

201
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Answers to Frame 4: 1. shutoff valve nozzle 2. landing am handle

3. ram

Frame 5

'The equipment system ground cooling ejector shutoff valve,
illustrated below, is identical to the ground cooling ejector
Shutoff valve used in the cabin air conditioning system.

It is a butterfly type valve, actuated by a 28 volt DC motor.
The valve has a position indicator (pointer) that shows when the
valve is open or closed. 11"

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The unit that control's the airflow to the ground cooling
ejector nozzle it the ground cooling

2. For the ground cooling .ejector assembly to operate, the
landing gear handle must be (up/down).

3. The ground cooling ejector _shutoff valve is actuated by
a V DC

4. When the banding gear hsadle is in the gear up position,
28V pc_ is directed to (open/close) the ground
coolihg ejector shutoff valve.

,20

10
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Answers to Frame 5: 1. elector shutoff valve 2. down 3. 28, motor
4. close

Frame 6

After tt,e air is partially cooled by the heat exchanger 4t goes
to the pressure regulator and shutoff valve. The illustration below
shows the pressure regulator and shutoff valve. The arrows show the
bleed 'airflcw through the heat exchanger and pressure regulator and
shutoff valve.

The equipment system pressure regulator and shutoff valve is
similar to the tibia system pressure regulator and shutoff valve.
Remember, it served two purposes. The equipment system pressure
regulator and shutoff valve also seiVes two purposes.

The two pukposes are just AA the name implies, that is, to serve
as a p,Atrol for stopping or starting the system, and for regulating
the pressure going through the equipment air conditioning system. The
pressure is regulated at 106 psi.

4141 al. MEM

SOLENOID

Fill in the blanks

1. The unit that
air is the

"S. '28%
AIR SYSTEM

PRES:kURE REGULATOR
AND SHUTOFF VALVE

to complete the following statements.

controls the press :e of tbgt paitially cooled
and shutoff valve.

2. r The unit uged

is. the

to shutoff the equipment sir conditioning system

11
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Answers to name 6: 1. pressure regulator 2. pressure regulator and

shutoff valve

Frame 7

1

' . The pressure regulator and shutoff valve, shown below, is a polenoid
sants211144, air actuated valve.

This means.electrical power is requireWto energize the solenoid
and air prassure is required to actuate valve open.

,-1

Referring back to the illustration in frame 6, note that air is
tapped off upstream of the butterfly and sent through the solenoid to
the valve actuator. ----

When the solenoid is energized, as awn, tipis air is sent to the
top of the actuator which forces the actuati piston down. This opens

the valve.

When the solenoid is deenergized, air is vented from the top of
the actuator which will let the spring close the valve. However, air
is also sent fran the solenoid to the bottom of the actuator where it
aids the spring and insures positive closing of the valve.

When the valve opens, the doWnstream pressure builds up to 106
psi. This pressure is senseti by a pressure control device on the valve.
The pressure control device causes the valve to maintain a partially
open position, sufficient to maintain the 106 psi through the system.

The illustration in fraine 6 also shows a baec electrical schematic
for solenoid operation. Notice that power goes directly from the circuit
breaker to the solenoid. There is no control switch for turning the
wystem on or off.

Under normal conditions, when electrical power is applied to the
aircraft, the pressure regulator and shu,:off valve solenoid will be
energized. Then as the engines ere started and bleed air is available,
the equipment,air conditioning system will start operating automatically.

12
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Frame 7 (Continued)

If it is desired to shut this system off, the equipmertt cooling
circuit breaker can be pulled. This will stop ,lecttical current
going to the solenoid, causing the solenoid to deenergize, closing the
pressure regulator and shutoff valve.

Fill in the blade- to complete the following statsments. of

1. The pressure regulator and shutoff valve is controlled by
a

IMEM
and actuated by

2. When the solenoid ig deenergized, the valve is closed by
tensim and

3. When the engines are,c?erating, to turn off the equipment
air conditioning system, the
must be pulled.

4

4. Operation of the pressure regulator and shutoff valve;
requires and ;power.

5. The pressure regulator and shutoff valve will maintain a
constant pressure of psi.

13
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Answera to frame 7: 1. solenoid air pressure 2. spring air,pressure

3. circuitibreaker 4. air pressure 28V DO

5. 106

Frame 8

Tbe sketch below shows the partially_cooled air flowing to the
turbine inlet of the turbine assembly. The-turbine assembly is the
second and final stage of cooling for this srstem.

(he partially cooled bleed air is piped to the inlet of the turbine
assembly. This-air Spins the turbine, lets go of its heat energy, and
comes out of the turbine outlet as'very con' air. The operation of this
turbine assembly is the_same as those you have studied previously.

As tha air goes in the turbine inlet, it passes through several
small nozzles whiott direct the air to the turbine wheel. This will
_cause the turbine wheel to spin and will result in rapid expansion of
` the air. When air is exPanded, the t erature drops. This process
of cooling the air is known as rapid anion.

Note in the sketch that the turbine and fan are connected by a
shaft. As the turbine wheel spins it also turns the fan. The fan
pulls ram air in through the ram air inlet, and over the heat exchanger
tubes.

The ram air_passes through the fan and is discharged overboard.
In this process the fan is putting a_ workload on the turbine. By
putting a workload on the turbine, the fan is taking energy from the
turbine. This takes the heat energy fcom the air and converts it to
mechanical energy. By putting a workload on the turbine, the fan also
ghlps to keep the turbine from overspeeding.

206
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Frame 8 (Continued)

WIND W1110.11MI

L,

PAI4
Tuasime

1111

ASSEMSLY

Nis fiat

PRESSURE REGULATOR
AND SHUTOFF VALVE

FROM{LIED
AIR SYSTEM

in the blarlss to complete the following statements.

1. The partial cooled air contains energy in'the form of
energy.

2. When the sir drives the turbine and fan, ,the heat energy is

ganged to energy.

\Iwo
3. ne turbine assembly cools air by and

by changing energy to energy,:

4. The fan pulls' air over the heat, exchanger tubes.

15 .
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EJECTOR
NOZZLE

Answers to Frame 8: 1. heat 2- mechanical 3. mist expansion
heat mechanical

4. ram

Frame 9

The sketch below shows a second ejector nozzle. Note hog the air

from the fan is directed through this nozzle. The action of the fan and
this ejector nozzle increases the ram airflow across the heat exchanger.

The fan pulls ram air across the heft exchanger, and as this air
is discharged through the fan ejector nozzles; it causes a low pressure
area behind the nozzle assembly. The low pressure area then causes air
to be pullad in through the ram atr inlet and across the heat exchabger.

m IMN 1111

OOP

41111MINI

TURSINE
ASSIALELY

F4.11 in the blanks to complete the following statements.

.*/ 1. The fan and ejector nozzle help to pull
across the haat exchanger."

2. The airflow across the heat exchanger is increased when the
aircraft is on the ground and in flight by the

and
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Answers to Frame 9: 1. ram air 2. fan ejector nozzle

Frame 10

In the system'that we have assembled so far, we can get only cold
air. From the previous vetems*that,you have, studied, you should
recall that temperature can be controlled by mixing the hot and cold
air together. Let-us see how it is doneliri this system.

In the sketch shown,-a turbine bypass va14e has been added. \The
purpose of this to toatrol the. temperature of the conditibned
'air going to the elecpronic equipment compartments. It does this by
either-directing the'partially cooled air in or by bypassing the turbine.

If the system calls for cold'air, £he valve starts to close,
directing more air to the turbine. Vow the electronic compartments
get cop air.

If the ',irate* calls forlhotter air, the bypass valve pate and
.air bypasses the ttirl'ine...Now the electronic- equipment compartments
get warm sir. The desired temperature is kept by mixing the cold air
from the turbine mid the warm air from the turbine bypass valve.

I

LINE
MASS
VALVE

17
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Frame 10 (Continued)

Fill in the blatiksto complete the following statImTits.

1: The tempermture of the air entering the equipment compartments
is controlled by the position of the

2. When ttte turbine bypass valve is fully diosed; the air entering

the equipment compartments will be (cold/hot).

3. If the system calls for warmer air, the. turoine bypass valve
will move toward a/ (open/cloetd) positioi.

210
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Answers to Frans 10: 1. turbine bypass .valve 2. cold T. spla

Frame 11
.

.

\
The turbine bypass valve is shown below. This is a butterfly

type,71vs, actuated by a 28 vott DC motor.
.

, .

A position indicator is found at the top of the actuator. The
position indicator shows the position of the butterlp, and if marked
enN-atosni .

ri

Min

ILICTRICAL
coronenoN

AIRFLOW

Remember, seen the valve is OPEN, the system is getting maximum
hot aim'.

When tha valve is closed, the system will receive maximum cold
air.

4

Control of this valve is fully automatic. There is nom l
control of this system as there 'is in the cabin system..

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The turbine bypass valve is actuated by a

4

2. When the turbine bypass valve is installed an the refrigeration
unit, the position, of the butterfly can be determined by
observing the

3. Operation of the turbine bypass valve is completely .

4. The desired tempe.:7*.re is maintained in the electronic
compartments by mixing; and air.

5. Any time the equipment ai conditioning' system is on,
operation of the turbitie bypass valve is fully



as
NS Answers to Friss 1/: 1. 28V DC motor^ 2. position indicator

3. automatic 4. hot ,acold 5. automatic
Frame 12

6 7

This frame is designed to check ybur understanding of the isformn-tion that hasimen given so fir. You are to fill in the blanks tocorrectly -complete each of the following Statements. Completing thestatements may require one or morSNwords. Try to complete each statementwithout 'coking back. Then check your answers at the back of the text.If your answers are incorrect, then back up and reread the frame thatgave the information.

1, :The lArst stage of cooling is the
-----------

2. As the bleed air flows through the heat exchanger, the heat istransferred to the---

3. The unit that helps to pull ram air across the heat exchangerwren the aircraft is.on the ground is the

4. The ground cooling
ejectOr,shutoff valve Is controlled bythe

. '

5. The ground cooling ejector shutoff valve is actuated by a

6. The unit that controls systipressure at,106 psi is the
ramb and

7. The pressure regulator and shutoff valve is
controlled and actuated.

8. The pressure regulator and shutoff valve is held closed by
and

9. The pressure regulator and shutoff valve will open when thesolenoid is

10. The second stage of cooling for the equipment system is the

11. pa unit that directs bleed air either into or around the
turbine assembly is the

12. The turbine assembly is driven by

13. Temperature control is accomplished by mixing
and

14. During flight, the units that help to pull ram air acrossthe heat exChangef are thi and
nozzles.

15. With the turbine, bypass valve closed, if the system fails todeliver cold ais, either in flight or on the ground, a probabledefective unit would be the
20
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Answers to Frame 12: heat exchanger 2. ram air 3. gronbd
cooling ejector assembly 4. landing gee handle
5. 28V DC motor 6. ipssice !legator and ,

shutoff vaic-7- solenoid air 8. spring tension
A-r risoisure 9". energized 10. turbine assembly
11. turbine bypass valve 12: bleed air
13. hot and'sallair 14. fan fan ejector
14. turbine assedSy

Frame 13 /
,kike any other system, there is'always the chance of a malfunction

that would cause the air conditioning systeito 1.e inoperative. For
example, thevreseure regulator and shutoff valve could fail to work
and stay closed, or the system could overheat &At to the loss ofithe
turbine assembly or the bypass valve:

In any case, this would stop th6 flow of conditioned air to the
electronic compartments. llowever, it is important that some form of
cooling air be available to prevent complete failure of the electronic
equipment.

0

In case of failure of the air conditioning system, a ram air shutoff
valve is provided that will open automatically and allow ram air to flaw
through the electronic equipment compartments. This is an emergency
way to get 'some cooling airfT0.

The eke n to posits page shows the ramliti shutoff valve and
a ram air ch valve added to our system. The check' valve will be
explained in a

-

The ram air shutoff valve will be open alq time the pressure regulator
and shutoff valve is closed. Notice that when the ram air valve is
open, ram air can flow from the ram air inlet, through the ram air shutoff
valve and to the electronic compartments.

Control of.the ram air valve is completely automatic. During
normal operation of the air conditioning System, the ram air valve will
be'held closed by air pressure from the pressure regulator ani shutoff
valve. If there Is no bleed air in the system, or if the pressure
regulator and shutoff valve is deenergized, the ram air valve will be
opened by spring tension.

.

Fill in the blanks to complete tha_follawing statements.

- 1. In' case of failure of the air conditioning.system,'the

electronic equipment will be cooled by

2. The unit that opens and allows cam air to enter the electronic
ccnpartments is the

)

3. Lytime,the pressure regulator and shutoff valveAs closed
the ram air valve will be

23
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Answers to Frame 13: 1. rag air 2. ram air shutoff valve 3. open,
. a 1

Frame 14

The rem air valve is shown below. It is made up of a pneumetic
actuator and a 1.utterfly type valve..." It is spring loaded open and
closed by air pressure.

We said ter the previous frame that the ram air valve is-controlled
automatically. We also said previously that the pressure regulatd& and
shutoff valve is controlled automatically.

The ranikair valve it controlled by the 'pressure regulator and
Shutoff valve. Now let's see how.operation of the pressure regulator
and/shutoff valve controls both of these valves automatically.

Look back at the sketch in frame 13 and note the air control line
going z.om the pressure regulator and shutoff valve to the ram air.
valve actuator.

When the solenoid on th pressure regulator and shutoff valve is
energiied, it allows air pressuie to enter the top of the pressure
regulator and shutoff valve, opening this valve. At the same time,
this air pressure is directed by the small'air control line to ram air
valve actuator. This pressure will overcome the spring tension, closing
the ram air shutoff valve., This is normal operation; the pressure
regulator and shutoff valve is open and the ram air valve is closed.
The system is receiving conditioned air.

24
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Frame 14 (Continued)

However, if a malfunction causes the pressure "regulator and
k shutoff valve to close, or if the equipment cooling circuit hreaker
is puled, no conditioned air will be availahls.,-ilso since,the
solenoid is deenergized, no air will enter the small control line to
the ram air valve, so thesvalve will be spring loaded open. When the
ram air valve opens, ventilating air flows into the electronic compart-
ments for cooling.

4
Notice that this sequence operation dependeJ only on whether or not

the solenoid on the pressure regulator and shutoff valve was energized
or not.. Alio notice the absence of-electrical connections,to the ram
air calve. The ram air valve is strictly pteumatically closed and
spring loaded 221a.

This valve also has a position indicator to shbw when the valve is.
open or closed. The position indicator.is'located on'the end of the
actuator ehatt, and is marked OPEN-CLOSED.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1.4\ The ram air shutoff valve is opened by

2. Opening d closing of the ram air shutoff valve is controlled
by the and

3. The ram air:shut valvJ is held clot;ed by

4. The, position of't e ram air shutOff valve can be determined
by observing the

25
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&why* to Frame /ALL ref.._22ifn 2. pressure regulator and
shutoff viUys- 3. air pressure
4. position indicator

Pram 13

The illustration helow shows a portable ground air conditioning
unit being used to cool the electronic equipment compertments. The

portable air conditioning unit is used when the electronic ,equipment
is operated for ground checking.

You may be wondering, why-not us*. the electronic equipment air
conditioning system to cool the equipment? It could be used. But
remember, for the electronic equipment air conditioning system to
operate, the engines must be operated to supply the air. -

By using tharround cooling cart instead of operating the engines,
we will save the fuel required to operate the engines and also save the
waini.mance cost of repairihg the engines.

A ground cooling connection is
provides-, This connection allows a
ground c ng cart to cool the elec-
tronic equipt%ent compartment when
the engine(o) az not running.

901111100 OM NI
COCOAS INCIMUCU

11011149.11
COOLING AM NCIII

ISO

liquipowst avowed emellisso Cosseptiess

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statement.

I. The unit which is used to cool the equipme-,-.: during ground
operation without runn:Ing the_ engines is t.1

17218
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Answers to Frame 15: /. around air conditioning unit

_Y Frame 16

Now we come to the purpose of the chetk valve-that we identified
in fraae 13. The check valve stops a loss of air when using the ground
air conditioning unit.

The sketch on the oppoeite page shows the flow of air from the
ground cooling receptacle. 'Note that if the check valve was not in the
system, this air would flow out through the ram air inlet.

Why doesn't the ''ani air valve stop'the air flow? e.nember, if
the pressure regulator and shutoff valve is closed, the ram al.- valve
is open. When the air from the ground air conditioning unit tries to
flow through the check valve it will close, preventing a loss of our
cooling air.

The ran air check valve is a dual flapper type, similar to those
used in the bleed air system. Normal (ram) eirflow opens the valve and
a reverse airflow closes the valve.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. 'Then using the ground air conditioning unit, the unit that
prevents a loss of air through the ram air inlet is the

2. When using the ground air conditioning unit, the ram air
valve will be (open/closed).

29
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Answers toFrwsz116: 1. check valve 2. open

Frame 17

Using the system diagram on page 30' place the number in the bleak

opposite the statement below that correctly matches the information gikien

in the statements.
1

Note: Several of the numbers will be used more than once.

1. Ram air shutoff valve.

2, Bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve.

3. Ground cooling ejector elNutoff valve.
er

4; Ground cooling receptacle.

5. Ram air inlet.

45. Pan ejector nozzle.

7. ' Turbine bypass valve.

8. Heat exchanger.

9. Ram air outlet.

10. Turbine assembly.

11. Ram air check valve.

12. Allows !leed air to flow through the ground. ejector nozzle

when the aircraft is on the ground.

13. Prevents a loss of cooling air when using a_groun cooling

unit. '

14. Connection fora ground cooling unit.

15. Regulates pressure at 106 psi.

le. Controls the mixing of hot and cold air.

17. Helps to pull ram air through the heat exchanger during
either flight gr grouni operation.

18. Opens to allow rah air to enter the system for emergency

cooling.

19. Cools the air by rapid expansion and converting heat eaergy,
to mechanical energy.

20.. Transfers heat from the bleed air to the ram air.

31
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*Answers to Frame 17: 7 1. 9 2. 5 3. 11 1 5.

3 6. 10 . 2 8. 4 9. 6 10.

8 11. 5 12. 8 13. 11 14. 9

10 16: 3 17. 7 18. 6 19. 2 20.

% Frame 18

The previoul frames have sham the path of airflow forthe hot air,
cold air, a mixture of hot and cold air, and for ventilating (ram) air.
It has also been said that this system operates automatically. 'But, for
this system to operate automatically% it needs electrical power to
energise the pressure regulator and shutoff valve, to operate the motor
on the ground cooling ejector valve, and to operate and control the
turbine bypass valve.

The illustration 'on page 32 shows the electrical schematic for
the'Isuipmmat air conditioning system. The electrical units include
the following:

Temperiture Control Assembly.

Temperature Sensor.

r 4Temperature miter.

Alritude,Pressure Switch.

Temperature Limiter Switch.

Find each'of these units on the schematic. These are the controlling
units for this system. The warning lights serve to warn he pilot of
an overheat condition. following frames will exLlain the function
of each of these components.

Pilot's Reset Switches.

Landing Gear Auxiliary Relay.

'Landing Gear Control Switch.

RADAWCNI COOL OFF Lights.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

J
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Remember, in the frame that explained the-pressure regulator and

shutoff valvi it was said that this valve automatically opens any time
electrical power aid air pressure are applied to the aircraft. Also

remember that if the aircraft is on the ground, the ground cooling
ejector-shutoff valve will be open.

*
The sketch shows the circuit fiom the 28V DC equipment cooling

circuit breaker to the pressure regulator And shutoff valve and to the

ground cooling ejector shutoff valve.

Note in this sketch that current goes from the 28V DC equipment
cooling circuit breaker, through the temperature limiter switch (relay),

to the pressure regulatOr and shutoff yak'.

The temperatuie limiter switch contacts are normally in the up

position as shown. Also note that.current goes up through the lauding
gear auxiliary relay contact to the ground'cooling ejector shutoff

valve. The landing gear'auxiliary relay is controlled by the switch

on the landing gear handle.

Current also goes from the 28V DC and 1151 AC equipment cooling

circuit breakers to the temperatures control assembly.-

LANDING
GEAR

28
VOC

ns
VAC

wink
COOLING

28
VOC

COOLING

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
ASSEMBLY

LANDING GEAR
CONTROL SWITCH

UP

bowl-4

GROUND COOLING
EJECTOR SHUTOFF
VALVE

LANDING GEAR
..6UXILI4,....1=11111,

ARY RELAY

PRESS REGULATOR
SHUTOFF VALVE

SOLENOID

J

296ti
4
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Frame 19 (Continued)

rill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. When electrical power is applied to the aircraft, the pressure
regulator and shutoff valve solenoid will be -

(energtsed/deenergised).

2. The pressure regulator and shutoff valve solenoid i. energized
))y (28\ DC/115V AC).

3. When the landing gear handle is in the gear down position,
the landing gear. auxiliary relay will be
(enirgised/deenergized).

1

4. When the landing gettehandl:, is in tbe4ear clout position,
the ground cooling ejector shutoff valve will be
(open/closed) .

5. The voltage required to operate the ground cooling ejector
dshutoff valve is

p

;1
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Aneve:s to Frame 19: 1. eastatEd 2. 28V DC 3. energized
4. am 5. 28V DC

Prams 20 $

The illustrations below show the temperature control assembly.
The temperature control assembly automatically controls the gosi -
tion of the turbine bypass valve, thus maintaining the proper
temperature in the equipment compartments.

0
Remember, this system has no eanual control.

4

'The temperature
control eisembly will'automaSically maintain the tempetature in the-?

equipment compartments at 85 P from sea level to 25,000 feet, and
at 40 °F for altitudes above 25,000 feet. Romtend why there -are two
temperature ranges will be expleioei later. in the text.

Illustration A shows an,Atornal view of the temperature on-
trol assembly. This unit contains the magnetic amplifiers, tran-
sistors and a pirt of the bridge sirruit.thatis used to control
the position of the turbine bypass valve:

Illustration B shows the temperature control assembly connec-
ted electrically to the turbine bypass valve. Remember, the
temperature control assembly controls the liypass valve by inter-
preting the resistance signal to the bridge circuit and allowing
power to go to the hot or cad side of the valve.

36
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Frame 20 (Continued)

Fill"in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The temperature control aisembly automatically controls
temperature by controlling the

1100111

2. The electrical power requirements for operation of the
temperature control assembly are and

Temperature of the equipment compartmento is controlled

I
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Answers to Frame 20: 1. turbine bypass, valve 2. 28V DC &
115V AC 3. autoUtically

Frame 21

Before we go on, let's review some of the basic Cicts and
principles about temperature sensors.

Different types of materials offer tafferent amounts of
resistance. Metals have low resistance whereas glasb and rubber
have high resistance. In most conductors (copper, aluminum,
silver, iron, etc.) the resistance increases with an increase in
temperature. These materials are said to have a positive
em erature coefficient.
decreases with ad

temperature
:peratuie. These materials are

said to have a negative

and liquids

The temperature sensor is a specially designed resistor. Its
resistance changesnyotime the temperature of the air around it
changes. The manner in which the sensor changes resistance
depends on its "temperature coeffiqpient.", That is: if the
TEMPERATURE of the air across the sensor increases and the
RESISTANCE of the sensor also increases, the pensor has a
sPOSITIVE TEMPERATURE,COEFFICIENT OF RESISTANCE. It follows then
that with a POSITIVE COEFFICIENT the resistance will decrease if
the temperatureof the air decreases. The point is,. they increase
together and decrease together. On the other hand, if the
TEMPERATURE iiWiTelWand the sensor's RESISTANCE decreases at the
same time, it has a Negative Coefficient. This aleo means the
sensor's resistance will increase as tbe temperature decreases.

Mark the following statements true or false on your response
sheet.

1. Heating a piece of copper wire will cause its resistance
to decrease.

2. Glass has very high resistance.

3. All materials increase in resistance when heated.

Complete the statements by using theyord increases or
decreaseik.

POSITIVE COEFFICIENT

1. If temperature increases,
the resistance

2. If temperature decreases,
the'resistance.

NEGATIVE COEFFICIENT

3. If temperature increases,
the resistance

4. If temperature deereaies,
the resistance

38
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Answers to Frame 21: 1. F 2. T 3. F is increases

2. decreases
3. decreases
4. increases

Frame 22

Remember that the equipment temperature sensor forms part of
the bridge circuit. Its purpose is to sense the temperature of
the air going to the equipment compartment. This is done by
sending a signal to the controller in the form of d resistance
signal,

Here ia'hos, it is done. The sensor contains a resistance
element which changes resistance with changes in temperature.
This resistance element forms one leg of the'bridge circuit in
therequipment temperature controller. This sensing element has a
negative coefficient of resistance. This means that as the air
temperature around the sensor goes up the resistance value of the
seneor,goes down, ,and as the temperature around the sensor goes
down, the resistance value:of the sensor goes up. When the input
signal (RESISTANCE SIGNAL) is received by the controller the
change in resistance in that leg of the bridge circuit -111
unbalance the, bridge. Based on this inputsignal .(CHit:%1 IN
RESISTANCE) the controller directs electrical power out to th'
turbine bypass valve., The electric motor will move the turbine
bypass valve to the required position and maintain the tempera-
ture desired in the equipment compartment.

2

The illustration below may help you remember the basic facts
about temperature sensors.

NEGATIVE COEFFICIENT SENSOR

TEMPERATURE

AROUND THE

SENSOR INCREASES

SYSTEM TEMPER-
ATURE WILL GO
COLD.

RESISTANCE OF
THE SENSOR
DECREASES

RESISTANCE OF

THE SENSOR

INCREASES

SYSTEM TEMPER-

ATURE WILL GO

MOT.

TEMPERATURE

AROUND THE

SENSOR DECREASES

NO RESPONSE

39
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?inure 23

11,1, that e hwiL reviewed the ba principlea and operation
of *visors, we can see that part the equipment temperature sensor
plays in maintaining the c^rrect temperature in the equipment
compartment.

Since the temperature is controlled automatically, there must
be a means of sensing the temperatira ofithe conditioned air going .

to the equipment compartments. We use the equipment temperature
nensor to do this.

The equipment system temperature sensor is shown in'illustra-
tion A. Notice that this sensor looks the same as the cabin
system sensor,- however, they are nut. interchangeable because the
equipment sensor has a different resistance value from the cabin
sensor.

A

The temperature sensor contains a temperature sensitive
resistance element. The Ralik elementhas a negative coefficient
of resistance. in thief respect it is the same AS e 'bin

system sensor.

The equipment system temperature sense is located in the
ennditioned air duct between the refrigeration unit and the equip-
ment compartments.

Illustration B shows the circuit going to at temperature
control assembly. As the temperature changes, the resistance
changes. This causes a signal to be sent to the temperature

control assembly. This resistance signal will unbalance the
bridge circuit and the temperature controller will direct 4

electrical power to the turbine bypass valve.

B
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FraMe 23 (cont'd)

Till in the blanks to complete the following statement:.

1. The temperature of the air going to the equipment compartments
is sensed by the

2. An in -resse in air temperature in the contitioned air duct
will cause the resistance of the temperature sensing element
to *

3. A change in resistance of the temperstdre sensing element
,will cause a signal to be sent to the

fl

fat-

C
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Answers to Irate 23: 1. temperature sensor 2. decrease
3. temperature control assembly

Frame 24

When explaining the task of the temperature control assembly

it was said tat itoautomatically keeps 850F from sea level to
25,000 feet, awl_ 40 11' above '5,0J0 feet. At this point you may
be asking, why change the temperature, and how is the temperature
changed automatically?

The reason for changing the temperature is due to the moisture
in the air. Below 25,000 feet, there is more moisture in the air
than at the higher Altitudes. It is accessary to keep the high
temperature to stop the moisture from condensing and causing
corrosion. Above 25,000 feit, there is very little moisture in
the air, so the lower. temperature is used.

How can thetemperature be changed automatically at a
specific altitude? This is the task of the altitude pressure
switch.

The altitude pressure switch is shown in sketch A. This unit
contains an aneroid and a icroswitch. The aneroid senses
atmospheric pressure and controls the position of the switch
Contacts.

below 25,000 foot, where the atmospheric pressure is higher,
the aneroid will hold the switch in one position as shown in
sketch B. As the aircraft goes above 25,000 feet, the amos-
pheric pressure decreases and allows the an...4id to move the
switch contacts to the opposite position a' shown in sketch C.

When the ewitct changes the resistance value in the bridge
circuit, this causes the system to maintain the lower temperature
above 25,000 feet.

A

/411104 250,0 tT

42
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Frame 24 (Continued)

Till isPthe blames to complite the following statements:

i. As the aircraft goes above 25,000 feet, the resistance value
of the bridge circuit is changed by the

2. The-altitude pressure switch containi an
Ind a

.011111MEMO

3. The altitude pressure switch senses

4. As the aircraft increases altitude, the surrounding
atmospheric pressure (iihreasee/

rdecreasos).

5. The atmosphere above 25,000 feet contains
(more/less) moisture than at sea level.

43
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Answers to Frame 24: 1. altitude ressure switch 2. aneroid
microswitch 3. atmospheric pressure
4. decreases 5. less

?mile 25

Under normal tonditions, the temperature sensor senses the
temperature and sends signals to the temperature con of assembly.
The temperature control, assembly then positions the b ass valve
to keep the proper temperature.

But what happens if the bypass valve should fail in the open
position or if the sensor had an open? The system would give only
not air. In a very short time this would cause an overheat
condition.

TOO twine
SWITCH

49/ 3

1

The temperature limiter and the temperature limiter switch
work together to stop damage to the system from an overheat
condition. When the temperature in tivi conditioned air outlet
duct reaches 1500!, the two parts will cause the ai; conditioning
system to shut off and a warning light to come on. rschematic
of these two parts is shown in sketch A.

Sketch B shows the temperature limiter. This is a nnoor_mally

om temperature sensing estitch. This type of switch is called a
thermoswitch. When he temperature is below 152!7, the contacts
will be' open. When temperature exceeds 150 f, the contacts
will close.

Vamember, this is not a sensor, it is a switch that is
actuated by heat. ye

236
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.Frame 25 (cont'd)

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements:

an/

1. damage due to an overheat condition is prevented by the
and the temperature

limiLec switch.

2. The temperature niter is a thermo

3. The equipment system temperature limiter is normally
(open/closed).

4. When the sir in the conditioned air duct "reaches an ovektteat
.condi4ob, the temperature limiter will
(openritose).

4P7
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Answers to Frame 25: 1. temperature limiter 2. switch

Yraus,26

3. ars
40°

The sketch below shows the temperature 11,iter linktd to the
. coil of the temperature limiter switeh. The temperature limiter
switch is a relay. In fact, it is two relays built in one.- One
coil is wrapped about the zore, then a second coil is wzi.?ped
over the first, but in the opposite direction.

The bottom coil is called the latch coil, and the top coil is
called the reset coil. Current flow through the latch coil will
energize the relay to pull the contacts down. Current flow
through the reset coil will dsenorgize the relay to move the
contacts yz.

At the time of normal operation, both coils are actually
doenergized, but the relay is made so that the contacts will stay
in the up position. When the temperature exceeds 150 F, the
temperature limiter contacts will close, directing current flow
through the latch coil.

This pulls the contacts down. When the contacts move down,
it will stop the flow of con4tioned air and turn on two warning
lights. The sketch shows the temperature limiter contacts closed,
and the latch coil energized. . 47

o '

COLATCHIL

tiMI LIM 11111
SWITCH

LIMP LIMITII

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statementa:

1. When an overheat condition occurs, the temperature limiter
switch will be energized by the coil.

2. Current flow to the latch coil of the temperature limiter
.smitch is controlled by the

-.-Ne.-
238
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Answers to frames26: 1. latch' 2. temperature limiter

/Ws'

Frame 27

The sketch below shows one of the warning light panels and
the RADAR CNI COOL OFIrliiht.

A. abbreviation CNI means communication navigation instruments.

:his is the purpose of the electronic equipment that-Oe are
cooling.

Warning'ianel.

There are two RADAR CNI COOL OFF lights in this system. One
warning light is on the pilot's panel (forwarcrOckpit) and the
other is located on the radar pilot's panel (aft cockpit).

These lights will light any time there is an overheat condi-
tion in the equipment air conditibning system l The sketch below
shows the circuit for thy: warning lights.

In this sketch, the temperature limiter is closed, energizing
the latch coil. This turns on the warning. lights.

..NN il
coo on

02 3 9
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t..01111
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Trams 27 (Continued)

Irwr

5
Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements:

1. The purpose of the RADAR CNI COOL OFT lights is towarnte
pilot of an

,

2. RADAR CNI COOL OFF light* are turned on when the
Coil of the temperature limiter switch is

48
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r AiSMOTS to Frans 27: 1. overheat condition 2. latch energized

Prams 28
.

, r-,

After an overheat condition has occurred, the system will not
reset automaticlly, A reset button Is used to restart the
system. The reset button completes a circuit to energize the reset
coll. This pulls the contacts up.

There sr, two reset buttons. One restfbutton is located in
the forward cockpit,.and one in the et cockpit. This enables
either pilot to reset the system.

This sketch shows the reset circuit. 4hei either reset
button is pushed, in, current will floe to the reset coil, energiz-
ing the relay to the up position. Tha relay will stay in,this
position until the system overheats again.

A

PILOTS 1111111
SWITCH

RADAR PILOTS
Inn Wile II

nif

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements:

1. To restart the system after an overheat condition, the pilot
must/pressthe

r4
/

2. Cu ent is directed to the reset coil of the temperature
limiter switch by the .

492 41,
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Answers to Frame 28: 1. reset button 2. reset button

Fromm 28'

The sketch in this frame shows the temperature limiter,
tempersture limiter switch, warning lights, and reset buttons.
Motice that when the temperature limiter switch contact moves
down, it completes the circuit to turn on the warning lights.00

Also, notice thit this opens the circuit going to the pressure
rqulator and shutoff valve solenoid. This deenergiies the
solenoid causing the valve to r_loset Which stops the flow of
conditioned air.

soini MOAll CPO
COOt ON

4, WAR Off
te"01-0ff-

WAINIPIO
uOst VOffilll

U /7$
VAC

21' vOCEFTS,

COMING MIT
SWITCH

110111.A1011
ANO IINUTOff

a

TEMP LI/ASTIR

OMMIMININIS

TIMP tIMITU
SWITCH

When the conditioned airflow stops, will the equipment
compartments receive any cooling air?....Y4s, they vill receive
ram air. Remember, any time the bleed air pressure regulator
shutoff valve closes, the ram air valve opens.

Mow let's summarise what happens when the system overheats
(temperature exceeds 150'F). First the temperature limiter,
contacts close; this energises the latch coil of the tempeature

SO
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Frame 29 (ContinLed)

limiter switch. This causes the relay cod'tacti to move down,
turning on the earning lights and shutting the air conditioning

system off. When the system shuts off, the ram air valve opens.

After the temperature cools below 150°F, the eystem can be
reset by pressing either reset button.

A

F111.sin the blanks.to complete the following statements, or
circli'the correct answer.

1. If an overheat condition occurs, the pressure regulator and
'shutoff valve will ba

.2. When an overheat condition occurs, will the atr conditioning
-system be shut off? (yes/no).,

3. an overheat condition occurs, will the electronic equip
ment receive-lny pooling -fir? <yes/no).
If your answer was yes, then where will the cooling air come
from?

4. What lust the pilot do to restart the system after an overheat
condition has occurred and the system has cooled off?'

5. When the temperature of the air going to the equipment
1compartments overheats, how is the pilot informed?

243
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Answers to Frame 29: 1. closed 2. LI, 3. Ls; through the
ram air valve 4. press the reset button
5. Itx. the warning lights

vio

Frame 30

Using the diagram on the opposite page, select the number ficir
the component that matches the etatement listed below.

1. Automatically controls the position of the turbine
bypass 'valve.

2. Causes the temperature in the equipment compartments to
decrease to 40 F when the aircraft goes above 25,000
feet.

3. Warns the pilot of an overheat condition.

^v. Gas a negative coefficient of resistance.

5. Energized wheh the landing gear handle is in the gear
down position .v

6. Closes when the temperature exceeds 150
o
F.

7. When energized
warning lights

8. Opens when the

position.

by the temperature limiter, turns on the
and shuts off the air conditioning system.

landing gear handle is in the gear down

9. Directs partially cooled bleed air either into or around
the turbine.

Answers to Frame 30: 2 1.

6 5.

3 9.

7 2.

9 6.

245
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NIG
Environmental Pneud:Aulics Branch 3ABR42331-WB-203
Chanute APB, Illinois

EQUIPMENT AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM WIRING DIAGRAM

OBJECTIVES

Using a wiring diagram, identify 14 causes for the 30 given
equipment air conditioning system troubles.

EOUIPMENT

Tape and Tape Player

INSTRUCTIONC

Basis of Issue
1/student

InformatiOnon the purpose of the Equipment Air Condition4ng System
components and tte procedures for you to follow when using this workbook
are given by tape recorded instructions. As you listen to the recording,
you will be given the air conditioning system operation ana directions
to follow for tracing the electrical circuits. Listen to the recording
until the epeaker tells you to turn it off. The speaker will tell you
whe.' you are to trace a circuit or answer questions given in the workbook.
Yo instructor will show you how t6 install the tape and how to operate
the tipe player. Pay close attention to all directions that are given
on, the tape. Whe7 tracing circuits or answering questions in this work-
b.ok, if your responses are incorrect, restudy the information or reverse
the tape and, listen to the instructions again. Afr completing this%E

lesson you w1-1 be required to sclve 10 of the 14 'Roble= which are
given at the beck of the text. If you are ready to begin, and the
instructor has already briefed you turn_on the tape player;

Supersedes 3ABR42231-WB-203, 7 November 1972.
OPR: 3370TTG
DISTRIUTION: X

337f;iTGTC - 400; TTVSR - 1
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SECTION 1. PURPOSE OF COMPONENTS iy711

Using the diagram (foldout 2 at the back of this package)
and the informatian give on the tape, fill in the blanks to complete

the following statements.

1. When electrical power is applied to the aircraft, the bleed

air pressure regulator and shutoff valve solenoid is

(energizczgdeenergized).

2. The solenoid on the bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff

valve requires volts DC for operation.

3. The ground cooling ejector shutoff valve will open when

th- landing gear handle is in the position.

4. The landing gear control switch is mounted on the

5. The ground cooling ejector shutoff valve requires

volts DC to operate.

6. The landing gear auxiliary relay is energized when the
d

landing gear handle is in the position.

TURN ON THE TAPE RECORDER

7. The temperatul sensor has a (negative /positive)

coefficient of resistance.

8. An increase in air temperature will cause the temperature

sensor resistance to
---------

9. The turbine bypass valve is operated by a volt DC

motor.

10. The voltage requirements for operation of the temperature

control assembly are and

11. The t nperature control assembly contains

amplifiers and transistors.

2 417
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12. The resistance signal from the temperature sensor is sent

to the

13. When the aircraft goes above 25,000 feet the equipment

by the switch.system temperature i3

14. The reason that a higher temperature is maintained in the

equipment compartments be 25,000 feet is due to the in

the air.

15. The altitude pressure switch senses pressure.

TURN ON THE TAPE RECORbER

16. When the latch coil is energized, the temperature limiter
4

switch causes the pressure regulator and shutoff valve solenoid to

(energize/deenergize).

17. The units that make up the overheat warning circuit are the

temperature , temperature and the

warning lights.

18. After an overheat condition has oczurred, it is necessary

to press one of the switches in order to restart the.air

conditioning ystem.

19. The inlet air temperature limiter is a normally

thermoswitch.

TURN CH THE TAPE RECORDER

20. When electrical power is applied to the aittraft, the solenoid

on the pressure regulator and shutoff valve its

21. The ground cooling ejector shutoff valve is controlled

by the

22. When the aircraft is below 25,000 feet, the temperature is

maintained at

4
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23. The conditioned air temperature is sensed by the
1q76

24. The two 'afferent temperature ranges ar..! controlled by the

25. When the temperature the sensor resistance will

decrease.

26. During flight, if tne equipment system conditioned air

temperature exceeds 150' F (overheats), the pressure regulator and

shutoff valve will be

27. The purpose of the RADAR CNI COOL OFF lights is to inform the

pilot of ao

28. An overheat condition is sensed by the

29. The latch coil of the inlet air temperature limiter iz energized

when the system

TURN 'CV TH2 TAPE RECORDER

r
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1411 "Tim 2. TEMPERATURE CONTROL CIRCUIT

Figure 1.

1. Temperature codtrol of the equipment air conditioning system

is completely .

2. Current flaws through an electrical circuit only if th5p is

a difference,in

3. In the circuit illustrated, if the voltage at points A and B

were the same, would there be any current flow through resistor R2?

TURN ON THE RECORDER

4. The difference in voltage potential across a bridge circuit

is dependent on the across the resistors.

6
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5. T' a series circuit with three equal resistors and a 6-volt

source, the voltage drop across each resistor will be

volts.

6. The voltage potential at point B in figure 3 below is

volts.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

TURN ON THE TAPE RECORDER

Figure 4.

7

25,1
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( Figure 5.

Refer to figure 5 to complete statements 7 through 10.

/. The voltage potential between points B and D is

volts.

8. The voltage 4rop across the 2-ohm resistor is

volts.

4. The two 8-ohm resistors are (series/parallel).z

R2 ''''*1

Figure 6.

8
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10. The voltage potential between poi, s B and C is

volts.
.

TURN ON THE TAPE RECORDER

Reier to figure 6 to complete statements 11 and 12.

11. If R4 contained less. resistance than R1, the voltage potential

at point A would be (less/more) than the voltage potential

at point B.

12. If R1 contained less resistance than R4, would there be

current flow through resistor R2?

TURN ON THE TAPE RECORDER

..

R2

Figure 7.

Refer to figure 7 to complete statements 13, 14, and 15 -

13% When the bridge circuit is balanced, the resistanc of P4

will be equal to the resistance of plus

14. When the bridge is balanced the voltage at points A and B

will be

15. If the voltage drop across resistor R4 is less than the

voltage drop across the combined resistance of R1 and R3, the bridge

will be .

TURN ON AtE TAPE RECORDER
9
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Refer back to figure 7 to complete statements 16 and 17.

16. If the resistarite of R4 is less than the combined resistance

of R1 and R3, the voltage potential will be greater at point

17. If the resistance of R4 is less than the combined resistance

of RI and R3, current will flow through the two coils from point

to point

TURN ON THE TAPE RECORDER

R2

41

6 8 VOLTS

C
0

0

H
0
T

TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

Figure 8.

Refer to figure 8 to complete statements 18 through 23. Kee in

mind :he question "What happens when the a4r gets too warm?" as you

complete each of these statements.

18. The sensor resistance .

19. The voltage drop across the sensor will be than

the voltage drop across the combination R1 and R3.

10
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20. The largest voltage potential will be at point
IV8A

21. Current will flow from point to .

22. This will cause the transistors to conduct.

23. The turbine bypass valve will

R2

sca
SEWN ABOVE
25,000 FT. 25,000FT

17

TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

Figure 9.

Mb.
111111101._
11111111101.1.

1111111111"N.
GRAPH I Inkibbill.-

.1111.1111111.1.11M6b,-
TS SO SI x fe

AmeNENT .TIAPtiokrUel MILES

10 20 10 40 10 IA 1$ 50 X 00 1011

Ammew TimpitAtuati- ()malts

Figure 10.

11
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TURH,ON THE TAPE RECORDER

Refer to figures 9 and 10 to complete stateients 24 through 31.

24. If the temperature drops below 85°F, the sensor resistance

will

25. if the sensor resistance increases, the v.,ltage potential

will be greater at point

26. When current flows from point B to A, it will cause the

transistors to conduct.

27. If the temperature goes above 85°F,*the voltage potential

will be greater at point
(-
I

28. Current flow from point A to point B will cause the

transistor to conduc

29. The unit that causes the temperature to change from 85°F to

40°F when the aircraft goes above 25,00y feet is the

tir 111

30. When the aircraft Ls below 25,000 feet, the resistance in

series with the sensor is reJistor

31. Should the temperature in the equipment air conditioning

system drop to 70°F, the sensor resistance will be approximately

ohms. Would this cause the bridge to be unbalanced?

TURN ON THE TAPE RECORDER

12
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R2

BEE OW ABOVE TEMPERATURE
-

25p00 FT. 25,000F I SENSOR

Figure 11.

Refer to figure 11 to complete statements 32 through 34.

32. When the aircraft is above 25,000 feet, the resistors in

series with the sensor are resistors arid

33. The altitude pressure switch controls the.temperature by

changing the values in,the bridge circuit.

34. Resistor R1 is bypassed when the aircraft is

(above/below) 25,000 feet.

TURN ON THE TAPE RECORDER

257
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SECTION 3. SYSTEM OPERATION

Answer statements 1 AhrouPh 5 by circling the word opposite each

of the statements that identifies the condition of the compwent when

electrical power is first applied to the aircraft. Use figure 12 as

an aid in determining the condition of the component.

1. Ground cooling ejector shutoff valve (open/closed).

2. Landing gear auxiliary relay (energized/deenergized).

3, Pressure regulator and shutoff valve solenoid (energized/
Jeenergizea;.

4. Temperature limiter switch (energized/deenergized).

Referting to figure 12, complete statements 5 through 7.

5. An open in wire number H53A20 will cause the

to be inoperative.

6. An open in wire number G31A20 will cause the

to stay closed.

7. An open in wire number H48F20 will cause the

valve to be inoperative and also the

ground cooling ejector shutoff valve to be

On the large diagram, Foldout 2, use your red pencil and trace

in all of the circuits that you just traced on figure 12.

TURN ON THE TAPE RECORDER

Refer to figure 13 to complete statements 8 through 13.

8, When the voltage potential is lower at point A than at

point B, it will cause the turbine bypass valve to operate toward the

position.

9. A short between pins A and B of the inlet air temf=?rature

sensor will cause the turbine bypass val,:c_ to operate 1...:-,ard the

position.

14
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10. 'An open in wire number H47A20 will cause the turbine

bypass valve to be inoperative when demanding air.

11. When cold air is demanded, the turbine'bypass valve

operates.toward the (open/closed) position

12. When the aircraft is below 25,000 feet7teststor

is in series with the inlet air temperature-sensor. This causes the

`system to maintain degrees.

13. When the aircraft is above 25,000 feet, resistors

ana are inIseries ith the inlet air tempe'ture sensor.

1

This causes the system- to maintain 'degrees.

On the large diagram, Foldout 2, use your blue pencil-and trace

in all of the-circuits that you just traced on figure 13.

TURN THE TAPE RECORDER ON

Refer to figure 13 to complete statements 14 through 18.

14. When the voltage potential is greater at point A than at

point B, it will cause the turbine bypass valve to operate toward

the position.

15. An open in the inlet air temperature sensor will cause the

turbAni bypass valve to operate toward the posicion.

16. An open in wire'number H46A20 will cause the turbine bypass

valve to be inoperative whea demanding air.

17. When hot air is demanded, the turbine bypass valve operates

toward the (open/closed) position.

18. An open in wire number H73A20 will cause the turbine bypass

valve to operate to the full position when the aircraft

is (above/below) 25,000 feet.

1262
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On the large diagram, Foldout number 2, use your orange pencil y90

and trace in all of the circuits that you just traced on figure 13.

Be sa-e to use colored arrows on the circuit between points A and B

to indicate directidk: of current flew for the system when demanding hot

air.

TURN ON THE TAPE RECORDER

Refer to figure 14 to complete statements 19 through 23.

19. The inlet air temperatv e limiter is a normally

thermoswitch..

20. The 1 t air temperature limiter closes at degrees.

the

21. When the inlet air temperature limiter closes, it energizes
1

. 1

coil of the temperature limiter switch.

22. An open in wire number H68G20 will cause the

tc;'4kinoperative.

23. If the air conditioning system is inoperative and both warning

lightgOkremain on, the trouble is a short in the

On the large diagram, Foldout number 2, use your purple pencil and

trace all of the circuits that you just traced on Fure 14.

TURN ON THE TAPE REP/11'0ER

Refer s4Foldout number 2 to zLmplete statements 24 and 25.

24. After an overheat condition, a

must be pressed in order to restart the equi ment air conditioning

system.

25. When either reset switch is pres-sed, it energizes the

coil of the temperature limiter switch.

12 4
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SECTION 4. TROUBLE ANALYSIS

Open foldout number 1, page 27. There are 16' numbers on this

diagram indicating troubles in the electrical circuits. The troubles

are either opens (x) or shorts in the circuits.

*The statements below give the condition for a trouble in'the system.

Read the statement then analyze the diagram to d ermine the possible

cause or causes. Place the number or numbers in the blanks provided

that would cause the trouble.
1

- 1. With the landing gear handle in the GEAR DOWN position the

p

ground cooling ejector :shutoff valve will not open.

2. When the equipment air conditioning system temperature exceeds

150°F, the pressure regulator and shutoff valve closes, but

(4*_

the warning lights do not come on.
411%

3. The temperature control system is inoperative and the byAds

valve remains in a partially open position.

4. The equipment air conditioning system temperature exceeds

150°F, but the air conditioning system does not shut off and

pe warning lights do not come on.

5. After an overheat condition the system cannot be reset.

6. With the engines operating (aircraft setting on the ground)

there is no airflow through the equipment air conditteNg

system.

The turbine bypass valve stays in the full hot position.

8. The equipment air conditioning system goes full cold mien the

aircraft is below 25,0000feet, but operates normally above

25,000 feet.
20
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9. The turbine bypass valve stays in the full cold position.

10. Thl ground\C'eoling ejector shutoff valve opens normally but

will not close.

Please check with the instructor agter you finish this section,

Instructor's Initials Showing Completion by Student
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11198
Environmental Pneudraulics Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

OBJECTIVE

3ABH42331-WB-203A

EQUIPMENT AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM TROUBLESHOOTING

Using a multimeter and wiring diagram, perform an operational
check and troubleshoot the equipment air conditioning system trainer,
locating 7 out of 9 troubles correctly.

EQUIPMENT

Trainer 3305, Fighter Air Conditioning
Multimeter, AN/PSM-37A

PROCEDURE

Basis of Issue

1/student
1 /student

1. Be sure all your jewelry is removed. Report to the lab

instructor. Tell him the lesson on which you are working. The

instructs will assign you%to a trainer and give you the necessary
materials.

2. This workbook is in two sections. Section 1 is to

familiarize you with the location and operation of the components
of the equipment air conditioning system. Section 2 gives the

steps you will use to make an operational check of the system and
also lists the malfunctions that you are to troubleshoot. Do each

step as directed.

SECTION 1. EQUIPMENT AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM COMPONENTS

1. Location and Identification of the System Components.

a. Use figure 1 to locate each of the numbered items on

the trainer. Write the name of each of the numbered components in

the spaces following. As you locate each item, notice the electrical

checkpoints next to them. These checkpoints are used for checking

the electrical circuitry when troubleshooting.

Supersedes 3ABR42331-WB-203A, 8 September 1977.
OPR: 3370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TCHTG/TTGU-P - 300; TTVSA - 1
2'72



(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

. (5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Check your responses with the answers on page 11.

b. '..ocate the following items on the trainer.

(1) Radar tooling reset buttons.

(2) Radar CNI COOLING OFF lights.

(3) Warning light circuit breaker.

(4) Landing gear circuit breaker.

(5) ixtuipment cooling 115V AC circuit breaker.

(o) Equipment cooli-Ig 28V DC circuit breaker.

(7) Temperature sensor simulator rheostat.

(8) Temperature limiter simulator switch.

(9) Altitude pressure switch simulator.

Note: On tLe trainer Simulator Control Panel thera is a guarded
switch next to a rheostat. You will use this switch and a
multimerer when checking the resistance of the sensor.

When the switch is in the NORMAL position, the temnerature
lepsor is in the circuit and is controlling system tempeleture.
During troubleshooting if you want to check the actual sensor
circuit, you must have this switch in the NORMAL positi.n

When the switch is in the TES position, the simulating
rheostat is in the circuit, It is used to simulate sensor
resistance changes for a:ecking the proper operation of the
teaperature control assemh.,' and L11 turbine bypass valve.

3
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2. Trainer Preparation.
(50(

a. Place all trouble switcnes to the OUT position. These
switches are Located at the left side of the trainer.

b. Push in the following circuit breakers:

(1) Landing Gear 28V DC.

(2) Equipment Cooling 28V DC.

(3) Equipment Cooling 115V AC 400hz.

(4) Warning Lighu; 14/28V AC.

c. Place the landing gear handle in the GEAR DOWN position.

d. Place the sensor simulator switch to the NORMAL
position.

e. Place the trainer power switches to the ON position.
These switches are located on the left side of the trainer.

3. Trainer Operation.

By followinF, the steps l'sted below, you will operate each
component of the equipment air conditioning system. Whenever a swite
or lever is used, be sure to notice which of the valves operated end
position of the valve after it has stopped. From your observation
of the trainer operation, complete each of the statements by circling
the correct word.

STEP 1. Bleed air pressure regulator and shutoff valve and
ram air valve operation.

a. Pull the equipment cooling 28V DC circuit breaker rut.

(1) The pressure regulator and shutoff valve
(opens/closes).

(2) The rim air valve (opens/close,

b. Push the equipment cooling 28V DC circuit breaker 1.

(1) The pressure regulator and shutoff valve
(opens/closes).

(2) The ram air valve (opens/closes).

STEP 2. Ground cooling ejector shutoff _-lve operation.

p. Place the landing gear handle in the GEAR UP position.

4, I



602
(opens/closes)

b.

position.

(opens/closes)

STEP 3.

operation.

(1) The ground cooling ejector shutoff valve

Place the landing gear handle in the GEAR DOwN

(1) The ground cooling ejector shutoff valve

Temperature control system (turbine bypass valve)

a. Since this system is con)pletely automatic, you will

have to simulate temperature c-'anges in the duct. This is done by

using diet sensor simulating rheostat. Turn the sensor simulating

rheostat tl kwise.to the full cold position. Place the guarded

selector svitch to the TEST position.

/ (1) The turbine bypass valve (opens/closes).

b. funs J sensor rheostat counterclockwise to the

full Hot position.

(1) The turbine bypass valve (openS/closes).

c. Return switch to normal position.

STEP 4. Temperature limiter operation.

a. Place the tem,erature lialiter simulator switch to the

OVERHEAT position.

(1) The pressure regulator and shutoff -alve

(opens/closes).

(2) The ram air valve (opens/closes).

(3) The CNI COOLING OFF warning lights are (on")ff).'

b. Place the temperature limiter simulator switch to the

normal position. Did the pressure regulator and shutoff valve or the

ram air valve operate? (Yes/No).

c. Press either reset button.

(1) The pressure regulator and shutoff valve

(opens/closes).

(2) The ram air valve (opens / closes).

(3) The GNI COO-ING OF lights are (on/off).

I0
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4. Sensor Resistance. 1,\\

a. Before you cam a operational check or troubleshoot
the system, the normal resistant lue of the sensor must be deter-
mined. To make this resistance measurement, the sensor circuit must
be isolated. To isolate the sensor circuit, isconnect the AN con-
nector attaqhad to the temperature control seMbly. With the con-
nector disconnected you will measure only t e sensor resistance at
the sensor checkpoints. The checkpoints ar lettered A and C on the
temparature control assembly test panel.

tNote: The sensor simulating selector switch must be in the
NORMAL position.

b. The resistanr of the sensor is
The resistance value should be between 1500 and 3000 ohms.

SECTION 2. OPERATION AND TRO&LESHOOTING

Qperation

1. By f011owlng the steps in Section 1, you became familiar
with the operation of each component in the system.

2. Before you can troubleshoot you must knob, what is and what
is not working properly in t.e system. To do this You must perform
an operational check. The operational check procedure chart
(figure 2), lists the planned steps that are used to make an opera-
tional check of the system. Use this,, chart tr b ome I:amiliar with
each step. After you are sure you can make an op rational check,
continue to the troubleshooting section. Remenbe ; you will li-ed
tc mike an operational check for each trouble. DO NOT depend on
youe memory. Use the checklist to be 100% sure.

Note: The equipment air con tioning temperature .atrol system
is fully autVgatic. This mes it necessary to simulate the
operation of the, equipment sensor circuit, when 7ou make an
operational check or troubleshooting the system on the trainer.
This must be done before the sensor resistance is checked.

2`"
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1501
POSITIONING CONTROL DEVICE OPERATING VALVE OR LIGHT VALVE POSITION-

.

Pull out the equipment
cooling 28V DC circuit
breaker

Pressure regulator and
shutoff valve

Ram air valve

Closed

Open

P inP in the equipment
cool g 28V DC circuit

breaks

----.--

PreAsure regulator and
shutoff valve

Ram air valve

Open

Closed

Move the landinAbgear \

handle to the GEAR UP
position

Ground Ejector valve Closed

M.:'..,e the ending gear
hankaa to he GEAR UP
position

Ground Ejector valve Open ,

Place the sensor simu-
lator switch to test.
orate the sensor simu-
ator rheostat to full

countercicckwine

Turbine Bypass valve

.

Open

Rotate the sensor simu-
lattr rheostat to full
clockwise

TurbineBypass valve Closed

Place sensor simulator
switchto NORMAL

Turbine Bypass naive Open

Place altitude pressure
switch to above 25,000 FT

Turbine Bypass valve --
...) ---

Place altitude pressure
switch to below 25,000 FT

Turbine Bypass valve Open

../

Place temperature limiter
simulator switch to
overheat

Pressure regulator and
shutoff valve

Ram air valve

CNI cool off light

kOlosed

Open

On

Place temperature limiter
simulator switch to NORMAL

No valve action

Press eikher reset button Pressure regulator and

shutoff valve

Ram air valve

CNI cool off light

Open

Closed

uff

Figure 2. Operational Check Procedure Chart.

8
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Tr :Jbleshooting

1. Before going through an actual trouble, let's check the
turbine bypass valve circuits to see the normal indications Snd to
learn the procedure for troubleshooting the system.

a. Use the wiring diagram mounted on the trainer to. .

trace the circuits reqo-ed to operate the temperature control
assembly. Trace from the equipment cooling 28V DC circuit breaker
to pin L of the-temperature control assembly, Trace from the
equipment cooling 115V AC circuit breaker to pin E of the tempera-
ture control assembly. Trace from ping J and F of the temperature
control assembly to ground. This circuit provides the necessary
power for operation of the temperature control assembly.

b. Place the sensor simulator switch to the TEST position.

c. Turn the sensor simulator rheostat full CLOCKWISE.
This simulates an increase in air tamperatur A signal is sent by
the rheostat to the control assembly demandinionld air. This will
cause the COLD transistors to conduct.

d. Use the trainer diagram to trace the COLD CIRCUIT from
pin N of the temperature control assembly to pin B of the turbine
bypasc- lve.

e. Use the multimeter to check the voltage at fpin B of
the turbine bypass valve checkpoint. %e voltage should be 24 to
28 volts Did you 'pe the correce volta e reading?

Note: When measuring voltage, be sare the meter is sett to.the
correct voltage range. Make sure that you have the negative
(black) lead to ground. Ground on the trainer is any point

marked witn a ground ( Hi' ) symbol. Only use the OHM

portion of the multimeter to check the sensor and the sensor
circuit.

Cautkon: All power to the trainer must be OFF before you use
the maltimete)' as an °METER to chew circuit._/

f. Turn tht sensor simulator rheostat full-COUNTERCLOCKWISE.
This simulates a decrease in air temperature. A signal is sent by the
rheostat to the temperature control assembly demanding hot air. This

will cause the HOT transistor to conduct.

g. Jse the trainediagram to trace the HOT circuit from
pin M of the temperature control assembly to pin A of the bypass valve.

h. Check the voltage at pin A of the turbine bypass valve
/checkpoint. The voltage should be between 24 to 28 volts. Did you
X9get the correct voltage reading?

i. Return sensor simulator to normal position.

29 9



2. There are 12 malfunctions for you to troubleshoot. The
trouble switch you are to use for eaLh problem is identified on the
Troubleshooting Response Sheet.

3. For each problem, perform an operational check to find out
which component is malfunctioning. Enter a description of the mal-
function in the discrepancy block of the troubleshootin response
sheet.

4. Trace the electrical circuits that operate or control the
malfunctioningtcomponent.

5. Use the timeter to locate the cause of the trouble.

6. vmter in t e discrepancy block of the Troubl noting
Response Sheet a description of the cause of the malt ion.

7. The first trouble 1 be analyzed and solved with you.cil
You will do the rest of the tlubles on your own.

a. Place trouble switch number 1 to the IN position.

b. Perform an operaa&al check using the chart in figure 2.

e. as you went through the operational cheek, you should
have found that the turbi &bypass valve did not operate.

d. Make the following statement i the discrepancy block
of the Troubleshooting Response Sheet fo Tro le Switch Number 1 NOW.

"Turbine bypass ve did nor operate"

e. Since the bypass valve will not operate to either
position, the trouble must, be n a wire or component that ij common
to both the hot and cold c4cuits. Which electrical circuit would
cause this problem? --- The DC and AC power supply circuits. --- Use
the trainer diagram to trace the AC and DC power supply circuits from
the circuit breaker to the temperature control assembly.

f. Check the DC power supply circuit with the multimete.r.
You should get a voltage reading.

g. Check the AC power supply circuit-- You did not get
a reading, did you? This means there is an open .n wire H53A20.

h. Make the following statement in the malfunction cause
block of the Troubleshooting Response She for Trouble Switch
Number i NOW.

"Open in wire E53A20"

i. Place trouble switch number 1 to the OUT position and
continue with problems 2 through 12. Use the Troubleshooting Response
Sheet to record the malfunction and malfunction cause for each problem.

10
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8. The lab instructor-will constantly be evaluating your progress.

After you have compleft0 this troubleshootimi section check your answers
with the lab inetructom.

The correct responses to the logation and identia Lion of

system domponents:

(1) Bleed Air Pressure Regulator and Shutoff Valve.
(2) Ground Cooling Ejector Shutoff Valve.

(3) Turbine Bypass Valve.
(4) Temperature Sensor.
(5) Temperature Limiter.
(6) Temperature Control Assembly.
(7) Altitude Pressure Switch.
(8) Rem Air Valve.
(9) Landing Gear Handle.

art)

The correct respOnses to Trainer Operation.

STEP 1.

a.(1) closes
\ (2) opens

b.(1) opens

(2) ,closes

STEP 2.

a. closes

b. opens

STEP 3.

a. closes
opens

STEP 4.

ka.(1) closes
(2) opens
(31 on

b. no

c.(1) opens
(2) closes '

(3) off

If your answers do not agree, check with your instructor. If

your answers agree, then the trainer is operating properly.

2S1
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42331,
Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic Course. The materials herein

were validated with students from the subject course. At least 90%

of the students achieved or surpoosed the criteria established in the
objectives. The average time for completion of this text was 6 hours.

OBJECTIVES

Associate the name of the controls on the Temperature Control
System Tester (AN/PSM-21) with its purpose/function with a minimum
of 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text presents information and procedures in small

steps called frames. Within each frame, you will be directed to com-

plete some statements or answer questions. Read the material presented,
then respond on the response sheet. DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEXT.- After

you have made your response, compare your answers with the correct
answers given on the top of the next frame, or as otherwise noted.
If your answer is incorrect, restudy the frame to get the informaticia

correct. If necessary, you may gc back to check information previously

given, but do not skip ahead.

Supersedes 3ABR42231-PT-204, 29 July 1974.
OPR: 3370TTO
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370TTOTC - 300; TTVSR - 1
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Frame 1

During this lesson you will be using the AN/PSM-21A air conditioning
system tester to perform an analysis of a fighter type-aircraft air con-
ditioning system. The AN /PSM -21A is designed for use on the F4 type
aircraft only. There are, however, several different air conditioning

system testers used in the Air Force. They are usually designed for use
on one specific type of aircraft. The use and general operating procedure
are similar on all of them. By learning to use the AN/PSM-21A tester you
will have a general understanding of system testers. By following in-
structions given in the technical order, you should be able to use this
and other system testers.

CoMplete the following statements.

1. The air conditioning system tester used on the F4 type aircraft

is the AN/

2. When using an air conditioning system tester, you should always

follow the instructions given in the applicable



COnAECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 1: 1. AN/PSM-21A 2. Technical Order.

Frame 2

Open the foldout at the back of this text. This foldout shows an

illustration of the AN/PSM-21A tester. This tester is used for performing

a checkout, or troubleshooting the temperature control systems on the F4

type aircraft. The tester will check the operation of the temperature
control units in either the cabin or equipment air conditioning system.
The tester can be used to 'check the complete temperature control system at

the aircraft. can also be used in the shop to bench check and repair

each individual component.

Complete the following statements.

1. The AN/PSMr-21A tester car be used to check the system,

and the system.

The AN/PSM-21A tester can be used to bench chock the cabin

temperature or the equipment system

control assembly.

4
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 2: 1. cabin equipment 2. control panel
temperature.

ti

Frame 3

The cabin temperature control system units can he checked- using the
tester at the aircraft. The purpose of each check is given for each unit.

C

1. Catlin Temperature Control Panel

This unit is checked for a signal output frOm the cabin magnetic
amplifier section to the cabin dual temperature mixing valve. The signal
output is based on signals applied to the bridge circuit by a rheostat which
is part of the tester. This rheostat simulates the cabin temperature sensor.

2. Cabin Temperature Sensor

This unit is checked for proper resistance in relation to ambient
temperature.

3. Cabin Dual Temperature Mixing Valve

The tester checks the valve motor fog operation and the valve for.
/ full trave....

Complete the following statements.

r. Increasing or decreasing the r-sistance in one leg of the cabin

bridge circuit will cause a signal through'the magnetic amplifier to be sent

to the cabin

2. Changes in resistance in the bridge are simulated by a

on thei tester.

3. Thp cabin temperature sensor is checked for proper

5
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 3: 1. dual temperatur- mixim valve
2. rheostat 3. resistance.

Frame 4

The equipment air conditioning system units can be checked at the
aircraft using the tester checks for each of .the following units. The
purpose of each check is given for each quit.

1. Temperature' Control Assembly

This unit is checked for proper signal output from the magnetic
amplifier to the turbine bypass valve (temperature control valve). The
tester rheosav simulates the equipment temperature sensor. When the
resistance in the bridge is changed with the rheostat, a signal is Sent
through the temperature control assembly to the turbine bypass valve.

Z. Temperature-Sensor
A

This unit is checked for proper resistance in relation to
ambient temperature.

3. Turbine Bypass Valve

The tester checks the valve motor for operation and the valve
for full travel.

Complete the following statements.
or"

1. The AN/PSM-21A checks the equipment temperature control assembly

for proper J Output.

2. When checking the equipment conditioning systeM at the

aircraft with the.AN/PSM-21A, the turbiae,bypass valve is checked for

operatiOn and full travel.

2S
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 4: 1. signal 1 2. motor.

Note: Before operating the tester you need, to be familiar with the
controls that you using. Use the sketch shown in figure on
page 17 to complete Frames 5 through 13. Observe thA name of the
item given at the beginning of each frame, then find the item in the
sketch. ,Next read the information given and complete the statements.
The answers to this group of flames are given on the page following
Frame 13.

Frame 5

.AC AND DC AIRCRAFT POWER LIGHTS

1. One light is marked VAC and one light is marked

VDC. These lights indicate when electrical power is available

to the tester..

Frame 6
0

SELECTOR SWITCH S1

- 1. The two positions of this selector switch are marked

system and system. This switch is used to select the system

being tested.

Frame 7

SELECTOR SWITCH S2

i. Tha two positions,9ef this selector switch are marked

and
. This

switch is used to connect the sensor simulator to the ,:ystem being tested.

I
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Frame -8

SELECTOR SWITCH S3

1. The two positions of this selector switch are marked

and . This switch is used to select

the altitude range when testing the equipment air conditioning system.

Frame

SENSOR SIMULATOR
0'

1. This is a potentiometer (rheostat) that is used to simulate the temperature

sensor. With this potentiometer you can apply various resistance values to

the bridge circuit. The-ranges of this potentiometer are marked,

and

Frame 1C(

RESISTANCE MONITOR

The resistance monitor includes two push button switches marked SENSOR
and LIMITER and two connecting points for the AN/PSM-6 multimeter leads.
These are marked TP5 and TP6. (TP means tcst point.) When ,esting the system
you codnect the multimeter leads to TP5 and TP6. Then,by pressing the swch
marked SENSOR you can read thvresistance of the SENSOR SIMULATOR.

Note: does not check the resistange of the actual sensor. This\ 1

indica es how guch resistance is required to obtain a cold or hot
/signal.

4
1. To obtain a cold signal you would have to (increase/decrease)

re. istmice.

2. When checking the system, with the multimeter leads connect,..d to test

points TP5 and TP6, the resistance indicated on the'meter is the resistance

of the

8
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or/

AMP OUTPUT LIGHTS (Amplifier output 11 Its)

1.. There ate four amplifier output lights. They are marked
, and . These .Ights indicate the signal

output from the -cabin raabin tempeture control panel or the equipment systemtempera-
ture control miserably, depending on which system you are checking. These lights
will also indicate valve operation by indicating when the'valve has reached
full travel. DS1 and DS2 are used whin checking the cabin or'equipment air
conditioning,systems. The lightb will purse or burn steadily. This is actually
the signal received from the temperture.control assembly. While the valve

y

is in travel, both lights will be o . When the valve reaches full travel
.

light will stay on and the other will be out. When Checking the s stem this
is how you can tell if the valve is running from full travel hot t5 full travel'
cold.

/CO

Frame 11

ow,

Note: DS3'and DS4.are used when checking the suit system. This
system is no longer in use therefore you will not be using .these
lights.

, 1

2. The signal output from the cabin magnetic amplifier and an indication

of full travel of the cabin dual temperature mixing valve will be indicated

by lights and f

3. The\ signal output from the equipment temperature control assembly and

an indication of full travel of the equipment system bypass valve will be

indicated by lights and

291
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Frame 12

-SENSOR TP1, TP2, TP3, TP4

Test points TP3 6.d TP4 are Used when testing the cabin temperature
sensor for correct resistance. When the AN/PSM-6 multimeter leads are
inserted in tne test points, the resistance of the sensor is read on tht-
iultimater. When connected the tester isolates the sensor. This means
yOu can test the resistance of the sensor without turning pff the system.
171.andTnareusedwhencheacingtheresistanceotthe equipment system
temperature sensor.

1. With switch S1 in the CABIN SYSTEM position, and the multimeter lea's

in test points TP.3 and TP4, you will be reading the resistance of the

Sensor on tne :111ttmeter.

Note: Switch Si. has no EQUIPMENT "SYSTEM position. So, you cannot
put your Multimeter leads into TP3, TP4, TP5 or TF6, to -check the
equipment system sensor. Therefore, S1 will remain in tn..: cabin
system position when. you use' TP1 and TP2ito check the equipment
system sensor in the TP1 and 4P2 cheyc points.

13

ECTOR 'SWITCH 186

0

Later in this text, wnen you pre actually using the tester, th4
technical order instruction charts refer to this switch as the EXTERNAL
METER pwitch. Although this switch.is not marked with this nomenclature,
we will use this name when riferrins to this switch.

1. The three positions of this switch are marked
ono . liuring normal checiout procedures of the
system, this switch will remain OFF. It is pla'ed to theFLT LINE position
only when checking sensor resistance through test points TP1, TP2, TP3 and
TP4. It is spring away -ff the FLT LINE position. When checking
sensor resistance it muut be fieldio the FLT LINE position. The switch
can only be held to this position for-a maximum of 4 seconds. The BENCH
position is used when bench testing the temperature controlaiseMblies in
that shop. not necessary to hold'the switch to the BENCH position
as it is nct spiing ldeded awa)is from this position.

11,

4
2. The external mete: switch is used whefi checking resistance.

Is
4

3: ' The external meter switch should not be held in the FLT LINE position

for more than

k

29.2
10
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAMES 5 through 13.

Frame 5. 1. 115 VAC 28 VDC.

Frame 6. 1.. CABIN. SYSTEM SUIT SYSTEM.

Pramtk 7. 1. CABIN TEMP SIMULATED SUIT TEMP SIMULATED.

Frame 8. 1. ABOVE 25,000 Fr SIMULATED BELOW 25.,000 FT SIMULATED.

F-i''atee" 9. 1. COLD' HOT.

Frain 10. 1;1- decrease 2. sensor simulator.

Fiame 11.'1 DS1, ,DS2, DS3, DS4.

DS1 and DS2.

31 DS1 and DS2.

\Frame 12. 1. 1 . cabin temperature.

Frame .13. 1. BENCH, OFF, FLT LINE.

2. sensor.

3. 14 seconds.

0

-%

.
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Frame 14

t

Special cables are usedto connect the tester to the temperature c ?ntrol
assemblies and to the aircraft wiring. The figure shows the cable used when

testing the cabin temperature control'system. The cable has three stra ght

AN connectors marked P1, P2, and Jl. The large connector (P1) connects to

the heat set at the point marked AMPLIFIER CONTROL. Connector J1 connects

to the aircraft iiring connector. P2 connectsto the cabin temperature
control panel.

AIR
commtiotmo
SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL
THY SIT
ANTESEL21

MULTIMITIR
AN/ IFSM4

DOOR Re
0011ell

AATICTIAT MMINO

TEMPERATURE
COATROt PANEL

11

W2 INTERCONNECT CARLE

RI TO AIR CONDITIONING
SYSTEM/FUNCTIONAL TEST SET.01,

12101

4-

Complete the following statements.-
r

1. The cable connects to th, _ester, the'aircraft t.tring harness

and the tempr,..raty,re

io

12 294

4/.

0
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CORRECT RESRNSES TO FRAME 14: 1. control panel.

/521

Frame 15

*

A separate cable is used when'checking the equipment temperature .0
control system. This cable is shown in the figdre. This cable has two
straight AN connectors (P1 and Jl) and one L shaped AN connector (P2).
The 'large connector (P1) connects to the test set at the point marked
AMPLIFIER CONTROL. The TA shaped connector (P2) connects,to the. equipment
temperature control assembly. Connector Jl connects to.the aircraft
wiring.

/

4

DOOR el

AIR CONDITIONING
SYSTEM TEST SW

11

TEMPtIATU1E COM-TROI,L eht
ASSEMIRY 42.AR 01

\
-31

P1

MULTIMETER

PI

AIRCRAFT WISING

LUG 4241401

P2
JI

12110

WI INT/ICONNICY
CAR!

TO JI ON AIR
CONDITIONING
SYSTEM T1ST SIT

Complete the following statements.

1, 41hen'testing either the cabin or equipment system, the AN

connector marked P1 is connected to the tester at'the point marked

2. The AN connectat marked Jl of the test cable is connected to the

3. The notable difference between the Cable used for testing the caVin

system and the cable used for tesling the equipment system is the L shaped

cc....tnector on the system cable.

13

295
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CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 15. 1. amplifer control 2. aircraft wirier

3. equipment.

Prune 16

Before you use the AN/PSM-21A to test_the F4 airoraft air conditioning.
system it's necessary that you ycomia familiar with some of the differences
in models of this aircraft. The original temperature control assemblies
used on the F4 aircraft consisted of magnetic spiffier controlled relays.
The relays directed e,lectriCal current to the temperature control valve.
The valve is identified as a cabin dual temperature mixing valve,.ur tn.
equipment system bypass valve. On the later model F4 aircraft, and-,on
some of the earlier models che temperature assemblies have been modified.
The modified assemblies have magnetic amplifier controlled transistors.
The transistors direct surrent to the temperature control valves. Remember,

a transistor can be used to serve the same purposer-ar a relay.

Two typeeof temperature control valves are used. One has the relay

type temperature control assemblies. The losber has transi56r type
temperature contr9, assemblies.'

0

The procedures for using the-rester are different for the two'types
of, systems. It'is important that you determine which'type of temperature
control .asseibly and valve you are testing. This is real easy to determine.

The relay type assemblies are black. The valve used with this system has
a black motor. The transistor type assemblies and motors are white.

Complete the f011oWing statements.

1. Ther-T14;erature control assemblies used on the F4 aircraft use

either relays or , to direct electrical current to the

temperatureco(mixing) valves.

The t ansistortype temperature control assemblies jre colored

g



CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 16: 1. cransistors 2.

/523

white

Frame 17

Match the units listed in column "B" wita the statements given in
column "A" by placing the letter from column "3" in the blanks provided.

COLUM& A COLUMN B

1. Indicates how much resistance is A: AC Light
required to obtain a cold or hot
signal, from the' temperatute B. Selector Switch S3
control panel.

i C. Amp Output Lights
2. Rheostat used. to simulate the

temperature sensor.

3. Used when testing the equipment
temperature sensor for correct
resistance readings.

4. Indicates when 115V AC power is
available.

5. Used to select the system being
tested. Cabin or Suit System.

6. Used only when checking sensor
resistance through Test Points-
TP1, TP2, TP3, and T14.

7. ysed to_connect the sensor
simulator to the system bding
tested.

8. Indicates 28V DC per is
available.

9. Used to select the altitude
range when testing the Equipment
Air Conditioning System.

10. Indicates the signal output from
the Cabin or Equipment Temperature
.Control assemblies:

.

11. Test-points used when testing the
systems and using the resistance
monitor.

12. Used when testing the cabfin
temperature sensor for correct
resistance readings.

15

29*

D. TP5 and TP6
A

E. Resistance Monitor

F. Selector Switch S6

G. Selector Svitch S2

W. DC Light,

I. Sensor rm. and TP2

J. Sensor Simulator

K. Selector Switch S1

L. Sensor TP3 and JTP4,

lI

2



CORRECT RESPONSES TO FRAME 17: 1.
4

2. ' J

3. I

4. A

3. K

6. F

7. G

8.

9. %B

10. C

L..
sta.

12. L

7

S

298
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0.

A

NSOR SIMULATOR
GOLD HOT LIMITER SIMULATOR -

TP5 TP6 COLD HOT.

SENSOR . LIMITER
I.-- RESISTANCE m.ONITOR

ip7 TP8 GND - TP9 TPs100 0 0
OSCILLOSCOPE

44CABIN CABIN TEMP. ABOVE 25,000 FT
SYSTEM SIMULATED SIMULATED

115 VAC 28 VDC Si

AIRCRAFT POWER

JI

AMPLIFIER
CONTROL
0 0

Maw IMO

01
SUIT

SYSTEM

S2 (b) S3

SUIT TEMP. BELOW 25,000 FT
SIMULATED , SIMULATED

AMP. OUTPUT

r
S 1 DS2

_______,DS3_ _DS4,

e3#

1,A TP1

T

ffl,im

E TP2
R

Si
E

N TP3
S

BENCH?0
TP4

OFF

FIT. LINE
S6

.0.

f\

leg

299 AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
TEST; SET AN /PSm.21A



11.

RESPONSE SHEET 3A&R4233i-PT-204

TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM TESTeR
1 .

Frame 1 Frame 6

it 1. . 1.

2.

Frame 11

Frame 2

1.

2.

Frame 7

1.

Nib

2.

3.

Frame 12

1.

Frame 3 Frame 8

2.

3.

Frame 13

1.

2.
Frame 4 Frame 9

3.
1. 1.

2 Frame 14

Frame 5 Frame 10 1.

1. 1.

2.

27
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Frame 15 Frame 16

RESPONSE SHEET 3ABR423.31-PT-204

Frame 17)
4 1. 1. 1.

2, 2.

2. 3..

4.
3.

5.

s.....
6.

7.

8.

9.
t

10.

11.
l

12.

a

28
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Technical Training

1"4..

Aircraft EnviTpmental Systems Mechanic

TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM TESTING

24 February 1977

1'

USAF SCHOOL OF APPLIED AEROSPACE SCIENCES

3370th Technical Training Group
Chanute Air Force Base, Illinois

Designed for ATC' Course _Use

1541g

WORKBOOK

3A3R42331 -WS -204

Do Not Use on the Job.
>
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Environmental Pneudraulic Branch 3ABR4233.114B -204 N

Chanute APB, II. 'ACAS'

OBJECTIVE

TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM ,TESTER

4
Using a temperature control tester and multimeter, perform an

operational.dheck and troubleshoot the cabin end equipment air conditioning
systems trainer, correctly locating 3 out of 4 of the assigned trouble.

EQUIPMENT

Tester AN/11M-4,21A, Tempereiturei

Control Systed
Trainer 3305, Fighter Air
Condi,.oning System

Multimeter

INFORMATION

Basis of Issue

1/2 students

1/2 students
listudent

Performing an operatiacal analysir (checkout) of the system

requires thft you use a CHECKOUT PROCEDURE CHART. There is a chart

for the team system and one for.the equipment system. The laboratory
instructor will assign you the proper chart at the work station.
look at how the charts are arranged'and learn how to follow the
lastructions. Below it a typical chart for the cabin system.

PROCEDURE NORMAL INDICATION REMEDY FOR
OP

ABNORMAL'INDICATION

3. TEMPERATURE CONTROL PANEL FOOT HEAT CHECK

a. Place switch S1 to
CABIN SYSTEM position.

b. Place switch S2 to
CABIN TM" SIMULATED
position.

c. Place snitch ;3 to
BELOW 25,000 Fr SIMULATED
position.

d. Set the SENSOR
SIMULATOR to HOT.

Supersedes 3ABR422S1-WB-204, 1 August 1974.

OPR: 3370 TTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TTGTC - 300; TTVSR - 1

2
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a. Set tWe FOOT HEAT/
DEFOG lever to the FOOT
HEAT position.

AMP OUTPUT lamp IS1
comes ON and DS2 lamp
goes OUT.

The cabin dual temp-.
eratale mixing valve
pointer moves to thl,
OPEN position.

%Replete the tempera-

**. tune control panel.

Replace the cabin
dual temperature

. mixing valve.

A

A

The chart-is divided into three sections; PROCEDURE, NORMAL win -

CATION, and REMEDY FOR ABNORMAL INDICATION. To use the curt start
at the top and read from left to right. Place the appropriate switches
in the positions designated and observe for normal indications. Ex- .

ample: start,by placing switches S1 to CABIN SYSTEM positlori and S2

to the CABIN TEMP SIMULATED position. Swttch S3 is amid to the
BEL,LOW 25,000 PT SIMULATED sition. Then set the-SENSOR SI TOR
to HOT, and the FOOT HEAT/D A-.4 to the FOOT HAAT position. e 1

indicationegkould be, AMP 'UTPUT lamp DS1 comes, on and DS2 lamp up-
OUT. The cabin dual tamp ature mixing valve pointer moves to the

()AN POSITION. Column th ee states a remedy for any abrmal indi-
cation. This prbcedure followed throughout the comp to checkout.

Complete the fo owing statements.

1. When performing the steps of the sample checkout, switch S1

should be moved to the position; Wi Ch S2 to

the position, and sw S3 to the

position.

2. When performing the temperature tontrol panel foot heat

check the FOOT HEAT/DEFOG lever should be placed the

.011MIM
position.

3. Column three shows a for any

PROCEDURE

Remove your jewelry and report to the laboratory instructor.
The instructor will provide the nectssary test equipment and assign

you to a trainer. You:will be directed to perform an analysis of

either a CABIN SYSTEM or an EQUIPMENT SYSTEM.

If you Exit assigned to test the CABIN SYSTEM e the checkout

procedure chart given in SECTION I, Page 51 The eckout procedure

chart given in SECTION II, Page is used to tea the EQUIPMENT SYSTEM.
...-

3
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/611
When using the SENSOR SIMULATOR to obtain specific resistance

vases, MOVE IT VERY SLOWLY. This unit is very sensitive; a small

movement will cause a large change in resistance.

CORRECT $4410116LS TO ST : 1. CABIN SYSTEM

iNs

I

CABIN TEMP SIMULATED

BELZ25,000 FT SIMULATED

2. FOOTHEAT.

3. REMEDY, ABNORMAL INDICATION

I

4

I



SECTION I

Cabin System

.PROCEDT1RE NORMAL INDICATION

1. PREPARATION

a. Connect the test set
cable W2 to the trainer wir
ing and temperature control
panel.

b. Connect the multi -
meter to test. set TP5 and
TP6 jacks.

c. Set the FOOT HEAT/
'DEFOG lever td the DEFOG
position.

d. Set the temperature
control panel AUTO/MANUAL
switch ti.. the OFF position:\s,

e. Apply external
electrical power to the
trainer.

f. Sensor simulator
in "MID-POSITION." .

REMEDY FOR
ABNORMAL INDICATION

Note: Lights ich glow
;OUT, dm. not in cate a ma

2. TEMPERATURE CO

dimly or flicker faintly when
lfunction.

L'PANEL DEFOG CHECK

a. Set and hold the
temperature control panel
AUTO/MANUAL 'witch to the
HOT positia.t.

a. Test set DS2 ligh;
comes ON and DS1 light re-
mains OUT.

Cabin dual temperatEre
valve.poiuter

moves eo the CLOSE
position.
(Look at indicate,. on
valve.)

5

307

specified as

a. Replace the tem-
perature control
panel.

Replace the cabin
dual temperature
mixing valve.
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b. Sexjand hold the
AUTO /MANUAL switch to the

COLD position.

`. c. Set the AUTO/MAN -

ual switch to the AUT0.41
positilm and the tempera-
ture control selector to
the ROT position.

d. Set the test switches
and controls as follows:

S1 CABIN SYSTEM
S2 CABIN TEMP SIMULATED
S3 ABOVE 25,000 FT
SIMULATED

e. Press the test set

RE#ISTANCE MONITOR SENSOR
switch and adjust *e SEN-
SOR SIMULATOR until the
mu.ltimeter reads 240 ohms.

f. Increase the SEN-
SOR SIMULATOR until DS2
light starts to PULSE.

g. Increase the SEN-
SOR SIMULATOR until DS2
light comes ON STEADY.

h. Press the RESIS-
TANCE MONITOR SENSOR switch
and decrease the SENSOR
SIMULATOR until the multi -

meter read); 300 ohms.

i. Decrease the SEN-
SOR SIMULATOR until the DS1
light starts to PULSE.

"r

b. Test set DS2 light
goes OUT and DS1 light
comes ON.

Cabin dual temperature
mixing valve pointer moves
to the OPEN position.

d. Test set DS1 light
goes -OUT and DS2 light comes
ON.

Cabin dual temperature
mixing valve pointer moves
to the CLOSED position.

e. DS2 light remains
OUT and DS1 light remains
OUT or PULSING.

f. Mt timeter reads

255 to 310 ohms.

g. Cabin dual tempera-
ture mixing valve pointer
moves to the CLOSED
position.

h. DS1 light remains
OUT and DS2 light remains
OUT or PULSING.

i. Multimeter reads
235 to 295 ohms.

6

3O

b. Replace the
temperature control

panel. `

Replace the cabin
dual temperature
mixing valve.

d. Replace the,/

temperature control
panel.

Replace the cabin
ddal temperature mi*-
ing valve..

ea Replace the
temperature control
panel.

f. Replace ;he
tempepiture catfErol

panel.

g. Replace the
cabin dual temperature
mixing valve.

h. Replace the
temperature control

panel.

i. Replace the
temperature control

panel.

1.



3. TEMPERATURE CONTROL PANE- F

a. Set the SENSOR SIMU-
LATOR to the HOT position.

b. Set the FOOT HEAT/
DEFOG lever to the FOOT HEAT
position.

c. Press 'the. RESTS-

ANCE MONITOR.SENSOR switch
and decrease the SENSOR SIMU-
LATOR until the multimet
reads 1400 ohmt.

d. Increase tt a SEN -

SOR SIMULATOR until- DS2
light starts to PULSE. '

e. .'Decrease the SEN -

' SOR SIrUkLATOuntil DS2 light
goes OtT and DS1 starts

to PULSE. .
.

T CHECK

b. DS1 light ,comes

ON and DS2 light goes OUT.

f

r
. Cabin dual tempera-

ture -mixing valve po ter
moves to the OPEN po ition.

...00

c. DS1 light remains
OUT or

1
PULSING and DS2 light

remains OUT. ,4

d. Multimeter r
135Q to 1735 ohms.

e. Multimeter reads
1350 to'1725 ohms.

. f. Increa4e the SEN- ' f. Multimeter reads

SOR SIMULATOR until DS2 648 Ito 528 ohms.
light comes ON STEADY and
DS1 light goes OUT:=00

g. Decrease the SEN- g. Multimeter reads

SOR SIMULATOR until DS1 384 to 624 ohms.

light domes ON STEADY.

4. CAIN TEMPERATURE SENSOR CHECK

a. Connect the multimete
to the test` set TP3 and T'4

lacks.

b. Set S1 switch to the
CABIN SYSTEM position.

c. Set S2 switch 40 the
CABIN-TEMP SIMULATED positi

ANo.

d. Set S6 switch to the
FLT Lig position for NO MOR

'RAN 4 seconds, observe the
eat/eater and record the
resistance.

*M1

J
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b. Replace the

temperature control
panel.

Replace the
cabin dual temperature
mixing valve.

Replace the
temperature control
panel.

d. Replace the

temperatOre control
panel.

e. Replace the
temperature control
panel.

f. Replace the
temperature control
panel.

g. Replace the
temperature control
panel.

A

0
4

1, .
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e. Plot resistance
versus-ambient temperature
using figure 1.

e. Resistance shall
fall within the shaded
Mkt.

a. Replace the
cabin temperature
sensor.

Caplets the following statements.

1. If you received an infinity readinad the multimeter during

this check it would indicate
the sensor or the sensor circuit%

(A SHORT or AN OPEN) in

2. With switch 51 in thiCABIN SYSTEM position,
CABIN TEMP SIMULATED position, and the EXTERNAL switch

the mult

)14

ter reads do". This indicates

OPEN) the cabin sensor.

switch S2 iuthe
(S6) DEPRESSED,

(A or AN

t

ANSWERS TO PROCED5RE-4711.1"your instructor verify your answers.

1. an open sh rt %

At this time turn to the trouble list at the back of this book.
Accomplith the four troubles under the "CABIN SYSTEM!' section. The

instructor may assist you on one of these problems.

After roi fiave completed this tromble list you have (elmpleted this,

lesson. If you had difficulty performing any of the steps, ask your
instructor for assistance. If not, turn to page #9 and complete the

EQUIPMENT SYSTEM lesson.'

3
8
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PROCEDURE

/7
1. PREPARATION

SECTION II

Equipment System

NORMAL INDICATION

/536

REMEDY FOR
ABNORMAL INDICATION

a. Disconnect con-
nector 42P401 from tempera-
ture control assembly 42AR401.

b. Connect 21 of cable W
(MDE32876 -13). to the Amplifi

Control Jl of the test set (
PSM-21A) , connect P2 of cable
W1 to the temperatpre contraL
assembly and J1 of cable W1 t
compactor 42P401.

c. Connect the multi -

meter to TP5 and TP6 of the
test set.

d. Set the test set
switches and controls as
follows:

SENSOR SIMULATOR
Mid-position
LIMITER SIMULATOR
Mid- position

S1 COIN SYSTEM
S2 CABIN TW SIMULATED
S3 mum 25,000 Fr
SIMULATED
S6.OFF

rn

a. Apply external
electrical power to the
trainer.

4

31i
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Not.: Dimly lighted or flickerin

2. CHECKOUT

a. Momentarily press
the RESISTANCE MONITOR SEN-
S0a switch and'adjust the
SENSOR -SIMULATOR for a
multimeter indication of
2150 ohms.

b. Pecrease the SEN-
SOR SIMULATOR entil.DS1 light
light starts .to PULSE.
Press the DESISTANCE MORI
`TOR SENSOR switch.

c. Increase the SEN-
SOR SIMULATOR until DS1 fnd
D62 lights stop PULSING,
then increase further until
D52 light just starts to
PULSE. Press the RESIS-
TANCE MONITOtSENSOR switch.

d. Decrease the SEN-
SOR SIMULATOR until DS1
light just illuminates
STEADY. Press the RESIS-
TANCE MONITOR SENSOR
switch.

e. Increase the SEN-
SOR SIMULATOR until 082
light just illuminates
STEADY. Press the RESIS-
TANCE MONITOR'SENSOR
switch. ,-

f. Position S3 switch
to the ABOVE 25,000.FT
SIMULATED position,

g. Momentarily press.
the RESISTANCE MONItOR
SENSOR switch and adjust
the SENSOR SIMULATOR for a
multimeter indication 'of 5700

ohms.

lights are considered OUT.

a. If lights DS1 and
and DS2 pulse, disregard
the indication.

b. Multimeter indi-
cates 1765 to 2245 ohms.

DS2 light

'

OUT.

c: Multimeter indi-
cates 1850 to 2370 ohms.

1)81 light is OUT.

d. Multimeter indi-
cates 430 to 805 ohms.

Turbine bypass
valve position pointer
indicates the valve is
OPEN. (After SENSOR'

switch is pressed.)

. e. Multimeter indi-
cates 3888 to 6448 ohms.

Turbine bypass valve
position pointer indicater
the *lie is OPEN.

f\.\ Turbine bypass
valve position pointer
indicatfs the valve is
OPEN.

" If DS1 and DS2 lights
PULSE, disregard the
the indication.

10

312

b. Replace tem-
perature control assembl

.

Replacethe tem-
per4ture control assembly

c. Replkce the tem-
persture control. assem61

Replace the tem-
perature control assembl

d. fireplace the tem-

perature control assembl

.Replace the tem-
perature control assembly

e. Replace the tem-
perature control assembly

Replace the tem-
perature control assembly

f. Replace the tem-
perature control assembly.



iNetbIMULATOR until DS1

h. Adjust the SEN

RN DS2 lights are OUT.
Press the RESIiTANCE
MONITOR SENSOR switch.

i. Increase the SEN-
SOR SIMULATOR until DS2
light just starts to PULSE.

Prase the RESISTANCE MONI-
TOR SENSOR switch.

j. Decrease,the SEN-
SOR SIMULATOR until DS1
light ,ust starts PULSE.
Press the RESISTANC MONITOR
SENSOR switch.

h. Multimeter indi-
cates 10 to 6420 ohms.

Turbine typaservalve
position pointer indi-
cates valve is OPEN.

i. Multimeter indi-
cates 5200 to 6420 ohms.

r

j. Multimeter indi-
cates 5150 to 6335 ohms.

3. SENSOR RESISTANCE CHECK

a. Connect the multi-
meter leads to TP1 and TP2
jacks of the test set.

b. Place the SEN-
SOR SIMULATING selector
switch, located on the
front of t1he trainer.

,the NORMAL position.

c. Perform a resis-
tance check of the eq,:ip-
sent system temperature
sensor.

1538

h. Replace the
temperature control
assembly.

Replace the tem-
perature control
assembly.

i. Replace the
4emperature control
assembly.

\A

j. Replace the
temperature control
assembly.

4

Not6. -he external meter switch is the switch marked S6 (BENCH, OFF,

FLT LINT.!. Depress means to hold it to the 'FLT LINE position. Do

not hold it in this position longer than 4 seconds.

Complete the following steements.

1. The resistance reacting for the SENSOR is ohms.

2." Usk figure 1 to compare your readings to the value given au
the chart with the present ambient temperature. Ask your instructor

for the ambient temperature. Is the SENSOR resistance value within

the tolerance given in the chart?

11

(YES/NO)
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3. If you receive an infinity reading on the multimeter

during 'this chec t indicates
the SENSOR or sensor ircuit.

(A SHORT or AN OPEN) in

46 During this check, if the multimeter reads 0 ohus it indicates

(A SHORT or AN OPE*) 'in the sensor or sensor circuit.

ANSWERS TO PROCEDURE 3: Have your instructor verify your answers to
statements 1 and 2.

3. an open 4. a short

At this time turn to the trouble liat at the back of the book.
Accomplish the four troubles under the "EQUIPMENT SYSTEM" section.
'instructor may assist you on one of these problems.

After you have completed the trouble list you have completed this
lesson. If you had difficulty performing any of the steps, ask your
instructm- for assistance. If not, report to the instructor.

4,
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INSTRUCTOR ,

Please checkoff the students accomplishment of the following items.
These its are part of the objective(s) of this lesson.

ITEM

Practices General Housekeeping consistent with
safety and,fire prevention.

Practices safe work habits-and procedures.

Followt-wscautions while working around
danger areas.

Use of Tester.

r
18

41
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)510
FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42331 Aircraft
Environmental Systems Mechanic Course. The materials contained herein
were validfrted using students from the subject course. At least
90% o the students taking this text achieved or surpassed the criteria

est lished in the lesson objectives. The average time for completion
of is text was 3 hours and 50 minutes.

OBJECTIVES

1. Relate the name of the bleed air system component to its
operation with a minim% of 80% accuracy.

2. Select the safety precautions that are involved in the
maintenance of the bleed air system without error.

,

INSTRUCTIONS
4

This programmed text presents information in small steps called
frames. After each step you are asked to complete a statement,
match some statements, or respond to the information presented in
some other way.. Reed the material presented and make your response
as directed by the frame. After you have made your response, compare
your answers with the correct answers found on the top''.4of the next
frame. Any time you respond incorrectly, reread the frame to'get
the information cnr-ectly. Write the correct response next to your
original response aad then proceed to the next frame. If necessary
you may go back to check a fact or principle, but do not skip ahead
unless you are told to do so.

Use this .simple rule: READ------RESPOND---CONFN---ADVANCE.
4. Ns.

YOU WILL not be graded 'on how fast you complete This material.
You will be tested later on what you have learned.

-7

Supersedes 3ABR42231-PT-211, 31 August 190.
OPR: 3370 TTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TTGTC - 400; TTVSR - 1

2
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Frame 1

he engine, bleed air supply system is used to supply hot press'urized

engine bleed air to the cabin air conditioning system, the air condi-

tioningtioning ram airscoop, and engine nacelle anti-icing systems', the

1 hydraulic reservoirs, and engine starters.

This bleed air is taken from the last stage of engine compression

on each engine. The pressure, temperature, and flow of engine bleed

Air is depefident upon the engine throttle settings and air demand.

.Answer each of the folowing statements as either true (T) or false (F),

1. Hot pressurized air Is taken from the middle stage of the

aircraft's engines.

2. The last stage of compression on each engine provides hot
pressurized bleed air.

3. The engine throttle settings will determine the pressure,
temperature and the flow cif the bleed air in the system.

4

3
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Answers to Frame 1: 1. F 2. T 3. T

Frame 2

A ground air cart, the MA-1A, is shown in the sketch below.
It is used to start the planes engines, ground check the bleed air
supply system and ground check the air conditioning system.

£he MA-1A is' connected to the engine by a groUnd service receptacle
and this will be explained to you in the iiext frame.

The sketch shows the ground air cart connected to an aircraft.

MA-1/4

COMPRESSOR

Answer each of the following statements as either true (T) or false .(F).

1. The ground air cart used to start aircraft engines is the
MA-1A.

2. The MA-1A compressor can also be used to ground check both
the bleed air and air conditioning systems.

4
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. T 2. T

ENGINE AIR
(1) BL EEC SYSTEM

CULT

O CHECK
VALVE

UND SERVIC
EPTACLE

°NACELLEFAIRING GROUND START
CONNECTION
DOOR,

r

a

151g

Ftame,3

The numbered items are in the sketch above.

One bleed air ground service receptacle (03) is found in the
bottom of each engine nacelle fairing (04). This receptacle serves
as a quick disconnect to permit a ground air cart to be coicyted
to the engine bleed air system duct (O1).

The receptacles are identified by the external marking7"PNEUMATIC
GROUND CONNECTION" (05).

A ground, service receptacle check valve (02) 1.9 put between

.the'ground service receptacle and the engine bleed fair system duct.

The check valve Is used to prevent a reverse airflow in the
system. The check.valve will be open ifthe MA-1A is supplying
air to the engine and will clos.e when\tbe engine starts to supply
the bleed airflow.

Match the number in the sketch with the statement below and place
the number of your choice on the blank line provided.

1. .-Permits an external air Source to be connected to the engine
bleed air system.

2. Installed between the ground service receptacle_and the engine
bleed air system duct to prevent a reverse air flow.

3. Must be closed when the engine is supplying the air pressure.

5
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were to Frame 3: 1. 3 2. 3. 2

Frame 4

@WASHER

@WASHER

ENGINE AIR
BLEED DUCT

()GASKET

)BOLT

(:? CHECK VALVE

6i) DUCT
L"' FLANGE

GASKET

Is
ENGINE AIR

"BLEED DUO'

It.

ENGINE AIR
BLEED DUCT

NUT

BOLT

GASKET

CHECK
VALVE

Engirie bleed air flapper type cheek valves are installed on
the bleed air system ducting to prevent a reverse airflow within
the system.

During normal airflow, the check valves te in the open position.
If a reverse airflow should start, the cheek valve i41.11 rotate-to
the closed position.
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Frame 4 (Continued)

Note: The sketch shows two check valves installed in the bleed
air system ducting. Both valves prevent a reverse flow of
air in the bleed air system.

The engine bleed air ducts, also shown in the sketch are used
to convey the not engine bleed air to it's point of use. These ducts
are thin walled tubes made of corrosion resistant steel.'

Complete the following statements Ly writing in the correct word
or words.

1. check valves are installed in the engine
bleed air ducting.

2. The bleed air check valves will allow
to flow out of the engine compressor and will
if air tries to flow into the engine compressor. 4

3. The d are used to carry the engine bleed
air to its point of use.

4. The bleed air ducts are made -of thin-44alled

e.

I
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Answers to Frame 4f 1. flapper type 2. hot high pressure air,

rotate closed
3. bleed air ducts
4. corrosion resistant steel

Frame 5

The engine bleed air ducts are supported by either single or
douhle hinged swinging gate type supports, asLshown in the sketch.

The supports allow for a pivoting action to take place during
expansion and 1onfraction of the duct.

TRUNNION ,BOL T (TYPICAL)
FLANGE
BOLTS

DUCT
FLANGEDUCT.

CLAMP TBOLT

DUCT CLAMP.

SWINGING GATE
SUPPORT BRACKET

Answer each of the following questions as either true (T) or false (F).

1. The swinging gate type support brackets will allow a pivot
action to take place during expansion and contraction of
the duct.

2. Only a single hinged swinging gate type support is used.

8
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ip Answers tc Frame 5: 1. T 2. F

9 :rime 6

In addition to the swinging ?port, a bellows assembly
(5) acts as a universal joint t' a. , for thermal expansion.

In addition, this bellows assembly compersates for twisting
and bending movements of the aircraft structure.

STRUCTURE

BONDING JUMPER

0 BONDING JUMPER

HEAT

0 SHIELD
CLAMP

AIN HEAT

V:, SHIELD

5 a

FLANGE

BOLTS

BELLOWS

DUCT INSULATION

C) BELLOWS

0

BELLOWS

GASKET
® FLANGE

BOL'S
0 ANCHOR) RAP

Complete the following statements by placing the correct word or
words in the space provided.

1. The universal joints used in the wing ducts compensate
for the ducts

2. Engle bleed scIr ducts are made of

327
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Answers to Frame 6: 1. Thermal Growth 2. corrosion resistant steel

A

Frame 7

Match the component part in column B with the statement in columh

A that beet describes that Part.

Column A

_J. Permits an external air source
to be connected to the engine
air bleed system duct.

2. Provides hot high pressure air
for use by tile air conditioning
system.

3. Used in the wing ducts to com-
pensate for thermal growth of
the ducts.

4. Will allow hot high pre sure
air to flow out of the engine
compressor but will close if
air tries to flow into the com-
pressor.

5. Cril be used to start aircraft
agines or ground chcck the
bleed air and air conditioning
systems.

6. Allows a pivot action to take
place during expansion and
contraction of the duct.

10

Column B

a. Last stage of compression
on jet dngine.

b. NA-1A compressor.

c. Pneumatic ground
'connection.

d. Engine bleed air cht k valve.

e. Swinging gate type support.

f. Univeisal joints.
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Answers to Frame 7: 1. c 2. a 3. f 4. d 5. b 6. e

Frame 8

()FLANGE

0 GASKET

INSULATION

CLAM/

DUCT INSULATION

FLANGE SOUS ....+

The engine bleed air ducts are made in various lengths to make

it easier to remove and replace them.

The illustrations show the bolted flange method of connecting
duct sectiois together. A gasket is put in between the two parts

of the duct to prevent leakage.

11
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Frame 8 (Continued)

A new gasket that is fl-ee of creases, imperfections,'and foreign
material should be put in any time a section of duct is installed.

The bolts should be tightened in
j/'

gAadual steps on opposite
'alternate diameters with a torque wrench to technical order specifications.

Answer each of the following 'uestions as either true (T) or false (F).

1. vor easier removal ind replacement, ducts are made in various
ienths.

2. Each time a section of duct is removed and replaced a new
gasket should be installed.

3. A torque wrench should be used to tighten the nuts on the
flange bolts according to technical order specifications.

12
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Answers to Frame 8: 1. T 2. T 3. T

Frame 9

Two more ways of connecting ducts toge er are shown in the sketch.

The Merman CLzInn.si Band coupling is used io couple cold air ducts

together in tn.,. air conditioning system.

3
Merman Channel Band Coupling.

The MarMan V Band couplings can also be used to clamp components

of the system to the ducts.

Merman V Band Couplings

On both couplings, the nut on the T-bolt should be tightened with

a torque wrench.

Mark the letter in front of your choice.

1. T- -bolts on both couplings should be tightened with a/an

a. open end wrench.

b. box-end wrench.

c. socket wrench.

d. torque wrench.

2. The Mermen Channel Band coupling is used on

a. -hot engine bleed air ducts.

b. cold and hot air ducts.

c. cold air 'ducts.

d. hot air ducts.

13
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Answers to Frame 9: 1. d 2. c

Frame 10

Engige bleed air ducts in most areas are covered by metal foil
insulation. This insulation is used to cut down heat loss from the

ducts, prevent damage 5o the structure and equipment next to the

hot air ducts, and help keep them from burning those coming in contact
with the ducts.

The insulation is Attired around the ducts with safety wire

lacing as shown in the sketch.

Complete the following statements by writing in the word or words

on the lines provided.

1. placed around the ducts will prevent
damage to the structure and equipment adjacent to the ducts.

2. is used to secure the insulation

aroun) the ducts.

3. The insulation material used on the hot air ducts is

14
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Answers to Frame 10: 1. Insulation 2. Wire lacing,* 3. metal foil

Frame 11

Place the letter under each of the following schematics in the

blank space alongside the correct mme.

A

1. Bolted Flange Connection.

2. Channel Band Coupling.

3. V Bank Coupling

1'

B

15
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Answers to Frame 11: 1. c 2. b 3. a

Frame 12

Engine bleed air for air conditioning and pressurization is
normally supplied by engines 3 anel 4 in strut number two. During

an emergency when air is not available from strut number 2, strut
number 3 with engines 5 and 6 will supply the engine bleed air.
TLe relative positions for the struts and engines mentioned are
shown in the illustration.

STRUT 0 3

ENGINES 5 AND 6 HEAT EXCHANGER

!STRUT NO 21
4%42'

, ENGINES 3 AND 4 STRUT NO. 1ENGINES 1 AND 'e

Hatch the statements in column B to the correct component in column A.

1. Engines Number 5 and 6, A.

2. Strut Number 2.
ji

E.

3. Strut Number 3.

4. Engines Number 3 and 4.

334

Normal source of bleed
air.

Emergency source of
bleed air.



Answers to Frame 12: 1. B 2. A 3, B 4. A
/570

Frame 13

a
The illustration is a schematic of the bleed air system. Engine

bleed air is taken from the last stage of compressior au engines

3 and 4 of strut numIntwo, during normal operation of the air

conditioning system.

This air passes through the precooler 'a strut number 2 into

the wing manifold and then through the body crossover manifold valve

the air conditioning package.

During emergency operation of the air conditioning system, bleed

air is taken from the last stage of compression on engines 5 and

6. T.t passes through strut number 3 bleed valve litto the wing manifold

and then to the air conditioning package.

On the schematic shown below, note the position of the bleed

air check valves, precooler, struts number 1, 3, and 4 bleed valves,

and the body crossover manifold valve.

24

V DC

PRECOOLER

LAST STAGE
OF COMPRESSION

STRUT
NO.
'BLEED
VALVE

1 I
STRUT NO. S
BLEED VALVE

BODY
CROSSOVE
MANIFOLD
VALVE

BLEED AIR
VAiVES

LAST STAGE
OF COMPRESSION

STRUT
\ NO.

BLEED
kvALvf
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Frame 13 (Con inued)

Airwei each of the following questions as either true (T) or false (F).

1 Bleed air for'normal operation of the air conditioning
system is taken from the last stage of compression on
engdnes 5 land 6.

r-

2. Strut nutler 3 is usdd.to supply an emergency source of
bleed air for aieconditionini.;.

I. The precooler is mounted in strut umber two.

18
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Answers fo Frame 13: 1. F% 2. 3. T
Ica .

iFram. 14

The heat exchanger (precooler), shown in the sketch is in strut

no. 2. 'The precooler reduces the engine bleed air temperature from

740°F to a discharge temperature that will not be more than 475°F.

Cooling of the engine bleed air is done by directing the bleed

air through a heat exchanger core while ram air is flowing across

the core. This action transfers the heat from the bleed air to the

ram air and then sent overboard.

HUT EXCHANGER

Complete the followlng statementS by Biting. the correct words
on the lines provided.

1. The precooler is mounted in

2. The precooler transfers the heat of the bleed air to

19
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Answers to Frame 14: 1. strut number 2 2. ram air

Frame 15

The bleed air valves that are instatied in struts number 1 and
4', as shown in the sketch, are identical units. They need a combination
of DC voltage for control and air pressure for operation.

These valves are solenoid controlled and air actuated. These
valves have a fail safe feature which will cause the valves to close
any time electrical power is lost.

The only.Xime that struts number 1 and 4 bleed valves are opened
are during engine start, or when an operational check of the bleed
air' valves is required.

CAUTION!!!- Struts number 1 and 4 cannot be'used as a source of
bleed air for air conditioning. Both valves are
controlled by the manifold valve switch.

BONDING
JUMPER

SOLENOID
ELECTRICAL
DNNECTOR

BLEED VALVE
ACTUATOR
'PNEUMATIC)

ENGINE AIR
BLEED DUCT

BLEED VALVE

Complete the following statements.

1. Strut number 1 and 4 bleed valves are electrically controlled
and operated.

2. Strut number 1 and 4 bleed valves are fail safe

3. Strut number 1 and 4 bleed valves when electrical
power is lost.

4. To start the aircraft's engines, strut number 1 and 4
bleed valves

5. Strut number 1 and 4 bleed valves
when an operational check of the bleed valves is required.

20
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Answers to Frame 15: 1. air 2. closed, 3. will close
4. must be open 5. can-Vi. opened

Frame 16

The engine bleed air body crossover manifold valve is located
in the left wing bleed air system manifold. This valve is operated
by a 118 volt AC motor.

. This valve is opened to allow rigine bleed air to flow from

strut 02 to the cabin air conditioning system during normal system
o-,nration. The body crossover manifold valve will also be opened

°Laing starting of the aircraft's engines.,

The body sroisover manifold -valve is controlled by the Bleed

Selector Switch or the manifold valve switch.

ENGINE AIR BLEED
CROSSOVER MANIFOLD BONDING JUMPER

ENGINE AIR BLEED BODY
CROSSOVER MANIFOLD VALVE

--BONDING JUMPER

CLAMP

METALFOR
INSULATI

LECTRICAL
CONNECTOR

Mark the letter in front of your choice.

1. The body crossover valve is operated by

air pressures.

b. a hydraulic motor.
c.' a 24V DC motor,
d. a 118V AC motor.

2. During normal operation of the air conditioning system, engine
bleed air is received from strut number

a. 1

b. 2

c. 3

d. 4

21
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Answers to Frame 16: 1. d 2. b

Frame 17

Strut number 3 bleed valve is a 118 volt AC motor driven butterfly-

type valve.

The valve is normally closed aind can be controlled with either
the bleed selector switch or the manifold valve switch.

The valve 116 opened for starting engines or to supply emergency

bleed air for the cabin air conditioning system.-

ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR

BONDING
JUMPER

1

GASKET

DUCT
FLANGE

VALVE
FLANGE

6A FLANGE
BOLT AZ`7.Si

VtLVE

Answer each of the following statements an either true (T) or false (F).

1. Strut number 3 bleed valve is powered by a 118 volt AC

motor.

2. Strut number 3 is used to supply emergency bleed air for

the cabin air conditioning system.

3. Strut number 3 bleed valve is opened to start the airciaft's

engines.

22
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Frame 17 (Continued)

4. To supply emergency bleed air for the cabin air conditioning,
strut number 3 bleed valve suit be opened.

5. The manifold valve switch or the bleed selector switch

can control strut number 3 bleed valve.

23
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Answers to Frame 17: 1.

Frame 18

T 2. Tit 3. 4. 5.

Math the component parts in column B to the statement that

best describes that part in column A.

Column A/

1. Reduces the ngine bleed air
temperature, from 74G°F

to 475.F.

2. Provides an emergency
source of bleed air for air
conditioning t.istem

operation.

3. Wil: be opened to start
aircraft engines and provide
the air conditioning system
with bleed air from the normal
source.

4. Is used as the normal source
of bleed air for air conditioning
and pressurizarion.

5. Will be opened only to start
aircraft engines.

6. Will be opened to start
aircraft engines or supply
emergency bleed air for
cabin air conditioning.

24

34

Column B k

A. Strut No. 2

S. Strut No. 3

C. PrEcooler

D. Struts No. 1 & 4

bleed valve

E. Body crossover
manifold valve

F. Srrui: No. 3 bleed

valve



15411
Answers to Frame 18: 1. C 2. B 3. E 4. A 5. D

6. F

Frame 19

The manifold valve switch, in the illustration, is used to open
all the bleed air valves only during engine starting.

MANIFOLD VALVE SWITCH

Complete the following statements by filling in tie blanks provided.

1. The manifold valve switch has two positions

2. Lifting the cap and pressing the manifold valve switch
to the open position will open the body crossover valve,
strut No. 3 bleed valve, and

The manifold valve switch is used
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Answerr. to Frame 19: 1. open and close

2. struts No. 1 and 4 bleed valve
3. _only durinkenj&e start

Frame 20

PRESSURE

RELEASE
SW ITCH

1.1.11111

AIR CONDITIONING AISLE STAND PANEL

CAE IN PRESSURE *AIR CON-
DITIONING) MASTER SWITCH

EED SEL ECTOR SWITCH

The, engine bleed air system controls also consists of a cabin
pressure master switch and a bleed selector switch as shown in the
sketch above. The cabin pressure master switch has four positions:
RAM, OFF, 7.45 psi, and COMBAT 4.50 psi.

The bleed selector switch has two positicue, NORMAL and EMERGENCY.
The position of the bleed selector switch determines the availability
of the engine bleed air from either strut number 2 or 3 for air
conditioning and pressurization.

Answer each of the following statements as either true (T) or false (F).

1. The four positions on the cabin pressure master switch
are ram, Off, 7.45 psi, and Combat 4.50 psi.

2. The two positionr on the bleed selector switch are Normal
and emergency.

3. The availability of engine bleed air from either strut
number 2 or 3 is . determined by the position of the bleed
selector switch.

26
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Answers- to Frame 20: 1. T 2. T 3. T
/5-70

Frame 21

Using the switch position table shown below, complete each of

\he following statements.

AIR ROUTE

SWITCH POSITION

CABIN
PRESSURE

MASTER

SWITCH

MANIFOLD
VALVE

SWITCH

Any strut to RAM a OPEN
all other OFF
struts

No. 3 strut 7.45 PSI or CLOSED
to air cond- COMBAT
Itioning pock 4.5 PSI

No. 2 strut 7.45 PSI or CLOSED
to air cond- COMBAT
ttionng pock 4.5 PSI

Individual RAM or CLOSED
strut en;y. OFF

CAUTION

BLEED
SEL EC TCR

SWITCH

NORMAL or
EMERG

EMERG

NORMAL

NORMAL or
EMERG

To prevent excessive bleed air manifold tmperolurus
which could testi!, in o fire hozord, do not operate any
engines aka than No. 3 or 4 above OR rpm with the
manifold volts switch open.
Dp not exsed 246' C 475' F) when operating engine No.
5 or 6 with MANIFOLD VALVE switch in CLOSE position
and BLEED SELECTOR switch r EMERG position.

1

1. To get air from strut number 2 the air conditioning system,
the manifold valve switch is closed, the bleed selector'
switch will be in the position, and
the cabin pressure master switch will be in the 7.45 or
4.50 psi position.

2. To get air to go from any strut to all the other struts
* (Wring engine starting, the cabin pressure master switch

is in the OFF or RAM position, the manifold valve switch
is in the __position and the
bleed selector switch will be in normal or emergency.

27
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Answers to Frame 21: a. NORMAL 2. OPEN

Frame 22

Using the switch position chart as a guide, write down the bleed
air oystem control positions for each of Lhe following situatiogs.

SWITCHPCMTICW

AIR ROUTE

CABIN
PRESSURE

MASTER

SWITCH

MANIFOLD
VALVE
SWITCH

BLEED
SELECTOR

SWITCH

Any gout to RAM or i OPEN . NORMAL or

BD other
struts

OFF EMERG

No. 3 strut
la air coml.

7.45 PSI or
COMBAT

CLOSED
a

EMERG

Waning pock 4.5 PSI,

No. 1 strut
to sir coed
itioning po/ ck

7.45 PSI or
COMBA

4.5 PSI

/CLOSED NORMAL

Individual RAM or CLOSED NORMAL or

st.vt only OFF EMERG

./
CAUTION

To prevent excessive bleed sir manifold temperatures
which could result in o fire how& do not operate any
engines other then No. 3 or 4 obove SO% rpm with the
monifold.wolve switch open.
Do not exceed 146 C 1475' F) when operotino engine No.

is 6 with MANIFOLD VALVE switch in CLOSE position
and BLEED SELECTOR sw tch in EMERG position.

I le

!Mini

1. To start aircraft engines with a ground cart connected
to strut No. 2 the switch positions will be:

a. Cabin Pressure Master Sw.

b. Manifold Valve Sw.

c. Bleed Selector Sw.

2. 16 get bleed air for the air conditioning system from
the normal source the switch positions are:

a. Cabin Pressure Master Sw.

b. Manifold Valve Sws

c. Bleed Selector Sw.

28
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Frame 22 (Continued)

3. To get bleed air for the air conditioning system from the
emergency source the switch positions are:

a. Cabin Pressure Master Switch:

b. Manifold Valvs. Switch:

c. Bleed Selector Switch:

29
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Answers to Frame 22: 1. a. RAM or OFF b. OPEN c. NORMAL or EMEPGENCY

2. a. 7.45 psi or Combat 4.5 b. CLOSED
C. NORMAL
3. a. 7.45 psi or Combat 4.5 psi b. CLOSED

c. EMERGENCY

Frame 23

A manifold air temperature indicator and sensing bulb, shown
in the sketch indicates the air temperature in the bleed air system.
The indicator is scaled in degrees from -20° to +300°C (-4° to +575°F)

and is red lined at 246°C (475°F) for maximum operating temperature.

Resistance of the temperature bulb varies with temperature changes.
The indicator, is located on the copilot's auxiliary side panel
and the manifold air temperature bulb is located in the engine air
bleed supply s /stem duct.

MANIFOLD TEMPERATURE INDICATOR

FRO.4 ALTERNATE
AIR BLEED SOURCE

MANIFOLD AIR
TEMPERATURE
SENSING BULB

TO AIR
CONDIT,ONIN:3
PACK

HOT AIR
DUCT

FROM NACELLE
NO. 2

tAnswer each of the following statements as either tri (T) or fels (F).

1. A manifold air temperature indicating system is used to
indicate the air temperature in the bleed air system.

2. The indicator is red lined at 26°C.

3. The temperature of the air flowing through the bleed air
system will vary the resistance of the sensing bulb.

30
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Answers to Frame 23: 1. T 2. T 3. T

Frame 24

, Using the illustration as a guide, trace the electrical circuits,
and complete t..e following statements by placing the word or words
in the blank spaces that would make the statement true.

nevAc0C

4ANUOLD
VALVE
SWITCH

OPEN "'

STRUT #4 STRUT #1
BLEED BLEED
VALVE VALVE

OPEN

CLOSE

STRUT #3
BLEED VALVE

1. Strut No. 1 aid Strut No. 4 bleed valves are supplied vith
volts.

2. The body crossover manifold valve and strut No. 3 bleed
valve are supplied with volts.

3. When the manifold valve switch is placed in the open
position, all the air valves will open.

4. If the open wire indicated by the symbol (1) existed
in the electrical circuit, both Strut No. and
Strut No. bleed valves will not open.

5. If the open wire inditated by the symbol 0 existed
it the electrical circui.: the

valve will not open.

6. If t1,e open wire indicated by the symbol
in the electrical circuit

valve will not open.

31
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Answers to Frame 24: 1. 24 2.. 118 3. bleed 4. 1 and 4

5. Body crosscver manifold valve
6. Strut No. 3 Bleed Valve

Frame 25

Using the illustration shown as a guide,,trape the electrical

circuits and complete the following statements by placing the word

or words in the blanks spaces that would make the statement true

6-T-b
ttevACELC

0 O

RAM

0
7 45 PSI

C11To 145:

CABIN PRESSURE
MASTER SWITCH

CLOSE

MANIFOLD
VALVE
SWITCH

24vDC

CLOSE

PEN

CLOSE

STOUT 13
SUED VALVE

s.A.43
S RUT 14 STRUT II
BLEED BLEED
VALVE VALVE

32
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Frame 25 (Continued)

1. When manifold valve switch is.placed in the closed position,

all the air valves will close.

2. If the open wire indicated by the symbol existed
in,the electrical circuit, Strut_No. 3 blee valve will

not

3. If the open wire indicated by the symbol existed

in the electrical circuit the
valve will not close.

cl

31
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Answers to.Frame 25: 1. bleed 2. close 3. br-dy crossover

manifold valve

26

With the switches on the circuit shown in the following positid4s, 1
complete, each statetent written below with tFte word or words that.
will make eath,statementtrue.

cs-T-15

1111L/AC1PC

MANIC OID
VALVE
SveriCts

CAVN PRESSURE

ItIo MASkTfll:WILch

I 711A

'as
50 c.

L NORMAL

EMERGENCY

CLOSE

OPEN

OPEN

CLOSE

34
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STRUT 113
BLEED VALVE

BODY
CROSSOVER
MANIFOLD
VALVE.
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Switch Positions:

°Manifold Valve
Swit'.:h- Closed

Cabin Pressure
Master Sw.

7.45 psi

Bleed Selettor
Switch Normal

1. Strut No. 3 bleed valve will be

1678
Frame 26 (Continued)

2. The body crossover manifold salve will be

3. With the body crossover valve open, hot high pressure air
will be received from Strut No.

4. If the open electrical circuit indicated by the symbol
existed, the body crossover manifold valve would not op,
when the
positioned.

switch was

5. If the open electrical circuit indicated by the symbol
(

)

existed, the
valve would not open when the bleed

selector switch_was in normal or the manifold valve switch
was in theAtormal position.
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Answers to Frame 26: 1. closed 2. open 3. two

4. bleed selector 5. body crossover manifold

Frame 27

With the switches in the circuit shown in the following positions,
complete each statement written below with the word or words that
make each statement true.

65-t
nevAcoc

I

I

I

I

10

CABIN PRESSURE
I MASTER SWITCH

BLEED
SELECTOR
SWITCH

NORMAL

CLOSE 7-)

NERGENCY

MANIFOLD
VALVE
SWITCH

CLOSE
OPEN-- OPEN

CLOSE

OPEE4 STRUT #3
eLEFD VALVE

36
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Frame 27 (Continued) A

..,ditch Positions:

Manifold Valve
Sw---noscd.
Cabin Pressdre
Master Sw---
7.45 psi
Bleed Selector
Sw--Emergency

1. 14.th the switch positions shown above, Strut No. 3 bleed

valve will

2. With the switch positions shown above, the bcdy crossover

manifold valve will

3. If the open wire indicated by the sybool
in the electrical circuit, the

valve will not close.

existed,

4. If the open wire indicated by the symbol e :-isted

in the electrical circuit, the Strut No. 3 ieed valve

will lot
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Anst!ers to Frame 27: 1. open 2. close 3. body crossover manifold

4. open

Frame 28

Using the illustration shown as a guide, complete each of the
following statements with the word or words that will make each
statement true.

tfLb
IIIVACOC

mAnrifOLD
VALVE
SWITCH

1

CABIN PRESSURE
MASTER SWITCH

OPEN BOW'
OP

CLOSE
CROSSOEf

vAkvf

RUT d1 SiPUT dl
&LUC) BLEED
VALVE VALVE

SIRI.. N3
vAlvt

1. If the open electrical circuit indicated by circle (1)
was in the circuit, both cLrut. No. 4 bleed valve and
Strut No. 1 valve would not

38
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Frame 28 (Continued)

2. If the open circuit indicated by circle and the

manifold valve switch were placed in the open position,
Strut No. 3 bleed valve would not .

G.)3. If the open electrical circuit indicated by circle
was in the circuit, Strut No. 3 bleed'valve will not

when the bleed selector switch was in the
normal position.

4. If the open electrical circuit indicated by circle (E)
was in the circuit, the body crossover manifold valve
would not with the bleed selector switch in__
the normal position.

Answers to Frame 28:

1. Open
2. open
3. close

4. open

st,

it

39
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68'4 FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42331 Aircraft

Environmental Systems Mechanic Course. The materials contained herein
were validated with students from the subject course. At least

902 of the students taking this text achieved or surpassed the criteria
established in the lesson objectiveshe average time for ,?rpletion
of this text was 4 hours and 20 minutes.\A

OBJECTIVES

Relate the name of each cabin air conditioning system component
to its operation with a minimum of 802 accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONS

This program text presents information in small steps called
"frames." After each step you are asked to select the correct ctatement,
match a statement, or respond in some other way to the information
presented. Read the material presented and make your response as
directed by the i-structtons. Compare your response with answers
found on the next page or pages. If you are wrong, read the frame

°V again, and then write the correct response next to your previous

answer.

Sui.ersedes 3ABR42331-PT-206A, 26 September 1977.
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TCHTG/TTGU-P - 300; ITVSA - 1

2
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Shown below is a schematic of the Bomber Air Conditioning System.

This programmed text will go through the nomenclature (name) and

purpose of each component part of the system beginning with the Air

Conditioning System Shutoff Valve. Look over the schematic to find

the source of bleed air and to get an idea where each part is located.

SAN N

Al. /0004.
C

ffSTI 4,5 0155

1 -,.814 (-0.0 'OD. $.111M
AL 1.1,r4 ft f of..a <

WtIW
OfftS
low./
CC0140t

11 01011
Sy/ft fat vt

um/ tr.tay
()IR.\

,111

CONONMAM
MIDAING
ALN

KO.

AM COM,T1ONwC WW1

efiffiAMIN
AM IrC,M
If M
ft (WM

0
(04,1170.4
041 RIRSCOOP

Otos NI0000
ANT t ICOX
VAITOlf

Refer t* the schematic above and place the letter T in the blank

space before each of the following statements that are true.

1. The normal source of bleed air is Stru No. 2.

2. The alternate (emergency) source of bleed air is Strut No. 3.

3. The Air Conditioning System Shutoff Valve is used to open an4

close the bleed air supply line going to the air conditioning

system.

3
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Answer4s to Frame 1: 1. T 2. T 3. T

Frame 2

The first valve in the Bomber Air Conditioning System is the

Air Conditioning Shutoff Valve. This valve is driven by a single-

phase 118 volt A-C motor. This valve has two purposes. First,

the valve opens to let engine bleed air into the air conditioning

systep for normal system operation. Second, this valve closes to

shut off airflow to the air conditioning system when the system is

not in use or in case of an emergency.

ENGINE AIR BLEED
CROSSOVER MANIFOLD

BOND ING JUMPER

BONDING JUMPER

CLAW

METALFOIL
INSULATI

LECTRICAL
CONNECTOR

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The first valve in the Bomber Air Conditioning system is

the
valve.

2. The Air Conditioning Shutoff valve
to allow bleed air to flow into the

. The air conditioning shutoff valve

system.

to stop bleed air flow into the Air Conditioning System.

4
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. air conditioning shutoff
2i opens cabin air conditioning 3. closes

Frame 3

The Catalytic Filter, shown below, is the next unit in the sequence

of airflow. The filter is installed to remove contamination in the air

supply.

There are two types of filter elements (8). The catalytic elements

consists of a granular substance (Hopcalite) which'is held in place between

the screens and fiberglas. There are two of these elements in the filter,
which turn any obnoxious gases and vapors into harmless products.

There are also two particulate elements (3), one on each side of the

filter unit, these elements screen out any solid particles.

C) ENO CHAMBER

O FILTER CARTRIDGE
BAFFLE MAN

PARTICULATE FILTER
FIBERGLAS BATT

PRESSURE

O METAL FOIL V 6NELL
INSULATION

OUTLET DUCT

SUPPORT

SUPPORT

INLET DUCT

FILTER

CARTRIDGE

(HOPCAUTE1
CATALYTIC

AIR SPACE

FIBERGLAS
BATT (TYPICAU

PCAUTEI CATALYTIC

Answer the statements as either True or False.

CATALYTIC FILTER

PARTICULATE FILTER

L-1 FIBERGLAS RETAINER

1. Any obnoxious gases and vapors such as fuels and oil fumes
are turned into harmless products by the catalytic element.

2. Two catalytic elements and one particulate element are
installed in the filter.

3. The overall purpose of the catalytic filter is to remove
contamination of any sort from the air supply.

3 62
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Answers to Frame 3: 1. T 2. F 3. T

Frame 4

The Pack Pressure Limiter (5), shown in the picture below, keeps

an even airflow through the air conditioning system. This valve

will regulate system airflow to approximately 140 lbs per minute.

4

Go back to page 3 of this text and look at your air conditioning

schematic. You will notice that airflow from the pack pressure limiter

flows in two directions. Airflow from one direction flows to the heat

exchanger. Air flow from the other direction flows to the air conditioning

modulating valve. First, we will discuss airflow to the heat exchanger.

SuITIREEY vAtvE

Vt P4TuRi

PRESSURE LimiTER
(MASS FtOw
CONTROL YAEYE

NEC
EXCHANGER TURBINE

FAN

COOLED
AIR
OUTLET

NOT AIR
OUTLET,
DUCT

r;\ ANTIICI
VAL VE

111.z,

tT

tul

NG

TURBINE
BYPASS

DUCT
TURBINE
INLET
DUCT

Circle the number of the statement that best describes the purpose

of the pack pressure limiter.

1. The pack pressure limiter maintains the rated airflow

capacity of the air conditioning system at approximately

140 lbs per minute.

2. The pack pressure limiter maintains a constant flow of

ram air Into the air conditioning system.

6
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HOT AIR
INLET DUCT



Answer to Frame 4: 1

Frame 5

1St?

Write the letter of the component found in column B in the appropriate
space provided to the left of the purpose in column A.

Column A

1. Regulates the system airflow to
approximately 140 pounds per
minute.

2. Used to open and close the air
supply line going to the air
conditioning system.

3. Changes any obnoxious gases and
vapors into harmless products.

4. Removes solid particles from
the air.

5. Normal source of bleed air.

6. Emergency source of bleed air.

7
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Column B

a. Air. Conditioning System
Shutoff Valve

b. sigarticulate Element

c. Catalytic Element

d. Pack Pressure Limiter

e. Strut No. 3

f. Strut No. 1

g. Strut No. 2
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Answers to Frame 5: 1. d 2. a 3. c 4. b 5. g 6. /19

FrameFrame 6

A heat exchanger,
shown in.the schematic below, is used to cool

the engine bleed air. The air conditioning ram air scoop is in the

leading edge of the left wing.
,r4

Engine bleed air flowing through the heat exchanger is cooled

by ram air entering the pack at the ram air inlet (shown in the sketch).

The ram air which flows across the heat exchanger core cools the

bleed air by transferring heat energy from the bleed ai to the ram

air. Additional cooling is accomplished by the water injector, which

will be described to you in Frame 12.

WATER
INJECTOR

,§w.mmvomwmvvmN

AIR
CONDITIONING
RAM AIRSCOOP

77-7777-777773
AIR CONDITIONING UNIT

HEAT EXCHANGED

Place the letter T in the blank space before each of the following

that are true statements.
4(

1. The heat exchanger cools the engine bleed air by transferring

heat energy from the bleed air to the ram air.

2. Pam air from a scoop in the leading edge of the left wing

circulates around the tubes of the heat exchanger.

3. If the ram air scoop becomes blocked, the flow of ram air would

stop. This would cause the engine bleed air to leave the heat

exchanger at the same temperature at which it entered.

8
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Answers to Frame 6: 1. T 2. T 3. I
is

Frame 7

Match each purpose given below wish a component in the illustration

and write the number from the illustration in the space provided.
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1. Used to open and close the air supply line going to the

cabin air conditioning system.

2. Regulates the system airflow to approximately 140 pounds per

minute.

3. Cools the engine bleed air by transferring heat energyN\

from the bleed air to ram air.

4. Removes any contamination such as solid particles and

obnoxious gases from the air.

5. Normal source of engine bleed air.

6. IMIPrgency source of bleed air.

9
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Answers to Frame 7: 1. 7 2. 13 3. 22'' 4. 11 5. 2 6. 1

Frame 8

The Air Conditioning Pack Turbine Fan Assembly, shown in the
sketch, will give maximum cooling of bleed air. The turbine cools
the engine bleed air by 'converting heat energy to mechanical energy
and by rapid expansion. The fan provides a load to prevent over-
speeding of the turbine. The fan is driven by the expansion turbine.

COLD
AIR

AIR CYCLING
MACHINE -- SCHEMATIC

PAM AM EXHAUST

TURBINE

PACK ANTI ICING
MIXING CHAMBER

WARM

PROM PACK

ANTI ICING
VALVE

PROM HEAT

EXCHANGER
R-44

Place the letter T alongside each of the following that are true
statements.

1. The turLine wheel cools the engine bleed air by converting
heat energy to mechanical energy and by rapid expansion.

2 The fan provides a load to prevent overspeeding of the
turbine and circulates ram air through the heat exchanger.

3. The maximum temperature drop of the bleed air takes place
across the turbine.

4. The engine bleed air cooled by the turbine comes from the
ram air scoop in the leading edge of the left wing.

10
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Answers to Frame 8 1. i 2. T 3. T 4. F /.193

Frame 9

The cold air which is being discharged from the turbine will then

flow into the water separator. The water separatoL takes the moisture

out of the air, which will reduce fogging or snowing in the cabin.

a

As the cooled air enters the water separator it flows through

condensor screen (2) made of a fiberglass fabric. The condenser

cone-shaped grid (5) with louvered or-2,flings.

screen, water vapor is condensed into droplets

iminator (3) and ere thrown rapidly outward

caused by the air'passing through the louvered

sitreen is mounted on
passing through th

wh ch pass into the
by he ropert-fng,,forc

FROM WATER
SEPARATOR
IITP ASS
VALVE
CONTROL

BYPASS VALVE CONDENSOR SCREEN

BYPASS
V AtVR
VENT

DRAIN FITTING

Circle the letter of the statement that best describes the purpose

of the water separator.

A. The water separator removes moisture from the heat exchanger

ram discharge air.

B. The water separator removes moisture from the cooled turbine
discharge air and, thus, reduces fogging or snowing in
the control cabin.

C. The water separator removes moisture from the ram air

entering the cabin.

11
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Answer to Frame 9: b

Frame 10

The water separator bypass valve (1) is a part of the water

separator. The valve is used to bypass the water separator condenser

screen under two conditions. Above 36,000 feet, the bypass valve

will open to allow the cooled it to bypass the,conden-ser screen;

the bypass valve will also open if the condenser screen gets iced

up or clogged.

t Qom wAT$11

SEP Ao'AT OR
6 PASS

AL v F
ON' ROL

TsvP ASS v ALVE (2 CONDENSOR SC;EEN

6Y PASS

',ENT

(.../ Ca C
0 C. CJ

G CO C. Co G.
C.GG. G.GG
GP G

AIR

OUTLET

1

AIR

N t

LOUVERED GRID

ELIMINATOR

I s6
TRAP

10
WATER

Place thP 'eLter T alongside e.ch of the following that are

true statements.

1. Ttic water seoarator condenser screen is bypassed at

altitudes above 36,C00 feet because of the lack of

moi!--ture in the air.

in; or 23ovging of the condenser screen will cause

a higher than normal pressure diff-rew_lal across the

screen that will open the bypass valve.

3. Fhe bypass val.'s is installed in the air outlet end

of 010 yd!_vA_ s--)arator.

tipn;_ng the L w,l_ve forces the cooled ,0_1- through

screen 1nstead ,f lettilg the cooled air v-) around

the

DRAIN FITTING
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Answers to Frame 10: 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. F

Frame 11

When the air conditioning system is on and the aircraft is flyJn:
above 36,000 feet, the water separator bypass valve control opens. When
the valve is energized, it opens to permit bleed air preso re to flow
from a porx at the top of the air conditioning pack to the control chamber
of the water separator bypass valve, opening the bypass valve. Cooled air,
while bypassing the condenser screen, then flows through the water separator.
The water separator bypass valve control is a solenoid operated air valve.
Refer to the two illustrations shown and then read each statement-oh the
next page'and place the letter T beside each of the true state- zs.

wATER

SEPARA,OR

BYPASS

VALVE

CONTROL

ASM THERMAL

CONDITIONING
SYSTEM

AIR SYPASS
VALVE

ASM THERMAL CONDITIONING SYSTEM
fIOW AtTiTUDE HEAT EXCHANGER

A,R CONDITIONING
UNIT

allyEXHAUST

wATEI
TRAP

ST PASS

VALVE

ANTI ICING AIR CONDITIONING

SENSING RAM AITISCOOP

ELEMENT

VALVE
V:1 SOLENOID

R-47

ELECTRICAL teZ\

CONNECTOR

PNEUMATIC LINE

(3) TO BYPASS VALVE
(CYLINDER PORT)

BRACKET CI

BYPASS
CONTROL
VALVE

STRUCTURE s.D

AMBIENT
ON

PORT ,-7.)MOUNTING
srPtws

0PNEUMATIC CONT ,ION
-.) TO PArK ,PRE'_SURE PORT! 13

3
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Frame 11 (Continued)

1_ The water separator
bypass valve control is a solenoid

operated aft valve.

2. The water separator bypass valve control will permit high

pressure air to flow from a port on the air conditioning

pack to the control chamber of the water separator bypass

valve and force the bypass valve open.

3. Opening the water separator bypass valve will allow cooled

air to bypass the water separator condenser screen.



Answers to Frame 414: 1. T 2. T 3. 1

Frame 12

The moisture from the water separator will flow in two separate
directions as shown by the arrows on the schematic.

The water injector shown sprays water over the heat exchanger
coils to provide additional cooling of the engite bleed air.

The water trap is a float actuated drain valve. The trap is
used to let the separated wt.ter be removed from the system without
the loss of air.

5a. -

e A V
A- ---71

,A,11

c,, ft C-.Gt<,!1

CD4,7 0C
7 I SW

a411

t SF '...0.
K t..5: v v I

tar----JCS

'?*
¶ -C

M1(.03,

O. c.! c,
JCNG L VI

art:.V,CA,W,,07

Refer to the illustration shown, thr-. read each statement below
aad place the lettr r beside each statement that is true.

I. Additional cooling of the (ngine bleed air is provided
by the water injector.

The separated moisture will flow to the wate.. trap and
the ,ater 1njLktor.
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Frame 12 (continued)

3. The water trap is electrically operated.

The water trap is a float opAkated drain valve.

5. The removal of ehe separated water without the loss of

air is performed by the water trap.

o. The water injector sprays the water over the heat exchanger

coils in the ram air portion of the heat exchanger.

16



Answers to Fi-ame 12: 1. _y 2. T 3. F 4. T 5. T

Review Quiz

Trama 13

Write the letter or the component found in column B in the appropriate
space provided to the left of the purpose in column A.

Column A

1. Sprays moisture over the heat exchanger

coils and provides additional cooling of

the engine bleed air.

2. Cools the engine bleed air by ra

expansion and converting heat en

to mechanical energy.

d

gY

3. Permits the removal of the sepaxa ed
water without the loss of air./

4. Removes moisture from thl pack air
outpUt and thus reduces fogging or
snowing the cabin.

5. Provides a load for. the turbine to
prevent overspeeding and circulates
ram air through the heat exchanger.

6. Permits air aressure to flow from a
port on top Sf the air conditioning
pack to the control chamber of the
water separator bypass valve.

7. Condenses the water vapor into water
droplets.

8. Opens above 36,000 feet to allow
cool-d air to bypass the c ndenser

screen.

9. Opens to bypass the condenser screen
when the screen becomes plugged or
frozen.

17
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a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

Column B

Turbine wheel

Fan Impeller

Water Separator

Condenser Screen

Louvered Grid

Water Separator
Bypass Valve

Water Separator
Bypass Valve
Control

Water Injector

Water Trap

11.
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Answers to Frame 13: 1. h 2. a 3. i A. c S. b 6. E.

8. 9. 7

Frame 14

7. d

Match each purpose given below with a component in the sketch

and write the rt.mber from the sketch in the appropriate space near

each purpose.
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1. Sprays moisture over the heat exchanger coils and provides

additional ccoling of the engine bleed air.

2. Cools the eneme bleed air by rapid expansion and converting

heat energy to mechanical energy.

1
3. Pet nits the removal of the scpated water without the

loss of air.

18
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frame 14 (Continued)

4. Removes moisture from the p ck air output and, thus,

reduces fogging or snowin in the control cabin.

5. Provides a 1,-,ad for the turbine to prevent overspeeding

and circulates ram air through the heat exchanger.

6. When energized open, permits air pressure to fl j from

a port on top of the air conditioning pack to the control
chamber of the water separator bypass valve.

7. Will open when the condenser screen becomes plugged or

frozen or at altitudes above 36,000 feet.

19
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Answers to Frame 14: 1. 20 2. 15 3. 16 4. lE 5. 17 6. 10

7. 21

Frame 15-77

The pack anti-icing valve, as shown in the sketch, is mounted

on the air conditioning pack. The purpose of this valve is to keep

pack output temperatures
from dropping below the freezing point.

This valve is controlled by the pack anti-icing sensing element and

the pack temperature controller. When the valve is opened, warm

air will flow int./ the turbine discharge. Above 36,000 feet, the

valve is closed by actuation of the aneroid pressure switch. The

valve is powered by a 118 volt AC motor.

ri-ELECTRICAL
LEADS

ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR ---__

rtyALVE
"\LIACTUATOR

V

TURBINE BYPASS
DUCT

0 +ACAJNTING

BRACKET

Pack Anti-Icing Valve

VALVE
FLANGE

Place the letter T beside each of the following statements that

are true.

1. By keeping the pack output temperatures above the freezing

point, the anti-icing valve will keep the water separator

from freezing.

2. The pack anti-icing valve is controlled by the pack

anti-icing sensing element and the pack temperature

controller.

3. The pack anti-icing valve will control the flow of warm

air.

377
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40
Frame 15 (Centinupd)

4. Above 25,000 feet, the pack anti- cing valve is closed

by the aneroid pressure swit

5. The pack anti-icing valve is closed above 36,000 feet

by an aneroid pressure switch because there is very little

moisture in the air.

I
A

21
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Answers to Frame 15: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. F 5.

Frame 16

The air conditioning pack temperature (38°F) controller regulates

the a,.:tion of the pack anti-ice valve. This unit opens the valve

When the pack discharge air drops below 3°C (38°F).

MMoW43.410 VW4NOCUR

11480mUUC 7wf100

AIR CONDITIONING PACK 3111' CONTROLLER

Place the letter T beside each of the following state-ents that

are true.

1. The 38°F controller will open the pack anti-ice valve to let

warm air enter the turbine discharge if the pack output temper-

ature is 36°F.

2. If the pack output temperature was at 40°F, the pack temperature

controller would close the pack anti-ice valve.

3. By regulating the action of the pack anti-ice valve, the 38°F

controller controls the pack output temperature and tends to

keep it at 38°F.

4. The pilot must select the temperatu:e he would like to have

maintained in the turbine discharge duct. Once selected, the

38°F controller positions the pack anti-ice valve to maintain

that temperature.

22
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Answers to Frame 16: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. F

Frame 17

The pack anti-icing sensing element is located in the cold air

outlet duct of the water separator. The anti-icing sensing element

has a negative coefficient of resistance. It is connected to the

pack temperature (38'Y) controller. The sensing element is used

with the 38°F controller to regulate the opening and closing of the

pack anti-icing valve. Place the letter T beside each of the following

statements that are true.

1. If the temperature around the sensing element increased,
the resistance of the sensing element would decrease.

2. If the temperature around the sensing element dropped
to 36°F the resistance of the sensing element would
Increase and the 38°F controller would open the pack
anti-icing valve.

3. Increasing the air temperature it the water separator
outlet to 40°F would decrease the resistance of the
sensor and cause the 38°F controller to open the pack

anti-icing valve.

4. By sensing the temperature of the air in the water separator
outlet, th2 anti-icing sensing element keeps the water

separator from freezing.

23
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Answers to Frame 17: 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. T

Fr 8

The aneroid pressure switch is normally 'closed. It moves to

the open Position at 36,000 (±2,000) feet pressure altitude. When

the altitude pressure switch opens, it energizes the water separator

bypass valve control and closes the pack anti-icing valve.

Place the letter T beside each of the following statements that

are true.

1. The aneroid pressure switch opens, it energizes the water

separator bypass valve control at 36,000 feet and closes the

pack anti-ice valve.

2. Since there is very little moisture the air at altitudes above

36,000 feet and the water separator is being Ivpassed, the

aneroid pressure switch closes the pack anti-icing valve.

3. The aneroid pressure switch moves to the open position by the

atmospheric pressure at 36,000 feet.

24
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Answers to Frame 18: 1. T L. T 3. T

/607

Frame 19

Review Quiz

Place the letter of the unit in column B alongside the purpose

that corresponds to it in column A.

Column A

1. Has a negative coefficient of
resistance.

2. Keeps the pack output temperature
above the freezing point.

3. Actuates to the open position at
36,000 feet pressure altitude.

4. Controls Ova action of the pack

anti-ice valve.

5. When open, admits relatively warm
air into the turbine discharge.

6. Closes the pack anti -ice valve

above 36,000 feet.

7. Energizes the water separator
bypass valve control above 36,000 feet.

8. Opens the pack anti-ice valve when

pack output temperature falls
below 38°F.

9. Works in conjunction with temperature
controller to regulate the aLtIon of

the pack anti-_ valve.

25
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Column B

a. Pack Anti -

icing Valve

b. Air Conditioning
Pack 38°

Controller

c.- Anti-icing

Element

d. Aneroid Pressure
Switch
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Answers to Frame 19: 1. e 2. a 3. d 4. b 5. a 6. A 7. d

8. b 9. cj

Frame 20

Three parts make up the 38°F control system. These parts hre

the pack anti-icing
valve, air conditioning pack 'temperature controller,

and the air conditioning pack anti icing sensing element.
A

Place a Circle around the number of the component parts that

are included in the pack anti-icing system.

1. rack pressuxe limiter.

2. Aneroid presslire switch.

3. Water separator bypass valve.

4. Pack anti-icing valve.

5. Water trap.

6. Anti-icing sensing ,,lement.

7. Catalytic filter.

8. Air conditioning system shutoff valve.

9. Turbine.

10. Blower.

11. Heat exchanger.

38°F temperature controller.

-13. Water separator.

26
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Answers to name 20: 2, 4, 6, 12 1609

Frame 2).

Now let us follow the path of airflow ',own by the arrows in

the schematic below. This path will deliver hot air to the cabin
area. We shall discuss each of the units individualarin the_aext

AOL few frames.
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11,10

The air conditioning modulating valve controls the temperature of

the crew compartment by varying the amount of the hot air entering the

cabin. Opening the valve increases the flow of hot air to the cabin,

while closing the valve decreases the amount of hot air going to the

cabin. This valve can be controlled automatically by the cabin tempera-

ture regulator or manually by the cabin temperature control switch.

ti

a.- .5rat;
_

VALVE BODY
1 HOT AIR
- DUCT

i

41,

! HEAT SHIELD
sr-

f-VALVE MOTOR

4"." CONNECTOR
VALVE ACTUATOR .41.

04517"

lir 1110r i r-.
A.Ariis) :_t

' .-----4 -.V v t

ELECTRICAL iit.

Air Conditioning System
Modulating Valve

, 1 6

Place the letter T beside each of the following statements that
are true.

1. To increase the temperature of the c...ew compartment, the air
conditioning modulating valve is opened.

2. To decrease the'temperature of the crew compartment, the air
conditiofing modulating valve is closed.

3. By varying the position of the air conditioning modulating
valve, the amount of hot air going to the cabin is varied.

4. The air conditioning modulating valve is controlled manually
by the cabin temperature regulator and automatically by the
cabin temperature control switch.

r
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Answers to Frame 22: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. F / If
Frame 23

The hot air muffler is in the hot aft' line leading int3 the
cabin. This muffler is 9sed to absorb valvt, noise and to prevent
noise transmission through the air conditioning ducts to the creu
compartment.

-1

Place the letter T beside each of the fuilowIng statements that
are true.

'1. A malfunctioning muffler could cause the aircoming in
from the crew outlet's to be very noisy.

2. The muffler is-mounted inthe hot air line leading to the
heat exchanger.



Answers to Frame 23:-Nl. T 2. F

Frame 24

a/
The check valve, shown in the schematic.on the right, prevents

the possibility of rapid cabin depressurization .ue to a failure

of a duct or coupling outside the pressurized area of the aitulane.

.The check,valve will allow air to flaii only).n one direction

and the arrowon the valve indicates the dilction of dIrflow.

PR! SSURZED
CAJUN AREA

11 CHECK
VA t vE

UNRRESSURIZED

AREA

ro"
m UF LER

:II CON
DiTION,NG
SHUTOFF

VALVE

CAIAIY11C
FitTER

AIR

CONDITIONING
MODULATING
VALVE

PRESSURE

LIMITER

ImASS FLGw

CONTROL
vALVEI

R-4
Refer to the schematic shown, then read each of the statements

below and placg the letter T in the blank space beside each statement

that is true.
A

1. The check valve will allow airflow in one direction only.'

2. The check valve would prevent rapid cabin depressurization

if one of the clampb on till muffler failed. i

_3. The arroyo on the check valve denotes the direction of

outflow. .

4. The check valve would prevent rapid cabin dep ssurization

if.theduct between the caLalytic filter and ressure

limiter was defective.

30
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Answers to Fraine 24: 1. T 2. T 1. T 4. T

g/3

Frame 25

Place the letter of the unit in. column B alongside the iptirpose

that corresponds telt in column A.

Column A

1. This miff is used to absorb
valve noise and prevent its
transmission through ducts
to the cabin area.

2. Controls the temperature 1

of the crew compartment by
varying the amount of hot
air admitted .to the cabin.

3. Prevents the possibility
of rapid cabin depressuriza-
tion-due to faildre of a
duct or coupling outside
the pressurized area of

the aircraft.

t

3s&

I

31

Column B

a. Air Conditioning
SystemMoiulating
Valve

.--. Hot Air Muffler

c. Check Valve

NIGSA-Mat



lbiq
Answers to Frame 25: '1." b 2.. a 3. c

Frame 26 4

Match each purpose given with a component in the Aetch

and write theinumber
from the sketc in the app-iopria?e space near

each purpose;
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1. Prevents turbine output temperatur ---frdpiiidrOpping blow freezing

'point, downstream from the turbine which could cause an ice

2. Regulates the actipn of the pack anti-icing valve in

conjunction with the 38°F controller.

3. This unit7'is arOble resistance temperature sensing

element wit a negative coefficient of resistance.

A. Controls the tcmperature of the crew compartment by

varying the amount of hot ail admitted to the cabin.

5. 'Absorbs valve noise and prevents noise transmission through

the ducts to the cabin area.

6. Prevents( the possibility of rapid cabin depressurization

due ,te a falluf.e 44 a duct or coupling outside the. -

'prrsssurized 31-ea-of, the aircraft.
32
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Answers to'Frame 26: 1. 19 t2. 23 3. 23 4. 14 5. 12

to

Frame 27

The next few frames will cover the units ouclIned by the circAes
in the schematic shown below. The cabin regulator (not shown) wilt
also be discussed.
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Frame 28

The cabin temperature_sensing
element senses the temperature

of-the air in the cabin:- Find the vent,in the sketcl.. This vent

is flush with xye',Coutside skin of the plane. The vent is used to

graW,cabin aii-over the Cabin'sensing element. The Venturi restricts

cabin,atif ow over the sensing element. This.sensIng element has

a.aregatIv
coefficient of resistance.

VENT

SENSOR

SUPPORT PANt.L

S

VE TURI

CABIN TEMPERATUR
SENSING EL EMENT

ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR

BAFFLE

4 -
Place the lettr T beside each of the folldwing statements that

rt are true.

1. An increase in temperature in the cabin will cause the

resistanceof the sensor to-"*.rease.

2. An increase in cabin temperature
of the sensor' to increase.

3. The cabin sensor installdtion is
to make sure there is an airflow

will cause the resistance

vented to the atmosphere
over the sensing element.
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Answers to Frame 28:, 1. T 2. F 3. T ./117

Frame 29

The duct temperature sensing element senses the temperature
in the two main'ducts'which are downstream of tl.e muffler and the
water separator. It provides signals to ehe electronic cabin
temperature regulator for the control of the air conditioning system n
modulating valve. The element contains two sensors one with a rapid ,
response, the other with a slow response. These sensors have A positive,
temperature resistance coefficient.'

SOLD AIR
VIITUBE

II
I

I'
mQUNTING SCREWS

'II
1 --------'

1

----

----4,'M EL ECTRICAl
Q) CONNECTOR

6-. S ENING ELEMENT

(6) NOT AIR TUBE
® MIX BOX

Place the letter T beside each of the following statements that
are true.

.

... 1. Increasing the amount of hct air entering the mix box
will increase the resistance of the sensing element.

2. The term
3

positive temperatureresistance
7)

coefficient
means that as the temperature surrounding the duct
temperature sensing element increases, the resistance
of the sensors will inc'rease.

3. Two, sensors can be found in the duct- temperature sensing
element; one with a fast response and one with a slow
response. ,t

i

SAFETY WIRE

4. The cabin.temperature regulator receives signals from the
duct tempetature sensing element and varies the position of
the air conditioning modulating valve.

5. Airflow from the two main ducts, which are downstream
of the muffler and watt-- separator, flows across the
duct temperature sensing .element.
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Answers to Frame 29: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. T 5. T

Frame 30.

The temperature control selector is used to vary the temperature

of the cabin air inflow. The selector has two ranges, automatic

and manual.

When in automatic, the electronic regulator controls the temperature

automatically with this selector setting. In this automatic position

they temperature
control selector becomes part of the temperature

regulator bridge circuit.

Should the regulator malfunction, an override can be accomplished

by turning the selector to manual range and. holding it 4n the cooler

or warmer position until the incoming air is atithe desired temperature.

4s

tIMPERATURE,CONTRUL=tiiial

TEMPERATURE CONTROL SELECTOR'

Read each statement beim; refer" to the illustration and then

place the letter T beside each of the statements that are true.

If the temperature selector was in the 70° position, the

cabin temperature regulator would control the temperature

and the selector woll.d be in theA,automatic range.

2. The,"cooler" and "warmer" positions on the selector are

the manual positions and are used if any portion of the

automatic system fails.

3. While the temperature selector is in the automatic range,

it becomes'part of,the temperature regulator bridge circuit

and rotating it will unbalance the brie circuit.

4. Changing the position of the ;:emperature control selector

in either the automatic or manual range will vary the

temperature'of the air.entering the cabin.

5. The ,,abin temperature selector iS used only during automatic

oderation of t',e t.:.2erature control system.
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Answers to traMe 30: 1. 2. 3. T 4. 5. F

31

The cabin temperature regulator (2) is an electronic control. Its

'function-is to automatically keep the cabin temperature at the value
selected. Circuit damping adjustments are accessible on the front cover.
of the reguiator. The'regulator is supplied with 24V DC to 28V DC and

118 volt, single phse, 400 Hz. power.

TEm ERAT URE
RE GlitA TOR

SAFE' Y
WIRE ----yip-

CONNECTOR

CHANNEL-

A SO

M ow TING
SCREWS

Place the letter T beside each of the following statements that
are true.

1. The cabin temperature regulator requires two sources of
pbwer, 28V AC and 118V single phase 60 cps AC. for operation.

The cabin temperature regulator will ma
.temperatre at the valve selected by vary

of the air conditioning modulating valve.

-he cabin
le position

3. Dampening adjustments can be found on the front cover

of the regulator.
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Answers to Frame 31: 1. F 2. T T

Frame 32

The cabin temperature sensor, duct temperature sensor) , temperature

control selector, temperature regulator, and the air conditioning

modulating valve-7are the component parts of the automatic cabin

temperature control circuit. This automatic temperature control

circuit is designed to maintain the cabin temperature at the value

selected by the pilot. t

Circle the number of the, component parts that make up the cabin

temperature control system from theiollowing list.
7

1. Anti-ice sensor

2. 38°F temperature controller

3. Duct temperature sensor

4. Cabin temperature regulator

5. Pack anti-ice valve

6. Air co itioning modulating valve

7. Temperature control selector

38 395
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Aqswers to Frame 39: 4, 5, 7, 8

Review Quiz

Place the letter of the unit in column B alongside the

/ 2

Frame 38

purpose
that corresponds to it in column A.

Column A Column B

1. Automatically maintains the cabin
temperature at the value selected.

a. Cabin ietperature
Sensing Element

2. Senses the temperature of the
air in the cabin.

b.

c.

Venturi

Duct Temperature
3. Used to 2elect the temperature

of the cabin air.

d.

Sensing Element

Temperature Control
4. Senses the temperature in the

two mair ducts which are doN.al
stream of the muffler and
water separatcr.

Selector

Cabin Temperature
Regulator;

5. Installed in cabin sensor vent
line to restrict the airflow
to the atmosphere.

6 Has a negative coefficient of
resistance.

7. Has two resistors in the same
housing.

8. Has a high positive coefficient
of resistance.

9. Has two ranges, automatic and
manual.

10. Can be turned t., manual to
override the temperature
regulator if a malfunction
appeared in the automatic
control.
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Answers to Frame 33: 1. e 2. a 3. d 4. c 5. b' 6. a

7. c 8. c 9. d 10. d

Frame 34

The air conditioning emergency retractable ram air scoop is

used to provide an emergency sour'e.of ram air for cooling, and,venttiation

of the crew compartment and for cooling the electronic equipment.

The scoop is used only in case of emergency.

When the sco(ip is in the closed position, it is flush with The

aircraft sk4..n. A flapper type check valvewithin the scoop prevents

airflow from the cabin through the scoop when the cabin is in the

normally pressurized condition.

O RAM AIR
DUCT

0 FONDING ELECTRICAL
JUMPER 0 CONNECTION

MOUNTING
SCREW

0

FLANGE
DOLT

0

0 MOUNTING BOLT

Place the letter T beside each of the following statements that

are true.

(DRE,RACTABa
RAM AIRSCOOP

1. When the scoop is closed, it is in the retracted position

and flush with the aircraft skin.

2. The flapper type check valve within the scoop prevents

a loss of airflow from the cabin when the cabin is

pressurized and the scoop is retracted.

. The scoop is opened when it is extended.

4. The cabin area can be cooled and ventilated during an

emergency by the ram air obtained from the ram air

scoop.

5. The electronic equipment located in the crew compartment

can be cooled during an emergency by the ram air obtained

from the ram air scoop.

40
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Answers to Frame 34: 1. T . 2. T 3. T 4. T 5. T
/03

Frame 35

The air conditioning system emergency retractable ram air scoop
motor is equipped with a time delay circuit. Th4s circuit cycles
the scoop to b# extended for one minute and to be retracted for 12
to 15 seconds. This cycling is used for de-icing the scoop any time
that the scoop anti-icing circuit is energized.

There is a heating element around the inlet scoop, which keeps the
ice from freezing to the scoop and the retraction of the scoop scrapes
the ice off.

RAM Aqi
DUCT

PC,,D NG
JUMPER 0 ELECTRICAL

CONNECTION

MOUNTING
SCREW

o'(I)
Heating

0

lement

RETRACTABLE(4)

FLANGE

0

MOUNTING BOL I t-,J RAM AIRSCOOP

the 1.F.-ter T beside each of the following statements that

are true.

1. The timer motor causes ice, loosened by the'anti-icing air
scoop heating elements, to be scraped free from the air

scoop.

2. the timer motor is energized only when the /air scoop anti-

icing circuit is energized.

3. The timer motor will cause the air scoop to extend for one

minute and retr&ct for 12-15 seconds when it is energizes

by the tir scoop anti-icing circuit.
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2. T 3. TAnswers to Frame 35: 1. T

Frame 36

The Au 'pressure master switch has four positions. In the

"Ram" p itiOn the ram air scoop is extended and the air conditioning

syst shutoff valve is closed, stepping all the bleed air flowing

to e air conditioning system. In the "OFF" position the ram air

scoop is retracted and the air conditioning shutoff valve is closed.

In the "7.45 psi" position, the cabin air conditioning system shutoff
valve is open allowing bleed air to flow into the air conditioning

system and receive normal pressurization, When the switch is placed

to the "4.50 psi" or "Combat" position the cabin air conditioning

system shutoff valve is Open. The cabin pressurization then drops

to a lower setting in case of h rapid depressurization during comh1f.

(-177"

;3t.

r.

Place the letter of the switch positions in column B alongside
the correct purpose for that switch position in column A.

Column A

1. Retracts the ram air scoop
and closes the air condition-
ing system shutoff valve.

2. Extends the ram air scoop
and closes the air conditioning
system shutoff valve.

3. Retracts the ram air scoop and
opens the air conditioning
system shutoff valve.

42
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Column B

a. Ram

b. Off

c. 7.45 psi or
Combat 4.50
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Answers to Frame 36: 1. b 2. a 3. c

Frame 37

Place tll letter of the unit or cabin pressure master switch

position from column B'in the blank space alongside the purpose

that corresponds to it in column A.

Column A

1. Extends the ram air scoop and closes

the eir conditioning systems.shutoff

valve.

2. Causes the ram air scoop to retract

and extend when the anti-icing
,circuit is turned on.

3. etracts the ram air scoop and closes

the air con itiontng system shutoff

valve.

4. Provides an mergency source of ram

tir for cool ng and ventilation of
the crew co artment and for

cooling el tronic equipment

located in the crew compartment.

110
5. Prevents airflow, from the cabin

through the scoop when the aircraft
is pressurized and the scoop is

retracted.
t.

6. Retracts the ram air scoop and opens
the air conditioning system shutoff
val J

Column B

a. Retractable Ram Air

scoop

b. Retractable Rain Air

'Scoop Flapper Valve

c. Retractable Ram Air

Scoop rimer Motor

d. Ram Position

e. Off Position

f. 7.45 psi or Combat
4.50 psi PosStion

.44"110/
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Answers to Frame 37: 1. d 2. c 3. e - 4. a . 5. b 6. f

Frame 38

'atch each purpose given below wi th a component it the sketch

and w ite the number from the sketch in the appropriate space near

each rpose. kis

)

,to!, r,1 coo'ct
LF(..1T

f 7

,.'at

'r CL: ®.aYEO C C.ER

, -11

CASIN TEMPERATURE CONTROL PAWL

,(,CvT.}711 GC TF :T5

4SC '
O'l

1,,,1 FIX31111331Peleaffliiialit/OSSIONNIWIRMONO,
_j Ci,1,4,0,1 1,

7.S %IL! IS
I.ENT

cco.f
Of,l.

t7011

0,1.15',0"40
0,7111 [0.70S

,..T 4: StiT
I.( . C a7I AC 1.+C4wL

C Ltc SCLCt

41..711, 1 iC7t
Tt.7.3 .1'

COST TO

SC ...-`1,(,
CAI.
PA !MIT
os5,t I AlSti STAND

--
?..
.17 rag

CO E.IMCIO/ 1}1 If t
co/ 0.4".
St.

.7 .

E

Pr'
,-Ot 0
voet

,it[
SIASN6

UCS

cc.
CCe.1.I

. TTK
I

41 LA 10*
St

11,u, C

AVM STAND

,.... "---
111t.
3 ...IS TO

tiStAt
/$110.

M (, C04,001
jr. vI.VI.t

aWA,=111 ' C. w.

T7
OTC.

JP

1. Senses the temperature of the air in the cabin.

2. Senses the temperature of the air in the two main ducts

which are downstream of the muffler and water separator.

3. Used to vary the teoper.iture of the cabin air inflow.

4. Provides an emergency source of ram air for cooling and

ventilation of the crew compartment and for cooling

clecLronic equipment found in the crew compartment.

"4
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Answers to Frame K.': 1. 3 2. 6 3. 4 4. 9 /6a

Frame 39

oe' Match ea2h purpoSe given below with a component in the sketch.
Write the number from the sketch In the approprihre space near each

purpose,

CAS.
air ir0 mot
of T.' Ii,E
RAN s.,,cop

1t10$ 1T ON
i."111 %%171

iVrITS-Ti
S,Rvir S11

CASIN TIPATRATURI CONTROL PANTS
At,i-0147,( aftc.g V1571011
AJTC.0.1 tF. t:; Ca.:71171

oVA4711
W

7 ON
pF

C--I07 70
SC 141

(OW
ORESS011
RAO ER
SA SCR

A.A.., CAS.
tAT,A11

Sf RI AG
04 re

:( .S1 SRKlet

CT.Dis
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ROLL011f AS1 WWI -°°=.1 IC
S171Ort
It, A
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0.0 ITS

10
11 IC Art.,

C
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1AC 1l1 NAT( RS
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A til
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1, RTtC
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v
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1ESSUN
1011

11147 s°

ION WINDED
Ssus I

ORE RARKIN
Sit JCS OUrP

r"--`

TI-RAP

70
"R,..S.Af 1
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*AAA

10 CV. 10.
Df

OUT 110
V1 Of

a,ff Lt
COUP( AT
t 51011 . S

AL GLIs Ti

s!At Cw

CV('IV ,01
Si %S .C.
I. I At/ 547
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1. 111.vfT :RA.At,3
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tAtT tar,/0

Ci.07,0.11G
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111.0401
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mA OM

1.'110.4(4*

C C.0.7 tONNG
RAJA Ate1C-000

iii ii00
mei t.,
1007011 0101

4

1. The ram position at this switch extends the ram air scoop

and closes the air conditioning system shutoff Valve.

2. In the position or the 4.50 psi position this switch

will retract the ram air sct.op and open the air conditioning

system shutoff valve.

3. This sensing eleme,.. Lls a negative coefficient of resistance.

4. This sensing element has a positive coefficient-of resistance.

5. -Alas a manual override in case the automatic system fails.
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Answers to Frame 39: 1. 5

Frame 40

Select the group of component parts that make up the 38°F eontrol

system.

2.
1

3 4. 6 5. 4

I

Group A

Pack Anti-Ice Sensor
Pack Anti-Icing Valve
Pack 38°F Temperature

Controller

3

1

42)

Group B

Cabin Sensor
Duct Sensor
Modulating Valve
38°FTemperature
Controller

4

46

Group C

Pack Anti-Ice Sensor
Cabin Sensor
Pack Anti-Icing Valve
Cabin Temperature
Controller

1

403
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Answer to Frame 40: Group A

Select

temperatufe

Group A

the group of component parts that
control system.

Pack Anti-Ice Sensor

Pack Anti-rcing Valve

38°F Temperature "Ns.

Ccntroller

Group B

/6;7

Frame 41

make up the cabin

Cabin Sensing Element'

Duct Sensing Element

Modulating Valve

Cabin Temperature
Controller

Temperature Control

I

Group C

Tack Anti-Ice Sensor

Duct Sensing Element

Modulating Valve

TemperatUre,Control

38°F Temperature
Controller

44141......vreaNLIM



430.AnsweK to Frame 41: Group B

Frame 42

Match each purpose given below wit", a component in the figure .

on the following page and write the number from the figure in the

appropriate space neat each purpose.

1. .The normal source of engine bleed air. -

2. The emergency source of engine bleed air.

3. Regulates the system airflow to approximately 140 lbs per

minute. -

r

Used to open and close the ay., supply line going to the cabin

air conditioning' system.'

Cools the engine bleed air' by transferring heat enegy

fr9m the b.leed_air to the ram air.

6. Removes any contamination, such as solid4particies and

',,,obngxleus_gases, from the air.

7. Prevents the possibility of\rapid.depressurtzation due

to a failure of a duct or c,Jupting outside the pressurized

area.

8. Controls the temperature of the crew compartment by varying

the amount of/hot 4r admitted'to the cabin.

Absorbs valve noise and prevents noise transmission through

17i. the ducts to the cabin area 4 .

'

4 )
1

10. Admits warm air to the 'Urbine outlet v pLevent the ack

output temperature from dropping below.the.freezing pcit.

11.. Cools the engine bleed air by rapid expansion and converting

heat energy to mechanical energy.

12. Sprays moisture over the heat exchanger coils a'-id provides

add'itiohal cooling of the engine bleed air,

13, ProA4des a 190 for the turbine to prevene overspending and

cire9ates ram air through the heat exchanger.
,

14. When energized by,the aneroid pressure switch, permits air

pressure to flow from a port on top of the air conditioning

pack Lo-the control chamber of the water separator bypass

\neve.

15. Removes moisture frcim the pact air output and, thus, reduces

fogging and snowing, in the control cabit.

16. Provides an emergency source of ram air for cooling and

ventilat?on of the crew compartment.

17. Permit,s the removal of the separated water'without the

loss of air.

18. Will open when the condenser screen of the water separator

becomes clogged or frozen over with ice or At altitudes

above 36,000 feet.
48
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Illustration for Frame 42/
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le3aAnswers to Frame 42:

1. 2

2. 1

3. 13

4. 7

5. 22

6. 11

7.. 8

8. 14 1.

9. 12

10. 19

11, 15

12. 20

13. 17

14. 10 -

15. 18

16. 9

17. 16

18. 21 =

S
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c:nvironmentai/Pneudraulics Branch
Chandte AFB, Illinois

OBJECIIVE

3ABR42331-WB-206

BOMBER 4IR CONDITIONING SYSTEM WIRING DIAGRAM

Using a wiring diagram, identify eight (8) causes for the ten(10)

given air conditioning system troubles.

EQUIPMENT

Tare and Tape Player
Colored Pencil Set

INSTRUCTIONS

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student

This is an aijunct workbook to be used in conjunction with a taped

lesson.
4

Information on the purpose and operation the bomber air

conditioning system components and the procedures for you to follow
when using this workbook are given by tape recorded instructions. As

you listen to the recording you will be given informati-a on the air
conditioning system operation and directions to follow for tracing and

analyzing elfttrical circuits. Listen to the recording until the

speaker tells you to turn it off. The speaker will tell you when to

trace a circuit or to answer the questious given in this workbook.

Your instructor will show you how to install the tape and how to operate

the tapk recorder. Pay close attention to all instructions that are given

to you on the tape. When tracing circuits or answering questions in

this worklItok, if your response is incorrect, restudy the information
of reverse the tape and listen to the instructions again. There are

five exercises in this workbook. Each has to do with a different circuit.

Unfold and refer to figure 1 located in the back of this workbook. The

circuits you are Lt. 'ace are listed in the lower left corner of figure 1.

The color code you are to use for tracing each circuit is shown in the

block before each circi.C.r. Follow instructions carefully and if you miss

a point reverse the tape -Ad listen to the directions again. The wiring

diagram used in this project is the same one you will use for trouble-

shodting this system on the trainer. If you don't understand the

circuit after tracing, check with, the instructor.

NOTE: In this diagram we are tracing current from the circuit

breakers to the component's ground. Thisis not the- way current
flows, but it is the easiest because of so many ground points in

the diagram. Actually this is the opposite of electron flow.

REMEMBER this note when using any wir,.g diagram.
A

TURN ON THE RECORDER AND FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS OF THE SPEAKER;

Supersedes 3ABR42231-WB-205, f' May 1975.

OPR: 3370 TTG

DISTRIBUTION: X

,3370 TTGTC - 600; TTVSR - 1
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EXERCISE 1

Fill in the banks to complete the following statements.

and

and

1. The bomber air:cunditioning and pressurization electri
current.

NI*

systems utilize both

2. The cabin pressure master switch has sections positions.

3. The four positions of the cabin pressure master switch are

4. Current from a circuit bleaker marked TR BUS is current.

5. When one contact lever of the cabin pressure master switch is moved to a certain position,
they all move to the

6. Struts 1 and 4 bleed valves require (28VDC/118VAC) for operation.

..)
7. The manifold valve switch has contac2evers.

C. Current for operating the cabin air condition ,,P,, system is controlled by the
switch. /

9. Current used for operating the cabin air conditioning shutoff valve is

10. Current from the three circuit breakers marked 118/205 VAC, is a
of current.

For tt arrect answers turn on tape recorder and proceed with the lesson.

410

(28VDC/118VAC).
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NikZ:CISE 2

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statement :

1. The manifold valve switch is placed in the open position for

2. Struts 1 and 4 bleed valves are electrically controlled by a and actuated by

3. The cabin pressure master switch is in the (on/off) .:osition whe starting the aircraft
engines.

4. Strut 2 is the (normal/emergency) source and strut 3 is the
emergency) source of bled air for the air conditioning and pressurization system.

(normal/

to

5. For normal operation of the cabin air conditioning system, the manifold valve switch is in
the (open/close) position, the cabin pressure master switch in the (RLM/OFF/7.45/4.50)
position and the bleed selector switch in the (normal/emergency) position.

6. If wire number H11620V were open, the cabin air conditioning shutoff valve would not
(open/close) when the cabin pressure master switch is placed in an off or ram position.

7. The cabin air'conditioning shutoff valve Is actuated by a (118 VAC/28VAC)
motor.

8. The body crost,over manifold valve did not open for engine start or normal air conditioning;
this could be caused by an open in w4re number

9. The air conditioning shutoff valve did not close when the cabin pressuremasterswitch is placed
to the off position; this could be caused by an ope-, in wire number

For the correct answies to these questions turn on the tape recorder and check your answers.
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9 EXERCISE 3

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements from Exercises 4 anu 5.

1. With the bleed selector switch in emergency and all other switches in normal, the body cross-
over manifold valve will and the strut number 3 bleed valve will

2. Bleed air for emergency air conditioning and pressurization is taken frOM
bleed valve.

3. An open in le.re H8E23V would cause the strut number 3 bleed valve to remain in the
(open/close) position.

4. The, retractable ram air scoop remained open after the cabin pressure master Ewitch was placed
4to an air conditioning position; this could be caused bran open in wire

5. If wire H47A2ON were open the pressure dump control valve solenoids would remain
(energized/deenergized).

v. 6. During operation of the air conditioning system in normal there is no airflow from the outlets;
this could be caused by a defective valve.

7. If the air conditiqging system fails, is used to ventilate the cabin.

8. When the cabin pressure master switch is in the ram position, the
will energize to open the retractable ram air scoop.

9. The body crossover manifold valve controls the flow of engine bleed air from strut number

10. The switch used to select normal and emergency operation is the switch. t
NJ

For the answers tO the preceeding questions turn on the recorder and check your answers.
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EXERCISE 4

Use figure,1 to answer the following questions. Mark only the
statements th are true.

1. Wh n the pressure release switchAa put to the dump position
t e cabin pressure regulator changes pressurization to 4.50 psi.

;,_,2. In emergency the body crossover, valve will close and the strut
number 3 bleed valve will open:

3. If wire 1114A2a_leading from the-cabin air conditioning controller
circuit breaker were broken there would be no temperature
control.

4. With the manifold valve switch open, all bleed air valves are
open -Or will open with air pressure.

5.

6.

7.

8.

When the cabin
cabin pressure

With the bleed
manifold verve

pressure master switch is placed in "ram" the
regulator receives power to dump pressure.

selector switch in normal, the body crossover
is open and strut number 3 bleed valve is%closed.

If the cabin al'- conditioning shutoff valve will close but will
not open, a prc,oable cause could be wire H11B2OV being broken.

With the cabin pressure master switch in the "off" position,
the cabin air condition Shutoff valve will close.

9. In the 7.45 or 4.50 position the cabin pressure maser switch
will provide power tb BOTH the temperature control relay and the

temperature control panel.

10. If the manual cold wire were broken at pin G on connector P-712
there would still be automatic cold operation.

11. A short between pin D and pin C of the fast duct will call for
hot air.

12. The strut number 1 and number 4 bleed valve circuit breaker
also'provides power for the body crossover manifold valve.

13. All the cabin pressure master switches, shown in figure 1, are

mechanically linked.

14. The 4.50 position of the master switch is used to change cabin

pressurization.

15. Above 36,CC c^,.t the anti-ice valve is closed an&the water

separator bypass valve is open.

For the correct answers to these quel,tions turn on the tape recorder.

6
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EXERCISE 5 /639

Use figre 2 to answer the following ten quesiiahs. Placed on the
diagram are circled numbers indicating a system trouble. These are-
either open wires, indicated by an X, or a short, indicated by estline.
For the problem given in the questions, select the answer that would cause

- the trouble. Draw a circle around your choice of a, b, c, or d.

1.. With all control switches in their proper positions, engine
bleed air is not available to the air conditioning package.
Which trouble would cause this malfunction?

a. 4-

b. 5

c. 10

d. 11

2. Temperature control is inoperative in auto and manual cold.
Which trouble would cause this malfunction?

a. 3

b. 6

c. 9

d. 12.

3. In automatic the cabin temperature goes full cold an remains.
- Which trouble could cause this malfunction?

a. 1

b. 7

c. 8

d. 10

4. Cannot dump cabin pressure by using, master switch or pressure
release switch. Which trouble could cause this malffinction?

a. 2

b. 5

c. 6

d. 8
5. in automatic the cabin temperature goes full hot and remains.

Which trouble could cause this malfunction?

a. 4

b. 9

c. 10

d. 12

6. There is no power available to energize the temperature control
relay'when the master switch is in the 7.45 or 4.50 position.
Which trouble could cause this malfunction?

a. 1

b. 3

c. 8

d. 11
7
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7. The ram air scoop will not open when the ma ter switch is

placed in the ram position. Which trouble c d cause this

malfunction?

a. 2

b. 4

c. 6

d 9

8; Cabin; temperature control is inoperative in auto and manual

seleCtion. Which trouble could cause this malfunction?

b. 5

c. 7

d. 11

/If

9. In auLomatic the c n tempera#U goes a full cold and remains.

Which trouble cou cause thislmalfunttion?
,

.

a. 1

b. 8

c. 10
d. 12

10. Cabin pressure caiot be changed when the master switch is
moved from the 1.45 to the 4.50 position. Which trouble could

cause this malfunction?

a. 4

-.b. 6

c. 8

d.

the correct answers to these problems consult your instructor.
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Figure 2. Section 1.
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Environmental Pnaudraulics Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

OBJECTIVE

A517
3ABR42331-WB-206A

BOMBER AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM TROUBLESHOOTING

Using a multimeter and wiring diagram, perform an operational
check and troubleshoot the bleed air and cabin air conditioning
system trainer, locating a minimum of 11 out of 14 troubles

correctly,

EQUIPMENT

.:7einer 3018, Bomber Air-
Conditioning

MUltimater

'PROCEDURES

Basis/Of Issue

1/student

1/student

1. Remove all of your jewelry. Report to the lab instructor

and inform him of the lesson on which you are working. The instructo-. will

assign you to a trainer and provide the necessary materials.

2. This workbook is presented in two sections.. Section 1 is to

familiarize you with the components of the bamoer air conditioning system
and prepare you for perfr.ming the operational check and troubleshooting.
Section 2 contains the steps for operational checking these systems and
the malfunctions that you are to troubleshoot. Perform each step as directed

0 on the following pages.

p
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SECTION 1. BOMBER AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS COMPONENTS

1. Location and identification of system components.

/6.0

a. Using the trainer and the illustration in figure 1, locate eAch
of the number:d items. Vtite the name of each of these numbered.items
in the blank spaces below. As you locate each component, notice the check
point near the component that is used for checking the electrflal circuitry.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

'(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

Compare your answers to those on the following page.

3
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Answers to location and identification step la.

(1) #1 and #4 Strut Bleed Valve.

(2) #3 Strut Bleed Valve.

(3) Body Crossover Valve.

(4) Air Conditioning Shutoff Valve.

(5) Sot Air Modulating Valve.

(6) Pack Anti-ice Valve.

(7) Ram Air Scoop.

(8) Temperature Control Box»

(9) Duct Temperature Sensor.

(10) Cabin Temperature Sensor

(11) Dump Control Valve.

(12) Altitude Pressure Switch.

(13) Landing Gear Squat Switch.

(14) Anti -ice Sensor Rheostat.

IP

b. Using the trainer and figure 2, locate each of the numbered

items. Write the names of each item in the blank spaces. As you locate

the items notice the check point for checking the electrical circuit.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4 )

Gompare your answers to those on the following page.

428
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453 Answers to location and idehtification step lb

(1) Temperature Control

(2) Pressure Release Switch

(3) Bleed Selector Switch

M nifold Valve Switch

(5) Cabin Pressure Master Switch

2. Trainer Preparation

a. /lace all trouble switches to the OUT position. These switches

are located at the left and of the trainer.

_ b. Place the following switches to the normal positions as listed

below.

(1) Cabin Pressure Master Switch 'OFF

(2) Manifold Valve Switch CLOSED

(3) Bleed Selector Switch NORMAL

(4) Temperature Control Switch OFF

(5) Pressure Release Switch RESET

.(6) Landing Gear Squat_Switch AIRBORN

c, Place the trainer power switch to the ON position. This switch is

located on the upper left side of the trainer.

3. Trainer operation

a. During the following steps you will operate each component of the
bomber air conditioning system. When a switch is actuated be sure to notice
which of the valves operate and the valve position. Actuate each switch as
directed. From your observation of the trainer operation, complete each of
the statements by circling the correct word.

STEP 1. Bleed air for engine start only

(1) Manifold valve switch OPEN

(a) #1 and #4 Bleed valve (energizes/deenergizes)

Note: Since die do not have air flow through the system you cannot
observe the 'Oration of 1 and 4 Strut Bleed Valves. However, you

can check to drmine if the solenoid is energized as follows:
Remove the AN connector by unscrewing it from the solenoid valve.
As you remove the connector you should heat an audible click as

the solenoid ii deenergized. Try this several tines to be sure
you recognize the audible sound of the solenoid energizing and
deenergizing..

6430
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(b) Body crossover valve (opens/closes)

(c) #3 Strut bleed valve (opens/closes)

(2) Manifold valve switch CLOSED

(a) #1 and #4 Bleed valve (eto!rgizesideenergizew)

(b) Body crossover valve (opens /closes)

(c) #3 Strut bleed valve (opens/closes)

ASV

(3) if the valve or valves fail to operate, it indicates a defective

valve(s) or an open electrical circuit.

STEP 2. Cabin air conetioning system

(1) Cabin pressure master switch ----- 7.45 or 4.50

(a) Body crossover valve (opens/closes)

(b) #3 Strut bleed valve (opens/closes)

(c) Air'conditiont shutoff valve (opens/closes)

(2) If the valve or valves fail to operate, it indicates a defective

valve(s) or an open electrical circuit.

STEP 3. Cabin tempewure control system; manual operation

(1) ?lace the cabin temperature control switch to MANUAL COOLER.

The modulating valve (opens/closes)

12) Place the cabin temperature control switch to MANUAL WARMER.

The modulating valve (opens/closes)

(3) If the modulating valve fails to operate it indicates that
the valve is defective or there is an open in the 28 VDC electrical circuit.

STEP 4. Cabin temperature control system; automatic operation

(1) Placa the cabin temperature control switch in thd20 °F
position. The modulating valve (opens/closes)

(2) Playa the cabin temperature control switch in the 100°F
position. The modulating valve (opeus/closes)

(3) If the automatic temperature control system fails to operate,
this indicates an open in the 115 VAC power circuit to the.controller.

7



STE10f.(;1 elector switch

?-ace the bleed sellactor switch to the emergency position

(a) #3 strut bleed valve (opelts/closes)

(b) Body crossover valve (opens/e.asec)

(c) ,Air conditioning shutoff valve (opens/closes/remains

theee)

the same)

(2) Place the bleed seleCtor switch .to the normal position

(a), P3 strut bleed valve (opens /closes),

(h) Body crossover valve (opens /closes)

(c) Air conditioning shutoff valve (opens/closes/rema

STEP 6. Pressure release operation

(1) Place the pressure release switch to the DUMP position

(a) Cabin air conditioning shutRff valve (opens/closes/

remains the same)

(b) Preisure dump control valve solenoid (energizes/deenergizes)

(2) Place the pressure release switch to the RESET position

(a) Catlin air conditioning shutoff valve (opens/closes)

(b) Pressuie dump control valve solenoid (paergizes/deenergizes)

(3) Place the cabin pressure master switch to the ram position

(a) Cabin air conditioning shutoff valve*(opens/closes)

(b) Body crossover manifold valve (opens/closes)

(c) Pressure dump control valve solenoid (energizes/deenergizes)

(d) Rim air scoop (opens/closes)

position.

(4) Place the cabin pressure master switch to the 7.45 or 4.50

- (a) Cabin air conditioning shutoff valve (opens/closes)

(b) Body crossover manifold valve (opens/closes)

(c) Pressure dump control valve solenoid (energizes/deenergizes)

A (d) Ram air scoop (opens7closes),

(5) Place the landing gear squat switch to the "Ground" position

(a) Pressure dump control valve solenoid (energizes/deeoergizes)

(6) Place the landing gear squat switch to the Airborn position
-8
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14.0
(a) Presuce dump control valve solenoid (energizes/deenergizes)

STEP 7. Pack anti-icing system operation

Note: The anti-ice sensor rheostat, located near the water separator
is used to simulate a temperature change around the sensor.

position.
(1) Rotate the anti-icing sensor rheostat to the full clockwise

(a) Pack ants -1...ing valve.(opens/closes)

(2) Rotate the anti-icing sensor rheostat' to the full countet -
clockwise position.

(a) Pack anti-icing valve (opensicloses)

Note: The altitude switch, located in the upper right portion of
the trainer is used to simulate altitudes above and below 36,000
feet.

(3) Place the, altitude switch to the ABOVE 36,000 feet position

(a) Pack anti-icing valve opens/closes)

(b) Water separator bypass valve solenoid (energizes/deenergites)

(4) Place the altitude switch to the BELOW 36,000-feet position

9

(a) Pack anti-icing valve (opens/closes)

(b) Water separator bypase.yalve solenoi (energizes/deenergizes)

COMPARE THE ANSWERS THAT YOU HAVE SELECTED TO THOSE GIVEN BELOW.

Answers to trainer operation statements.

STEP 1. (1) energize
Op=
open
aloes, I

STEP 5. (1)

(2)

opens

closes
remains the same

closes

(2) deenergizes
close
close
close

opens
remains the same

STEP 2. (1) -von
lose

open

STEP 3. (1) close
(2) open

STEP 4. (1) close
(2) open

9
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457 4\
MP 6: (1) remains the same

energize

(2) closes
deenergize

(3) closes
A closes

energize
open

(4) op

ope
deene ize
closes

(5) energize

(6) deenergize

10

/

STEP 7: J1) close

(2) open

(3) close
energize

(4) open
deenergize
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Sensor Resistance

a. Knowing the normal resistance value of the sensors will be
helpful when troubleshooting. This is determined by referring to the
technical order "or by measuring a sensor that is known to be good.

b. Tc measure the resistance of the cabin and duct sensors,
disconnect tne lower AN connector on the temperature regulator as shown
in figure 3. This is the AN connector nearest to the trainer. In
figure ,3 the AN connector is shown in four separate illustrations;
A, B, C, and D. This is done to make it easier for you to see how to
check the sensor circuit. Keep in mind that this is ONE connector.

Note: When checking resistal4e of the sensors, make sure the
trainer power is off and yott,,have the meter on ohms. Whan
checking the cabin sensor, set your range selector to RX100 and
when checking the duct sensot, set your range selector to RX10.
Be sure you zero your meter before making any resistance checks.

/659

c.i Illustration A in figure 3 shows where to connect the meter
for reading cabin sensor resistance. Check thia raagara nce. Record
the reading in the space ielow. Using illustrations B and C, measure
the resistance of the duct sensor. Record your readings in the spaces
below.

CABIN SENSOR resistance ohms.
SLOW DUCT SENSOR resistance ohms.
FAST DUCT SENSOR resistance ohms.

d. Ask the lab instructor for the ambient temperature. °f.

e. Now that you have completed your sensor resistance check,
you need to determine if the resistance is correct. Normally this
is done by referring to temperature-resistance graphs in the applicable
aircraft technical order. However, we have reproduced these graphs
for you to use. Figure 4 is the temperature-resistance graph for the
cabin sensor and figure 5 is the temperature-resistance graph for the
duct sensor. Using these graphs, determine if your sensor resistance
readings are correct.

13
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Figure 4. Cabin Temperature Sensing Element Resistance.

f. _nstructions for using the CABIN ;:emperature sensor resistance

graph.

Locate the vertical lines for ambient temperature. Follow this line

up to where it meets the minimum line. Then follow the horizontal

lines to the left to determine the resistance in OHMS. The measured

resistance should be within this range.

EXAMPLE: T. the temperature is 64°F then the resistance should be

between 150v and 1875 ohms.
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g. Instructions for using the DUCT temperature sensor resistance
graph (figure 5.)

Locate the vertical lines for am. ant temperature. Follow this line
up to where it meets the minmum line. Then follow the horlsontal lines
to the left to determine the resistance in OHMS. The measured resistance
should be in this range. Ile fast and slow sensors should be the same.

EXAMPLE: If the temperature is 70°F, then the resistance should be
between 96 and 114 OHMS.
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5. Rheostat Resistance

a. Illustration D in figure 3 shows the pin connections for checking

the temperature control rheostat. Place the meter leads in pins J and T,

then rotate the temperature control rheostat from 20°f to 100°f. The pointer

on the meter will move fzom left to right indicating that the temperature

control rheostat is operating properly.

b. Set the temperature control rheostat at 70°f. Read the resistance

and record your reading below.

Temperature control rheostat esistance ohms.

ic. You should have read between 00 and 500 ohms.

Note: If your readings were all correct, then continue to the

operational check. If your readings were incorrect, then ask

the instructor for assistance.

SECTION 2. BOMBER AIR CONDITIOUING SYSTEM
OPERATIONAL CHECK AND TROUBLESHOOTING

OPERATIONAL CHECK

1. The steps that you performed in paragraph 3a of Section 1 involved

operating each component in the bomber air conditioning system. They

determined if each component was operating properly and are called operational

checks.

2. Chart 1 on the next page formalizes the procedures for performing
operational checks in outline form. To insure that you are familiar

with this procedure, turn the trainer power switches ON a-d perform

each of the stens. After you are sure you understand fts operational

check procedurf , then continue to the troubleshooting part of this lesson.
You will be required to perform a complete operational check for each

trouble.

13,1)
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. /643
Positioning the control device Operating Valve Valve Position

Manifold Valve switch OPEN All Bleed Valves

Manifold Valve switch CLOSED All Bleed Valves

OPEN

CLOSED

Cabin pressure master switch
7.45 or 4.50 position

Body crossover valve
Air conditioning shutoff
valve

Place the temperature control
switch to MANUAL COOLER

Place the temperature control
switch to MANUAL WARMER

Modulating valve

Place the temperature control
to AUTO 20'ir

Modulating valve

Modulating valve

Place the temperature control
to AUTO 100'P Modulating valve

Place bleed selector to the
EMBGENCY position

#3 strut bleed valve
Body crossover valve

Place bleed selector to the
NORMAL position

#3 strut bleed valve
Body crossover valve

Place the pressUre relearn
switch to DUMP

Place the pressure release
switch to RESET

Pressure dump control valve

OPEN
OPEN

CLOSED,

OPEN

CLOSED

OPEN

OPEN
CLOSED

CLOSED
OPEN

ENT.11C/Zt

Place the cabin pressure master
switch to RAM

Pressure dump control valve

Air conditioning shutoff valve
Pressure dump control valve
Ram air scoop

DEENERGIZE

CLOSE
Energize
OPEN

Place the cabin pressure master
switch to 7.45 or 4.50

Place landing gear squat switch
to GROUND position

Air conditioning shutoff valve
Pressure dump control valv4
Ram air coop

Pressure dump control valve

OPEN
DEENERGIZE
CLOSE

Energize

Place landing gear squat switch
to AIRBORN position Pressure dump control valve Deenergize

Rotate sensor rheostrt full
CLOCKWISE Pack anti-icing valve

°outs sensor rheostat full
COUWTERCLOCIW/SE Pack anti -icing valve

Place altitude switch to
ABOVE 36,00C feet Pack anti-icing valve

CLOSE

OPEN

CLOSE

Place altitude switch to
BELOW 36,000 feet Pack anti-icing valve

Chart 1. Operat'cnal Check Procedure Chart.
17
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Troubleshooting

1. For each trouble, perform an operational check to deter-

mine the malfunctioning component. After you determine the malfunction,

then place a statement in the "discrepancy" block of the attached

troubleshooting answer sheet, that describes the malfunction.

2. Using a waxed pencil, trace the electrical circuits that

operate or control the malfunctioning component.

3. Use the multimeter to locate the cause of the trouble.

Note: When measuring voltage, be sure the meter is set to the

correct voltage range. Make sure that you have the negative ;black)

lead to ground. Ground on the trainer is located to the left of the

AN/PSM-6 multimeter bracket. When checking the manual control

system, be sure tp hold the temperature control switch to either

cooler or warmer. When measuring resistance, be sure the trainer

power switch is OFF, and the meter is set at ohza. Use the OHM

portion oi the multimeter only to check sensors and their circuits.

4. Record the cause of the trouble in the corresponding cause

block of the troubleshooting answer sheet.

5. The trouble switch that you are to use for each problem is

listed on the top line of the discrepancy block. There are 17 problems

for you to troubleshoot. We will go through number 1 to show you how

to arrive at the correct answer.

Note: During this exercise you will not use trouble switches

numbered 2, 13, 17. Since this trainer does not have check

points for the valves, it will be necessary to remove the
electrical connector from the components in order to check for

power with your meter.

TROUBLE NUMBER 1

1. Place number 1 trouble switch to the IN position.

2. Perform an operational check, using the operational check

procedure chart.

3. As you went through the operational check you found that the

air conditioning shutoff valve did not open. This means that no

conditioned air was availcable when the master switch was put to the

7.45 or 4.50 position. Make the following statement in the dis-

crepancy block of the troubleshooting answer sheet for trouble

switch No. 1.

"Air conditioning shutoff valve will not open 'then the master

switch was put in the 7.45 or 4.50 position."

4. The first step would be to determine which valve or valves

would give you this condition. Moving the cabin pressure master switch

to the 7.45 or 4.50 position, the cabin air conditioning shu',)ff

valve should have moved to the OPEN position, but you will notice that

it does not. Trace the circuit that would 1_,e affected.
18
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5. when tracing the circuit you will notice that it requires
115 VAC to operate the cabin air conditioning shutoff valve. Check

the AC power with the multimeter. Make sure your meter is set for
the correct voltage. Your first check on the trainer will be at
P-1772 point "G." You should read 115 VAC. The next check will be
at P-1773 point "J." Again you should read 115 VAC. Now remove the

electrical connector from the cabin air conditioning shutoff valve.
Check voltage at pin "B." You will notice that there is no voltage
at this point. This would mean that you have an OPEN in wire

B11B2OV.

/665*

6. Record your findings in the cause block of the trouble-
shooting answer sheet. Open in wire 1111B20V.

7. You have completed troubli number 1, so place that switch
to the out position and continue with troubles 3 through 2u. Be

sure to record the malfunction in the discrepancy block and the cause
in the cause block of the troubleshooting answer sheet.

Note: OMIT PROBLEMS 2, 13, 17.

*v.
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1666 TROUBLESHOOTING ANSWER SHEET

TROUBLE
SWITCH
NUMBER

DISCREPANCY

.

CAUSE

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

3

10

11

12

14

15

16

18

19

20

Note: On completion of the troubleshooting exercise,
report to

the lab instructor.

20 113 0-064 10
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PAM I

asroiss 1

When testing the windshield temperature amplifier, the decade kis is

yid iljaat aga lindshOld temnerCure sensor. The &mods box is

designed to provide amanita resistance values whoa testing electrical

devices. Look at the decade box as its description and controls are re-

.iewed.

1. Notice that it contains nine knobs for enecting the desired

resistance values. fetch of the nine knobs controls a resistance unit

inside this box.

2. Also notice that each of the nine knobs has a scale marked from

0 to 10.

3. These knobs can be used to select any value of resistance from

.1 to 13 meg ohms. You can also increase or decrease resistance in steps

of .1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000, 100000, 1 meg, and 10 meg ohms.

4. The `election of specific resistance values on the decade box is

explained in the following steps.

a. Starting with the bottom right side scale (.1 m.ale), the

first knob is ussd to select tenths of an Ohm. The scale is marked in

increments of .1 Ohm. The maximum resistance that can be selected with

this knob is 1 ohm.

b. The second knob is used to select units of 1 ohm This scale

is sicked off'in 1 ohm increments. The maximum resistance that can be

selected with this knob i. 10 ohms.

c. The third knob is used to select tens of ohms and is marked

off in increments of 10 ohms each. The maximum resistance that can be

selected with this knob is 100 ohms.

d. The fourth knob is used to select hundreds of ohms and is

marked off in increments of 100 ohms each. The maximum resistance that

can be selected with this knob is 1000 ohms.

o. The fifth knob is Ad to select thousands of ohms and is

marked off in increments of 1000 ohms each. The maximum resistance that

can be selected with this knob is 10,000 ohms.

f. The sixth knob is used to select ten thousands of ohms, and

is marked off in imrements of 10,000 ohms each. The maximum resistance

that can be selected with this knob is 100,000 ohms.

3 4 4 6
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g. The seventh knob-i,,f used to select hundred thousands of ohms,

and is wed off in increments of 100,000 ohms each. The maximum resis-

tance that can be selected with this knob is 1,000,WC eihms.

b. The eighth knob is UMW to select millions of ohms and is

marked off in increments of 1,000,0 ' ohms. The maximum resistance that

can be selected with this knob is 10,000,000 ohms.

i. The ninth knob is used to select ten million ohms and is

marked off in increments of 10,000,000 ohms each. The maximum resistance

that can be selected with this knot. is 100,000,000 ohms.

Pill in the blanks to complete the following statements:

1. The decade box is used when bench testing the windshield temperature
amplifier to simulate the

2. The decade box contains nine units.

3. Vach of the nine resistance units the decade box has a scale

that is marked in increments from 0 to



47/j Itteroise 2

Yotios tho two oodnections at the top of the decade box. These

connections ooneist of two ireulated binding posts.

1. The two insulated poets are used to connect the decade box in

the circuit being tested.

2. The resistance that you select on the decade box in set between

the two insulated posts. Par xample, if you set the 1 ohs knob to 5,

the 10 Ohm knob to 5, and the 100 ohm knob to 5, you will have 555 ohms

pre-Int between the two insulated posts.

!ill in the blanks to complete the following Statements:

1. The resistance selected by knobs is available between the two

posts.

2. With each selector'knob
set at 0, the resistance of the two

insulated posts will be

3. With each selector knob set at 1, the resistance at the two

insulated posts will be
ohms.

4.

Answers to Exercise 1: 1. windshield temperature sensor 2. resistance

3. 10

5
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4

OD pages 7, 8, and 9 are seven illustrations o4 the decade box.

Notice that the pointers in each illustration are pointing.to certain

numbers, indicating specific resistance values.

Ekercise 3

To give you practice in selecting specific resistance values on the

decade boy', set the pointers on your decade box as shown in each illustration.

Than determine the resistance value and record it in the blank space below

the illustration.

Illustration number 1 has been completed as an example. When you have

'completed all fern of the decade box resistance settings, check your

answers with the answers on page 11 tb see if you are corredt.

If you are incorrect, ask the instructor for assistance. If your answers

are correop, continue to Exercise 4.

Answers to rIercis, 2: 1. irmlated 2. zero (0) 3. 11 111 111.1

6
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The mistime you select on the decade box can be either increased or

decreased in steps as desired.

Aor example, when perforator the bench test, you will be required to

decrease resistance in sastaaira. This may sound simple, but it can

be very confusing unless you understand the procedure.

1. Using the decade box provided, make oath of the settings as the

procedure is explained. As an example, we will start with 505 ohms and

decrease in one ohm steps to 490 ohms.

2. This procedure is shown by the illustrations in Figure 2.

a. Set the knobs on the decs".e box to obtain 505 ohms. Note

MustrationA.

b. To decrease resistance in one ohm steps, start by turning

the knob on the one ohm scale back toward zero, oat !alit a .mt, until

it reads 0. ram now have 500 ohms. Note Illustration B, Figure 2.

o. Before you can decrease the resistance any further you must

*hense the resistance to read 500 ohms on a combination of other scales

that will allow you to continue decreasing by only one ohm at a time.

This can be done by setting the knob on the hundred ohm scale back to 4.

Now set the ten obis scale up to 9, and the one ohm scale up to 10. Make

thou settings on your decade box. Note Illustration C. Notice that

with this oombination you still have 500 ohms.

d. Now you can continue
decreasing in one ohm steps by turLJoig

the one ohm boob back toward zero, in one ohm steps, until it reads 0.

This decreases the resistance to 490 ohms. Note Illustration D.

e. Sboull you be required to reduce to a lower value, you could

set the tsn'obiecals to 8 and the one ohm le to 10; this would still

be 490 ohm. NOtice Illustration N. From this p.m could reduce in one

ohm step. down,to 480 ohms. Notice illustration F. This process can

continued allowing you to reduce resistance in one ohm steps as desired.

This procedure can be applied to any value.

To practice decreasing resistance in one ohm steps, set your decade

box to 401 ohms. Then decrease in one ohm steps t) 387 ohms. As you do

this, follow procedures b tbough e above and fill in the blanks to

indicate the decade box sett...a.

45j
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'korai',
4 (cont'd)

1. lb. decade was set at 409A by placing the 100 ohm selector at

and the 1 ohm selector at

2. Start to decrease
the decade

to 387 Ohms by turning tue

ohm selector
oconterolookwise

to
This leaves

Ohms on the decade.

3. To continue reducing, change
selectors so the 100 ohm selector

is at
end the

ohm selector its
at 9 and the 1 ohm

selector is at

4. Continue rlducing
by turning the

ohm selector
toward

0 until the total resistance
is

ohms, then turn the 10 ohm

selector to
and the 1 ohm selector

back to
. This

still leaves 390 Ohms. New turn the 1 ohm selector
until the total value

is 387 Ohms.

Answers to lkeroise
3: 1. ILA 2. 2772.0 3. 101%2 4. 9694,0

5. 7314.7 6. 211,2 7. 2.L2
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PART II, PRELIMINARY EXERCISES

Exercise 1

From your studies of the rain removal system on the fighter aircraft,

you should recall that a warning light was used to inform the pilot of an

overheat condition on the windshield.

You should alto recall that this warning light was controlled by a

windshield temperature sensing amplifier.

A schematic diagram of the warning light circuit is illustrated in

Figure 1.

During normal operation, the high temperature warning light will

remain off. If the temperature exceeds a safe operating condition (260°P

on the windshield), the high temperature warning light will come on.

Notice that there is 115 volts AC power through the amplifier. The

amplifier will then keep the relay energized as long as the temperature is

normal. Also notice that 1J4/28 volts AC power is used to turn on the

warning light when an overheat condition occurs.

is/2 VAC
113 VAC

vgiNDSM1ELD TE/AellATUlt
SENSING AMPLIFIER

WARNING LIGHT

on at temps
above 260' F.

Figure 1.

IP

wilke03141110

SENSOR

7111 in the blanks to complete the following statements. Use Figure 1

to help you

1. During normal operation of the rain removal system, the windshield

high temperature warning light should remain (on/off).

2. The windshield high temperature warning light is controlled by the

1L
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3. Tbe windshield
temperatus high warning light

will come on if the

windshield temperature exceeds

4. Par operation, the windshield temperature
overheat warning syst4m

required:
volts AC and

volts AC.

5. During normal
operation of the rain removal system, the relay in

the windshield temperature
sensing amplifier

41. be

(energased/deenergised).

6. The warning
light will come on when the relay is

.(emergisedideenergised).

15
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acercise 2

The windshield temieratur2 sensor has a positive coefficient. At

normal tamperattire, 70 to 80"7, the sensor resistance is approximately

10e dims.

At 260*7, the resistance of the sensor is approximately 174 ohms.

When the sensor resistance reaches 174 (1 1.5) ohms, it will cause the

amplifier to deenergizo the relay. This will turn the warning light on.

Tram this we should note that to bench check the sensing amplifier,

we can simulate the sensor with a decade box. When we apply 174 ohms,

the warning light should come on.

When you bench test the sousing amplifier you will also notice that a

very low resistance will turn the warning light on. N' zany any resis-

tance value below approximately 70 ohms or above appr ..imately 174 ohms

will turn on the warning light. In other words, sensor resistance values

between approximately 70 and 174 ohms will keep the relay energized.

For each of the following resistances determine if the warning U./Oat

would be on or off and place your conclusion in the blank space.

Resistailde

1. 69 ohms

2. 125 ohms

3. 180 ohms

4. 95 ohms

5. 110 ohms

Answers to Exercise 1: 1. of 2,. windshield temperature ?fusing amplifier

3. 260°P '.4 115 and 114/28v AC 5. energized

6. deenergized

16
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Exercise 3

To perform the bench tee recares alsench test adapter, decade box,

and a windshield temperature sensing amplifier P/N 6032. You should have

these on the work bench. Look at Figure 2 as the following areas are

covered.

1. The test adapter is used to connect the windshield temperature

sensing control unit to the 28V DC and 115V AC, 400-Hertz po -r supplies,

and to the decade box.

2. The test adapter provides a means of controlling the AC and DC

power and houses the warning light.

3. The decade box is used to apply various resistance values during

the test procedure. This simulates the windshield temperature sensor.

Not.: This system, u4en installed on the aircraft, uses 14/28N

AC for warning light operation. However, for this setup

we will use 28V DC for warning light r-peration.

4. R7 on the windshield temperature sensing amplifier is a variable

resistor and is used to calibrate the amplifier.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements:

1. The electrical power required to bench test the windshield

temperature sensing amplifier is end *

2. During bench test, resistance is applied to the windshield

temperature sensing amplifier by the

3. The windshield temperature sensing amplifier can be calibrated by

adjusting

Answers to Ekeroise 2: 1. on 2. off 3. on 4. off 5. off
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PART III, =NCR CRICK AND CALIBRATION TROCEDURIS

The following steps will guide you in connecting the windshield

temperature sensing control unit to the test s4apter and performing the

steps of the bench test and calibrate the control unit:

1. Connecting the winshiold temperature sensing control unit to the

test adapter.

a. Connect the small AN electrical connector from the test

adapter to J1 of the windshield temperature sensing amplifier.

b. Connect the adapter leads to the decade box.

0. The driade box should be set at 0 ohms.

d. The 28 V DC and 1159 AC power switches on the test adapter

Should be 077.

. Connect the 28 V DC and 115V AC power cables to the proper

power receptacles on the wall.

2. Bench test procedure.

a. Place the 28 V DC switch to ON. The high temperature warning

light will be on/off

b. Sot the decade box to 71 ohms. The warning light shall remain

On.

o. Plano the 115V AC power switch to on. The warning light will

go on/off

d. Set decade box to 170 ohms. Increase resistance one ohm per

second until the light comes on. Resistance when the light comes on shall

be 174 (t 1.5 ohms). Resistance when the light came on was

o. Increase resistance to 200 ohms. The warning light shall

remain on/off

f. Decrease resistance slowly until the warning light goes off.

Resistance shall not be less than 1.5 ohms or more than 25 ohms below

resistance that caused the light to come on in step d above. (Example:

If the resistance when the light comes on in 175 Ohms, it shouldgo off

at not greater than 173.5 ohms or less than 155 ohms.) The light went off

at Ohms.

19
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g. Decrease the resistance to 70 ohms. Decrease one ohm per

second until the light comes on. The light shall come on at 50 (t. 20)

ohms and remain on at all values less than 30 ohms. The light cam, on

at ohms.

h. Increase the resistance at one clam per second until the light

goes out. Ths light shall go out at 50 (+20)ohms. The light went out

at ohms.

i. Set resistance at 80 ohms. Th light shall go wit. Break

the resistance circuit (remove one wire from the decade box). The light

-shall come on. Reconnect the resistance circuit; the light shall go out.

Note: If the warning light does not operate per test procedures,

then perform the calibration procedure outlined in

step 3a.

3. Calibrat.

a. Set the decade box at 174 (+ 1.5) ohms. Carefully turn 117

Pull clockwise (note: do not force R7, turn to only finger tight), then

slowly turn R7 counterclockwise until the light just c'mes

b. Repeat the bench test procedure steps 2a through 21.

Check with the lab instructor for the correct answers.

Instructor's Initials

Answers to &excise 3: 1. 28V DC and 1157 AC 2. decade box 3. J

20
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OBJECTIVE

Associate the name of each cargo bleed air component to irg

operation with 80Z accuracy.

INSTRUCTi-NS

As you progress through this text, you will be accomplishing the

following tasks:

1. Identifying the purpose of the cargo aircraft bleed air system.

2. Associating the functions of the bleed air system components to

their names.

3. Tracing through the bleed air system electrical control cir-

telt to determine system operation.

4. Identifying the procedures for maintaining the bleed air

system. These tasks will aid you in accomplishing the objective for

this lesson.

The text presents this material in e, all steps called "frames."

After eech frame you are asked to respond by completing statements,

matching statements, or by selecting the true statement. Read the

material carefully before =axing -1:e responses. The correct answers

to the questiona are given at the back of the text. If you select

:he correct answers, continue to the next frame. If you are incorrect,

rep the material again and correct your answers before continuing.

3uperser'.es 3A.BR4z2-11..7

OPR: TTG

D1STRnaiON: X

3370 TTGTr - .300, I:VSR

Janua
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Frame 1

In ore'Hous systems that you have studied, the hot engine bleed air was
used for several purposes. On the cargo aircraft that you will be studying
In this lesson, engine bleed air is also used for several purpo( s. These
purposes are as follows.

1. Air, conditioning anc' pressurizing the cabin (flight deck) and the
cargo compartment.

2. Starting engines.

3. Defogging the wirlshield.

4. Preheating the engine compartments (nacelle). This is used when
operatiag in extreme cold climates.

S. Driving an air turbine motor (ATM). An ATM is a unit that provides
,?lectrical power for emergency operation or for ground operation. The unit
consists of a turbine, driN by bleed air, that drives an alternator.

6. Anti-icing the leading edges of the wings and empennage (tail section).

7. Anti-icing the engine air intake scoop and guide vanes.

3. Anti-icing the radome. (The radome covers the radar unit that protrudes
from the nose of the aircraft.)

9. Anti-icing the urinal drains-

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Air for air conditioning the cabin and cargo caompartment is
supplied from the engine system.

2. The aircraft engines are st,-- red by using

3. Anti-icing of the aircraft wing leading edges is accomplished by
'19 g hot

Hot angina bleed air is used for anti-icing the engines air
and vanes.
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Frame 2

The cargo aircraft that you will be studying in this lesson has four engines.
Bleed air is taken from all four engines. The air is still taken from the last
stage of compression. Howevor, the last stage of compression on this aircraft is

the 14th stage.

A ground air cart can also be used 3n this aircraft for starting engines and
for operating the various systems when the airf%.aft is on the ground.

The cargo aircraft is also equipped with a Gas Turbine Compressor (GTC). The

GTC is a small jet engine that-is mounted in the left wheel well. This unit is

only used to supply bleed air for ground The OTC can be started by
electrical power from the aircraft battery. Then the bleed air from the GTC can
be used to start the aircraft engines, or to of rate any of the systems normally
operated by bleed air.

Fill in the blanks to complete the 4-Jilowing statements.

1. The three sources of the bleed air for the cargo aircraft are the

compressor, and

2. During ground operation, bleed air an De supplied by a

cart, by a gas turbine
engines.

3. The purpose of the GTC is to supply

operation only.

or by the

air during



Frame 3

Figure 1 shows the bleed air system for the left wing and fuselage, the
right wing is the same as the left wing. The system consists of sections of
stainless steel ducting, engine bleed air shutoff valves, a.id wing isolation
valves.

Locate the valves in figure 1. The system of ducting that carries the
bleed air to its point of use is frequently called the bleed air manifold.
The bleed air is taken from each of the four engines and carried to the
various systems by the bleed air m,nifold.

-7112 in the :)1s ks to complete the following statemets.

1. The -leed air system consists of ducting,
engine bleed a3.r , and wing
valves.

2 *hiring flight, air for anti -icing is provided by
(1, 2, 3, 4,) engines.

3. During flight, air for air conditioning is provided by
(1, 2, 3, or 4) engines.

EMPENNAGE
ANTI -ICING
VALVES

WING
ISCLAT:ON
VALVE

GAS TURSINE
COMPWESSOft

ENGINE BLEED
Mt SHUTOFF
VALVE

Lomt ANtl-ECINt.;
SHLIIOFF VALVE

Flgore 1. Bleed Aix 5:stam

5

6'1
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Frame h

Bleed air can also be supplied to the bleed air manifold bl s GTC,
(gas turbine compressor). The GTC is installed in the left wheel well, The
GTC installation is shown in figure 2. Again, it's only purpose is to
supply blear' air to the bleed air manifold. It is only used for operating
the system k.1le the aircraft is on the ground.

Pill in the blanks tc complete the following statements.

1.

air, the
To perform a ground operational check of a system requiring bleed
air can be supplied by either a ground

comnressor or by the aircraft

STARTER HOUR METER

START ELECTRICAL
COUNTER CONT BOX

CIL PRESSURE BLEED SHUTOFF AND FUEL
SWITCH LOAD CONTROL VALVE NOZZLE

/ A IR PRESSURE REG
1

COMBUSTION
CHAMBER

cEN: iFucAt.
SWITCH ASSEmBL I

AIR ATTACH IGNITER LOAD CONTROL
INLET POINT THERMOSTAT

L PUMP
FiiffR

OR. PRIME BUTTON
AND CHECK VALVE

Figure 2.
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Frame 5

We stated in frame 2 th't air could be 7upplied to the bleed air
by a ground air cart. Figure 3 below shows the MA-1A ground air supply cart.

The only purpose of this unit is to supply bleed air to the bleed air
nameold

This bleed air can be used to start the aircraft engines or it can be used
to operate the air conditioning, engine preheat, or anti-icing systems when
performing ground operational checks.

The MA-1A ground air cart contains a small jet engine, 1.1c1 the necessary

controls for operation and control of the unit.

As an Environmental Systems Mechanic, you may be required to operate
this unit. Tf you are required to operate this unit, you will be trained
on the operating procedures after you are assigned to a maintenance organ-
ization.

Figure 3.
MA-1A Ground Air Cart

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statement.

1. To perform a ground operational check of a system requiring bleed

air yuu can use a
as a source of air.



Frame 6

Figure L shows a schematic of the bleed air system. The air from the 14th
stage of compression flows through a check valve, then to the engine bleed air

shut off valve. This is illustrated for engine number 1, all four engines are

the same.

During normal operation all four er?ine bleed air shutoff valves are open.
This allows the bleed a.r from all ft. engines to flow into the bleed air mani-
fold.

This means that during in-flight operation, the bleed air for air condition-
ing or anti-icing systems is normally supplied by all our engines.

The bleed air from the engines can also be -aed to operate the systems while
the aircraft is on the ground. However, it is usually easier to use the GTC or
ground air cart wheh performing ground operational checks.

Also notice the two wing isolation valves shown in the illustration. These
valves are used to isolate either the left or right side of the bleed air mani-
fold.

The wing isolation valves are normally open at all times. If a severe leak
defelops, the wing isolation valves are used to close that portion of the' system.

For examTae, if a leak develops in the ducting between engines number 1 and

number 2, the number 1 and number 2 engine bleed air shutoff valves would be
closed, and the left wing isolation val,,e would be closed.

This would remove all airflow 'om the left manifold, but still permit air

from the right engines to be used for air conditioning end pressurization.

Notice that check valves are located at each noint where it is necessary
to prevent a reverse flow of ;Air, They are located at each engine, at the
ground air c,nnection, and at the GTC.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Air for the bleed air system is supplied by the
complessor, or a

2. The air from the engines a controlled by an engine
valve.

3. Check valves are used at each
, and at the

or the
cart.

, at the ground air

If a leak should devei-T, in the rich' wing area. tnie section of the
-landfoll can closed off by olo5ing the valve.

. During norifIl in-flight ..veration.5, air Sr , air conditioning and ants
icing is 3uppi:!ed by engines.
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Frame 7

The engine bleed air shutoff valves are 28-volt DC motor actuated,

butterfly type valves. Figure 5 shows a typical engine bleed air shutoff

valve.

Individual Switches are provided on the aircraft instrument panel for

control of each valve. Figure 6 shows the portion ,df the instrument panel

that contains the switches for controlling the engine bleed air shutoff

and also the co.-.trols for the GTC.

During flight all four engine bleed air shutoff valves are normally

open. However, the pilot can close anyone of the valves if necessary by

placing the switch to the CLOSE position. Notice how the bleed air mani-

fold is illustrated on the instrument panel.

Figure 5.
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Figure 6.

Fill in the blanks to complete the f)llowing statements.

1. The engine blo d air shutoff valves are actuated by a

2. Each engine bleed air shutoff valve is controlled by a separate

41 10
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Frame 8

The wing isolation valves are solenoid controlled, spring actuated valves.
The valve is held open by a solenoid and closed By a spring.

Energizing the solenoid releases the valve poppet, allowing the valve to
be closed by the spring.

The valve can only be reopened by a mechanical linkage. This is done by
a wing isolation valve control lever. The control lever is shown in figara 7.

Figure 7.

Separate switches are provided ()I. the instrument panel for closing the
wing isolation varies. These switches are shown in figure 8. The switches
are marked LH WING ISOLATION VALVE and RH WING ISOLATION VALVE.
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Questions f.): Frame 8.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The wing isolation valves are closed by the
switches.

2. The purpode of the wing isol :_n valve lever is to

the wing isolation valve.

the
3. Placing the wing isolation valve switch to closed, will energize
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Frame 9

For prcblams 1, 2, and 3 select the statements from column B that correctly
completes the statement given in column A. Place the letter of the matching
statement in the blank space provided. NOTE: There are more blanks than correct
matching statements.

COLUMN A COLUMN B

1. Bleed air is used on the cargo
aircraft for

2. The sources of bleed air on the
cargo aircraft are

3. The bleed air system consists of

A. Air Conditioning.
B. Starting the Engines.
G. Cooling the electronic

equipment compartment.
D. Leading edge an4.t-icing.
E. Rain Removal.
F. Driving an ATM.
G. Engine air intake

anti-icing.

A. All 4 engines
B. Engines 2 and 3 only.
C. Gas turbine compressor.
D. Ground air conditioner.
E. Ground air cart.

A. 28v DC motor operated
engine bleed air valves.

B. Solenoid controlled, air
actuated bleed air valves.

C. Aluminum Ducting.
D. Stainless Steel Ducting.
E. Wing isolation valves.
F. Eody crossover valves.
G. Check valves.

Read each of the follcrw-Ing statements, then mark ithem as either True (T) or
False (F).

4. The wing isolation valves are held open a solenoid.

2. The wing isolation valves are closed by spring tension.

6. After the wing isolation valve is closed, it can only be reopened
mechanically.

7. During flight, engine bleed air is normally taken only from engines
1 & 2.

8. The bleed air from the GTC can be used to start the aircraft engine,;.

13
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Frame 10

The electrical circuits for controlling the bleed air system are shown in

Foldout 1 (the last page of this text). Open this foldout.

Locate the four engine bleed air shutoff valves and the LH and RH isolation
valves. The engine bleed air shutoff valves are each controlled by an engine
bleed air control switch.

Locate these switches on the diagram. Placing the switch to OPEN position
directs power to open the bleed air shutoff valve. .

The diagram shows each of those switches in the OPEN position. Placing the

switch to the CLOSED position directs power to close the valve.

Also notice that when the switch is placed to the OPEN position, current
has to go through a second switch, which is actuated by the fire control handle.

In case of an engine fire, the pilot will pull the fire control handle; this
will cause several things to happen, such as closing off the fuel supply and the

bleed air shutoff valve to close.

Traces the circuit for control of Engine No. 1 bleed air shutoff valve.
Starting at the Engine No.1 circuit breaker, follow the path of current flow to
Engine No. 1 bleed air valve control switch.

With the switch in the OPEN position, current will flow through the switch
to B2 of the fire control switch. Current will go through this switch to Pin A

of the No. 1 engine bleed air shutoff valve.

This will cause the valve motor to run to the open position. DI(...w follow

the path of current flow for normal closing of the valve. With the comral
switch in the CLOSED position, current will flow through the switch to 31 of

the No. 1 engine bleed air shutoff valve.

With the NO. 1 engine bleed air valve switch in the OPEN position, if the
fire control handle is pulled, it will direct power to close the valve.

When the fire control handle is pulled, it-moves the switch contact, conn-

ecting B2 to B1. This directs current to the closed side of the engine bleed

air shutoff valve.

Notice that all four of the engine bleed air shutoff valve circuits are

identical. Since we have followed the current for engine No. 1, you should be
able to analyze the electrical control for the other three.

As stated earlier, the wing isolation valves are controlled by separate

switches. With the switches in NORMAL there is no current flow and the valves
remain open.

Placing either switch to CLOSED permits current flnw from the circuit breaker

to the valve slenoid. This energizes the solenoid .-n releases the valve

allowing the spring rension to close the valve.

14
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Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The engine bleed air shutoff valves are actuated by
volt DC

1701

2. Each engine bleed air shutoff valve is controlled by a separate
engine bleed air valve

3. With the No. 3 engine bleed air valve switch in the OPEN position,
pulling the "'re control handle will cause the engine bleed air shutoff
valve to

4. The LH wing isolation valve solenoid is , -rgized when the LH
wing isolation valve switch is in the (normiL/
closed) position.
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Frame 11

A bleed manifold pressure gage is located in the cockpit. Figure 9 shows
the gage and illustrates haw it is connected to the bleed air manifold.

This gage indicates the bleed air pressure in the bleed air manifold. It

serves to keep the pilot informed cf the pressure in the manifold, and can also
be used by maintenance personnel (you) when checking to determine if the system
has excessive leakage.

When using the MA-1A ground air cart of the GTC, the gage will normAlly
indicate approximately L0 psi. When the engines are supplying air to the man-
ifold the gage will indicate apprOximately 70 psi. However this will depend
on the engine throttle settings.

Fill in the blapks to complete trla following statements.

1. Tho0Pressure in the bleed air manifold is indicated by a

2. T bleed air system can be ehecked for excessive leakage by using the

bleed manifold
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Frame 12

Maintenance on bleed air systems is similar for al] aircraft. However,

you should always refer to the applicable aircraft technical order to obtain
specific instructions. General inspection and maintenance consists of:

1. Checking bleed air ducting for corrosion, cracks and dents.

'2. Checking duct couplir,-,s (clamps) for security.

3. Checking duct insulation for tears or saturation from oil or hydraulic
fluid.

L. Removing and repldcing sections of ducting, clamps, gaskets, and com-
ponents, such as bleed air valves.

5. checking system for leakage:

Checking the system for leakage is accomplished in various ways. The system
can be checked to determine if= excessive leakage exists by observing the pressure
gage and timing the pressure drop when the system is turned'off.

This method of testing will locate extreme leakage through rupturallucts,
missing V-band couplings and gaskets, or it will indicate a shutoff valve that
has failed to close.

The pressure decay method of leak testing is accomplished-by assuring all
systems are turned off, then pressurizing the bleed air system using the GTC or
by running the engines. An example Of this procedure would be as follows:

1. With the GTC running, allow the bleed air manifold pressure to buildup
to 35 psi. Then close off the air from the GTC, thus trapping the air in the
bleed air manifold.

2. Using a stop watch, time the pressure drop as it drops from 3U psi to
15 psi. If the time for the pressure to drop from 30 psi to 15 psi is less than
8.5 seconds, the leakage at some point in the manifold is excessive.

If the time is greater than 8.5 seconds, the leakage is not excessive.
The pressure will drop as there is an allowable leakage around some valves and
through the urinal drain anti-icing tubes.

Locating leaks Is done by the hand survey method. This is accomplished by
pressurizing the manifold with the GTC, then cautiously feeling around each
duct connection or area where leakage is suspected. Remember, this air and

the ducts can still be vgry hoc.

18



Questions for Frame 12.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. To determine specific procedures for maintaining a bleed air system,
you should refer to the applicable

2. To determine if the leakage from a bleed air manifold is within the
allowable specifications, you should leak test the system using the

3. In the example given for leak checking a bleed air system, if the
pressure drops from 30 psi. to 15 psi in 6 seconds, this would indicate

(a normal system/excessive leakage).

4. 'If excessive leakage is indicated when performing a leak test, by
the pressure. decay method, the trouble could be caused by an engine bleed
air sliutoff valve failing to

71.

s 2
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Frame 13`

1'

/
Place a Tor F in the blank to indicate whether the statement is True or

False.

1. -'Engine bleed air is used oa the cargo aircraft for starting engines,
air conditioning and pressurizir3g the cabin, anti-icing the wings,
empennage and engine air intakes and for driving an air turbine motor.

2. When performing a ground operational check, bleed air can be supplied
by either the engines, GTC, or ground air supply cart.

3. During "light, engine bleed air is normally supplied by ingines NO. 1

and NO. 2 only.

4. Closing of the wing isolation valves is accomplished by energiAng a
solenoid.

5. During flight, the wing isolation galves are normally closed.

6. The engine bleed air shutoff valves aro aLtuaed by a 28 volt DC 54.

7. The bleed manifold pressure gage is used when performing a leak test
of the bleed air system by the pressure decay method.

8. When the bleed air system is checked for excessive leakage br the pres-
sure decay method, the preisure drops from 30 psi to 15 psi in 20 sec..;
this indicates excessive leakage.

9. When a fire control handle is pulled it will cause t4e engine 4leed air
shutoff valve to close for that particular engine.

Select the correct answer or answers to the following question.

1 ). The-No. 2 engine bleed air shutoff valve fails to close. Thi's could be

caused by

a. a defeqtive shutoff valve motor. .

-b. the fire control handle being ralledout.
c. the isolation valve switch being in normal.
d. an'open in the electrical circuit between B1 of the fire control

handle and B of the valve moor.

.453
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CORRECT' RESPONSES TO ALL THE FRAMES.

Frame 1

1? 0 7

Frame 9 (Continued)

1.

2.

bleed air
bleed air ;'

4.

5.

T

T
3. engine bleed air 6. T
4. intake scoop and guide 7. F

8. T

Frame 2

1. engines, gas turbine, ground air
2. ground air, compressor
3. bleed, ground

Frame 3

Frame 10

1. 28 motors

2. switch
3. close
4. closed

1. stainless steel, shutoi valves, Frame 11
isolation

2. 4 1. pressure gage
3. 4 2. pressure gage

Frame ( Frame 12

1. air cart 1. to aical ofder
gas turbine 2. pressure decay
engines- 3. excessive leakage:

4. close
Frame 5

Frame :3
1. ground air cart

1. T
Frame 6 2. T

3. F

-1. engines, gas turbine, ground air 4. f
2. blqed air, shutoff 5. F

3. engine, connection, gas tilbine compressor 6. T

4. wing isolation 7. T

5. all four 8. F

9. T

10. a and aFrame 7

1. 28V ,DC motor

2. switch'

Frame 8

1. wing isolation valve
2. open
3. solenoid

haute 9

AMC,
2 . A C E
3. ADEG 211
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1710 *FOREWORD

4

This programmed text wes-prepared for use in course 3ABR42331.

The material contained herein has been validated using thirty 42010

students enrolled in the 3ABR42331 course. Ni'nety percent of the

students taking this text achieved or surpassed the criterion called

for in the approved lesson objective. The average student required

207 minutes to complete th4.s workbook.

OBJECTIVES

Using a wiring diagram, identify four out of five given anti-

icing system control circuit troubles.

Iii order for yoo to'accomplish this objective the following
areas will be covered by this programmed text.

k 1. The purpose of the wing and empennage anti-icing systems.

2. The function of tA'e wing and empennage antielting system

components.

3. The normal operation of the wing and empennage ant17,1cing

systems

4. The operatiOn of the wing and empennage anti-icing control

cirj utts and overheat warning circuits.

INSTRUCTIONS

This text presents material in small steps called "frames."
After each frame you are asked to respond by c, npleting statements,
matching statements, or by selecting the true statements. Read the

.material carefully before making the response.. The correct answers
to the responses are given orf the top Jof the next page of the text.

If you select the correct answers, continue to the Ixt frame. If

you are incorrect, read the material again and correct your answer

before continuing.'

4 -*

Supersedes 3ABk42231-PT-207A, _4 January 1973.
CPR: 3370TTG
DISTMUTION: X

3370ITGTC -150; TTVSR -'1
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Frame 1

In the past lesson you studied the cargo aircraft bleed air
system. You should recall from that lesson that on the cargo air-
craft, bleed air i, used for several purposes, and that one of these
purposes was to anti-ice the leading edge surfaces of the aircraft.

You should also recall that on the cargo aircraft, he bleed
air can be supplied to the bleed air manifold by the engines, a GTC,
or by a ground air supply cant.

In this lesson you will study the anti-icing .system which stops
ice from building up on the leading edge of the wines and empennage
surfaces.

You will leain that hot engine bleed air is used to stop ice
from forming on these surfaces and how this bleed air is controlled.

. You should keep in mind that even though there are three

sources of bleed air, the only scurr.e that can be used to operate
the anti-icing system while the aircraft is in flight is the air
from the engines.

?
As was said in the past text, this air is supplied from all four

engines. For ground operation, the GTC o- ground air supply cart
can be used.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. One Purpose of the engine bleed air is I.Jr
the wing and empennage leading edges.

2. During flight, blied air supplied to the bleed air manifold
In the cargo aircraft by the



itna
Answers to Frame 1: 1. anti -iciwR 2. engines.

Fnme 2 ----

Anti-icing systems are required to prevent ice f!:um forming, which

could force the aircraft to land or crash.

Some aircraft use anti-icing systems for the wings and empennage

(tail section), and for anti-icing areas such as the radome. Others

may use the anti-icing systems for the engine inlet air ducts only,

while others may not have any anti-icing systems.

In addition to the ant--icing system, an automatic ice detection

system is often-used. The cargo aircraft that you will be studying

has several anti-icing systeun plus an ice detection system.

Figure 1 shcws the rain areas that are anti-iced on this aircraft.

These.areas include; (1) the leading edge of the wings,.(2) the

leading edge of the horizontal stabilizer, (3) the leading edge of the

vertical stabilizer, (4) the engine inlet air duct and (5) the radome.

Figure 1.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The put,,ose of an anti-icing system is to

from accumulating.

2. The areas that are anti-iced on the cargo aircraft include the

of the'wings, the engine

,
the leading cc a of the

ice

4

0
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. prevent 2. leading edge, inlet air duct,
vertical stabilizer.

ir>13

Frame 3
In this lesron you will study only the wing and empennage anti-

icing system. The engine air intake duct anti-icing system will be
talked about in your next lesson.

The wing and empennage anti-icing system is made up of the
ducting and valves necessary to direct the hot engine bleed air
to the leading edge surfaces.

Figure 2 shows the ducting for the right wing. The lef- wing is
the same as the right wing so it will not be taken up.

The wing ?jading edge anti -icing system is split up into the left
and right wing systems. Then, in each wing the anti-icing system is
further split up into an inboard section and an outboard section.

In the sketch shown, (A) is the inboard section, and (B) is the
outboard section. The airflow from the bleed air manifold to each
section ia controlled by an anti-icing shutoff valve. The inboard
section is controlled by the valve -irked (C) and_the outboard section ,

is controlled by the valve marked (D)1

Figure 2.

Remember, this only shows the right wing. The left wing is
identical. This means there are four valves that contrrl bleed air-
flow for anti-icing the wing leading edge.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The wing leading edge anti-icing system is divided into an
and an section in each wing.

2. The bleed airflow for wing anti-icing is controlled by
shutoff valves.

3. The wing leading edge anti-icing is controlled by (2/4) valves.

5
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Answer's to Frame 3: 1. inboard-outboard 2. anti-icing 3. four

Frame 4

The empennage anti-icing system is also split up into two

sections. Figure 3 show, this system.

Section (A) provides air for anti-icing the left horizontal

stabilizer and the upper portion of the vertical stabilizer.

Section (B) provides air for anti-icing the right horizontal

stabilizer and the lower portion of the vertical stabilizer.

Figure 3.

Each section is controlled by a separate anti-icing system shutoff

valve. The valve marked (C) controls bleed air for anti-icing the left

horizontal stabilizer and the upper portion of the vertical stabilizer.

The valve marked (D) controls the bleed air for anti-icing the

righL. horizontal stabilizer and the lower section of the vertical

sta:Alizer.

This means there are a total of six anti-icing'shutoff valves in

the anti-icing system; two in the empennage and four in the wings.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The empennage anti-icing system is divided into sections.

2. The leading edge anti-icing system contains a total of

valves.

3. Anti-icing of the upper portion of the vertical stabilizer and

the left horizontal stabilizer is controlled by

(the same/different) valve(s).
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Answers to Frame 4: 1. two 2. six 3. the same

Frame 5

,

The blee\ air used for the leading edge #nti-icing systemvis
controlled by, air actuated, solenoid controlled valves.-

I ,

In the past frames, these valves were referred to as anti-icing

-
system shutoff valves. For the remainder of the text these valves
will simply be called anti-icing valvesr All six valves are the s.--..me.
The anti-icing valve is shown in figure 4.

SOLENOID

ANTI-ICING VALVE

Figure 4.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Anti-icing valves are actuated (opened/closed) by

2. The anti-icing valves are controlled by a



Answfl!ers to Frame 5: 1.. air pressure. 2. solenoid

Frame 6

Figure 5 shows an ihternal view of the anti -icing valve. The
operation of this valve is somewhat different from those you have

studied in the past.
*

This valve is mada up cf a solenoid, actuator, piston, return
spring, orifice, and orifice seal. The opening that the air flows
through is called an orifice, and the plate that opens and closes is
called the orifice seal.

Find each of these parts on the sketch shown.

SOLENOID

BLEED ORIFICE

/ ACTUATOR

PISTON

ORIFICE SEAL

ORIFICE

Figure 5.

The sketch shows the valve in, the closed position. Let's see how

the valve is held closed.

Ehb_Lne blee: air from the bleed air manifold flows in and surrounds

the actuator (show' y the arrows).

Now note the bleed orifice in the side of the actuator. The air
that flows around t.he actuator will also flow into this orifice. This

will equalize the pressure inside the actuator with the pressure
surrounding the actuator and equalizes the pressure on each side of

the pistc..

Notice that the piston and orifice seal are connected. Since the

pressure is the same on each side of the piston, it will not move, and

the return spring will hold the orifice seal closed.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The opening in the anti-icing valve that air flows through is

called an

2. When the pressure in,ide of the actuator I's equal to the pressure
surrounding the actuator, the valve will be

8
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Answers to Frame 6: 1. orifice 2. closed.

Frame 7

We said earlier that the anti-icing valve is controlled by a

solenoid. Leeig see how this is done.

To open the valve, the solenoid must.be energized. Remember, the
valve was held closed by allowing the air pressure to bleed in through
the bleed orifice. ,This keeps the air pressure the same on each side

of the piston.

When the solenoid is energized, it opens a ver port. Note the
vent port in the sketch shown.

With the vent port open,. the air bleeds in through the bleed
orifice and continues to flow out through the vent port. This will
stop the pressure from building up inside the actuator and will result
in a difference in pressure on the piston.

The pressure will be greater on side 3 than on side A (see figure 6).
This pressure will overcome the spring tension and cause the actuator to
move, which also moves the orifice seal. ,This will open the valve.

Figure 6 shows the valve in the open position.

AO PLOW

Fig-...ce 6.

Fill in the blanks to complete tike following statements.

1. When the solenoid is energized, it opens a port.

2. The anti-icing valve is opened by a difference in

3. When the solenoid is energized, the pressure will be
surrounding the actuator than inside the actuator.
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Answers to Frame 7: 1. vent 2. pressure -'3.---.greater

Frame 8

Now that you know the anti-icing valves are controlled by energizing
and deenergizing a solenoid, let's see how the solenoid is controlled.

'here are two switches on the instrument panel that con,7o1 the
leading edge anti-icing.

One switch controls the wing anti-icing and one controls the
empennage anti-icing.'

The switch for the wings, controls all four wing anti-icing valves,
and the switch for the empennage controls both empennage anti-icing

ae valves.

The sketch shows the circuit for controlling one val,-e. This sane
circuit controls the other valves also.

Detail A shows the switches that control the valves. When either
of these switches is placed to the on position, it energizes the solenoids

'en the valves for thet system.

WING AND

IQybCONT101. I I

EMNT 11.13 I I----
NV DC coNsitot

/
..m.,"..
OlICIJIT MMUS

PAWL

A

Alt ROW

- TO CPlet
SOLENOIDv4vES

Figure 7.

Fill in _ .,l=inks to complete the folle,wing statements.

1. The horizontal and vertical stabilizer anti-icing system is
controlled by the switch.

2. The wing anti-icing switch controls (1, 2, 3, or 4) valves.

3. The voltage required for energizing the anti-icing valve
solenoicis is

4. The empennage anti-icing switch controls (1, 2, 3, or 4) valves.

5. Tc open the anti-icing valves, the solenoid must be

10
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Answers to Frame 8: 1. anti-icing empennage 2. 4 3. 2SV DC 4. 2

5. energized.

With the anti -icing valves
leading edge anti-icing_ducts.
?f the bleed air was circulated
the wing surface.

To reduce this temperature,

Frame 9

open, the hot bleed gir flows into the
Remember, chet.bleed air is extremely hot.
through the wing itself, it could damage

the bleed air is mixed with the
surrounding "ambient" air.

The bleed air is directed into a duct that contains several small
ejector nozzles. The ejector nozzles ilirect the bleed air,into a formed
venturi as shown in figure 8, detail A. .This causes a low pressure area
between .the ejectors and the formed venturi which pulls in jnbient air.

The ambient air mixes with the bleed air. The ambient air is much
cooler than the bleed air and reduces the term;:erature of tne_air
circulating against the leading edge-surface. This mixture of bleed
air and ambient air then passes through small passages in the leading
edge surface. This is shown in detail B of the sketch.

After the air flows through the passages it is pulled back into the
venturi by the ejectors. This mixes with more bleed air and the air
recirculatez'through the passages.

This recirculating process continues as long as the anti-icing
system is on. As the air reaches the outboard tip of the leading edge
surface, it is vented overboari through a vent.

Figure 8.
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Fram1e
7g

9 (Cont'd)

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1.

2.

The temperature of the air circulating against the skin of the

leading edge is cooled by mixing ail ant. air.

Ambient air is mixed with bleed air kx action of the

and formed

3. After recircu'ating through the passages, the antiicing air is

overboard.

,-*.... 44t
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1'731Answers to Frame 9: 1. 'bleed, ambient 2. ejector nozzles, venturi
3. vented

4

Frame 10
With the recirculating

of air through the leading edge ducts,the temperature in the leading edge space could still go oast a Eife
operaang range.

When the system is on, an anti-ice control thermostat is usedto cycle the anti-icing valve on QV off.

But, before we go through the operation of the anti -ice controlthermostat, we need to bring out two concepts that may be new to you.One is how a mercury thermostat
operates and the second is the upe ofan electrical circuit called a "holding circuit."

Mercury thermostats are used in both the anti-icing systems and

w?

the cabin temperature control system. Holding eirc its are used inthe anti-icing control thermostat, in conjunction th the mercury,thermostat, and in the fee detection system that you will learn later.
Mercury thermostats are used to control a relay which in turn willcontrol a valve. You are prOably familiar with the cOlmmon mercurythermometer. Apercury thermostat is similar to the mercury thermometer.
The mercury is housed in a glass tube. When'the temperature nearthe glass tube goes up, the mercury will expand. This will cause it torise in the tube. When the temperature goes down, it will shrink, whichwill make it fall in the tube. 4
Since we know that mercuiv is temperature sensitive, it should beeasy to see that it can [Se us in a temperature control device.
To show how a mercury thermostat can be used as a temperature

sensitive control device, we'll start.with a very simple control circuit.
Figure 9 shows a mercury thermostat that controls a light bulb. Inthis simple circuit, when the temperature is below some set value, thelight will be off. Then as the temperature goes past the set value, thelight will.come on, because you now have provided a ground for thecircuit.

The mercury thermostat acts as a switch for the light. The shadedarea shows the mercury after the temperature goes up. Note that the
mercury completes a circuit to turn on the light.

Figure 9.

13

THERMOSTAT
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Frame 10 (Cont'd)

Fill in the blanks to complete the following stateients.

1. An increase in temperature will cause the mercury to

(expand/contract).

2. The mercury therMbstat can be used as a temperature sensitive

3. In the basic circuit illustrated in figure 9, an increase in
,temperature will turn the light (on /off)'.

A
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Answers to Frame 10: 1. expand 2. .switch 3. on 023

`IN0fame 11

Now let's put-the mercury thermostat to work controlling a
solenoid valve

Figure 10 shows a ci;pvit that uses a mercury thermostat to zoqtrol
-a relay which in turn contrpls the solenoid.

In this circuit, the
solenoii will be deenergized when the temperature goes past some set.
value (let's say 180°F).

As the air temperature on all sides of the thermostat gets to180°F, the mercury will rise to the 180°F contact point (shown by theshaded space) Whichympletes the ground circuit for the relay.

Let's see how this circuit works, When trre switch fs\closed(movedo tHeon positidn), a oath for 28V be is completed through
point-A and point B on the solenoid coil, through the relay contacts,
Co ground. This will energizu the solenoid.

When the temperature builds up to 180°F, the mercury will rise
, and complete a path, through the mercury to ground for the relay coil.
This will energize the relay, and pull the contacts down. Note that
this will open the ground circuit for the solenoid.

As,the temperature drops below 180°F, the mercury will drop in
the tube and open the circuit to the relay. This will deenergize the,
relap, and complete the circuit to the-solenoid ground. Now the
solenoid will again_be energized.

N SOLENOtO

I

At
I

1 .

tk. I

al

--f
RELAY

180°T

Figure .10.

I

THERMOSTAT

Remember, the temperature of the air determines the height of the
mercury: The height of the mercury determines which circuit is operating.

15
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Frame 11 (Cont's1)

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statement,

1. When the mercury in the thermostat reaches the 1F)°F point, the
relay will be (energized/d ,mergized).

2. Wien the relay 1.0 energized, the solenoid will be
(energized/deenergized).

3. Thethermostat assemb]y (relay and thermost_lt) corkrols the
circuit of the solcnoid.

16
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Answers to Frame 11: 1. energize,? 2. deenergized 3. ground

Frame 12

* Weqre seen how a mercury thermostat can be used to deenergize a

solenoid at 180°F. Now let us assume we want the solenoid to stay
deenergized until the temperature drops several degrees below the 180°F

seteing (let's say to 158°5). This is where the "hoirl4ng circuit" will

be used.

Figure 11 shows the same mercury thermostat control circuit as
before but now a holding circuit has been added and is shown by the
dark, bold lines.

Frame 10 showed how a mercury thermostat could be used to control
a valve (solenoid) at 180°F. Tn that circuit the relay ias energized

as the temperature reached 180°F, and deenergized as the .emperature

dropped below 180°F.

Now let's see how the thermostat control ci-rcuic can energize the
relay when the temperature reaches 180°F and Shen keep it energized
until the temperature drops below 158°F.

SOLENOJD

Figure 11.

at,

Figure 11 shows the mercury on the rise due t a temperature

increase. The mercury will first come in contact with the 158°F

point. But, note that since the relay is still deenergized it will
have no effect on our control circuit.

As the temperature goes up the mercury will rise in the tube to

the 180°F point. This will complete the ground circuit to the relay

coil and will energize the relay. With the relay energized, note
that the relay coil now has a second path to ground through the
lower relay contact and through the 158°F poin on the thermostat.

Now as the temperature drops, the mercury also drops. But now

the circuit through the 158°F point will keep the relay energized
until the temperature drops below 158°F.

' 0 3
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Fr..-e 12 (Cont'd)

The circuit through the 158°F point serves to hold the relay

c7er&ized while the temperature drops from 180°F to 158°F. This

is why it is called a holding circuit.

what effect does the holding circuit have on the solenoid? When

the r lay is energized, the solenoid will be deenergized.. FrOm this

we,can see that the solenoid will be deenergized when the temperacurp

rises to 180°F and will stay deenergized until the temperature drops

below 158°F.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements,

1. After the temperature reaches 180°F, the solenoid will rcTain
(energized/deenergized) until the tempt-racure

drops below' 158 °F due to the

2. The mercury thermostat provides the ground circuit for the

0\
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Answers to Frame 12: 1. deenergized, holding circuit 2. relay

Frame 13

The sketch below shows the anti-icing valve with the thermostat

control circuit. From the information given in fra,.,- 10 thrc.ugh 12

you know how the thermostat assembly controls the anti-icing valve.

The thermostats are found in the leading edge, downstream of the

valve outlet. There is one thermostat for each valve.

The thermostats are made to close the anti-icing valve when the
temperature gres past 180°F and to re-open the valve when the tempera-

ture drops below 158°F The sketch shows the electrical circuit for

one valve. The electrical circuit is the sane for the rest of the

valves.

I WING AND

o

EMP ta I oFF

pLeNTROL

I

1 ESSENTIAL BUS 1 L__ ___ ___ ____
., ON 1

UN DC ANfiACINGCONTROL

COPILOT'S LOWER
CIRCUIT &REAM R

PANEL

PANEL

TO OTHER
V tiVES

SOLENOID

,sou,

.......

THERMOSTAT

AIR FLOW

Figure 12.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The leading edge anti-icing system contains: (2, 4, or 6)

temperature control thermostats.

2. The temperature control thermostats controls the
circuit of the anti-icing valve solenoid.

3. The thermostat controls the leading edge temperature by cycling the
open and closed.

,72
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yers to Frame 13: 1. 6 2. ground 3. anti-icing valve

Frcne 14

So far we've seen two yays to control the temperature of the

bleed air :.std for anti-ic:ng. These art. the mixing of the air through

the erectors whi,h :ends to cut dcyn the temperature, and then the

t!-crmostats :ha: control the Leading edge temperature Between 158°F

ani 18)'F.

Foyever, c: re Is al-lays the possibility that a thermostat will

fail or a valve will stay open which would cause an overheat condition.

Te=pi:racure indicators are used to show the leading edge

The temperature indicators are shown in figure 13.

The indicators are marked "inoperative," "normal operating range,"

and "overheat". There are six indicators; one for each section of the

leading edge anti-icing system.

During operation of the system, if the temperature is between 93°F

to 180'F the temperature indicators will be in the "normal operating

range."

If the temperature drops below 93°F, the indicators would show

"inoperative". The temperature drop would be caused by a'solenoid not

energizing or a valve stuck in the closed position.

If the temperature goes above 180°F, the indicators would go to the

"overheat" condition. This could be caused by a defective thermostat or

a valve stuck in the open position.

a.711o.... ,,,,,4,..,... ,..., ra. I, I. ' .4/0 fl . to 14.12 4.. 43 w .I. 04, pylit ./..

...r Cm
, -,1..4 .64 Obt.ftie .0( .0C.- tt 1 ......, { ,..1.0.0.i4 ,...........1. LOH (..,,,Alf .4,0.1....-...,,

...,

WING AND

TO
OTHER INDICATORS

EI.AP TEM?

ESS,,E3NVTDIACI. SUS TEMP
INDICATOR

Figure 13.

TEMPERATURE
BULB

In figure 13, t::e electrical circuit for one indicator is shoran.

circuit for the other indicators are the same.
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Frame 14 ,Cont'd)-

The circuit is made up of the indicator and a temperature sensing
bulb. The temperature bulb is found in the leading edge.

The temperature bulb has a resistance that will change with
temperature This will change the amount of current flow through the
sensor (buil)) and through the indicator. This change in current
flaw will cause the indicators to show iZ each valve is inoperative,
operating normally, or causing an overheat condition.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. When using the leading edge anti-icing system, the pilot can
vponitor the leading edge temperature by observing the
temperature

2. The leading edge temperature indicators are marked

and

3. The temperature in the leading edge is sensed by

"507
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An ers to Frame 14: 3. indicator 2. inoperative, normal operating

r-mge, overheat 3. temperature bulbs.

Frame 15

In addition to the temperature indicators, six thermostatically
controlled overtemperature warning lights are provided to monitor

overheat conditions.

The overtemperature warning lights are found directly below the
indicators on the antiicing panel (see figure 14).

The warning lights are operated by separate warning thermostats
found in the leading edge. There are two overheat warning thermostats
hooked to each light.

Using two thermostats allows sensing of the temperature in two
different areas within each section of the leading edge.

The warning light only tells the pilot of the overheat condition,
he must take action to correct the problem. This could involve
turning off the anti icing system or closing the engine bleed air
valves and the isolation valves.

The sketch in figu7e 14 shows the electrical circuit for one
warning light. All six thermostats are wired the same.

MIME AMA

f..0

ovEasur
LIGHTS

.4, WO .... .4, 44 Ir. uI, iri.,..........i. MI Al . Y.* *VA .16... .... '.1...

I
-

OVERHEAT
1.44T

SEAML SUS
re ty;

Figure 14.

THERJOOST AT

ThERLQSTAT

Fill in the blanks tu cor=lete the follc-Arg statanents.

1. Should the temperature in the leading edge exceed a safe operating
range, the pilot will be warned by the overtemperature

22
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Frame 15 (Coned)

2. An overheat concition in the leading edge is sensed by overheat

3. With the antiicing system operating, one section of the wing
leading edge over heats. This could be caused by a mal
functioning temperature control

4. During flight, to correct the problem stated in question 3
above, the pilot would have to turn off the

system.

23
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OVERHEAT
WARNING
THERMOSTAT

./
""11:4

TEMPERATURE

BULB

ANTI-ICING
CONTROL THERMOSTATS

OVERHEAT
WARNING
THERMOSTAT

OVERHEAT
WARNING
THERMOSTATS

TEMPERATURE

BULBS
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EMPENNAGE
ANTI -ICING
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ANTI-,CING
CONTROL
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ANTI-ICING
VALVE
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O

ANTI-ICING
VALVE
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CONTROL
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Figure 15.
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Answers to Frame 15: 1. warning light 2. warning thermostat

3. thermostats 4. wing anti-icing

1733

Frame 16
I

'Figure 15 shows the cmplete anti-icing system for the left wing

art empenneage. The right wills is the same as the left wing. Study the

sketch lnd find each of the parts that have been discussed in the past

frames. Complete each of the following statements rising the sketch as

an aid.

1. The leading edge anti-icing system contains anti-icing

valves.

2. Sach empennage anti-i,:ing valve controls air for one side of the

stabilizer and ha'f of the stabilizer.

3. The leading edge overheat warning system contains
(3, 6, 8, or 12) thermostats.

4. The wing leading edge anti-icing system is divided into
and contains anti-icing valves.

5. The wing anti-icing switch controls (2/4) anti-icing

valves.

6. During operation of the leading edge anti-icing system the air
temperature can be Lonitored by the temperature

7. The six tempterature indicators are operated by changes in
resistance of the temperature sensing located in the

leading edge.

8. An overheat condition in the leading edge surface is indicated

by the overtemperature

9. A warm air mixture is circulated through the leading edge
passages by the action of the

10. When the wing leading edge anti-icing switch is placed to ON it

energizes the of the wing anti-icing valves.

11. The anti-icing valve is actuated open by

12. The leading edge anti-icing temperature is controlled between
158°F and 18C °F by the anti-icing

13. The thermostat assembly consists of a thermostat

IV a
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173g.Answers to Frame 16: 1. six 2. ,lorizontal-vertical
3. 12

4. four sections, 4 5. four 6. indicators

7. bulb 8. warning lights 9. ejector nozzles

10. solenoid 11. air pressure 12. control thermostat

13. mercury relay

'AO

4

!from.... 17

In the past frames you learned that the air for anti-icing is held

in eck by air actuated, solenoid controlled valves and that thc-

solenoids are controlled by mercury type control thermostats.

At the time of normal operation of the anti -icing system, the

temperature of the antiZicing air in the leading edge is shown on

temperature indicators found in the cockpit.

Should the temperature in the leading edges go past a safe

operating range, an overtemperature warning light will be turned on

by overheat warning thermostat.

The electrical circuitry for this system is shown in foldout 1.

Foldout 1 is the last page of this text, please open to this foldout now.

This.sketch shows the anti -icing valve solenoids, anti-icing control

thermostats., overheat warning thermostats and temperatute sensing bulbs

for each of the six zones. Find each of these parts olithe diagram. Now

find the an:i-icing wing and anti-icing empennage switches, the leading

edge temp nature indicators, and the overtemperature warning_lights.

The electrical circuitry for control of each zone is the same. Let's

trace the circuits for the left outboard wing zone.

Use your-RED pencil and draw the anti-icing wing switch to the ON

position. Trace from the wing and empennage ice control circuit breaker,

through the anti-icing wing switch, and 110 to pin A of the left outboard

wing anti-icing valve solenoid.

Then trace through the solenoid to pin B and then down to the top

contact of the anti-icing control thermostat. Trace tarough t1 thermo-

stat relay to ground.

This circuit will energize the solenoid, permitting the anti-icing

valve to -- Lf air pressure is available. Note that the circuit from

the-wing anti-icing switch powers aach of the wing anti-icing solenoids

in the same way.

With your red pencil keep on tracing the circuit to point X and

down to the thermostat relay coil. Trace through the relay coil to

the 180°F contact:

Since the mercury is down, this is an open circuit and we have only

a voltage potential. As the temperature reaches 180°F, the mercury will

comr1,:-.7 "" circuit, energizing the relay: This opens the ground circuit

to the solenoid which closes the valve.

26
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1 Frame 17 (Cont'd)

I

1'13

Using your BLUE pencil, trace the overheat warning light dircuit
for the left outboard wing.

Start by, tracing from the wing and empennage overheat light circuit
breaker to the left outboard wing overtemperature warning light. Then
trace from the overtemperature warning light to pin A op each of the

overheat warning thermostats.

If either thermostat contact closes, due to an overheat condition,
it will complete the circuit to ground, which will turn on the yarning

light. Again note that,the circuits for all six lights are :he same
and operate in the same way.

Using your GREEN pencil, trace the circuit for the left outboard
wing temperature indicator.

Start by tracing from the wing and empennage temperature indic.9ror
circuit breaker to the left outboard wing temperature indicator.

Then trace from the indicator to pin A of the left outboard wing
sensing bulb. COntinue tracing through the sensing bulb to pin B and
ground.

Remember from Frame 14 that the resistance f the sensing bulb will
vary with the changes in temperature. This chang in resistance will
change the current flow through the indicators. Th' change in current
flow through the indicators will inform the pilot if the system is
operating normally, it,inoperative, or is in an overheat condition.
Notice that all six indicator-circuits are the same.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statlments.

1. The overtemperature warning lights are turned'on by

2. The anti-icing control thermostat controls the anti-icing valve
4 by opening and closing the

circuit to the Venoid.

3. The anti-icing a6trol thermostat consists of a
and a type thermostat.
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Answers to Frame 17: 1. overheat warning thert-stat

2. solenoid, ground
3. relay, mercury

Frame 18

On foldout 1 there are 15 Girds:id numbers.. These numbers indicate

troubles,
either in a.,-..ircuit or a part. The numbers that point to a

part mean that tie part could have a short or an open circuit on the

inside.

The statements below give,the condition for a trouble the

system.
Read the.statement then analyze the sketch to de ermine the

possible cause. Place the number of the trouble that wodtt cause this

condition
N
in

10

the blank provided.

11640.

1, Th- right inboard wing ovettemperature warning light comes
on with the anti-icing system OFF.

7, With the anti-icing switches ON, the right stabilizer and

fin base temperature indicator shows inoperative.

3, With both anti-icing switches ON, the wing system operates
normally, but the empennage-system fails to operate.

4. During operation of the anti-icing system, the left stabilizer

and fin tip temperature indicator goes to overheat and the

warning light comes on.

5. With the anti-icing system turned ON, the left stabilizer and

fin tip anti-icing valve fails to open.

6. During operation of the anti-icing system, the righi inboard

wing temperature indicator shows OVERHEAT, and the overtempera-
ture warning light comes on.

7. During operation of the anti-icing system, the right outboard

wing temperature indicator shows OVERHEAT but the warning
light does rr-,c come on.

3. The right inboard wing temperature indicator shows inoperative

with the wing anti-icing saitch ON.

9. With both anti-icing switches ON, the empennage temperature
indicators show normal operation, but the wing temperature
indicators show inoperative.

10. The right outboard wing anti-icing valve fails to open lath
the wing anti-icing switch ON and air pressure available.

28
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A.n.-4-ers to Frame 18: 1. 5 2. 12 3. 1 4. 15 5. 10
6. 8 7. 14 and 11 8. 7 9. 2 10, 13

Frame 19

At this point-you should know,how a,leadi.ng edge anti-icing
system works. But your tasks as a maintenance mechanic demands
that you keep this system working right. So thenext points, we need
to look at are the inspection and maintenance procedures:

Inspection of the systeu takes in a visual inspection for cracks
in the ducting, corrk.sion, looie connections, or any signs of leaks.

The insulation should be checked for being secure afid to make sure
there are no tears. The system should be checked,to make sure the
parts are working right.

The system can bik checked- for operation while the aircraft is on
the ground by.looking at the temperature inditatOrs for a temperature
rise. Most technical manuals will caution you not, to operate an-
anti-icing system f-r more than 30 seconds while the aircraft is on
the ground.

Since there is no airflow over the leading edge surfaces, stich as
there is in flight, leaving the anti-icing system on for-more than
30 seconds could damage the leading edge byvarping the skin.

NO.

The general procedures for performing an operational check are as follows:

1. Make sure affsystemeusing bleed air are OFF.

2. Apply bleed air to the system using either the GTC or
ground air cart.

me 3. Place the wing and empennage anti-icing switches to ON.
Look at the bleed air pressure gage as the switches are
turned on. The bleed air pressure should drop indicating
that the valves are opening.

0 0

4.° Look at the anti-icing temperature indicators. The temperature
indicators should show a temperature rise of approximately the
same amount on all indicators. If one indicator does not show
a temperature rise, then it willbe necessary to check the valve
in that specific location.

The operational check procgdures are used to find out if the
valves will open. It does not check thermostat operation. Keep in
mind that the procedures given are general concepts only,.

NOTE: Before doing any maintenance on an aircraft, you must
always refer to the applicable technical manual for the
correct procedure and to determine specifically what must
be done.

29
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Frame 19 (Cont'd)

The repair procedures depend on the cause for the specific

problem. If a valve fails to operate properly, you will have to

find out the cause through troubleshooting. In most cases the

problem will be due to a defective valve or thermostat. This would

require replacement of the defective part. Again, it's a must that

you refer to the technical manual for the correct removal and

replacement procedures.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements

\--.1-'". When performing a ground operational check, anti-icing valve

operation is indicated by a temperature rise on the

2. The maximum time for operating the anti-icing system while

the aircraft is on the ground is

3. To determine procedures for operational checking or rerairing

the anti-icing system, you should refer to the aircraft

30
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Answers to Frame 19: 1. temperature indicators 2. 30 seconds

3, technical manual

Frame 20

Place a T or F in the blank to identify the statements that are either
true or false.

1. Each section of the wing leading edge anti-icing system-
has an anti-icing shutoff valve.

2. The wing anti-icing switch controls four valves.

3. During flight, air can be supplied for anti-icing
by the GTC.

4. When the leading edge anti-icing valve solenoids aye
energized the valve will be open.

5. the wing leading edge anti-icing valves are solenoid
controlled and pneumatically actuated.

6. During anti-icing operation, the temperature of the
leading edge is controlled by a mercury thermostat.

7. An overheat--sondition of the leading edge is indicated
'by the temperature indicator and by warning lights.

8. The anti-icing systems should never be operated for more
than 30 seconds when the aircraft is on the ground.

9. To perform an operational check of the anti-icing systems,
you should follow the steps given in the technical manual.

=10. During operation of the anti-icing gystem, the thermostat
controis thy pcaition of the valve ..tg opening and closing
the solenoid ground circuit.

Answers to Frame 20:

1. T
2. T
3. F
4. T
5. T
6. T

-7. T
8. T
9. T

10. T
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17'13
OBJECTIVE

Using a wiring diagram, identify four (4) out of five (5) given
air intake duct anti-icing control circuit troubles.

INSTRUCTIONS

This text presents material in steps called frames. After each
frame you are asked to respond to questions in some manner. Read the
material carefully and accomplish what each frame directs you to do.
The correct answers are g qen at the end of the next frame. If you

have answered each response correctly continue on to the next frame.
If you are incorrect, read the material again and correct your answer

before continuing.

This programmed text will cover the function and operation of the
air intake duct anti-icing system, the system components, andthe ice

detection system. In addition, the location of the switches on the
control panel will be gone over, and you will be required to trace
through the electrical circuit to learn normal operation. Finally,

you will be required to analyze the wiring diagram and determine the

cause for system troubles that you will be given.

Proceed on to Frame 1.

.1,..1/42:1:-PT-2073, 24 Jaakary 1973.
.1 t.

": I, t
. 77%f. - I
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Frame 1

The previous text told how hot engine bleed air is used to prevent
ice from building up on the wing and empennage leading edges. In the

previous text we also pointed out the various areas that were anti-iced
on a typicrt cargo aircraft.

The sketch that was used in the previous text is shown again in
figure 1 belcw. Note that item 4 points to the engines. If the aircraft

flies into an area where icing conditions are taking place, the ice will

build up on the engine air intake ducts. In fact, ice will build up in

the engine inlet area sooner than on the leading edges. This is due to

the increase in air velocity at the engine air intake which causes a

lower temperature.

Any buildup of ice in the engine air intake system could be

harmful to engine operation. In this text we'll discuss how ice is

detecteeNin the air inlet and how any buildup of ice is prevented.

C-130

Figure 1.

NO RESPONSE REQUIREI)

3
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Figure 2 below depicts the engine nacelle and shows how the bleed
air flows from the engine to the oil cooler scoop and air intake scoop.
The bleed air is taken from the last stage of engine compression. This
is normally called the "engine inlet scoop" anti-icing system.

Note the arrow; Lhat show the flow of air from the bleed al.? tap-
offr to the air intake scoop area. Also note the small arrows showing
the flow of air through the passages around the air intake scoop.

BLEED AIR
TO OIL
COOLER
SCOOP

BLEED AIR TO
ENG:NE AIR INTAKE

ENGINE
BLEED AIR

N CHECK
\ VALVE

O

AIR INTAKE
, SCOOP

BLEED AIR
MANIFOLD

Figure 2.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The air for the anti-icing system (iniv. air scoop) is taken from the
stage of engine compression.

2. The air for anti-icing the air intake scoop ts circulated through

4
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Frame 3

A solenoid controlled, air actuated valve is used to control air

flow to the air intake and oil cooler scoops. Figure 3 shows the engine

air intake and oil cooler scoop anti-icing valve. Reference point A in

the illustration shows the location of this valve in the system. This

valve is normally'zalled the "engine inlet scoop anti-icing valve."

There is one feature about the engine inlet scoop anti-icing valve

that is different frill other valves that you've studied On this valve

the solenoid is energised to close the valve, and deanergized to open

the valve. This is called a fail-safe valve. That is, if there is an

electrical power failure the valve will open. This feature insures

anti-icing of the scoops even with ar electrical power failure.

ENGINE
SUED AIR
CHECK

\ VALVE

SUED AIR
TO OIL
COOLER
SCOOP

REED MR TO
ENGINE MR INTAKE

AIR INTAKE
SCOOP

Figure 3.

5
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Frame
N

(Cont'd)

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Air for anti-icing the engine air intake is controlled by the engine
. valve,

2. Opening and closing of the engine inlet scoop anti-icing valve is
controlled by a

3. When the engine inlet scoop anti-icing valve is closed, the solenoid
is (anergized/deenergized).

Answers to Frame 2t 1. last 2. passages

6
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Frame 4

Another area in the air intake duct where its can build up is the
guide vanes. Figure 4 shows the guide vane anti-icing system. Detail

I shows the inlet vane anti-icing valve, and detail C shows the inlet
vane anti-icing so:snoid valve. Note the reference points showing the
location of these units on the engine.

There are two inlet vane anti-icing valves for each engine. One

valve is located on each side of the engine as shown in detail D. The
same solenoid controls both valves.

o

Detail D shows the guide vane and flow of air through the vanes.
The ,guide vanes direct the flow of ram air to the engine compressor.
Any buildup of ice on the vanes could cause engine failure.

17fq

NUT VANE ANTI-ICING VALVE

!NUT VANE
ANTHCING
SOLENOID
VALVE

Engine inlet Air Duct and Vans Antiicing System

Figure 4.

7
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Fraa 4 (Coned)

Fill in the blanks to compAte the following statements.

1- Ice is prevented from accumulating on the engine guide vanes by

circulating hot through

the vanes.

2. The units that control air for guide vane anti-icing are the inlet

vane anti-icing valve and the inlet vane

Answers to Frame 3: 1. inlet scoop anti-icing

2. solenoid
3. energized

8
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Frame 5

05-0

The inlet vane anti-icing solenoid valve controls the on and off
action.of the guide vane anti-icing system. The bleed air from the
14th..(last) stage is directed to the anti-icing air valve as shown in
the illustration bdplow.

When the solenoid is energized, as shown, the anti-icing valve is
held closed by the iressure of the bleed air. When the solenoid is
deenergized It opens a vent port that vents the pressure from the poppet
in the anti-icing air valve, thus allowing the valve to open. The 14th
stage bleed air can now flow to the guide vanes.

TO
ANTI-ICING

AREAS

,SN

711.14, STAGE
I 4TH r

; ii 111:: _AIR
$ss i'r..%
s"&ItImmal-a-- ".1 VENTil \

TO
ANTI -ICING 4A% .. 3":-7 MOS
AIR VALVE NENE

ANTI -ICING
SOLENOID VALVE

Figure 5.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The guide vane anti-icing air valve is controlled by the anti-icing

2. Deenergizing the anti-icing solenoid valve opens a port.

3. When the anti -icing solenoid valve is energized, the anti-icing airvalve will be (open/closed).

Answers to Frame 4: 1, bleed air 2. solenoid anti-icing valve.

9
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The engine inlet air duct and vane anti-icing system can be

controlled either autnTatically or manually. The control switches for

the engine inlet,duct and vane anti-icing are shown in the illustration

below.

Tha PROP and ENGINE ANTI-ICING
MASTER SWITCH controls the manual

or automatic selection. The ENGINE INLET AIR DUCT ANTI-ICING SWITCHES

control the on and off selection of the anti-icing valves.

Placing the MASTER SWITCH in AUTO and the ANTI-ICING SWITCHES ON,

the anti-icing valves will be opened by the ice detection system, and

will only open when an icing condition occurs.

Figure 6.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The auto or manual selection of the engine inlet duct and vane

anti-icing system is controlled by the and

anti-icing

2. This on and off selection
of the inlet scoop anti-icing system is

controlled by'the
anti-icing switches.

3. When the prop and engine anti-icing master switch is in AUTO, the

inlet scoop ant?.- -icing
valves will open only when an

occurs.

Answers to Frame 5: 1. solenoid valve 2. vent 3. closed

10
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Frame 7

0.5'42

Figure 7 shows the electrical schematic of the engine inlet air duct
and vane anti-icing system. Remember, when the system is off, the solenoids
are Anergized, snd when ON the sclenoNs are deenergized. Let's follow
the circuits for anti--icing control for number 1 engine to see how this
system is controlled manually. The arrows show the path of current flow.

When the engine inlet air duct anti-icing switches are off, the
circuit is complete from thu circus; breaker to the inlet scoop anti-
icing valve solenoid and to the guide vane anti-icing solenoid valve.
This energizes both solenoids. If the anti-icing switcl is placed to
ON it opens the circuit, deenergizing the solenoids which open the valves.

ENGINE INIEll ENGINE Alil
I ENG AN1I-ICE1 FL DUCT

ENGINE

NO. 3 AND 4 .1 A$11;4iTCCINN: I 1 ItELAY I
..4....--

smuroFF

cON I

F

I
I ESSENTIAL

BUS

2BV, D-C

10

!ESSENTIAL
SUS f

I
1 28V, D-C

I ENO ANTI-4a I

SHUTOFF
INO. 1 AND 2

COPILOT'S SIDE
__1

CIRCUIT BREAKER
PANEL.,

I

ON

a

II NO. 2 OFF I
1 -4-

TO ENG NO. 4

TO ENG NO. 3

TO ENG NO. 2

o
ON

1 1
Ali

I-4- 6+13

NO. I OFF
engine

L
i

ANTI-ICING
CONTROL PANEL

'+ -4. I 4.

I

ENG AIR INTAKE
AND OIL COOLER
SCOOP ANTI-
ICING VALVE
(NORMALLY OPEN)

ICE DETECTOR
PANEL

Figure 7.
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Frame 7 (Coned)

Fill in the blanks to c)mplete the following statements.

1. When the engine inlet air diet anti-icing switches are OFF, the
engine air intake scoop anti-icing solenoid valve will be

2. The engine inlet air duct and vane anti-icing valves will be open

when the solenoids are

:were to Frame 6: 1. prop engine master switch
2. engine inlet air duct
3. icing condition

12
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Frame 8

Placing the prop and engine anti-icing master switch to AUTO willturn on the ice detection system. With the ice detection system operating,the engine inlet air duct anti-icing switches can be placedfto ON, but thevalves will only open when an icing condition occurs.

Find the engine air anti-icing relay and the auto deicing relay onthe sketch shown. When the ice detection
system is operating, with noice, the auto deicing relay is deenergized and directs current flow tokeep the wipe air anti-icing relay energized. The sketch shows thecircuit with a no ice condit4on.

The arrows show current flow for the valves onnumber 1 engine.Keep in mind that anti-icing control of all four engines is the same.Note that in the ho ice condition, electrical power is lead to the
solenoids regardless of the position of the evsine inlet air duct
anti-icing switches. a

When an icing condition takes place, the ice detection system
will cause the auto deicing relay to energize. This opens the circuit
to the engine air anti-icing relay causing it to deenergize. This will
deenergize the solenoids opening the valves.

ENGINE INLET ENGINE Alll
AIR DUCT ANTIICING

I
ANTI-ICING I RELAY

SWITCHES

ESSENTIAL.
-4P. -4 i.....

SUS I ON 1

28V, 0-C L.-._.. o----2*

ENG Arm-4a 1 I NO. I OFF

o

SHUTOFF 1

NO. I AND 2

COPILOT'S SIDE
CIRCUIT BREAKER

PANEL

- -40 41- -4-
k NG AIR INTAKE
AND OIL COOLER
SCOOP ANTI-
LING VALVE

ANTI-ICING
SOLENOID VALVE

ICE DETECTOR
PANEL

Engine Inlet Air Duct and Vane Anti-icing System

71:"."47117..say
4r ''ut ;44 ,.drANtk' -

Figure 8.
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Frame 8 ;...,nted)

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. With the prop and engine anti-icirg nester switch 4n AUTO, and a

no ice condition, the engine air anti-icing relay will be

2. When the engine air anti-icing relay is energized, the inlet scoop

and vane anti-icing valves will be {opened /closed).

3. engine ait anti-icing relay is controlled by the

system.

A.Iswers to Frame 7: 1. energized 2. deenergized

14
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Frame 9
/7564-

select the component name from column B that matches the statement
given in column A. Place the letter of the matchi.ng component in the
blank space provided.

Column A

1. Controls the inlet vane
anti-irAng valves.

2. Controls the automatic and
manual 3election of the
inlet scoop and guide vane
anti-icing system.

3. Directs 14th stage air to
passages in the guide vanes.

4. Directs 14th stage air to
passages in the air intake
scoop.

Column B

A. Engine air intake and oil cooler
scoop anti-icing valve.

B. Inlet vane anti - icing valve.

C. inlet vane anti-icing solenoid
valve.

D. Prop and engine anti-icing
master switch.

E. Engine inlet aiL, duct anti-
icing switch.

Place a T (true) or an F !false) in the blank to identify the statement(a)

that are either true or lse.

5. The fail-safe feature of the engine inlet scoop and guide vane
anti-icing valves means that in case of ..-. electrical power

failure, the valves will open.

6. The engine inlet scoop and guide vane anti-icing system contains
one inlet vane anti-icing valve and one inlet vane anti-icing

solenoid valve.

Answers to Frame 8; energized

15
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Frame 10

The ice detection system is used as an automatic control for the
engine inlet air anti-icing system. That is it will automatically open
the engine inlet scoop a-.1 guide vane anti-icing valves when an icing
condition takes place. Keep in mind that this system does not control
the wing or tail leading edge anti-icing system.

The ice detection system is made up of TWO sets of detection units.
an auto deicing relay, a reset relay, a warnigg-icing condition light,
and a no-ice light.

Each set of detection units has a detector and an interpreter.
These units are shown below, The detector and interpreter are the
two chief parts of this system.

The interpreters are fouOtti on the ice detection panel. The detectors
are found in the engine nacelles. One detector is found in the number 2
engine nacelle and one is found in the number 3 engine nacelle. The
probe of the detector unit goes through the nacelle and into the inlet
air duct just in front of the engine.

r- DETECTOR 7

THERMOSWt TCH

Lvw-01.
CASE HEATER

I

PROS/
HEATER

N AC NO 2

Figure 9.
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Frame 10 (Coned) 11511

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The ice detection
system cons-ols the opening of the

and
anti-icing valves.

2. The two major components of the iLe detection system are the
and

3. The ice detectors are located in the inlet scoop of engines number
and

Answers to Frame 9: 1. C 2. D 3. B 4. A 5. T 6. 7

17
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Frame 11

The detector, shown in figure 10, is made up of thl probe, a pressure

sansitive switch, a case heater, and a thermoswitch. The probe, extending

into the inlet air scoop, sensesethe pressure of the incoming ram air.

If there is no ice, the opening to the probe is open and the pressure of

the incoming ram air is passed on to the pressure switch. This pressure

gill keep the pressure switch contacts in the no-ice position. An airspeed

of =4 knots or above (or by operating the engines) will provide enough

of an air pressure to actuate the switch.

ERM.) WITCH
DETECTOR

CASE HEATER

NOICE
ENG RUN

PRESSURE PROBE
PROSE SWITCH HEATER

ICS OR
ENGINE
STOPPED

NAC NO. 2.

Figure 10.

When the aircraft meets an icing condition, the ice will form

over the opening in the probe. This will stop the pressure that goes

to the pressure switch. ,The switch contacts will move to the ice or

gins stopped position. This will set the detector system ir operation
causing the engine air intake anti-icing valves to open.

The probe heater will alsc start operating to melt the ice from the
proba, which allows the system to return to the no-ice condition after
the aircraft flips out of the area where icing is occurring. The case
heater and thermostat maintains between 55°F and 75°F in the detector
unit to prevent moisture from accumulating.

18
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Frame 11 (Coned)

Fill in tht blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The detector consists of a , pressure
probe , and heater.

2. The detector detects ice by sensing air

Answers to Frame 10: 1. engine inlet scoop guide vane
2. detector interpreter
3. 2 and 3

19
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Frame 12

At this point you know the engine air intake duct anti-icing system

can either be operated manually or automatically. Your next step is
tracing the circuits to learn how the system is controlled in manual
and how the ica detection system controls the system in automatic. The

next to the les pap of this text contains a foldout diagram (foldout 1)

of this system. Fold out this page now.

On the foldout, lc its the PROP AND ENGINE ANTI-ICING MASTER SWITCH,
the reset relay, scoop anti-i:ing solenoid valves, vane anti-icing
solenoid valves, and the engine inlet air duct anti-icing switches.

We'll start our analysis of how the system operates by first tracing
the manual operation, then by tracing the automatic operation. However,

before we start tracing circuit operation, let's look at the switch
that selects manual or automatic operation. This switch is the PROP
AND ENGINE ANTI-ICING MASTER SWITCH.

Notice the prop and ap_'ne anti-icing Master Switch in foldout 1.
This same switch is also show. in illustrations A, B, and C below.

is a three position switch. The positions are MANUAL, AUTO, and
RESET.

Illustration A shows the switch in manual Position. Notice that

the switch levers era down. By looking at foldout 1 you will see that

this dirocts per to the reset relay coil.

Illustration B shlws the switch in the AUTO poition. Notice

that both contacts are open. In this position the sw.tch simply opLins

the circuit to the reset relay coil. This permits the reset relay to

remain deenergized. In this position the relay will direct power for
automatic operation.

The third position on the switch is RESET. This is shown in

illustratign C. No:ice the contacts for the reset position are triangular

shaped. This means the switch is sprint loaded from this position, or
that it must be held in this position.

RESET

PROP AND °41-411149,3

ENG ANTI -

ICING MASTER
AUTO

SWITCH I 'p

A

MANUAL

20

RESET RESET

0 0

AUTO AUTO

C7 0,03
0 0

MANUAL MANUAL

B C

5 :3 9

0
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Frame 12 (Coned)

Pill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. Manual or Auto operation of the engine air intake duct anti-icing
gystem is selected by using the

.awill.
'2. When the prop and engine anti-icing master switch contacts are in

the center position, the engine air intake duct anti-icing valves
will be controlled (automatically/manually).

Answers to Frame 111 1. probe switch heater case
2. pressure

21
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Frame 13

We'll start circuit tracing by analyzing manual operation first.

On foldout 1, using an orange pencil, draw the master switch ccntacts

to the MANUAL position. Trace from the prop deicing timer circuit

breaker to the master switch.

Trace through the top contact and to the reset relay coil. When

the master switch is in MANUAL, the reset relay is energized. Without

tracing follow the circuit from the PROP OE-ICING TIMER circuit breaker

to the top contact of th4 reset relay. Notice that when the relay is

deenergized there is a completed circuit that goes to the engine air

anti-icing relay coil.

From this we can see that when the master switch is in MANUAL,

the engine air anti-icing relay is deenergized, and when the master

switch is in AUTO the engine air anti-icing relay will be energized.

Keep in mind that when the engine inlet air duct anti-icing

switches are off, the solenoids will be ene5sized. We'll trace the

circuit for the valves in No. 1 engine. You can then notice that the

circuits for the other three engines are identical.

!At

With an orange pencil, trace from the ANTI-ICE No. 1 and 2 circuit

breaker to the No. 1 engine inlet air duct anti-icing switch.

With the switch in OFF, trace thro'zgh the switch to the No. 1

engine scoop anti-icing solenoid valve and to the vane anti-icing

solenoid valve.

This energizes the solenoids, keeping the valves closed. If we

place the switch to ON, we'll open the circuit, deenergizing the

solenoids, thus permitting the valves to open.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The prop and engine anti-icing is

used to select AUTO or MANUAL operation.

2. When the master switch is in manual the reset relay is

(energized/deenergized).

3. The engiae air anti-icing relay is deenergized when the reset relay

is (energized/deenergized).

4. For manual operation the engine air anti-icing relay is

(energized / deenergized).

Answers to Frame 12: 1. prop and engine anti-icing master switch
2. automatically
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Frame 14
/76V

Before we trace the circuits for automatic operation, locate the
following items on the foldout diagram.

1. Detector

a. Casa heater

b. Pressure switch

c. Probe heater

2. Interpreter

a. Arming relay

b. Power relay

3. No-ice pulsing relay

4. No-ice light

5. Warning icing condition light

6. Auto deicing relay

IP

The ice detection systen work in a set sequence. It starts with
the "engine stopped" condition, goes to an "engine run" condition, than
to he "ice" condition (when a real icing is met), and last to the'"no-
ice" condition. Whim electrical power is first put on the aircraft,
the engines are not operating so the pressure switch will be in the
ice or engine stopped position. We'll start by tracing the power
potential that will exist when electrical power is first put on the
aircraft.

Well trace the circuits with the master switch in AUTO and the
engine/inlet Aar duct anti-icing switches ON.

With a RED pencil, draw the master switch to AUTO, and the anti-
icing switches to ON. Note that with the master switch in AUTO, the
reset relay will be deenergized.

Start to trace, in RED, the circuit wire from the prop deicing
timer circuit breaker, through the top contact of the reset relay, and
through the bottom contact of the auto deicing relay. Then trace to

the engir- air anti-icing relay coil. This will energize this relay.

Starting at the ENG ANTI-ICING No. 1 and 2 circuit breaker, trace
to Point A, then from point A, trace the circuit to the bottom contact
of the engine air anti-icing relay.

23



Framd 14 (Coned)

From this relay contact, trace the circuits to the scoop anti-

icing siolenoid valve and to the vane anti-icing solenoid valve.

This the solenoids energized. Notice that to deenergize

the solenoids (open the valves) it will be necessary to deenergize the

engine air anti-icing relay.

Also notice that for the system operate in AUTO, the engine inlet

air duct anti-icing switches must be placed to ON.

With the red penrtl, trace from the LH ICE DETECTOR circuit breaker

to the first junction.

Then trace down to the arming relay and power relay contacts.

Next trace from the junction to the detector thermoswitch down to

the preesute switch contact.

Since the engines are not running, this switch will be in the ICE

OR ENGINE STOPPED position. These circuits provide the v ltage potential
to arm the system once the engines are started.

Fill in the blanks to c 1plete the following statements.

1. For the system to operate in AUTO, the engine inlet air ducting
anti-icing switches mut placed to (on/off).

2. During automatic operation, the reset relay will be
(energized/deenergized).

3. With the mast *r switch in AUTO, when electrical power is first applied
to the aircraft, the anti-icing valve solenoids will be

4. When electrical power is first applied to the aircraft, if the
to nature in the detector is below 55.F the case heater
(will/will not) operate.

5. When the solenoids are energized, the valves are
(closed/open).

Answers to Frame 13: 1.

2.

3.

4.

master switch
energized
energized
deenergized
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Frame 15
1766

'The next step in our sequence is engine run condition. When either
of the inboard engines (No. 2 or 3) are started, the air pressure in the
engine sit iutake will be sufficient to move the pressure switch contacts

to the NOICE ENGINE RUN position.

Using a BLUE pencil, draw the switch tc this position.

With the blue pencil, trace from the pressure switch contact to

junction No. 1.

From junction No. 1, trace through the time delay thermoswitch
contact to the arming relay coil. This will energize the arming relay.

Draw the arming relay contacts down.

Trace from the arming relay contact back to junction No. 1.

From junction No. 1 trace back through the arming relay coil. This
forms a holding circuit which will keep the arming relay energized
regardless of the position of the pressure switch contacts.

With the blue pencil, trace from junction 1 to ccintact 2 of the
auto deicing relay.

This provides a voltage potential at this point that will be used
when ice is detected.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. When the pressure switch moves fIom the engine stopped position to
the engine run position, the ice detection system will be

2. After the arming relay closes, it will be held in this position by
the

Answers to Frame 14: 1. on
2. deenergized
3. energized
4. will
5. closed
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Frame 16

If an actual icing condition is encountered (during flight), ice will

flarm over the probe. This will cause the pressure switch to move to the

ICE or ENGINE STOPPED position.

Using a GREEN pencil, draw the pressure switch to the ICE r ENGINE

STOPPED position.

With the green pencil, trace a dashed line from the pressure switch

contact to the power relay coil. This will energize the power relay.

Draw the power relay contacts closed, Then trace a dashed line to

junction 2.

From junction 2, tr...ce a dashed line to junction 5, then to junction 6.

Then trace dowri and across the bottom contact of the reset relay and

to the auto deicing relay coil. Then to the warning icing condition light.

This circuit turns on the warning light to inform the pilot of the

icing condition, and also energizes the auto deicing relay.

NOTICE that when the auto deicing relay is energized it opens the

circuit going to the engine air anti-icing relay. Remember, when this

relay is 4ienergized during automatic operation, it permits the anti-

icing vales to open.

Go back to junction 3 and trace a dashed green line to the probe

heater. Also tr ce from junction 4 to the no-ice pulsing relay coil.

1J

These circuits p vide power to the heater and to the no-ice pulsing

relay whenever th power relay is energized.

You're probably wondering why the dashed green line. Part of this

circuit is a p sating circuit. The probe heater is lund around the

probe. When ectrical current flows through the heater, it will melt

the ice from he probe.

This means that when ice forms over the probe, the pressure switch

moves to the ice position which energizes the power relay. This in turn

allows current flow to the probe heater which melts the ice from the

probe. When this happens, the pressure switch moves to the NO-ice

position which deenergizes the power relay. This stops current going

to the probe heater which permits ice to again form over the probe.

The power relay will stay energized for less than 15 seconds. Also

notice that the current going to the no-ice pulsing relay will also

pulsate causing this relay to pulsate. However, the anti-icing valves

will not pulsate. They will stay open. We'll see how this is possible

in the next frame.

Questions for this frame will be found on the aext page.

mmownw-e-......q..*4117".1.1Pri
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Prams 16 (Cont'd)

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The power relay receives electrical power whenever ice forms on the

2. When the power relay is energized, current will flow to theheater, pulsing relay,
light, and to the auto deicing relay.

3. The engine air anti-icing relay is controlled by the

Answers t, Frame 15: 1. armed
2. holding circuit



pi)?
Frame 17

We've noted that part of the circuit gets e pulsating current flaw.

Still, we want the anti-icing valves to stay open, and the wer-ing light

rn stay on as long as the aircraft is in an icing condition. This it

will dc. 3ut let's sac how.

We previously traced power to contact 2 (blue line) of the auto

deicing relay. .'hen the icing state was detected it energized tf-e auto

deicing rellr

dawn.

With the green pencil draw the contacts of the auto deicing relay

Now trace the circuits from contact 2, using a solid green line to

ncen 5.

Keep on tracing from junction 5 to jua..:eion 6, then c m and across

the bottom contact of the reset relay.

From the bottom contact of the reset relay, go on to the auto

deicing relay ,
ii ana tc the warning icing condition light.

The circuit from contact 2 around to the auto deicing relay coil

h,e formed a holding circuit that will keep the auto deicing relay

energised, even tnough the power from the power relay is pulsating.

The auto deicing relay will stay energized continuously, becluse

of the steady power received from contact 2. ?els() the light will

-amain on con,-'n-meiy.

Power from junction 6 will -lso go to the no-ice pulsing relay

contact, and to the thermal in the no-ice time delay.

With a green pencil trace these circuits.

These circuits tell the pilot when he out of the icing condition.

We'll analyze the no-ice condition in the next framn.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements,

an icing condition is encountered, the pressure switch and

power relay will .

mien the auto deicing relay energizes, contact 2 will complete a

circuit to keep the relay energized.

A_-.s'..ers to Frame 16: 1. probe
2. probe no-ice warning icing condition

3. auto deicing relay.
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1770
Frame 18

Up to this point we have traced the circuits that will cause the
anti-icing valves to open by deenergizing the solenoids, and turning on
the warning icing condition light.

The next Step in our sequence is the no-ice condition. When the
aircraft flies out of the icing condition, the pilot has to be grid so
that he can turn the systeu off. An important point to note is that the
system will not turn off automatically.

When the aircraft goes to a no-ice condition, the ice will step
forming over the probe. The pressure switch will then stay in the
no-ice engine run position. This means the power relay will stay
4oenergized. When this takes place there will no longer be current
flow to the no-ice pulsing relay, ana the relay will stay deenergized.

Earlier we had traced a voltage potential to the no-ice pulsing
relay contact, and to the thermal switch in the no-ice time delay.
Since the no-ice pulsing relay is now remaining in the deenergized
position, current will flow through the cc,.. act to the heating element
in the no-ice time delay. When curint Laws through this heater for
90 seconds, it will cause sufficie "" heat to close the contacts of
the thermal switch. When the thermal switch closes current can flow
to the no-ice light.

Using a BROWN pencil, trace from the no-ice time delay thermal
switch to the :lo-ice light.

The result of current flow through the no-ice time delay heating
element, and then through the thermal switch, turns on the no ice
light. This tells the pilot that he no longer needs the engine inlet
air duct anti-icing system on. Remember, we stated earlier that the
system will not shut off automatically, the pilot must turn it off.

Also remember, that the no-ice light will not come on until 90
seconds after the aircraft flies out of an icing condition.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. When an icing condition no longer exists, the NO-ICE light will be
turned on by the

2. The no-ice time delay thermoswitch is cl, d by a
element.

Answers to Frame 17: 1. pulsate
2. holding
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Frame 19

To stop the anti-icing system from operating the pilot will momentarily

place the master switch to reset. The switch is spring loaded from this

iosition. Then this switch is held morentarily to RESET, it will direct

current flow to the reset relay. This will energize the relay.

Now notice that when the relay is energized, it opens the holding

circuit (bottom contact) to the auto deicing relay. This deenergizes the

auto deicing relay. When the master switch is released it goes back to
AUTO, which agatn deenergizes the reset relay.

Now notice that when the reset relay and the auto deicing relays

are deenergized there is a complete circuit to the engine air anti-icing

relay coil. Thin energizes the engine air anti-icing relay which com-
pletes the circuit to energize the scoop and vane anti-icing solenoids.

This closes all valves.

Fill in the blanks to complete the. ,llowing statements.

1. After an icir; condition, to close the engine inlet scoop and guide

vane anti-icing valves the pilot must place the master switch to

2. The no-ice light is turned off -r the master switch is placed to

Answers to Frame 18. 1- no-ice time delay
2. heating

1!)
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Frame 20

In the course of normal operation, the power relay should at no

time stay energized for more than 15 seconds. If it should stay energized

for more than 15 seconds, the time delay unit in the interpreter will

dearm the system.

Let's see how this will take place. Note that when the power relay
is energized, current flows to junction 2 and from junction 2 it can go

up to the heater in the time delay unit.

If current flaws through the heater for more than 15 seconds it
will cause enough heat which will open the time delay thermal switch.
This will open the switch contacts, which will open the holding circuit

that is keeping the arming relay energized.

This will open the circuit through the arming relay which turns
the system off. The system will stay off until the pressure switch
moves back to the NO-ICE ENGINE RUN position which will rearm the system.

This would be an abnormal operation which could be caused by a trouble
such as an inoperative probe heater.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. If the pressure switch remains in the ICE OR ENGINE STOPPED
position, the system will be shut off by the

unit.

2. During inflight operation, with the master switch in AUTO, the
warning icing condition light comes on, but after a few seconds
the light goes out. This trouble could be caused by a defective

Answers to Frame 19: 1. reset
2. reset
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Frame' 21

Open foldout 2. This foldout contains the electrical diagram of
the system with several troules indicated by circled numbers. The
following statements identify probable troubles in the system. Read
the statements, then select the circled number from the diagram that
would cause the trouble. When complete, have thy instructor check
your answers.

1. During flight, with the master switch in Auto, the warning
icing condition light does not come on but the valves opened.

2. During flight, the warning icing condition light comes on;
remains on for approximately 15 seconds, then goes out. To
maintain engine antitcing, the system must be operated in
manual.

3. During flight, the,master witch in AUTO, the warnin-, icing
condition might shows a pudsating operation, and the engine
anti-ice valves do not open.

4. During operation of the ice detection system, the warning icing
condition light comes cn, but the no-ice light does not come on.

5. With the master switch in MANUAL, the No. 1 engine anti-icing
valves remain oven with the switch in OFF. The valves close
when the master switch is placed to AUTO.

Answers to Frame 20: 1. time delay
2. probe heater

0
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Frame 1 OP)

Two separate air conditioning system supply conditioned air to
the interior of the cargo aircraft. The two systems are similar
except for flow capacity. The higher-capacity system is used for the
cargo covpartment and the lover capacity system is used for the flight
deck station.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

Frame 2

Each air conditioning system cools bleed air fed to it from the
bleed air supply system, removes water from the cooled air, and
conducts a mixture of hot air-and cold air through ducts to outlets
in the aircraft compartments. Temperature of the air supplied to the
interior compartments is regulated by controlling the ratio of hot air
to cold air in the mixture.

Read each statement bolt. , then mark each one either T (true) or F
(false).

....OWIMMOO

1. The air conditioning system regrigerates bleed air, removes
water from the cooler air, and conducts a mixture of hot
air and cooled air through ducts to outleta in the aircraft
compartments.

2. The air conditioning system cools ram air, removes water
from the ram air, and conducts a mixture of ram air and
atmospheric air through ducts to outlets in the aircraft
compartments.

3. The temperature of the air supplied to the compartments
is regulated by controlling the ratio of hot air to cold
air in the mixture.

4. The temperature of the air supplied to the compartments
is regulated by controlling the ratio of ram air to hot
air in the mixture.



nisi Imam 3

In this package we shall cover tho high-capacity (cargo

compartment) air conditioning system shown in the schematic
below.

Each air conditioning system consists of a venturi -type flow
control and shutoff valve, a refrigeration unit (made up of a heat
exchanger, turbine and fan assembly, and jet pump), water separator,
anti-ice screen, auxiliary vent valve, and distribution ducts.

The cargo compartLant system includes the cargo under floor
heating system made up of a floor heat shutoff valve and diverter
valve for heating the cargo floor.

FLOOR HE A 1 SP1 ur FF VALVE

= DIvERTER VALVE

DI"
ORIFICE

rip
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All
CONTROL
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Frame 4 1737

A venturi-type flow control and shutoff valve, shown below, is
the first unit mounted in the air conditioning system.

This unit is set, by the position of the air conditioning master
switch, for .hr.. operating conditions:

1. Operation during flight,

2. operatio,, on the ground with the gas turbine compressor (GTC)
supplying bleed air,

3. and the shutoff condition when air conditioning or
pressurization is not wanted.

During flight operation, or ground operation with the engines
opertiting, the cargo compartment flow control valve maintains nearly
a constant slow of 70 pounds per minute of air into the cargo
compartment,

The GTC supplies only a limited amount of air for ground air
conditioning. The cargo compartment flow control is set to throttle
flow according to pressure only, regardless of the amount of flaw
allowed.

The cargo compartment flow control valve is preset to maintain
a pressure of 55 inches of mercury in the bleed air system to insure an
adequate supply of air to the flight station when the aircraft air
conditioning master switch is in the AIR COIF GTC position.

With the air conditioning master switch in the OFF position,
the cargo compartment flow control and shutoff valve closes and stops
the flow of bleed air into the air conditioning system.

5



013 Frame 4 (Cont'd)

Road each statement below, then mark each one, either T (true) or F
(false).

1. The flow control and shutoff valve is sat for three operating
condit_ons by the position of the air tonditioning master
switch.

During flight operation or ground operaLion with the
engines running the flow of 70 pounds per minute is
maintained by the flow control and shutoff valve.

,. When the air conditioning master switch is in the AIR COND
ac position the cargo compartment flaw control and shutoff
valve insures a pressure of 55 inches of mercury to the
flight station.

4. With the air conditioning master switch in the OFF position,
the flow control and shutoff vale- is closed.

Frame 5

An eight hole orifice (21) is installed in the bleed air duct
(22) leading to the he, -.t exchanger.

The orifice is used to drop the air pressure entering the heat
exchanger and prevent overspeeding of the turbine.

'0 HEAT
EXCHANGER

22

TO !Luc
AIR DUCT

Circle the number of the statement that best describe-, thy purpose
of the orifia.

1. The orifice drops the air pressure entering the heat exchanger
and i,:evente overspeecic.g of the turbine.

The orifice restricts the flow of air leavtne the heat
exchanger,

The orif.ce stops tie f:Ic1.4 of air entering the heat exchanger.
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FAN SCREEN

JET PUMP

Frame 6 178f

The cargo air conditioning unit (above) is made up of an air-to
air heat exchanger, a turbine'and Fan assembly, and a jet pump.

Hot bleed air is conducted through dimpled tubes of the heat
exchanger Because outside (ram) air is drawn over the tubes, part
of the heat of the bleed air 's lost to the ram air which is
exhausted overboard from the heat exchanges.

Circle the number of the statement that best describes thy purpose
of the heat exchanger.

The heat exchanger reduces the temperature of the bleed air by
transferring heat to ram air.

2. The heat exchanger reduces the temperature of the ram air by
transferring heat to bleed air.

3. The heat exchanger inc da,es the temperature of the bLeed air
by transferring heat :rom the ram air.



1.36- Frame 7

Ram air is drawn over tFe tubeb of the hear exchanger by the fan
of the turbine and fan assembly and a jet pump. Only a small part of
the cooling air passes through the fan. This part of the air is
forced out at high speed through the jet pump.

The jet pump creates a low pressure area iu to heat exchanger
exhaust which draws a large volume of cooing air through the heat
exchanger.

The fan, by drawing ram air across the heat exchanger, puts a load
on the turbine to keep it from overspeeding. Bleed air, partially cooled
by flowing through the heat exchanger, is fed through a duct to the
turbine. The high pressure eir strikes the turbine blades to drive the
wheel at high speed. The warm, high pressure air thus loses its heat
energy by converting heat enera to mechanical energy and by rapid
expansion of the air. Not all the air is cooled.

Air can flow through the turbine bypass or the,refrigazation unit
bypass. The &mount of air flawing through the hea, exchanger and
turbine depends o- cooling requirements established by the temperature
control system.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED



Frame 8 au
Read each statement below, then mark each one either T (tr1 or F
(false).

1. The jet pump creates a low pressure area in the heat
exchanger exhaust which draws a large volume of ram air
through the heat e;:changer.

2. The fan by drawing ram air across the heat exchanger,
puts a load on the turbine to keep it from overapeeding.

3. The turbine cools ram air by converting heat energy to
mechanical energy and by rapi0 expansion.

4. All tl bleed air is cooled.

5. The temperature control clystem establishes the cooling
requirements.

5. The &mount of air blown through the heat exchanger and
turbine depends upon the cooliag requirement& establl ,ed

13! the temperature control system.

BLEED AIR

REFRIGERATION UNIT BYPASS

TURBINE BYPASS

r\
AN TURBINE

t7ThjJET PUMP

i -12



1717 Frame 9

The condenser-eliminator type of water separator shown below is
used to remove 70 to 85 percent of the water from the cooled air.

A conical fiLerglAt bag (condenser asaeMbly) is used to consenst
the fog in the cooled air to water droplets.- These water droplets are

`carried with the air to the eliminator section. Here they collect
into larger drops, run to the bottom of the unit, and out through the
moisture drain.

A bypass valve (pressure wave; is installed in the nose
of the condenser to provide an alternate path for the air if ice or
any other substance clogs the fiberglas condenser bag.

CONDENSER ELIMJNATOR
ASSEtABLY ASSEMBLY

DRY AIR
OUTLET

1,

PRESSURE
MOIST AIR RELIEF VALVE

INLET MOISTURE
DRAIN

CAi200 COMPARTMENT warn SEPARATOR

Read each statement be .ow, then mark each one .:Ither T (true) or
(false).

1. The water separator removes 70 to 85 percent if the wecor
from the cooled air.

2. A conical ..:re screen is used to condense the fog in the.
-oole air to water droplets.

3. The water droplets collecK into larger drops .aside the
eliminator assembly, run ko the bottom of the separator,
and drain cut through the

\
moisvire drain.

4. The pressure relief valvelprovidee an alternate path for
the air if ice! or an7 other substance :.logs the
fiberglas condenser 'r'ag.



Anti-Ice Screen.

Frame 10 On

icing of the water separator is prevented by an anti-ice controlscreen shown above. Tla screen is mounted in the turbine discharge duct.If the temperature of the turbine discharge air is at the hazing pointand the air contains enough water, ice forme on the screen.

The ice partly blocks the screen area to cause a pressure drop acrossthe screen, reducing airflow through the turbine. When the airflowthrough the turbine
reduces, the speed of the turbine is also reduced.With the speed of the turbine reduced, less cooled air is produced,allowing the temperature of the turbine discharge air to rise.

When the temperature reaches the melting point for the ice on thescreen, the turbine speed increa2-43 again. In this way the turbinedischarge temperature is main6ained at the exact freezing point forthe water in the air.

Read each statement below, then mark each one either T (true) or F(false).

.01 1. The anti-ice screen prevents icing of the water separator.

2. The speed of tha turbine will decrease whan the anti-ice
screen ices up.

3. Reducing the speed of the turbine will reduce the temperatureof the turbine discharge air

4. The airflow through the turbine is reduced when ice partly
blocks the anti-ice screen area,

11
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1,711 Frame 11

Whet, bleed air flows through the cargo compartment air
conditioning system, it follows three courses as shown in the
schematic below.

TEMP CONTROL VALVE

BLEED A'R--- COURSE 1

COURSE 1: The bleed air flows directly to the warhead
cutlets -lithout being cooled.

COURSE 2: Tha bleed air is directed through the heat
exchanger, but not. the turbine.

CC7RSE 3: The air is directed through the turbine of till
turbine and fan assembly.

The sir flowing from all these courses is mixed, and the mixture
flows through the overhead out'its to the cabin. The temperature
control valve is operated t: distribute the bleed airflow to these
path', thus it ,.ontrols the temperature of the mixtu-e distributed
tnrcgh overhead outlets to the cabin.

12



Questions fcr Frame 11 070

Read each statement below, then mark each one either T (true) or F
(falee).

MNI1011

1. There are three paths for bleed air to flow through
in the air conditioning system.

2. The temperature control valve controls the mixture of
air distributed through the overhead ducts by controlling
the airflow through three (3) paths.

3. To get hot air, the bleed air must go through the turbine
of the turbine and fan assembly and than be distributed
through the overhead outlets to the cabin.

13



MI Frame 12

REFRIGERATOR BYPASS PORT

COLD

COOL
AIR

NOT

BLEED

AIR

-TURBINE BY ASS PORT
COOL

DIAL PUTTERF,Y TEMP. CONTROL VALVE POSITIONS

REFRIGERATOR BYPASS PO'T

TURBINE BYPASS PORT
WARM HOT

-3J

The temperature control valve, shown above, is a dual unit with one
butterfly in the refrigerator bypass and another in the turbine bypass.

ids two butterflies, driven by an electric actuator are positioned
as follows:

COLD COOL WARM HOT

Eirbine
Bypass CLOSED OPEN OPEN CLOSED

Refrigerator
Bypass CLOSED CLOSED OPEN OPEN

This valve is controlled by the temperature control system.

Read each statement below, then mark each one either T (true) or F (false).

1. To get cold air, both the turbine bypass port a,ad the
refrigerator bypass port are closed.

2. To get hot air, the refrigerator bypass port is open and
the turbine bypass port is closed.

3. To get warm air, the refrigerator bypass port is cased and
the turbine bypass port is open.

To get cool air, the refrigerator bypass pert is °per. and
the turbine bypass port is open.

14
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FLOOR MEAT SHUTOFF VALVE

FLOOR MEAT °IVERSEN VALVE

TO AIR ONO SYS

1-36

RUED AIR

Frame 13 /792

The floor heat diverter valve is part of the under-floor heatsystem.

The diverter valve controls the diversion of bleed air flow from
the cargo compartment air conditioning system to the floor heatingsystem.

The diverter valve is used to maintain a comfortable temperature
during operation of the aircraft at low outside ambient temperature.

This valve is controlled by the under-floor heat temperaturecontrol system.

Cir: . the number of the statement that best describes the purpose of
the ..00r heat diverter valve.

1. The floor heat diverter valve, diverts the flow of bleed er
from the cargo compartment air conditioning system to the under-
floor heating system.

2. The floor heat diverter valve turns the cargo compartment air
conditioning system on and off.

3. The floor heat diverter valve stops the flaw of air entering
the cargo compartment air conditioning system.

15
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043 Frame 14

FLOOR HEAT

SHUTOFF
VALVE

t -37

The floor heat shutoff valve is moved to the OPEN position when
the under -floor heating switch is placed in the ON position.

Opening the floor heat shutoff valve allows bleed air to flow to
an ejector (see the schematic below), installed under the cargo floor.

The bleed air is routed forward and aft through nozzles in the
ejector (see the schematic below), into mixing chambers where bleed
air is mixed with ambient temperature air from the floor cavity.

The air is than routed through distribution manifolds extending
the length of the cargo compartment floor.

It- 3t
EJECTOR NOZZLE

Read each statement below, then mark each one either T (true) or F
(false).

1. Opening the floor heat shutoff valve will allow bleed air
to flow to an ejector under the cargo compartment floor.

2. Bleed air is routed forwrrd and aft through nozzles in the
ejector into mixing chambers there it is mixed with ambient
temperature air from the floor cavity.

3. Opening the floor heat shutoff valve will posit_on the cargo
compartment temperature control valve.

4. Opening the floor heat shutoff valve will ratz-lve moisture
from the refrigerated air.

16
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Frame 15 /291(

in. auxiliary vent valve is a 28 volt DC motor operated valvelocated at the ram air inlet.

This valve is controlled by the air conditioning system masterswitch, a differential
pressure switch, and a relay.

The master switch is positioned in "AUX VENT" to close a circuitthat energizes the relay. The relay applies DC voltage to the valvemotor to open the valve.

Circle the number of the statement
that best describes the methodof controlling the auxiliary vent valve.

1. The auxiliary vent valve is controlled by the cargo compartmentshutoff switch, a rrlay, and an
emergency depressurization switch.

2. The auxiliary vent valve is controlled by an air conditioningmaster switch, a differential pressure switch, and a relay.

3. The auxiliary vent valve is controlled by the "Ram-Dump"
position of the cabin pressure switch.

17
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1795 Frame 16

The auxiliary vent valve is used to ventilate the aircraft in
flight at low altitudes. It is also used to supply conditioned air
to the cabin from external air conditioners when the aircraft is on
the ground.

In flight, the ram air entering the hm.st exchanger ram air inlet
is used to ventilate the aircraft in case the cabin air conditioning
unit breaks down.

////,/e
RAM AIR

INLET

RAM AIR

ti

TO CABIN
DISTRIBUTION
DUCTS

AUXILIARY VENT VALVE
R-40

Circle the number of the stac.ament that best describes the purpose
of the auxiliary vent valve.

1. The auxiliary vent valve is used to ventilate the fuselage

2. The auxiliary vent valve is used to ventilate the aircraft 2.n
flight at low altitudes and to supply conditioned air to the
cabin from external air conditioners when the aircraft is on
the ground.

3. The auxiliary vent valve is used to ventilate the electronic
compartment at low altitudes and to supply conditioned air to
the electronic compartment from external air conditioners.

Is



Frame 17 on
c&$ tn

The pressure switch, shown is in the auxiliary vent valve
electrical circuit.

It opens its contacts when cabin pressure exceeds ram air pressure
in the heat exchanger ram air inlet by more than 0.28 psi.

While the switch contacts are open, the au:0:iliary vent valve
relay cannot be energized, so the valve cannot be opened.

The purpose of the switch is to prevent collapse of the air
conditioning distribution ducts resulting from differential pressure
across the duct walls. This differential pressure would occur if the
auxiliary vent valve was opened while"the aircraft was pressurized.

Read each statement below, then mark each one either T (true) or F (false).

1. Tha pressure switch opens its contacts when ram air pressure
exceeds cabin pressure.

2. While the pressure switch contacts are open, the auxiliary
vent valve relay cannot be energized and the valve cannot be
opened.

3. Ths pressure switch prevents a collapse of the air conditioning
distribution ducts resulting from differential pressure across
the :ct walls.

4. The pressure switch operates on a differential pressure of
more than 0.28 psi.

19
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Or
Correct Responses to all Frames.

Frame 2 Frame 11

1. T 1, T
2. F

2. T
3, T

3. F
4. F

Frame 4 Frame 12

1. T
2. T
3. T
4. T

1. T

2. T

3. F

4. F

Frame 5
'Frame 13

1
1

Frame 6 Frame 14

1

Frame 8

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

Frame 9

1. T
2. F

-3. Y
4. T

Frame 10

1. T
2. T
3. F
4. T

20

1. T

2. T

3. I
4. F

Frame 15

2

Frame 16

2

Frame 17

1. F

2. T

3. T

4. T
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FOREWORD

Thip programmed
text was

prepared for use in the 3ABR42331 Aircraft

Environmental
Systems Mechanic Course,. The ,materials contained herein

were validated with students from
the*subject course.

At least 90% of

the students
taking this text achieved or surpassed the criteria established

in the lesson objective. The average time for completion of this text was

3 hours and 30 minutes.

OBJECTIVES

Associate the name of the mercury thermostat temperature
control system

component with its operation with snz accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONS

This te-At presents material in small steps called "frames".
Reed the

material presented in each frame and answer the questions at the end of the

frame. Also answer the questions in the review exercises
throughout the text

and then check your responses with the correct answers
found at,the top of

the next frame or as specified. _If you are wrovg or in doubt, restudy the

Material and correct your answers before continuing.

Frames 9 thru 15 require that you use an overlay transparency.
You can

get this transparency
from your instructor

whel you reach frame 9.

Supersedes 3ABR42231-PT-208A,
26 July 1974.

OPRI 3370TTG

DISTRIBUTION:
X

3370TTCTC - 400; TTVSR - 1
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Frames'
0

In this lesson you will learn how mercury thermostats can-be used to
pntrol the temperature of conditioned air in the aircraft.

A mercury thermostat can be compared with an ordinary thermometer which
you would use at home to take your temperature or to find the temperature on
any day. It works on he principle that mercury expands (rises) when heated
auk contracts (falls) when cooled.

No Response Required

Frame 2

.....4ANF we will take a thermostat, add some wire and show you a simple
thermostat control circi..

REMEMBER: Mercury inside a thermostat rises when heated.

Mercury is a good electrical conductor.

Current will follow the path of least resistance.

3
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Frame 2 ton' t
.11011M ....M.

RELAY ENERGIZED

If the mercury is below the contact wire (Point 4/the relay will be te)
energized. This is becase the circuit between PointtA and the thermosta
ground i3 open.

%- RELAY OE- ENERGIZED

P y77

/-

If mercury rises to the contact wire (Point A) then the relay will to
deenergized. This is because the thermostat has provided an easier path
(:ess rr3istance) to ground than the relay.

Tine temperature of the air in the aircraft causes the mercury to rise
or fall within the thermostat. ligt air causes mercury to rise and cold air
causes mercury to fall.

4
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Frame 2 Con't

Mark the following statements either T (true) or F (false).

1. Mercury is a good electrical conductor.

2. Current takes the, mth of laast resistance.
a

3. If the mercury reaches.the contact wire then the relay will
deenergize because it'has less resistance'.

O

5

5 b 0

0
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Anniers,,trFrame 2: 1. T 2,. T 3. F

Frame 3

Aim let's say that we want to complete a circuit through a thermostat
but the air ie not warm enough to raise the mercury to the contact wire.
To'reise the mercury we add a "heater" to. the thermostat.

0

4

The heater is made of a small wire wrapped around the base of the

thermostat. The heat that ift generated bg allowing currekt to flow through

the heater coil will cause the mercury to rise. A variable resistor or _

rheostat is used to control the amount of current being applied to the heater.

. If the rheostat is moved toward cool, the resistance in the heater

circuit decreases and the current applied to the heat4'r increases. Thus,

more heat will be given off by the heater and the mercury rises faster.

If the rheostat is moved toward warm, the resistance in the heater

circuit increases and the current applied to the heater decreases. Thus.,

less heat will be given off by the heater and the mercury 111 rise slower-

By using the rheostat/and hea:er we caa control the movement of m'rcury

inside thethermostat'and in turn :ontrol the temperature of erre,aLE,/

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. A can oe used to control the mercury

in the thermostat.

2. By using the and we can conyol the

temperature of the air in the aircratt. (

alb
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Answers to Frau...! 3: 1. thermostat heater 2. rheostat and heater

REVIEW EXERCISE #1
"VA

Mark the following statements eithL. T (true) or F (false).

1. A mercury thermostat can control such devices as relays.

2. A mercury thermostat can be used to-contrai,a complete temperature
,,....2control system.

3. The mercury will rise When heat is applied to thethermOstat.

A mercury thermostat can be compared to.an ordinary thermometer.

5. The more resistance in the rheost-t the faster the heater will warm
up the rheostat.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

6. If 'two (2) mires are conected by the , current will-
flow through the thermostat. ,

.
2

7. A.heater is used to heat the thermostat so the mercury will
faster than normal.

B. A controls the amount of current going to the heater.
4

9. The rheostat and heater the moverlihnt of mercury
inside the thermostat..

10. A rheostat is a

11.

resistor.

to the thermostat heater coil can be changed by'
using the

12. Mercury is a

13. Current takes the path of

Electrical conductor.

Check your responses at the top of frade 4.

7
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Auswers to Review Exercise 1:

Frame 4

1. t 2. r 3. T 4. T 5. F 6. MerAury
7. Rise 8. Rheostat 9. Control 10. Ariable

-11. Current Flow, Rheostat 12. Good
13. Least resistance.

The ,temperature control box for this system contains three (3) relays
(shown below) and six resistors.

The relays are energized and deenergized by the mercury thermostats.
These thermostats will control the relays and the relays will determine if
.the.temperature control system callsfor hot or cold air.

$ A

LESS MEAD
RELAY

MOPE HEAT
lift AI

CABIN ItfiAY

Mark the following statements either T (true) cr F (false).

1. The thermostats are controlled by the relays.04.

2. The thermostats will determine if the temperature.coutrol system
calls for hot or cold air.

8
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Answers to Frame 4: 1. F 2. F

AM

Frame 5

Shown below are-the High Limit thermostat, Cabin Compartment thermostat,
and Duct Anticipator thermostat.

Each thermostat has a different operating temperature and a different
purpose to help maintain the dssired cabin temperature.

380'
HIGH LIMIT

THERMOSTAT

LESS
HEAT

RELAY

CAIIN
COURANTK.EN-,

THERMOSTAT

DUCT

ANTICIPATOR
THERMOSTAT

No Response Required

MORE

HEAT
RELAY

1 S 7
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Frame 6

The Cabin-thermostat, shoWn below, controls the operation of the Cabin
relay. When mercury comes in contact with the 110° contact wire the Cabin
relay willideenergize. Remember, current follows the path of least reeistancF.

40.

s".
CSiN TEMPERATURE

RHEOSTAT

=
CABIN COMPARTMENT

imelmOSTAT

one- heater of the Cabin thermostat has two (2) current supplies:

(1) From the bottom contact of the cabin relay.

(2) From the cabin temperature rheostat.

By positioning the rheostat, the amount of current being applied to the
heater.can be increased or decreased. This in turn controls how fast the
mercury In the thermoatat rises or falls.

By controlling the movementNof the mercury you can control the operation
of the cabin relay. 'In turn, by cc strolling the cabin relay you can control
the temperature of the sir entering the cabin.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements,

1. The Cabin thermostat heater has current supplies.

2. The Cabin relay will . at

10
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Answers to Frame 6: 1. 2 (two) 2. deenergize, 110°

/8o9

Frame 7

The high. Limit thermostat 'also controls the cabin relay and in turn,
controls the maximum temperature that can be received.from the system. This
thermostat acts as a safety factor in case the other thermostats fail.

There is no heater for this thermostat. 'It is located in the airbcon-
ditioping duct and works from the duct tempered . If the mercury
reaches the 400° Contact wire the relay deonergl.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. The temperature that can be received from the system is
controlled by the high limit thermostat

2. The cabin relay will be when the mercury in the high
limit thermostat is below 400°.



N.&

301

Answers to Frame 7: 1. Maximum 2. Energized

Frame ,8

The Rust Anticipator_ thermostat controls both the More Heat and

the Lass Heat relay. This thermostat is in the. air conditioning duct
uext to the High Limit thermostat and works off the air temperature in

the duct and a heater. The heater receives power from the bottom contact

of the Less Heat relay.

400°-9-01
NEAT

RELAY '

LESS

DUC.
ANTICIPATOR
THERMOSTAT

MORE
MEAT
ttLAY

When the mercury is below the 380° contact wir-e-,--the More Heat and Less

Heat relays will be energized.

If the mercury reaches the 380°_contact wire, the More Heat rolay will

deenergize. Remember, current will follow the path of least resistance.
With the More Heat relay deenergized, the circuit going t.; the Hot side of

the temperature control valve is opened. The valve will not be able to run

any further towards Hot. (This will be shown completely in a later frame.)

If the temperature in the duct continues to r4.se, the mercury will rise

with it. When the mercury reaches the 400° contact wire the Less Heat relay

will deenergize. When the Less Heat relay desnergizes it removes current
from the thermostat heater and sends current to the Cool side of the tem

perature control valve. (This will be shown completely in a later frame.)

5
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Frame 8 Can't

Mark the following statements either T (me) or F (falsei).

1. The more and less heat relays control the Duct Anticipator

thermostat.

2. When the less heat relay is deenergized, current will be removed
from the cool side of the temperature control valve and sent to

the neater coil on the Duct Anticipator thermostat.

41.
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Answers to Frame 8: 1. F 2. F

REVIN EXERCISE #2

Mark each of the following statements either T (true)'or F (false).

1. The relays control mercury thermostat operation.

2. All of the thermostats have the same operating temperature.
AminT11411Alp_

3. The thermostats help maintain a desired cabin temperature.,

4. The heater on the thermostat causes the mercury to fall.
1

5. The Duct Anticipator thermostat controls the cabin relay.

6. When energized, the more heat relay will allow culrent to flow
to the hots side of the temperature control valve.

7. The cabin thermostat controls the cabin relay.

8. Currpnt for the Cabin thermostat heater is supplied by the cabin
relay and the rheostat.

9. The less heat relay will deenargize when the High Limit thermostat
reaches 400°.

10. The rheoetat varies the current flow to the Luct Anticipator
thermostat heater.

11. By controlling the cabin relay you can control the cabin
temperature.

12. The air in the ducting causes the mercury in the High Limit
thermostat to rise or fall.

13. The High Limit thermostat acts as a safety factor,

14. The High Limit thermostat is located in the,cabin.

Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

15. The relay that make up the control box are the
and relays.

16. The thermostats that are used to control the temperature control system
are the and
thermostats.

17. When the relay deenergizes current goes to the cool
side of the temperature control valve.

18. When the mercury in the Duct Anticipator thermostat reaches the 400°
contact wire the more and less heat relays will be

14 5s9
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Answers to Review Exercise 2
1. F
2. F
3. T
4. F

5. F
6. T
7. T /
8. T

9. F

10. F

11.. T
12. T

13. T
14. F
15. Cabin, more heat, less heat
16. Cabin, high limit, duct anticipator
17. Less heat
18. Deenergized

15
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Now we are going to put all of these individual Lymponencs together
and operate s mercury thermostat automatic temperature control system. Ask
the instructor for an overlay transparency. Fold all of the sheets back
until only Sheet 1 is Showing.

I

Frame 9

As you can see, Sheet 1 shows the components of the system with a
voltage potential at the circuit breaker and at Pin "D" of the upper
connector rin the control box.

FOLD OVER SHEET 2

Current flows from the circuit breaker through Pin "C" on the upper
connector and down to a contact point on the cabin relay

Current also flows through R-3 and then can go in 1 of 2 directions:

(1) Up to energize the cabin relay

or

(2) Down through Pin "A" to the High Limit thermostat or through
Pin "D" to the Cabin thermostat.

Since the mercury in these thermostats have_agt yet reached the contact
wires these circuits are incomplete and the cabin relay is energized as-
shown.

No Response Required

59j



of ie cabin relay and up to another contact point which will be shown,in the
next frame.

Frame 10

FOLD OVER SHEET 3

1:/v

Current from the rheostat flows through Pin "G" and resistor R-5 to
point A in the control box. From here it flows down and out Pin "E" to the
cabin thermostat heateree""" V

A

Since the cabin relay is energized, current from its 1,-ft contact
lever flows through R-4And down to combine with the current from the
rheastit and flaws to the caoin thermostat heater.

The voltage potential at Pin "D" flows across the right contact lever

No Response Required

,geMoiwwisa.
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Frame 11

FOLD OVER SHAT 4

This'sheet shows the More Heat relay circuit.

Current from the circuit breaker goes from point 4 in the control box
through R-2 and then can go in 1 of 2 directions:

(1) Down to energize the More Heat relay.

or

(2) Up through Pin "H" to the 380° contact point-on the Duct Anticjpator
thermlitat.

Since the mIrcury is below 380° the circuit to the thermostat is open and
the More Heat relay is energized as shown.

Current cih also flow from point B to the More Heat relay left contact
lev r. Since this relay is energized current flows sulss Ohs contact lever
and to another contact p9int which will be shown in the next frame.

Since the Cabin relay was energized baclein Frame 9, we also have
current flowing acr&ea the right contact lever to the More . This
current flows out Pin "B" un the upper connector and out to on the
temperature control valve. As you can see, with both the Cabin and More
Heat relays energized this aloe will run tgWard HOT.

No Response Required

18
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FOLD OVER SHEET 5.

Frame 12

18/6

Tbi! sheet show the Less Heat relay circuit.
k

As you can see, the Less Heat relay receives power from the same source
that is said for the More Heat relay. Current flows up through R-1 and can
than go in 1 of 2 directions:

'(1) Up to energize the Less Het relay.

II or

(lc

(2) Down through Pin "G "4o the 400° contact wire on the Duct
Anticipator thermoitat.

Since the mercury is still below 380° this circuit
Less Heat relay is energized as shown.

Current hal been supplied,from the More Heat relay
lever of the Less Heat relay. This current flows across
Pin "I" to the duct anticipator heater. The heated and
in the ducting, begins to raise the mercury inside the t

At this point there is no current to the Less Heat
lever. As the circuit is set up so far, we are now call

(

a warmer

A111/611F

-.weekIp.

No Response Required,

19
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. Frame 13

FOLD OVER ET 6

At this point we are receiving warm air in the cabin. To make sure
that the cabin does not get too hot the pilot or flight engineer has moved
the temperture control rheostat toward cool. By doing this the resistance
in the circuit has decreased. Therefore more current flows through the
rheostat and Pin --"Gv to point A and down and out P:in "E" to the cabin
thermostat heater.

This increased current applied to the heater will generate more heat
around the thermostat. When the mercury reached the 110° wire,- 11 of the
current at point C in the control boar will follow the path of lekst resistance
and flow down and out Pin "D" through the cabin thermostat to ground.. The
cabin relay now deenergizee.

With the cabin relay dWenergized current going to the more heat relay
contact has stopped. In turn, you have stopped current from going to the HOT

side of the temperature control valve. Therefore the valve will stop and the
temperature will not Increase.

C,rrent from the cabin relay will now flow across both contact levers
.

up to the contact levers an the less heatipelay.

No Re4Bise Required

595
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Frame,14

,FOLD OVER SHEET 7

As the mercury in the duct anticipator thermostat rises it will make
contact with the 380° wire. At this time the more heat relay deenergizes
because current to the relay follows the pith of least resistance through
the thermostat to ground.

With the more heat relay deenergized current will be taken away from
the less heat relay coutact.which was used for the duct anticipator heater.

FOLD OVER SHEET 8

Current is still being applied to the duct anticipator heater. It /its
supplied through the less heac-relay contact from the deenergized cabin relay.

The mercury. in the thermostat continues to rise until it reaches the
400° wire. Now the less heat relay deenergizes because current to the relay
follows the path oftleast resistance through the thermostat ro ground.

With this relaydeenergped current will be taken away from the
thermostat heater. From theNright contact lever it will fl6w out Pin "A"
to Pin A on the temperature cntrol va.ve. The-valve now runs COLD
delivering cooler* air to the cabin.

No Response Required

o 36
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Frame 15

Notice that the mercury in the high limit thermostat has also made
contact with its 400* wire. This is the safety factor that was mentioned
earlier in the text.

A circuit has been completed through the mercury to ground. This is
a positive way to restrict the, masimuM temperature from the system. By
deenergizing the cabin relax/if the robin thermbstat should fail, taking
power a4ayAgrom,the HY side of the temperature-control. awave.

No Response Required

_1
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REVIEW EXERCISE #3

Mark'the following either T (true) or F (false).

1. The same current that energizes the cabin relay can also flow to
the cabin thermostat.

t

2. , The current for the control box comes from 2 different sources.

3. If the mercury in the high limit thermostat reaches,/40b° the cabin
relay will deenergize.

4. The cabin thermostat heater receives current from the temperature
control rheostat only.

5. The are heat relay must be deenergized before the less heat relay

6. The temperature control valve will not run towards hot if either
the cabin relay or the more heat relay were deenergtzed.

7. The sam curr nt that energized the cabin relay will not energize
the more he relay.

.01101Malow-r..0.

..,

Current that flows acrds thecabin relay end R-4 combines With
the current that ilw e from the rheostat and goes to the cabin
the stet heater.-

___IIAIIT°9. cabin relay. will'slot energize unless it receives a full
2 V DC.

10. If the mercury in the duct anticipator thermostat reaches 380°
the temperature control valve will run toward hot.

A
11. The more heat and less heat relays receive current from the same *

power source.

12. The more hest relay will'deenergize when the duct anticipator
thermostaereaches 380°.

13. The cabin relay must be deenergized before the control valve will
run toward hot.

14. The high limit thermostat will deenergize the cabin relay when ,Ot
mercury reaches 1106.

Check our responses on the answer sheet at the back of the text.

23
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MERCURY THERMUSTAT\TEMPERATURE C ONTROL SYSTEM REVIEW

Match the description in Column B with the it4i it describes in Column A.

Column A

1. Mote Meet relay

2. Cabin thermostat

3. Rheostat

4. Cabin relay
I

5. Thermostat heater

7)

6. High Limit thermostat

7. Duct'Anticipator thermostat

8. Less Heat relay

Column B

A. Controls both the more heat and
less heat relays.

B. Controls amount of power going tc
the cabin thermostat heater.

C. Raises and lowers the.mercury in
the high limit thermostat.,

D. When energized, this relay
directly supplies current to the
hot, side la: the temperature

control valve.

E. Helps to raise the mercury inside
the thermostat faster than normal.

F. A safety factor that Will de-
energize the cabin relay at 400°.

G. Controls operation of the Cabin
relay.

H. When energized, this relay
supplies current to a contact;
lever on the more heat relay.

I. When deeziergized, tats rely --

supplies current to the cold side
of the temperature control valve.

Refer to t* 1 overlay transparency to answer the following statements as either
true or false.

9. If the temperature in the cabin reaches 110°, the cabin relay will
deenergize.

10.. As temperature around\the duct anticipator thermostat rises,'the less
heat relay will deenergize before the more heat relay.

11. The less heat relay controls current to the cool side of the temperature
control valve.

24



28v DC

Match the circled number in the above schematic with the item listed below.

Rheostat

Cabin relay

Duct Anticipator thermostat

More Heat relay

Cabin thermostat

Heater coil

Less Heat relay

High Limit thermostat

Check your responses on the answer sheet at the back of the text.
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CORRECT RESPONSES

Revive Exercise #3

1. T

2. T

3. T

4. F

5. T
* --- 6. T

7. F

8. T
9. F

10.

11. T

. 12. T

13. F

14. P

Mercu Thermostat T erasure Control S stem Review

1. P

2. G

3. B

4. H

5. E

6. F

7. A
8. I

9. T

10. F

11. T

1 Rheostat 8 Cabin thermostat

2 Cabin relay 3 Heater coil

5 Duct Anticipator Thermostat 5 Less heat relay

4 More heat relay 6 High limit thermostat

26
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Environmental/Pneudraulif!s Branch- 3ABR42331 -WB -209

Chanute AFB, Illinois

CARGO AIR OONPTTIONING SYSTEM WIRING DIAGRAM

OBJECTIVE

Using the cargo aircraft air conditioning system wiring diagram,

identify eight causes for the ten electrical system troubles.

EQUIPMENT

Colorld Pencil. Set

3AB124. 131-WB-209

PROCEDURE

Basis of Issue
1 set/student
1/student

Figures 1 and 2 are in the back of this booklet. The circuits

you will be tracing in this text are listed in the lower left corner

of figure 1. The color code you are to use for each circuit is shown

in the block before each circuit Follow directions carefully and do

311 the steps. Do not trace ahead of what you have read. The diagram

used in this proj =ect is the same diagram you will use on the cargo air

conditionir system trainer, when you troubleshoot that trainer. if

you do not unaerstand the circuit after tracing, check with your

instructor.

Note: In this diagram we are tracing current from the circuit

breakers to the components ground. This is not the way current

flows, but it is the easiest because of so many ground points

in the diagram. Remember this note when using any wiring

diagram.

POWER CIRCUIT

1. Use your RED pencil to trace this- circuit. Current flows

from the 28V DC temperature control circuit breaker over wire 2H200A20

to pin N of bulkhead connector #2. I" continues on wire 2H200B20 to

the pole of the master air conditiaaing switch.

2. This is the systear power circuit. All power for automatic

and manual temperature control comes from this wire.

Note: You will trace circuits for the following functions of

the air conditioning system. Manual. Warm with GTC, Manual

Cool in Air Conditioner and Pressure Position, Automatic Warm,

and Automatic Cool. Even though current is distributed over

numerous other circuits, y those circuits required for a

7 1:1
particular function will b traced.

Supersedes 3ABR42231-WB-208, 5 June 1974.

OP R: 3370 TTG

DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TTGTC 600; TTVSR 1

2
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MANUAL WARM WITH GTC

1. Use your BLUE pencil to trace this circuit. First, draw the
master air conditioning switch contact lever to the air conditioning
GTC position.

2. Current flows over wire 2H201D20 to pin M on bulkhead connector
#2. Current flows out rin M on wire 211201E20 and over to terminal #1
on terminal strip #2.

3. It leaves terminal #1 on two wires; Current flows over wire
2H201G20 to pin A on the cabin thermostat blower. Then current flows
out pin B on wire 211207A20N to ground. The blower now operates.

4. Go back to terminal #1. Current also flows over wire 211201F20
to pin C on the control box electrical connector #1.

5. It flows from pin C to.point A inside the temperature control
box. Here current flaws in two directions.

6. First, it flows to point B where it flows in many directions
again. Current continues to pole X1 on the more heat relay. The relay
is not energized yet, so current flow sto "s at this point.

7. Going back to point B, current flows through both R1 and R2
to energize both the mote heat and less heat relays.

8. Because we are concerned with the more heat relay, draw the
contact levers on X1 and X2 to the energized position (contacts 1 al)d 3).
This is as far as we will go for .'tow.

9. Going back to point A, current flows to point C and out to
pin F of the control box electrical connector #1.

10. It leaves pin F on wire 2H202A20 and flows to terminal #2 on
teribinal strip #2. Prot here it flows over wire 211202520 to pin H on
bulkhead connector #2.

11. Current flows to the temperature control switch on wire
2H202C20. Draw the temperature control switch to the manual warm
position.

12. Now current flows over wire 2H203C20 to pin G-on bulkhead
connector #2. It leaves pin G on wire 211203E20 and flows to terminal
#5 on terminal strip #2. Current flows from terminal 415 on wire
2H203A20 to pin E on the control box electrical connector #1.

13. Current flows inside the control box to X2 of the more heat
relay-. We are tracing only necessary circuits so we will not tap off
current from this wire. The more heat relay is energized so current
flows from X2, over contact 3, and out pin B on the control box
electrical connector #1.

Ole
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321

14. It leaves pin B on wire 2H212A20 and flows to pin B on the

temperature control valve. Current flows through the valve motor and

out ptn C on wire 2H214A20N to ground. The temperature control valve now

runs to warm, which was your selection.

MANUAL COOL IN AIR CONDITIONER AND PRESSURE POSITION

1. Again we are going to trace only the necessary circuits. Use

your GREEN pencil to trace this circuit.

2. Firstt1\.i draw the master switch to the air conditioner and press

position. All the air condition positions of the master switch go to

the sane wire so this is the last time you will change positions on the

master switch.

3. Current flows from the master switch on wire 2H201D10 to

pin M on bulkhead connector #2. From here it flaws over wire 2H201B20

to terminal #1 on terminal strip #2.

4. Again current flows over wire 2H201G20 to run the cabin

thermostat blower. It also flows over wire 2H201F20 to pin C on the

#1 electrical connector.

5. Current continues to point A inside the control box and then

to point C. From point C it flows to pin F on the #1 electrical con
nector and out on wire 2H202A20 to terminal #2 of terminal strip #2.

6. Current leaves terminal #2 on wire 2H2021120 and flows to

pin H on bulkhead connector #2.

7. It leaves c., wire 2H202C20 and flows to the temperature

control switch pole. You want manual cool, so current flows to the
cool contact, and over wire 2H213C20 to pin C on bulkhead connector
#2.

8. Here, it leaves on wire 2H213b20 and flows to terminal #6

on terminal strip #2. Current leaves terminal #6 on two wire3, but

the one we are concerned with is wire 2H213D20.

9. Current flows over wire 2E213D20 to pin A on the temperature

control valve. It continues through the valve m4,t-or and out pin C on

wire 2H214A20N to ground. The temperature control valve now runs toward

cool which is what you selected.

60,5
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AUTOMATIC WARM

Note: The temperature selector does not directly control the
temperature control valve's operation. Instead, it controls
the amount of current going to the mercury thermostat heater.
TWA thermostat, in turn, controls the cabin relay which
controls the temperature control valve's operation. As you
go through this circuit, you will see how this is done.

1. Use your BLACK pencil to trace this circuit. The master switch
is still in the air conditioner and pressure position, so current flows
over wire 2H201D20 to pin M on bulkhead connector #2.

2. Current leaves pin M on wire 2H201E20 and flows to terminal #1
on terminal strip #2. Again current flows to the blower which causes'
it to operate.

3. Current also leaves terminal 01 on wire 2H201F20 and flows
to pin C on the temperature control Box i1 electrical connector.

4. From here it flaws to point A inside the control box where it
mill flow in two directions.

5. First, trace the current up to point B. At this point you
want current to flow through R1 and R2 to energize the more heat and less
heat relays. Current also flows over both tap-off wires and out pins H
and G on the 01 electrical connector to the anticipator thermostat.
Here current flow stops

6. Now, let's go back to point A. Current flows from here
through point C,Tdown to point D. Here again current flows in two
directions.

7. For now current flows from point D to point E, through R3 to
point F. Remember, we are tracing only necessary circuits.

8. At point F, current flows in two direCtions. It flows up to
energize the cabin re_uy and down to point G. From point G current goes
in two directions.

9. First, it flows down and out pig: D on #2 electrical connector
and over to pin C on the control thermostat. Current flow stops at
this point for now.

10. Going back to point G, current also flows out pin A on #2
electrical connector to pin E on the high, limit tArmostat. Here
current flow stops again for the time being. You now have all three
relays energized,, so draw the contact levers to the energized position.

r.
11. Going back to point C, current flows from point C to point F

on electrical connector 01. From here it elows'over wire 2H202A20 to
terminal 02 oq terminal strip 02.

CO6



12. From tere it flows on -wire 2H2021120 to pin H on the bulkhead

connector #2. Currctl: leaves pin Is on wire 2H202C20 and flows to the

temperature control switch, which is in the automatic position.

13. Current now flows over wire 2H204C20 to pin F on bulkhead

connector #2. From pi it flows over wire 2H204B20 to terminal #7

on terminal strip #2. ent leaves terminal #7 on wire 2H204A20 and

flows to pin D on elect cal connector #2;

14. From here it flows inside the control box and comes to X2 on

the cabin relay. Since the relay is energized, current continues to

contact 10 and up to point J.

15. From point J, current flows to X2 on the ,more heat relay.

This relay is also energized, so current flows over contact 3 and out

to pin B on electrical connector #1.

16. It leaves pin B on wire 2H212A20 and flows to pin B on the

temperature control valve. Current cortinues through the valve motor

and out to ground. This causes the valve to run toward hot. To

determine how far the valve runs toward hot, go back to point D inside

the temperature control box.

17. Current continues down from point D and out to pin F on

electrical connector #2. It leaves pin F on wire 2H206A20 and flows

to terminal #3 on terminal stria

18. It leaves terminal #3 on wire 2H2O6u20 and flows to pin K on

bulkhead connector #2. From here current flaws over wire 2H206C20 to

the temperature selector.

19. The temperature selector is toward the warm position so this

puts more resistance into the circuit. This resistance causes a voltage

drop as current flows through the selector. This current, at the

reduced voltage, comes out wile. 2H205C20 to pin J or. bulkhead

connector #2.
0

20. It leaves pin J on wire 2H205B20 and flows to terminal #4 on

terminal strip #2. Current leaves terminal #4 on wire 23205A20 and

flows to pin G an the control box electrical connector i2.

21. pin G current flows inside the control box, over P3,

to poi:1111. Fna point H, it flows out pin E c.n electrical con-

nector #2.

22. Current flaws from,pin E on wire 28219A20 to pin B on the

control thermostat. This current flows through the thermostat hater

and out to ground. This heats the mercury inside the thermostatNnd

causes it to rise. As the mercury rises, it makes contact with the

110° wire from pin C on the thermostat. At

23. The potential on this wire is then grounded to. the thermostat

heater ground. The voltage that energized the cabin relay now has 4

path of less resistancetto follow so the cabin relay deenergites.

6
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(----24. With this relay &energized, you lose power at contact 10 and
also to the hot side of the temperature control valve. Now the valve
stops operating.

25. You have controlled the movement of the temperature. control
valve by controlling the amount of voltage going to the thermostat
heater. If more voltage had been applied to the heater, the running
time of the valve, and hot would have been much shorter:

In the next and last circuit, we will continue from where you
are now and see how this systmalwill'call for a cool temperature.

AUTOMATIC COOL

Note: Use your PLEPLE pencil to trace this circuit. If the
temperature selector were set to cool, this would increase
the amount of voltage going to the control thermostat
heater, and, in turn, would deenergize the cabin relay much
faster. A With this in mind, we will continue.with Auto-Cool

.

1. Start with current flow at point 3 inside the control box.
Current flows from point B to X1 on the mdre heat relay. This relay
is st -1 energized, so current flows from Xi to contact #1 and over
to the less heat relay.

2. It then flows from X1 on the less heat relay and since the
relay is still energized, over to contact #5.

3. !Prof& here current flows to pin I on electrical connector #1.
It then continues from pin I on wire 2F2073A20 to 'pin 3 on the antici- v_

nator thermostat. Current continues through the thermostat later and
out to ground making a complete circuit.t

4. This heater, along with duct temperature, starts the mercury
rising inside the thermostat. While the mercury is rising, current is
flowing from point E, inside the control box, to X1 of the cabin relay.
This relay is deenergized, so current flows from Xi to contact 111 and
over to -,42 on the less heat relay. At this. time the-current cannot _

-_ continue because the less heat relay is energized.

S. By now the mercury in
enough to make contact with the
completes a circuit through the
deenergizes the more heat relay.
side the temperature control

the anticipator thermostat has risen
potential at the 380° wire. This now
mercury and heater ground wire. This
Now power is removed from the hot

valve.

6. The heater on the anricipato; thermostat is still in operation,
so the rises until it comes in contact with the 400° wire. Now
the lessheat'relay will deenergize. The current at X2 on the less heat
relay will flow over contact #8 and out to pin A of electrical connector
01. From here it flows over wird 28213A2G to terminal #6 on terminal
strip #2, and then over wire 211213D20 to pin A of the temperature con-
trol valve. Current continues through the vaive.motor and out to ground.
The circuit is now completed and the valve will run toward the cool
position.

7
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7. You have now completed the tracing of mercury thermostat

temperature control system. Xf there is some area you feel you do

not understand, ask your instructor for assistance.

Use figure 12 to =err the following questions. Figure #2 has

numbers placed on it representing a system trouble. You are to select

the number that would cause the tro4le described in the discrepancy

and drew a circle around your answer.

1. The temperature control valve is inoperative tr, auto and

manual.

a. 1

b. 2

c. 4

d. 3

2. The temperature controll valve is inoperative in automatic

and manual warm. Automatic and manual cold operate normally.

a. 3

b. 6

c. 7

d. 8

3. The temperature control valve is inoperative in manual cool

selection.

a. 2

b. 5

c. 8

d. 1

4. Thy, temperature control valve will not operate to the cold

position when automatic cool is selected.

a. 1

b. 4

c.

d. 3. ,

5. No automa is control of a temperature control va2.ve. Manual

selections operate rmally.

a. 2

b. 3

c. 7

d. 10

603
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6. The temperature control valve will not operate in manual warm. `Ns

a. - 4
b. 5

c. 8

d. 9

7. he temperature control valve goes full old in automatic.

a. 1

b. 4

c. 5

d. 6

k 8. Automatic cool is inoperative, automatic warm operates

a. 2

b. 3

c. 7

d. 4

9. The temperature control valve goes full hcit in automatic.

a. 1

b. 4

c. 5

d. 6

10. The temperature control valve is inoperative in auto and
manual.

a. 3

b. 6

c. 9

d. 11

You have not been provided with the correct responses for these
questions. Take your text to the instructor and he will check your
answers for correctness. Rework those problems you have not solved
correctly.

9610
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/gab
Environmental Pneudraulics Branch

Chanute APB, Illinois

OBJECTIVES

3ABR42331-WB-209A

1. Perform an operatxonal-check on the flight deck or cargo

compartment a4 conditioning system.

2. Troubleshoot the flightideck or cargo compartment a& conditioning
.ystem using the AN / ?SM -37 multimef r and wiring diagram, correctly locating

5 out of 7 troubles.

EQUIPMENT

Trainer 3021 Cargo Air Conditioning System
Multimeter AN/PSM-37

PROCEDURE

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student

e all of your jewelry. Report to the lab instructor and inform

him f the lesson on which vo are working. The lab instructor will assign

you to a trainer and provide the necessary mateLials.

This workbook is presented in two sections. Section lA and lB are to

familiarize you with the components of the flight decx or cargo compartment
air conditioning systems and to prepare you for performing the operational

check and trotibleshooting. Section Utontains the steps for operational
checking these systems and the malfunctions tha4 you are to- troubleshoot.
Perform each step as directed on the following pages.

NOTE: You will be assigned to perform this lesson either on the flight

,deck system or on the cargo compartment system. Check the name

of the trainer you are assigned to. If you are assigned to a

flight deck system, start with section 1A. If you are assigned

to a cargo compartment system, start with section 1B.

Supersedes 3ABR42331-WB-208A, 2 January 1973.

OPR: 3370 TTG
lISTRIBUTION: X

3a70 TTGTC - e00; TTVSR - 1
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183 7
SECTION 1A. FLIGHT DECK AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM COMPONENTS

3

(1)

Figure 1.

1. Location and identification of system components.

a. Using the trainer and the illustrations in figure 1, locate each of
the numbered items. Write the name of each of these numbered items in the
blank spaces below.

gi
11011 44

ki!,

Nii
NI ant am
IN ate

COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS TO THOSE ON PAGE 5.

J
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Figure 2.

'7

h. Using the trainer and the illustraeon in figure 2, locate
each of the nuns.erad items. Write the name of each of these numbered

items in the blank spacqs below

(1)

(2)

(3)

COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS TO THOSE ON PAGE 5.

618
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Answers to location and identification Section 1A, para la.

(1) Temperature Control Valve.

(2) Temperature Control Box.

(3) Duct Anticipator Thermostat

(4) Hi-Limit Thermostat.

(5) Cabin Thermostat.

(6) Cabin Thermostat Blower.

(7) Aux Vent Valve.

Answers to locations and identification Section 1A, para lb.

(1) Air Conditioning Master Switch.

(2) Temperature Control Switch.

(3) Temperature Selector.

After comparing your answers, turn to page 8, para 2.

5

6.19
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Figure 3.

SECTION 1B. CARGO COMPARTMENT AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Location and identification of system components.

a. Using the trainer and the illustrations in figure 3, locate
each of the numbered items. Write the name of each of these numbered items
in the blank spaces below.

(1) (5)

(2) (6)

(3) (7)

(4) (8)

COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS TO THOSE ON PAGE 10.

6
6



Figure 4.

b. Using the tra4ma and the illustration in figure 4, locate
each of the-MMITered items. Write the name of each of these numbered
items ir the blank spaces below.

(1)

(2)

(3)

CO WARE YOUR ANSWERS TO THOSE ON PAGE 10.

62J
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2. Trainer preparation for the operational check and troubleshooting

of the flight deck and cargo compartment air conditioning system.

a. ,Place all trouble switches to the OUT position. These
switches are located at the left side of the trainer.

b. Make sure ill circuit breakers are pushed in.

c.

listed below.
Place the followina switches to the NORMAL positions

*
as

(1) Air Conditioning Master Switch OFF

(2) Temperature Selector COOL

(3) Temperature Control S tch OFF

d. Place the trainer pow& smite to-the ON position. This
switch is located on the upper left side of the trainer.

3. Trainer operation for the flight deck and cargo compartment air
conditioning system.

a. During the following steps you will operate each component
on either the flight deck or cargo compartment air conditioning trainer.
When a switch is actuated be sure to notice whiCh valves operate'and
the valve position. Actuate each switch as directed. From your observation
of the trainer operation complete each statement by circling the correct
word.

Step 1. Air Conditioning System Operation.

(1) Place the air conditioning master switch in the
air cond - GTC position.

(a) Cabin thermostat blower runs (yes / no).

(b) Aux vent valve (open / close).

(2) if the components failed to operate, it indicates a
defective component or an open electrical circuit.

Step 2. Temperature control system: Manual Operation

(1) Place the temperature control switch to Manual Cool.
The temperature control valve moves towtr:d (hot / cold).

(2) Place the temperature control switch to Manual Warm.
Tha temperature control valve pulses toward (hot / cold).

Step 3. TeEPerature control system: Automatic Operation.

8
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(1) Place the temperature control switch to the AUTOMATIC

position, then rotate the temperature selector""toward WARM. The temperature
control valve pulses toward (hot / cold).

(2) Rotate the temperature selector toward COOL. The
temperature control valve pulses toward (hot / cold).

Step 4. Aux Vent System Operation:

(1) Place the master air cord switch to aux vent position.

(a) Aux vent valve (opens / closes).

(b) Cabin thermostat blower runs (yes / no).

(c) Will the Auto and Manual tzmperature control
operate (yes / no).

Step 5. Return all switches to the NORMAL position as indica':ed
in paragraph 2c page 7 and place trainer power to OFF.

COMPARE YOUR ANSWERS TO THOSE ON PAGE 10.

9
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ii0=IUNition and identification Section 1B, pars la.

(1) Temperaturi Control vely4

(2) Temperature Control Box.

(3) Duct Anticipator Thermostat.

(4) HiLimit Thermostat.

(5) Cabin Thermoitet.

(6) Cabin Thermostat Blower.

(7) Aux Vent Valve.

(8) Floor Heat Diverter Valve.

Answers to locationi and identification Sect 1B, para lb.

(1) Air Conditioning Master Switch.

(2) Temperature Control Switoh.

(3) Temperature Selector.

Answers to the trainer operation statements in Sect 1B, pare 3a.

Step 1. (1) (a) YES Step 3. (1) HOT
(b) CLOSED (2) COLD

Step 2. (1) COLD
(2) HOT

Step 4. (1) (a) OPENS
(b) NO
(c) NO

If all of your answers agree with the answers above, you are ready

to begin troubleshooting. If they do not agree, tell the lab instructor
you need assistance.

10



SECTION 2. FLIGHT DECK AND CARGO COMPARTMENT AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
oPERATIONAL CHECK AND TROUBLESHOOTING

A

OPERATIONAL CHECK:

1. The steps that you performed in paragraph 3a, of section lB
involved operating each component in the flight deck or cargo compartment
air conditioning system. These steps are used to determine if each component
is operating properly and they are called operational checks.

2. The chart below lists step by step procedures for performing
operational checks of the system. To insure that you are, familiar with
this procedure, turn tho tra1*...r power ON and perform each of the steps.
After you are sure you understand the operational check procedure, then
continue to the troubleshooting part of this lz,son. You will be required
to perform a complete operational check for each trouble.

Note: This chart is provided only as a guide for learninglthe
operational check procedure.

POSITIONING THE CONTROL DEVICES OPERATING COMPONENT COMPONENT OPERATION

Place the air cond master switch
to the air cond-GTC position

Cabin thermostat
Blower Operates

?lace the Temp Control switch
to MANUAL COOL. IA Control Valve

___
`Runs Toward Cool

Place the Tamp Control switch
to MANUAL WARM. Temp Control Valve Pulses toward HOT

Place the Temp Control switch_
to AUTO

Rotate the Temp Selector to
COOL.

Temp Conttokive
.

Pulses toward COOL

Rotate the Temp Selector to HOT. Temp Control Valve Pulses toward HO-

place the Air Cond Master switch
to AL'X Vent. .

Cabin Thermostat
Blower
Aux Vent Valve

No Operation
Opens

lace the Temp Control switcheto

I

position. Temp Control Valve No Operation

Place the Air Cond Master
witch to Air Cond - GTC
osition.

Cabin Thermostat Blower Operates
Aux Vent Valve Closes

Place the Tamp Cont4o1 Switch
ko 'Imposition.

/
/ Temp Control Valve Will Operate

Operational Check Procedure Chart

11
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1wJ10$
uBLESHOOTING

. 1. For each trouble, perform an operational check to determine the
malfunctioning component. After you determine the malfunction, 0.en place
a statement in the "discrepancy" block Of the attached troubleshooting
answer sheet that describes the malfunction.

2.- Using a waxed pencil, trace the electrical circuits thJit tperate
or controls the malfunctioning component.

3. Use the multimeter to locate the cause of the trouble.
, -

Note: When measuring voltage, be sure the meter is set to the correct
voltage range. Make sure that you have the negative (Black) lead to

ground. Ground on the trainer is located on the center left of the
ttainem. When checking the manual temperature control system, be sure
to hold the temperature control switch to ,either HOT or COLD. When
measuring resistance, be sure the trainer power is OFF and the meter is

set in O. Use the OHM portion of the multimeter only to check the
system when it is isolated from the rest of the circuit.

4. Record the cause of the trouble in the cause block on the
troubleshooting answer sheet.

5. The trouble switch that you are to use for each problem is listed

on the top line of the discrepancy block. There are 10 problems for you to

troubleshoot. We will go through the first one with you to show you how to

arrive at the correct answer.

a. If you are aseigned to t e F.J.12,ht Deck Air Conditioning System,

place trouble switch number 10 to the IN position.

b. If you are assigned to the Cargo Compartment Air Conditioning
System, place trouble switch number 1 to the IN position.

c. Perform an operational check (use the operational check

procedures chart.)

d. As you went through the operational check you found that the
Temperature,Control vale will not move to the HOT position in Auto and

Manuel position. Make the following statement in the discrepancy block of

the eroubleshooting answer sheet.

"No control of the Temp Control Valve in Auto and Manual Hot."

AUTOMATIC HOT

1. Since the temperature control valve will not --orate in Auto and
Manual Hot, the trouble must be in a wire or component that is common to

both the automatic and manual operation. What part o1 she circuit would

affect the Auto and Manual operation?....To determine 'nia let's trace
the circuits.

2. Trace the automatic hot operation; using a 0:easewpencil,

start the electrical circuit at the 28V DC circuit breaker. Follow

12
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the circuit to the bulkhead connector number 2 at point "N" to the Master
Air Conditioning Switch.

3. Now drat., the master switch in "Ground Air Cond GTC" position.
Trace through the switch to bulkhead connector #2 at point "M. Now
proceed to terminal strip #2 at pin #"1." You will notice that there
are two electrical wires atLthis point; trace the one going to the
control box electrical connector #1 at pin "C". Then trace to point
"1" inside the temp control box and-through resistor R-2 to the more heat
relay coil. Energizing the more heat 'relay moving the contacts X-1 and
X-2 to the left.

4. Return-to point "A" inside the temp control box. Now trace from
point "A" through point "C" to point "D". From point "D" trace to point
"E" through resistor R-3 and up to the cabin relay coil. Energizing it
will move the contacts X-1 and X-2 to tilt left.

5. Return to point "C" inside the temp control box. Trace this
wire to pin "F" of connector #1 and follow it to terminal strip #2 pin
#2. Then trace to pin "H" on the bulkhead connector #2 and to the
temperature control switch.

6. Draw the temperature control switch in the Auto position. From
the Auto position to bulkhead connector #2, point "F", then to terminal
strip #2, point "7", and to pin "D" on the temp control box electrical
connector #1. Trace this wire to X-2 of the cabin relay and to X-2 of
the more heat relay, across the contacts and then to pin "B" of connector
#1 and to pin."B" of the t rature control valve.

7. You have now tra ed th automatic hot temperature control circuit.
Now you will trace the manual ho circuit. Nntice that this circuit will
bypass the cabin relay.

MANUAL HOT

1. Start at the 28 V DC circuit breaker. Follow the circuit to
the bulkhead connector #2 at pin "N". With the master switch in "Ground
Air Cond G.T.C." trace through the switch to bulkhead connector #2 to
pin "We. Now move to terminal strip #2 to pin "1". Notice that there
are two electrical wires at this-point.

2. Trace the one that goes to the control box electrical connector
#1 at p "C" and to the more heat relay coil. Energizing the more heat
relay .4im the contacts X-1 and Xp..2 to the left.

3. Return to point "A" inside the temp control box. Trace to point
"C" inside the control box and then pin "F" of electrical connector #1.
From pin "F" you trace to terminal strip #2, pin #2 and then pin "H" of
the bulkhead connector; from pin "H" to the temperature control switch.

4. Now draw the tempe-ature control switch to the manual warm
position. Trace the wire to pin "G" of the bulkhead connector and tpi-
pin "5" of terminal strip #2. Now trace from pin #5 on the terminal strip
to pin "E" of electrical connector #1. Follow this wire from pin "E" to
1-2 of the more heat relay, through thd contact to pin "B" of electrical
connector #1 and to pin "B" on the temperature control valve.
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a. From the circuit that you have traced, what part of the

circuit is common to both automatic and manual hot?

b. Any troubles in the circuit from the 28V DC circuit breaker

to the maste switch and to pin "C" of the temperature control box would

affect hot a,id cold both. So we can eliminate these circuits as possibili-

ties for our trouble.

c. Any troubles in the circuit from auto position of the
temperature control switch to X-2 of the cabin relay would affegt the

system in-automatic operation only. A.ly troubles in the circuit from

manual warm to pin "E" at the temperature control box would affect manual

warm only. So, again, we can eliminate these circuits as possibilities.

d. dowever current has to travel from X-2 of the more heat

relay, through pin "B" of the electrical connector #2, and to pin'"B"

of the temperature control valve for both auto and manual hot. Now

troubleshoot to determine exactly where our problem is.

e. Sat the PS%-37 to 28V DC. Place the master switch 'bck the

"Ground Air Cond G.T.C." position and the temperature control switch'--to

automatic. Rotate the temperature selector to warm. Disconnect the

electrical connector at the temperature control valve.

f. Place the black lead on the PSI -37 to ground and the red

lead to pin "B" of the electrical connector. You should read 28V DC.

However, ycu will notice that there is not voltage at this point.

g. Leaving the electrical connector disconnected, remove

connector #1 from the control box. Looking at your wiring diagram,

notice that when the connector is removed, the voltage is lost. This

is because it goes in pin "C" of the control box and comes out at pin

"B" on the control box. Due to the loss of voltage it means we will have

to set the PSeo-37 on OHMS.

h. After you set the meter on OHMS, place one lead in pin "3"
of the temperature control valve connector and the other lead in pin "B"

of the electrical connector #1. You should read continuity, but you will

notice that the meter reads infinity. This reading indicates an open

between these two points. Looking at your wiring diagram you will see

that auto and manual must come through this wire to make the temperature

control valve operate. Place this statement in the cause block.

Open Wire H212A20

Note: If you are on the flight deck air conditioning system, place
trouble switch #10 out and move on to trouble 41.

If you are on the cargo compartment air conditioning system, place
trouble switch #1 out and move on to trouble #2.

Note: When troubleshooting the temperature control system and either

a connector #1 or #2 is removed, this disconnects the power going to

the temperature-control box. To continue troubleshooting the system

the moltiateter must be placed to the OHMS position.
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Troubleshooting Response Sheet

TROUBLE
;SWITCH

NUMBER
Discrepancy

I Cause
I

I

2

.

3

4

D

6

----1---Th

1

7

8

9

10

1t4NEY COMPLETED, REPOPT TO THE INSTRUCTOR

Ir ..ructors signature showing satisfacory completion of this objective.
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